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When servicemen of the Allied occupation forces showed us a
strange "lunchbox" that emitted some strange tunes called "jazz,"
many Japanese three decades ago were surprised to discover that a
radio could be portable. Not a single one of the occupiers or the oc
cupied at that time dreamed that Japan would one day become the
world's leading manufacturer of transistor radios.
During the five decades of "Showa"-Emperor Hirohito's reign
was so named-numerous other dreams have come true. Indeed,
many more things formerly undreamed-of have also turned into
reality. To those who lived in 1926, the first year of Showa, the
capitulation of the Nippon Empire to foreign powers was utterly
beyond their imagination. For the first time in the milleniums of the
nation's history, Japan genuflected in the cinders of its cities in 1945 to
beg for mercy from the victors.
Those who lived in the immediate aftermath of the tragic war
failed, in their turn, to foresee that Japan would_ rise again phoenix-like
to become one of the major economic-industrial powers of the world.
But did those hard-driving working ants of Japan in the 1950s and 60s
ever think of the pollution, the inevitable byproducts of material
prosperity, that would soon endanger their archipelago once known for
its serenity and beauty?
Japan today is a monster, perhaps a monster that the English-

speaking observers find the most difficult to comprehend. Language is
undoubtedly a barrier, but there are more obstacles, many more.
The nation's image was once represented by Fuji-yama, Geisha
and Sakura (cherry blossoms). Japan in 1975 is something that defies
such an attempt at simplification. In order to know and understand the
many faces of modern Japan, one has to drop a sounding lead into the
complexities of its history, grasp the behavior patterns of the Japanese
people, and read between the lines of the words spoken by the
peculiarly taciturn people.
lt was not out of sheer nostalgia that we, staff members of the
Mainichi Daily News, looked back at the first year of Emperor
Hirohito's reign with the purpose of a seif-probe. At the time of this
writing, more than 75 per cent of the 110 million Japanese are the
products of the Showa era. They are the living examples of the people
who built what Japan is today. They are the people who will steer the
country into the uncharted ocean of the future. The years of Showa
have seen their sweat and toil, their tears and smiles, their anguish
and joy, their love and hate-in myriad manifestations.
We began our work by visiting libraries and poring through ar
chives. Most fortunately, we secured the kind assistance of the file
department of the Mainichi (vernacular) Newspapers where more
than two dozen people are employed full time for sorting and filing
various informative materials. Then we started to write a sort of
narrative history, 50 installments in all, roughly arranged in
chronological order. Throughout our undertaking, which extended
over eight months, our approach was journalistic.
Just as so many Japanese tend to feel toward whatever they have
accomplished, we feel extremely "ashamed" (hazukashii) of the fruit
of our effort. True, we Jack the insight and precision of professional
historians and the style of native English writers. But, during the
course of our work, we discovered to our astonishment that there has
been no history of modern Japan penned by a Japanese author in
English, despite the fact that the foreign tongue is compulsory for all
Japanese children over the age of 12. Consciousness of being "the first
one" has been, frankly speaking, quite exciting.
As we delved deeper into �he occurrences of the past 50 years, we
became "acquainted" with more compatriots who sacrificed them-

selves for the sake of many a lofty idea-everlasting justice (Yukyu
no-Taigi) for one, and many other ideals that they believed should be
realized here. lt was a rewarding sensation to know that we live in a
land that has been inhabited by admirable people.
Incidentally, foreigners may wonder why the Japanese call 1975
the "50th year of Showa." The year 1926, when Hirohito acceded to the
throne, was reckoned as the first year of the new era. The second year
began a week later on January 1, 1927. Hence, the majority of
Japanese feel as if they have lived through 50 full years of the reign
although the exact count shows that barely 49 years have passed.
As the series of Showa articles were published twice a week in the
Mainichi Daily News from January to July 1975, the editors received
an unexpectedly large number of letters from readers. Some of them
kindly pointed out errors which we thankfully acknowledge and have
corrected in this volume. Many others encouraged us with suggestions
and advice-a friendly gesture which sustained us in our journalistic
voyage through the history of our own generation.
"Arigato Gozaimasu" goes to all from our staff as weil as this
writer.
Hitotsubashi, Tokyo
August 1975

T. T.
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Looking back at some of the passages from the Imperial Rescript
of His Majesty Emperor Hirohito upon his coronation on November 10,
1928, no resident of Japan today can remain unimpressed by their
apocalyptic overtone. The Imperial message certainly professes a
secret knowledge of future events-but only in such an ironical manner
as to stun any historian.
The Emperor on that day solemnly vouched "Our Heavenly and
Imperial Ancestors, in accordance with the Heavenly Truths, created
an Empire based upon foundations immutable for all ages and left
behind them a throne destined for all eternity to be occupied by their
lineal descendants. By the grace of the Spirits of Our Ancestors this
great heritage has devolved upon Us. We hereby perform the
Ceremony of Enthronement with the Sacred Symbols.''
Genuine joy was evident in Japan. "Banzai resounded throughout
the nation," the English language newspaper "Osaka Mainichi" ob9
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served, responding to the voice from the godly height.
The young monarch went on: "lt is Our resolve to endeavor to
promote, within, the education of Our people and their moral and
material betterment so that there may be harmony and contentment
among them and power and prosperity for the whole nation, and to
cultivate without, friendly relations with all nations, thus to contribute
to the maintenance of the world peace and the advancement of the
welfare of humanity."
Today, almost half a century later, both material betterment and a
higher standard of education have been achieved. So too, friendly
relations with all foreign nations. But before "Our beloved subjects" of
the Emperor could fulfill the Imperial resolution, they had to sacrifice
nearly the total assets of the nation to enemy bombing and fight in
pitched battles with such world powers as China, the United States,
Great Britain and the Soviet Union.
Introduced to the Japanese public for the first time on Christmas
Day in 1926, the Chinese ideographs of "Showa," the new name for the
new Emperor's reign, were chosen because they stood for
"enlightenment and peace." Nobody, however, foresaw at that time
that the years tci come were destined to be far from enlightened and
peaceful and that they would be smeared with the blood shed by
millions of Japanese nationals. The age of Showa certainly has been an
age of dour irony unmatched in the nation's history.
As the Christmastide approached in the year 1926, the physical
condition of Emperor Taisho steadily worsened. Plagued by a
malignant inflammation that ate into his right lung, the unfortunate
°
Emperor had a fever of 38.3 C., pulse 124 and respiration count 27 at 6
a.m. on December 18. His sleep was fitful. His appetite was virtually
nil. For many days he clung to life on a glass of milk and a few
spoonfuls of vegetable soup until he finally succumbed. lt was early in
the morning on Saturday, December 25, that an extra edition of the
Official Gazette was issued; reporting the Imperial demise at 1.25 a.m.
that day.
His Imperial Highness the Regent and Crown Prince Hirohito
instantly acceded to the Throne.
The bulletin spread rapidly across the nation, heard first of all by
over 200,000 owners of radios. Then newsboys ran through the dawn,
handing out extras to whomever they met as they hopped from street

to street in each of the nation's major cities. But the tens of millions of
people did not have to read the extras. They had long since realized
that the end of the somber age of Taisho was nearing. The moment
they heard the faint ringing of bells fastened to the waists of newsboys'
Happi coats, they knew what it was.
On this day, people rose from their beds hours earlier than usual.
There was profound grief-but also great hope and expectation. "The
new era is for enlightenment and peace ! ''
From the old Imperial Villa in Hayama, the seaside resort in
Kanagawa Prefecture, where he attended the deathbed of his father '
the new Emperor and Empress N agako retired soon after daypreak to
the new Villa in the same town. As his car passed through the town, the
road was already neatly cleaned by townspeople who lined the street
curious to see the new monarch who, in his turn, greeted them, bowin�
his head.
Escorting the Emperor in the same car was the Grand Cham
berlain carrying two of the three sacred treasures of the Imperial
Household, the Sword and Jewels-the Mirror being in the Grand
Shrines of Ise. Hirohito was now the "God Emperor" of the almost
2,600-year-old nation, being the 124th in line from the Heaven
descended ancestor called Jimmu. Although scholars found the early
part of the Imperial lineage as well as the exact date of foundation of
the nation extremely dubious, not a single one of the "beloved sub
jects" was expected to question the "established" godliness of the new
Ruler of Japan.
To many Japanese, the. advent of "Showa" appealed greatly to
their imagination. For the epoch of Taisho had proved to be a disap
pointing anticlimax compared with the preceding Meiji which had
brought about the modernization of Japan's political, economic,
bureaucratic, educational and other social structures. Emperor Meiji
was resourceful enough to suppress a civil war in southern Kyushu to
help set the country on its feet. He won two wars with ominous
enemies-China and Russia. He was masculine enough, so people
thought, to keep a concubine in the Imperial Court. He was skillful in
composing Waka, traditional 31-syllable poems. The Emperor ap
peared to be a fit leader of Japan in every sense of the word.
Emperor Taisho, on the contrary, seldom appeared before his
subjects. His mental instability was a known fact among the people.

10
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His subjects often whispered· and secretly chuckled over the episode
about the Emperor who, after delivering his message before the
plenary session of the Diet, rolled up the Imperial Rescript and, as if
peering through a telescope, looked into the faces of the surprised
Dietmen. Otherwise, Taisho was virtually void of any interesting
episodes.
The new Emperor of Showa, however, was totally different.
Hfrohito was young at 25 in 1926. He had been educated by the fabled
General Maresuke Nogi in his childhood. He defied objections raised
by the traditionalist camp by extensively touring England, France, the
Netherlands, Belgium and ltaly. His human side surfaced when he
insisted that he wanted to marry Princess Nagako, daughter of im
poverished Prince Kuni. He engaged in-and won--:--a fierce but little
publicized struggle with the powerful Prince Aritomo Yamagata who
opposed the match. He had been active as the Regent for the past four
years. With the Emperor's youthfulness and experience, the era of
Showa certainly did appear promising.
Upon being asked by a Mainichi correspondent, Dr. Kurakichi
Shiratori, famed Orientalist and professor of Tokyo University,
recalled the time he asked the Regent-Crown Prince his view on the
career of Napoleon Bonaparte. "Hirohito's reply," said the respected
scholar, "was that Napoleon led a very active life and accomplished
much but that his motive in becoming the ruler of France was not
genuinely to promote the happiness and prosperity of the people, but
rather to satisfy his own desire for fame." His Majesty, Shiratori
asserted, then remarked that he therefore had little respect for the
French hero.
Despite some certain manifestations of mental agility, Hirohito's
somewhat awkward deportment was apparent from his youth. lt is
largely due to the excessive attention paid to the education of the
"God's son" from his primary school days onward. As he entered the
Gakushuin Peers' School in 1908, he w!ls put in a First Grade class
composed of a dozen h�nd-picked classmates. Not necessarily children
from rich families, but those whose records were outstanding. All
around him were such devout patriots who, if asked "What is your
purpose in life? ,'' would never hesitate to answer, "To die for the sake
of Tenno Heika <His Majesty the Emperor) ! "

12

He had no chance to be spoiled by the luxury of life. Far from it.
Every facet of the life of young Hirohito was ruled by the principles of
stoicism, even of frugality-perhaps best illustrated by the ascetic
way of life observed by his mentor; General Nogi. The rigidity of life,
however, was only most carefully prescribed. Every word Hirohito
uttered should not be less than befitting the Imperial personage. Every
step he took should not be less than august and impressive. Under the
burden of such excessive "must-nots;'' the human side he once
displayed during his youthful courtship gradually disappeared. When
he voiced some doubts about biological authenticity of his direct
lineage that descended from Heaven, his history teacher mildly
rebuked the future Emperor. The "Son of God" was not supposed to
harbor the slightest misgiving as tothe godliness of his blood.
The awkwardness of his behavior had successfully been hidden
from public eyes until 1945 when the Emperor cult was shattered by
the defeat-the first in its history-of Japan. Millions of Japanese
crowded to see the god-turned-human Hirohito raise his hat and nod ,
"Ah, so!" Many of them mimicked the strange gait of their Emperor
for whom they once were so willing to sacrifice all they had.
In contrast to the general joy, it was with somber expression that
the editors of the Mainichi Newspapers greeted the advent of the
Showa Era. This was because of a very serious journalistic error
committed by the nationwide news giant.
After Emperor Taisho feil ill, newspaper reporters in Tokyo
frantically competed to obtain a hint from the advisers to the Imperial
Household about what the era name of the succeeding Emperor would
be. One Mainichi reporter had a lucky breakthrough. "Kobun" would
be the name of the new era, he was told by a highly reliable source.
Selected from very ancient Chinese classics, "Kobun" stood for "light
and literary attainments." So the Mainichi reported "Kobun" as the
likeliest name for the oncoming years in its first extra.
At 6.40 a.m. on Christmas day in 1926, as the ringing of the bells
tied to the waists of Mainichi delivery boys barely died down in the
resort town of Hayama, the meeting of Privy Councillors adjourned
and the official notice was handed out to waiting reporters outside the
Imperial Villa. The name of the new epoch was officially announced as
"Showa."
13
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A fatal blow to the Mainichi. President Motoyama, tendering bis
resignation to the board of executives, demanded that the respon
sibility be fully clarified. Confusion ensued for days in the paper's
news room until executive editor Kido held himself responsible and
resigned from bis post.
The Mainichi bad to wait 30 years for clarification of the mix-up.
Riichiro Nakajima, then 73, interviewed in NHK radio's feature
program "My Secret" in September, 1956, told the truth. An expert in
Oriental philology and a member of a secretly-established "com
mission for deciding the name of the reign" three decades before,
Nakajima testified that he bad actually emerged with "Kobun" after
he bad extensively consulted Chinese classics. The historic scoop by
the Mainichi, however, put such pressure on the commission that
alteration at the final moment became inevitable. He renewed bis
search for another suitable name and found the auspicious ''Showa.''
The Japanese were not alone in expecting something better from
the era of Showa. "Although a young man, he is an experienced man as
a ruler. He has seen the world, speaks many languages, bad the benefit
of the great examples of the reigns of bis immediate Ancestors,"
commented the Washington Post on the day of Hirohito's formal en
thronement in 1928.
The New York Times admitted that "the present times are hard
times in Japan" due to the disaster caused by the Great Kanto Earth
quake in 1923 and the business depression that left the Japanese
economy crippled, but the newspaper looked forward to the young
monarch who "personifies youth, strength, and ambition" in Japan.
No American newspaper then foresaw the bizarre manifestation of
Japanese ambition that would take place 13 years later at Pearl
Harbor. Nor did a single American in the days of President Calvin
Coolidge have an insight to the future in which Hirohito would
"outrule" seven American presidents.
Swinging in the midst of the Roaring Twenties, Americans bad
other things to worry about-where to locate a proper bootlegger, how
many more homers the Yankees' Babe Ruth was going to hit, and that
exciting thing called the ''talkies.''
Tokyo, together with the entire nation, went wild with jubilation
when the festiVe crowning ceremony was held in the ancient capital of
Kyoto on November 10, 1928. The outer garden of the Imperial Palace,
14

Hibiya Park, and other open spaces in the capital were filled with
people taking part in the celebration. Numberless masqueraders
danced through the streets, shouting Banzai at frequent intervals. The
Ruler and the ruled seemed to be firmly knitted in the spirit of family
ties. The warships of the Imperial Combined Fleet, anchored in the
ports of Osaka and Kobe, were decked with bunting.. The first gun of
the Imperial salute was fired exactly at 3 p.m. as His Majesty
ascended the Throne. At night the warships' colored searchlights
added to the gaiety on land.
As if in an attempt to calm the festive mood, however, the
Mainichi's edition of November 11 carried an editorial titled "Never
Again!" commemorating the 10th anniversary of the signing of the
armistice of the World War (not "World War I" at that time). The
editor was certainly completely unaware of the imminent fate of
Japan as he penned:
"Lest mankind let pass in oblivion the costly lessons of the
historical calamity, and again be loitering on the brink of a dangerous
precipice, the day has been set apart on which we should reinforce our
moral courage to overcome wars and build up the world of perfect
peace. Every one of us, thank God, is now busy with some productive
pursuit; and yet none is too busy to spend a moment in calm
meditation upon how best to perpetuate the blessed reign of peace. Let
us· at least cry in unison, NEVER AGAIN ! " The sincerity of the writer
was not to be doubted.
None of those in that festive masquerade in 1928 shouting Banzai
for the advent of the Showa Era, then realized the things that were
destined to come.
There were some signs to indicate that the new Emperor, for one,
was bracing for the tumultuous years ahead. He had already met a
near-tragedy in December, 1923, when he, as the Regent, narrowly
escaped the bullet of an anarchist who opened fire at him at
Toranomon, outside the Imperial Palace.
Daisuke Namba, the name of this would-be assassin, was assumed
44 years later by one Kozo Okamoto when he went to Israel to gun down
innocent passengers at Tel Aviv Airport.
In 1928, a little boy named Kakuei Tanaka had barely finished his
primary school in snowy Niigata Prefecture. The boy was to become
15
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the Prime Minister of Japan in later years and eventually be forced to
resign in 1974 because of his ambiguous fund-raising activities, in
cluding illegal transactions involving national property in the
Toranomon district.
Tanaka's case came to be remembered by the same name as the
case of the Emperor's would-be�assassin. Both cases have come to be
referred to as the "Toranomon Incident."

Indefinable Anxiety
The suicide of a novelist rocked Japan in the second year of Showa
(1927) and a unique passage in his "Note to Old Friends" became the
most-quoted phrase of the time. The phrase was "Bonyari shita Fuan"
(ind�finable anxiety).
Ryunosuke Akutagawa, author of "Rashomon" and more than 100
other brilliant stories, put an end to his life of 35 years on July 24, 1927,
by t<!king an overdose of sleeping pills. The well-known writer's
co1i;pse, a bolt out of the blue, was bannerlined on the front page by
the nation's newspaper editors who helped to elevate it from a personal
tragedy to the stage of a social phenomenon. The incidents that ensued
give us today, among others, a hint as to the basic attitude of a man
who is leading the Japan Communist Party in 1975-Kenji Miyamoto.
But, before coming to the criticism penned by Miyamoto, then a
student of Tokyo University, let us review the social message that the
author's death conveyed to the Japanese public.
The versatile novelist expounded his tenets in his final literary
product, "Note to Old Friends," which Masao Kume, his friend and
then doyen of the nation's literary world, read to reporters some hours
after Akutagawa's death.
"No writer has ever succeeded in describing the psychology of a
suicide with total candidness. I now want to narrate to you this never
fully-fathomed mentality of those who cut their own life short by their
own will," the novelist's lengthy note began.
"Newspapers, as you see, often give such reasons as financial
difficulties, sickness or spiritual pain in their attempt to explain
16

suicides. In my experience, however, each of those given reasons is
nothing but a tiny part of what motivated a particular man to take the
fatal course of suicide. Far from being the real motivation, the so
called 'reasons' are more often than not the mere process which drives
him to the real cause that makes him commit suicide ... In many cases
even those who · actually commit suicide do not know definitely for
what they are killing themselves ... In my case at least, I can state that
it (the cause for suicide) is this indefinable anxiety. ''
In his suicide note the gifted writer tries to explain what is inex
plicable: "I have long felt a certain nagging uneasiness as to my
future. lt is hardly definable. You, my friend, will perhaps find it very
difficult to understand my words. But what I have gone through during
the past ten years tells me that, unless you are the type of man who has
been tormented by the same experience as mine, you will be unable to
absorb the real meaning of my words. I do not, therefore, intend to
blame you for your inability to understand my yearning to perish.''
Akutagawa describes elaborately how he had been thinking of
nothing but death during the previous two years. Sympathy for his
family members who would be left behind paled before his strong
desire to annihilate himself. What should be the method of destroying
himself in a painless manner-this came first to his mind, according to
the final message. He first thought of self-strangulation, but he found
the mental image of such a death detestable. He could swim, which
ruled out drowning. There was also "a danger of being brought back to
life." To be run over by a train was also detestable because his
aesthetic sense rejected the imaginary sight of his own disfigured
body; as for a knife or a revolver, he had no confidence in them as his
hands might tremble from nervous tension. Jumping from a tall
building too would end up displaying an abominable sight to many
people.
The note was most pathetic-the more so as one thought of how
such a sensitive soul as Akutagawa searched frantically for the way to
kill himself, all the while haunted by a recurring obsession of formless
fear. The obsession, moreover, was not only his. A great number of
Japan's intellectuals in 1927 were feeling a sense of vague uneasiness,
similar to that perceived by the neurotic novelist.
The age of Showa, enlightenment (sho) and peace (wa), was
17
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welcomed by wishful thinkers as something which would be definitely
different from the somber years of Taisho. But would it really usher in
prosperity and peace for Japan? Farsighted intellectuals were spot
ting dark clouds looming over the economic horizon. In fact, the
nation's economy was at its nadir. Ominous turmoil had been
threatening the management of medium and small banks throughout
Japan in that year. They were hit hard by the depression in the wake of
the World War and were further crippled by the Great Kanto Ear
thquake of September 1, 1923.
With the hope of rehabilitating the earthquake-devastated in
dustries in Tokyo and its surroundings, the government and the Bank
of Japan were compelled to guarantee that they would honor
promissory notes amounting to H38 million (at a time when a copy of
The English language Mainichi Daily News cost 5 sen, 1/1,400th of
today's equivalent). Out of this staggering total of the Shinsai Tegata
(Earthquake Notes), I231 million had been redeemed by the spring of
1927. The balance of I207 million, including some very dubious notes
remaining to be disposed of between the Bank of Japan and city banks,
was regarded as the "cancer" preventing the sound reconstruction of
Japan's financial capabilities.
Despite strong opposition, the government bills were passed to ·
guarantee the remaining Tegata (promissory notes). But in the
process of heated debate in the Diet, the shaky financial conditions of
medium-sized banks were exposed, which eventually triggered a
banking catastrophe. lt started with two banks in Tokyo closing their
doors in the morning of March 15, 1927, followed by a run on banks in a
chain reaction. Unable to withdraw their savings, the people's strong
resentment eventually led to the resignation of the Cabinet of Prime
Minister Reijiro Wakatsuki in April. The banking panic nevertheless
continued and, finally, an unprecedented measure-a moratorium
was announced by the government toward the end of the month,
suspending all payments of debts for three weeks.
There were other anxieties feit by the nation's opinion makers.
The gravest was the exploding population of Japan. Slow-developing
industries at home failed to absorb the rapidly growing work force.
The imaginary picture of the Japanese archipelago teeming with
jobless millions became a sort of imperative idea among anxious in18

tellectuals. Birth control was for the first time seriously discussed by
scholars. And, in fact, the ever-increasing population, coupled with the
business slump, caused a dangerous deterioration in the morale of the
general public. During 1926 there were reported in Tokyo nearly 300
cases of arson committed by those who had their houses heavily in
sured before setting fire to them. Akutagawa's brother-in-law was one
of the suspected arsonists. He was run over by a train six months
before Akutagawa's death, leaving a large amount of debt which the
novelist was compelled to repay.
In their effort to divert domestic dissatisfaction, Japan's military
Ieadership was zealously looking for the chance to further their ex
pansionist strategies in continental China. The rising tide of Chinese
nationalism on its part provided Japan's jingoists with an excellent
excuse. Only three months before Akutagawa committed suicide,
China's Southern troops opened fire in Shanghai at a landing force of
Japanese bluejackets. Skirmishes followed, showing every sign of
military cum political deterioration spreading over the civil war
stricken continent.
All the while, many values were changing rapidly within Japan.
"Mobo" and "Moga" representing "modern boys" and "modern
girls," respectively, entered the spotlight as the ultimate in fashion.
Girls started wearing high-heeled shoes. The first fashion show was
staged at the Mitsukoshi Department Store. The nation's first subway
went into operation between Ueno and Asakusa, Tokyo. "Yen-taku"
(U for a taxi drive anywhere in the ward districts of Tokyo)
spearheaded Japan's age of motorization.
Old values were swiftly fading, while new values were yet to be
accepted. Literature was no exception. A quarter of a century later
Howard Hibbett, American scholar of Japanese literature, pointed out
Akutagawa's position as pitched between the two antagonistic literary
schools-Proletarian writers and Naturalists.
"His (Akutagawa's) attention to style, his preference for
techniques of indirection and restraint, his indifference to current
dogma-such attitudes were heresy to both the leading literary
schools," Hibbett noted. "Even his early suicide only heightens the
portrait of a modern Japanese intellectual, the double victim of an
unsympathetic society and a split culture."
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Starting his literary career by translating Anatole France and
William Yeats, Akutagawa's reading covered vernacular as well as
Mandarin and European literature and thoughts. He changed his style
often. He set his sföries' backgrounds both in Japan and out of Japan;
both contemporary and past. The characters he created ranged from
Japan's early Christian martyrs to disciples of Jesus Christ and an
imaginary aquatic animal "Kappa." His phrases were finely polished,
his characters vivid, his description of the background persuasive and
his aphorisms piercing. He was frequently cynical, almost to the ex
tent of nihilism, but he could also be deeply affectionate and religious.
His versatility was such that his stories were loved long after his
death-longer than most of his contemporary writers' works. At the
time of this writing, he is still popular among the nation's reading
public and Japan's most coveted literary prize is called the
''Akutagawa Award.''
The modern history of Japa:n is dotted with suicides of several
important men of letters, each of whom sent shock-waves coursing
through the minds of the Japanese public. But even the deaths of
Tokoku Kitamura in 1894, Takeo Arishima in 1923 and Osamu Dazai in
1948 could hardly match Akutagawa's suicide in its historic
significance. For the death of this literary celebrity galvanized the ·
nation at that particular turning point in the mid-1920s-a vulnerable
period for Japan that was plagued by overhanging anxiety.
Many Japanese studied his last note and realized that there was no
rosy future for him as well as for their country. Being more easily
influenced and less individualistic-minded than many Occidental
peoples, the majority of the Japanese people had looked up to men of
letters and scholars as if they were watching a weathercock. The
tendency persisted throughout the war and is evident to this day.
Hence Akutagawa's death could not be regarded simply as the unique
phenomenon of an individual novelist who had been playing with
death. Immediately after his suicide was reported, several inspired
youths killed themselves-feeling, or rather believing, they too felt the
''indefinable anxiety.''
Referring to some of these concurrent suicides, the English
language The Mainichi observed, ''The romantic suicide of the noted
novelist produced several imitators among sentimental youths." The
youths, however, were not the only sentimentalists. For the newspaper
20

went on: "(lt) may be argued that suicide is one of a few very fun
damental freedoms the individual possesses over his life and ac
cordingly it ought not to be censured. If one case of suicide causes
many other similar events, we need not be alarmed; not all of those
who commit suicide are bad; there are some which are for the good of
all concerned. Bad ones should be prevented but good ones need not be
stopped. Whether we actually use it or not, the consciousness of the
right and power to exercise free choice upon life or death is a glorious
feeling, which we would not like to give up just in order to be called a
moralist." ( July 29, 1927).
Quite different was the approach of Kenji Miyamoto, 21, student of
the Economics Department, Tokyo University, who noticed a
stereotype of frustrated intelligentsia in the person of Akutagawa. In
his critical essay, "Haiboku no Bungaku" (Literature of Defeatism),
student Miyamoto, while displaying a certain amount of sympathy for
Akutagawa, maintained that it was necessary for Japanese in
tellectuals to "overcome" by all means such a defeatist attitude as
taken by the over-sensitive novelist. The essay was awarded first prize
in the August 1929 issue of "Kaizo," the then most influential national
magazine.
"Ryunosuke Akutagawa was a son of a retired civil servant.
Belonging to the lower middle class which, unlike the unostentatious
lower class, had to take some pride in social vanities, Akutagawa's
career as a writer was predestined by his birth ... As he advanced in
years, his brilliant flashes of intelligence as well as his strong but
easily frustrated ego impressed on his thought a visible stigma of his
class, nurturing all the while the tragedy he finally had to meet,"
Miyamoto wrote.
His analysis of Akutagawa's tragic life is both clearcut and per
suasive. Nobody could be entirely free from his particular class
consciousness, however hard he tried to remain aloof from the class he
was born into, according to the essay. Miyamoto continued: "The final
message of Akutagawa's literature was the despair over a man's in
capability to attain happiness. Like every other hypochondriacs, he
cornered himself until he believed he faced the so-called 'perpetual
Weltschmerz mankind has to bear.' However, this way of thinking ::.n,i
this way of despairing are nothing new. lt is the typical symptom of
those sickly petit bourgeois who confuse personal despair with the
21
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despair of society.''
Akutagawa thus represented the "Literature of Defeatism" in
Miyamoto's eyes. Indefinable anxiety was, after all, a psychological
product of the idle petty bourgeois. The sickly attitude was there to be
overcome by the class-consciousness of followers of communism.
Soon after the memorable essay was awarded, Miyamoto joined
the Union of Proletariat Writers and later the Japan Communist
Party. He has since remained as one of the most magnetic leaders of
the JCP. Despite his 12 years' imprisonment that lasted until 1945,
Miyamoto never resorted to a "defeatist" attitude. His sanguine belief
in a bright communistic future has become the official line of the JCP
today under the leadership of the man who once verbally chastised
Ryunosuke Akutagawa for having died in despair.

Radical Change In Values
lt was a tiny flying machine-a monoplane with a wingspread of 46
feet and fuselage 28 feet long, equipped only with a single Wright
Whirlwind motor. Without enough space to move in the cockpit, he had
to sit in a wicker chair throughout, all alone for 33 1/2 hours. But, at
taboy ! , he finally made it. The sky over the Atlantic was conquered by
Captain Charles Lindbergh, the Lone Eagle.
From New York a Mainichi correspondent cabled: "On Broadway
between Thirty-Fourth Street and Columbus Circle, there were dense
throngs who yelled themselves hoarse.'' ( May 24, 1927).
This moment in history dwarfed the fierce civil war raging in
China and the League of Nations' economic conference in Geneva
where the yet infant Communist nation called the Union of Soviel
Socialist Republics was pleading for the maintenance of trade
relations with the powerful United States who held the omnipotent
dollars in its pocket.
Inspired by Lindbergh, the Japanese were no exception in being
carried away by the enthusiasm for aviation. Aeronautical engineers
promptly took to building a training plane for a trans-Pacific flight-a
remote ancestor of the latter-day Zero.
The tide was rapidly changing as the Roaring 20s shouted itself
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hoarse to become the yet indefinable 30s. The Japanese people were
aware that a certain irresistible tide was sweeping them away toward
an unknown direction. Further Westernization, many sensed, was
likely to be one of the outstanding currents. Some preferred to swim
along while others attempted to resist the tide.
Like it or not, such Hollywood bombshells as Gloria Swanson and
Greta Garbo were casting a spell over the first generation of the
nation's moviegoers. "lt," the title of a film starring Clara Bow,
became a magic word, denoting something close to the "sexy" of
today. Jazz and the Tango found it possible to coexist with the
traditional Samisen-accompanied music. The hemlines of girls' skirts
were going up, for the first time in history, above the knees. lt was
Haikara (high-collared; hence fashionably concurrent with Western
influence) not to fall behind the imported mode.
Guidelines for the nation's cinema and stage producers in 1930
were "ero," "guro" and "nansensu," standing for eroticism,
grotesqueness and nonsense, respectively. "Kareraisu," uniquely
Japanized rice curry, became a new addition to the popular Japanese
menu since around 1927. Boxes of Kellogg corn flakes and cans of
Heinz tomato ketchup were slowly finding customers in the big cities.
"Gin-bura," windowshopping along Ginza Street, was becoming a
popular pastime of Tokyoites. Cities like Tokyo and Osaka were
showing every sign of sprawling out into their peripheries. Hankyu
Department Store went into business in Umeda, till then a little known
quarter in northern Osaka, in 1929, catering to the population that had
migrated to suburbia.
Values were changing violently. lt was a painful time for those
who preferred to adhere to the older values. And Japan did not have to
look for the xenophobes who would do anything to defend the godly
nation's ethnic purity. Perhaps it was in a fit of patriotic outburst that
the English language edition of the Osaka Mainichi and Tokyo Nichi
Nichi on May 13, 1927, printed a stern warning to "the undesirable
foreign elements in Japan.''
The newspaper said: "We (Japanese) are people more prone to
acknowledge our own faults than to criticize others. For this very
reason, we feel unrestrainable anger and resentment against those
who assume superior airs-especially in matters of morality-but who
commit in the dark most detestable immoral crimes."
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Following the above paragraph was the disclosure of '' a certain
incident" committed by "no less than 50 Occidentals, mostly of con
siderable social standing," who took advantage of "our traditional
submissiveness to Western peoples." The "victims," according to the
police report quoted by the newspaper, were nearly 100 Japanese
females "including wives, professional women, actresses, and
daughters of respectable families." The overtone was somewhat
reminiscent of Thomas Raucat's satirical novel "Honorable Picnic"
written in 1924, but there was no doubt that the article, chastising both
Western devils and "modern (Japanese) girls" who had broken away
from the traditional parental roof, was read with a feeling of "1 told
you so" by conservative readers.

Apparently bankers were still immature and so was the Minister
of Finance. But, the most decisive factor might have been the shaky
basis on which Japanese industries had to subsist in those days. Ex
treme attention was paid, for instance, to the ups and downs of
hemlines in America. Silk, a vital item among Japan's exports,
depended precariously on the length of American hosiery.
When the government lifted the gold embargo in January 1930, the
premature Japanese economy emerged from financial isolation but
was immediately engulfed by the worldwide depression that followed
"Black Thursday," that catastrophic day on Wall Street. In April 1930,
the stock market slump in Tokyo worsened to such a degree that a fist
fight broke out between brokers on the floor of the Tokyo Stock Ex
change. Val es were changing everywhere. The number of banks
shrank from 1,300 to some 700. Big banks, including Mitsui, Mitsubishi,
Sumitomo, Daiichi and Yasuda (later Fuji), strengthened their
oligopolistic hold on Japan's economy. The formidable Zaibatsu were
steadily solidifying their financial grip on the nation's economic world.
Suffering under persistent depression, the public found its target
of patriotic resentment in the large-scale "buy dollar" policy pursued
by Zaibatsu, especially Mitsui, in the second half of 1931. The powerful
industrial-financial concern, anticipating the impending ban on gold
export, went ahead to buy U.S. dollars on grand scale. The maneuver
brought wealth to Mitsui in the end: But patriots and patriotically
inclined press called the Zaibatsu managers "traitors of the nation"
who had handed out national currencies en masse "in exchange for
white men's money." The government collapsed in the face of public
outbursts and the newly chosen Prime Minister declared, in December
1931, the hasty termination of the gold standard which ultimately
lasted barely two years.

Many people were in agony, so to speak, being psychologically
unable to adjust themselves to the new age. Few knew what value they
should choose from the oncoming decade of the 1930s. And then, as if to
tune in to the moment, a succession of changes befell the nation's
economy.
The Great Financial Crisis of Showa, triggered by the collapse of
Suzuki Shoten, then one of the major trading companies, in March
1927, plunged the economy into the darkest abyss and dragged on well
into the mid-30s when the National Mobilization Law put all the
economic activities under quasi-military control.
World War I had heralded a sudden expansion of industrial en
terprises as well as a general improvement of the living standard in
this yet undeveloped nation. A limited number of the Japanese people
were able for the first time to indulge in an occasional spending spree.
Their consuming power multiplied, bringing about extravagance to
the privileged few.
The rest of the nation, meanwhile, remained alienated and
disappointed. Likewise, a certain alienation was observed among the
nation's city banks, whose number totaled 1,300 in 1928. Many of the
second-class banks, plagued by the deepening depression, had to close
their doors in the face of runs. The Bank of Japan was compelled to
help them with emergency loans that amounted to an amazing sum.
Unprecedented in Japan's history of money economy, I200 banknotes
were circulated in April 1927 with their back blank-the Bank of Japan
had no time to complete the printing.

Values were changing in the political arena, too. For the first time
in the nation's history, Japan on February 20, 1928, launched a modest
experiment in democracy. "The day of days," according to the
English language edition of the Osaka Mainichi and Tokyo Nichi-Nichi,
was bright with chilly gusts sweeping the Japanese archipelago.
Every polling station was crowded with male voters (women had to
wait until 1946) who had their first initiation into this indispensable
instrument of democracy-a general election. The day, "long to be
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remembered as marking a new era in the pölitical history of Japan,
saw 13 millions of newly enfranchised voters throng to local polling
booths, eager to voice their choice as to who (of the candidates) should
be returned."
There had been several occasions for the privileged few to vote
since 1889 when the constitution first introduced a limited election
system. Nevertheless, the qualifications for eligible voters had
remained such that only those who paid a substantial amount of
national taxes and aristocrats were allowed to choose their political
representatives. The yearning among the public for political par
ticipation became so strong that many people during the preceding
Taisho Era and the initial two years of Showa declared their income
overly inflated in the hope of securing the right to vote.
Although the first experience of having in their hands the fate of
their country was thrilling, the Japanese people, typical of such
historic occasions, were quiet and solemn-looking rather than ex
pressing their joy in a straightforward manner.
A report by one of the Mainichi's staff writers on his own experience: "Upon reaching the writing desk of the balloting place, I
took my pen to write down the name of the candidate I was going to
vote for. At this moment I felt as if I were in the precincts of a sacred
temple or church. The more I began to realize the importance attached
to casting a vote, the more my band began to shake. I meditated a
moment and prayed to God, and then I voted for the one I admired.''
No doubt the newly bestowed right to vote was embraced with
greater enthusiasm by the lower echelon of the community. In casting
their ballots, some came in their best clothes which they had recovered
from a nearby pawnshop on the eve of the historic day. Others con
fessed that they bad to encourage themselves to face the momentous
occasion by taking a glass of cold Sake , rice wine, in the morning. Still
others were simply overjoyed to have received a number of letters
from big political figures soliciting their vote for their respective
parties.
The government was ever eager to take advantage of the naivete
of the people who were yet to be initiated fully into the democratic cult.
Official interference was secretly planned and put in operation by
Kisaburo Suzuki, powerful Minister of Horne Affairs ( all prefectural
governors and local police commissioners were appointed by him)

When taking into consideration all the pressures by government as
well as police officials and a huge sum of "backstage" political funds
raised by Prime Minister Giichi Tanaka, the election results were
a deep disappointment to the Seiyukai. Consequently, a prolonged
political battle was fought, a struggle for power, gradually frustrating
t�e public who wanted to see their votes honestly reflected through the
flrst general election.
The initial experiment in democracy, incidentally, is also
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who, in addition to every kind of harrassment of the
opposition,
especially proletarian candidates, had his warning broadcast
by radio
throughout the nation the day before the election, to the
effect that
opposing the government was tantamount to opposing the
sovereign
authority of the Emperor.
Parliamentarism was only an imitation of Occidental custom
' he
said, and the principles of democracy were contrary to Japan
ese
nationalism. The government structure in Japan should
rather be
based on the august will of the Emperor than be dependent on
votes by
lowly commoners. Those who attempted to topple the governmen
t by
popular vote were downright un-Japanese, according to the
minister.
Suzuki's statement was bannered in the next day's newsp
apers
and instantly enraged the nation's voters except those who suppo
rted
the government led by the Seiyukai Party.
The Big Press, then the vanguard of democracy, was
irate.
Mainichi, among others, demanded the removal of the Horne
Minister
in its editorial on the following day. "(When) a Horne Minister assail
s
our national structure we cannot refrain from rebuking him.
If he
uttered his statement with serious intent, he is the enemy
of public
order, a betrayer of national liberty. If he said what he did
for political
reasons, he is nothing but a cheap demagogue. In any case,
he does not
deserve the honor connected with the lofty position he occup
ies," the
newpaper thundered.
Official interference notwithstanding, the election return
s were
hardly satisfactory to the ruling Seiyukai. Against 466
seats in the
House of Representatives, Seiyukai came out with 218 return
ed while
the opposition Minseito (also conservative) was close
behind with 216.
Proletarian parties secured roughly 480,000 votes acros
s the nation
with eight of their candidates successfully returned.
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ue duo-a political leader and
remembered for the emergence of a uniq
remorse in buying votes on a
bis financier. The politician felt little
e allout financial support in
large scale while bis rieb friend gav
e Minister Giichi Tanaka is no
-backstage maneuvers. Although Prim
much-talked-about friendship
kin of Mr. Kakuei Tanaka, the latter's
s a striking resemblance to
with billionaire hotelier Kenji Osano show
ister of 46 years before with
the solid bond that tied the prime min
nessman-politician, whose
Fusanosuke Kuhara, a mysterious busi
postwar period.
backstage influence lingered well into the
rting the eye of the people
Perhaps it was largely in the hope of dive
government carried out a
from the ugly political struggle that the
munist Party on March 15,
mass arrest of leaders of the Japan Com
election. Rounded up were
1928, a mere 23 days after the first general
g such latter-day Communist
upward of 1,000 men and women, includin
a and Sanzo Nosaka, chair
leaders as Kyuichi Tokuda, Yoshio Shig
1975. The legal ground for the
man of the JCP's Central Committee in
cle 8 of the Public Safety
arrest was provided by the notorious Arti
ntaining safety and order of
Law, which read: "In case of need for mai
or prohibit, or disband any
the realm, the police officers may restrict,
or a crowd, or may disband
outdoor gathering, or a mass movement,
any indoor gathering."
ent of the JCP's secret
The revelation made by the governm
lic into consternation. Such
manifesto was enough to throw the pub
Emperor system," "con
inflammable phrases as "abolition of the
and "all-out support for
fiscation of the property of big landowners"
People were told to choose,
Soviet Russia" shook the nation violently.
"parliamentarism" and
so to speak, the nation's future between
"radical revolution by evil leftists."
the first ordeal for the
The nationwide arrests were by no means
July, 1922, but it was surely
Japan Communist Party, established in
st camp. lt was also the first
the severest blow up to .then for the lefti
r politics could be influenced
time that the Japanese realized that thei
quick to take note of this
by external ideologies. The London press was
on the mass arrest, saying,
point. The Times of London editorialized
was no question that the
as quoted by the Mainichi, that there
in Japan was an organized
movement that bad been nipped in the bud
to sovietize Japan.
effort on the part of the Moscow government
Public Safety Law, once
Whether or not such influence existed, the
28

invoked, became the government's deadliest weapon for suppressing
its political adversaries. From then on, unwarranted arrests and even
torture were used by the police until they eradicated the last bastion of
the pacifist forces that stood against Japan's military expansionism.
' In the meanwhile, conservative politicians were solidly backed by
Zaibatsu which strengthened their financial might by overcoming the
Great Financial Crisis. Zaibatsu, on their part, were eagerly looking
for new markets and suppliers of raw rrtaterials. The nearest target:
Manchuria.

Violent Plot In Manchuria
Most historians agree that Japan embarked on -the path to
aggression and eventual self-destruction on September 18, 1931 when
an agent of the Kwantung Army blasted the Japanese-operated South
Manchurian Railway at Liutiaoko just outside of Mukden and set its
grand design in motion. But as is the case with most events which have
shaken the world, the Manchurian lncident did not come by accident.
lt had its prelude in another railway blast three years before.
Right from the outset of the Showa Era, China and specifically its
northeastern region known as Manchuria bad dominated the attention
of the Japanese Army and politicians. The Sino-Japanese War of 189495 and the Russo-Japanese War a decade later bad given Japan a
"special status" in Manchuria, but the "Balkan of Asia," as the region
was often referred to, remained the scene of intense intrigues and
frequent skirmishes among the three countries.
Under the Portsmouth Treaty which ended the Russo-Japanese
War, Japan won the lease of Kwantung Province which consisted of the
southern tip of Manchuria including the strategic cities of Dairen and
Port Arthur, control of the South Manchurian Railway from
Chang�hun to Port Arthur and strips of land along the railway
exte�dmg 62 meters on both sides-and the right to deploy railway
garnsons.
The Kwantung Army started off with about 10,000 men- a modest
.
si ze for the administration of Kwantung Province and guarding 430
_
kllometers of rails and adjacent strips of land. At its peak just before
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ung
in the Pacific in 1943, the Kwant
the tide of World War II turned
at
ke
stri
to
e of some 700,000 poised
Army bad grown into a mighty forc
the Soviet Union.
to the throne on Christmas Day
By the time the Emperor ascended
Sun Yat-sen's revolution which
of 1926, China bad gone through
asty. On July 1, 1925 the Nanking
brought the downfall of the Ching Dyn
a week later Kuomintang Com
Government was established and
ched the Northern Expedition of
mander-in-Chief Chiang Kai-shek laun
Forces to wipe out warlords and
the Chinese National Revolutionary
lity.
unify the country in both name and rea
unification and the rising tide
The immediate prospect of China's
anese policy-makers and the
of Chinese nationalism alarmed Jap
solidify Japan's "special status"
K,wantung Army which bad sought to
in Manchuria.
edition pressed on t9ward
As Chiang Kai-shek's Northern Exp
Minister Giichi Tanaka ordered
Tientsin and Peking, hawkish Prime
ntung Province in April 1928. The
units of the Kwantung Army into Sha
nan where they clashed with
Japanese troops later occupied Tsi
ay 3 slaughter" in which about
Chiang's forces, resulting in the "M
s were killed. Chiang's ex
11 ooo Chinese soldiers and civilian
pushed northward and finally
p�ditionary forces made a detour,
the success of the expedition ap
reached Peking on June 8. When
Japanese Government issued a
peared inevitable in mid-May, the
e "appropriate and effective"
stern warning that Japan would tak
uria in the event of the civil war
measures to maintain order in Manch
spreading there.
and the deepening depression
The mounting population pressure
the mainstream of the nation's
bad made the Japanese Army and
edy eyes increasingly toward
political leadership turn their gre
ld provide Japan with its vitally
Manchuria which they believed wou
Nowhere was the sentiment
needed "lifeline" and Lebensraum.
the Kwantung Army who took
stronger than among the officers of
belief in "manifest destiny" and
matters into their own hands out of
ther which the government in
created one fait accompli after ano
Tokyo was forced to accept.
t the first train blast occurred
lt was against such a background tha
4, a roaring explosion wrecked a
in 1928. Early on the morning of June
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2�-coach train at a point where the Chinese-operated Peking-Mukden
Lme and the South Manchurian Railway crossed a short distance from
Mukden. The blast hit the bull's eye-the VIP coach carrying Marshal
Chang Tso-lin, the Manchurian warlord who was retreating from
Peking to his homeground sanctuary in the face of the advance of the
Northern Expedition. The warlord was seriously injured and died a
few hours later. lt was a triumph for Colonel Daisaku Komoto, senior
staff officer of the Kwantung Army, who masterminded the plot.
The incident shocked the Army General Staff in Tokyo, but on
receipt of reports from the Kwantung Army, the War Ministry quickly
announced that the blast had been the work of southern guerrillas.
'_'lmmediately after the incident," the announcement said, "our
garnson troops spotted three suspicious-looking Chinese attempting to
clamber up the embankment of the South Manchurian Railway. Our
tro�ps at once approached and questioned them. Whereupon, the
Chmese attempted to hurl a bomb at our troops. Our men promptly
stabbed and killed two of them. The third man fled.'' The War Ministry
said that the slain Chinese had with them two bombs and three Ietters
one of which was addressed to a Chinese Revolutionary Forces officer'.
As it turned out, the poor Chinese had been tramps who bad been
bribed to go to the scene ostensibly to pick up an instruction from
Japanese railway guards.
The War Ministry announcement failed to dispel suspicion among
the nation's political leaders. As reports contradicting the Army
version of the incident trickled in, the opposition Minseito threatened
to grill the government of the Seiyukai led by Prime Minister and
concurrently Foreign Minister Tanaka.
Prince Kimmochi Saionji, the only surviving "Genro" (Elder
Statesman), urged Tanaka to make public what had really transpired,
even at the risk of temporarily straining Sino-Japanese relations and
antagonizing world public opinion. In the long run, Prince Saionji
a�gued, it would be in Japan's interests. He also pressed Tanaka,
himself a retired Army general, to bring to justice those responsible
for the incident and restore discipline in the Army. Saionji the Em
peror's most trusted adviser whose recommendation was th� sine qua
non for the nomination of a prime minister, hoped that Tanaka's Army
bac �ound would h�lp bring the unruly Kwantung Army into line.
�
1th the coronation of the Emperor in Kyoto drawing near, Prime
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ent leaders dragged their feet.
Minister Tanaka and other governm
aka had an audience with. the
After the November 10 coronation, Tan
blast had been plotted by Colonel
Emperor and reported that the train
with those responsible and
Komot o and that he would deal harshly
Army. Tanaka's report t o t he
rest ore the discipline of the Emperor's
hinori Shirakawa and other
Emperor shocked War Minister Yos
osed disclosing the nat ure of
Cabinet ministers who had strongly opp
ing anti-Japanese movement
the incident for fear of fanning the grow
in China to a fever pitch.
tthe year in a charged a
The Diet convened toward the end of
squaring off for a fight to drive
mosphere with the opposition Minseito
dent
into a corner on the "certain grave inci
the Seiyukai government
the
of
t ed orator and father
in Manchuria." Ryutaro Nagai, a gif
ai, spearheaded the Minseit o
present Education Minister Michio Nag
onslaught in the Diet.
seit o's attack fizzled out.
As the debates went on, however, the Min
the surface. The govern
The opposition members merely scratched
t ed t o the carrot and stick
ment part y and rightist element s resor
sition ranks. When an in
policy t o spread dissension in the oppo
eccentricities, came closest t o
dependent member, previously given t o
his interpellat ions in the newspapers was
the point , publication of
o's
t ive debates, the Minseit
banned. At the end of the unproduc
results of an official probe
resolution calling for the disclosure of the
220 to 198.
into the incident was killed by a vote of
ister Shirakawa submitted
At the end of the Diet session, War Min
ere
the Army's official report saying that th
to Prime Minister Tanaka
den
been involved in the inci t .
was no evidence of any Japanese having
active
t by removing from the
The Army closed books on the inciden
y,
Arm
der of the Kwantung
list Lt. Gen. Chotaro Muraoka, comman
for failing to put up railway
and Col. Komoto. They were reprimanded
night !
guards at the site of the blast on that fateful
Prime Minister Tanaka
d,
With the Army's official report in han
n he finished reading the
went back t o the Emperor on June 26. Whe
d just now seems to be at
report, the Emperor said, "What I have hear
." Tanaka was electrified.
variance with what you told me last time
nds, Tanaka recovered
Color drained from his face. After long seco
Majesty will understand if
from the shock and managed to say, "Your
eror cut him short. He
I explain." "No need to explain," the Emp
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commanded Tanaka to go, leaving his report behind. With beads of
perspiration on his forehead, the prime minister t ook his leave.
The following day the prime minister gave his Cabinet ministers a
.
pamful account of what happened at the Imperial Palace and asked
th m to tender their resignations. There was not a single dissenting
�
vo1ce. On July 1, the Tanaka Cabinet resigned in Imperial disgrace.
Th� �mpe�or commanded Osachi Hamaguchi, president of the op
_
pos1tion Mmseito, to form a new Cabinet on Prince Saionji's recom
mendation.
Except
_ for that later crucial decision to accept the Potsdam
Declarat�on and Japan's unconditional surrender in August 1945, this
�as t�� first and only other time that the Emperor openly intervened
m pohtics.
The �irth of the Hamaguchi Cabinet did not bring an end to t he
Manchunan problem, nor to the strained relations with China. The
Kwantung Army's plot to replace Marshal Chang Tso-lin by his son
Chang Hsueh-liang backfired. The "Young Marshal," who Col.
Komo�o and other Kwantung Army staff officers hoped would be more
compl�ant to their demands, disappointed them by joining the
Kuom�ntang and casting his lot with Chiang Kai-shek. Much to the
chagrm of _ the Kwantung Army, the Young Marshal defiantly hoisted
the Kuommtang flag at his Mukden headquarters. And' in China
pro�er, the anti-Japanese flame, whipped to a new intensity following
,
the May 3 Massacre,'' burned furiously.
Restless officers of the Kwantung Army were determined, more
firm1Y than ever, to take bold action and detach Manchuria from China
and t� settle the Manchurian problem once and for all. Playing ke
roles m the grand design which changed Japan's future course was:
··
tno
_ of Kwantung Army officers-Col. Seishiro Itagaki, Lt. Col. Ka�l
Ishihara and Maj. Kenji Doihara.
Itagaki, commander of the 33rd Infantry Regiment at Mukden,
.
replac d C�l. Komoto as semor
staff officer. Two months after Chang
�
Tso-lm
_ s v10lent death, Ishihara, one of the Army's foremost
Slr�tegists
_ and war historians, came to Manchuria as a staff officer
Doihara, one of the Army's top China experts known as the "Lawrenc�
of �anchuria," was at Mukden as head of the Army's Special
In
telhgence Bureau. Both Itagaki and Doihara were sentenced to death
at the postwar International Military Tribunal for the Far Eas
t.
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the Anti-Axis powers in World War II.
In Manchuria, "Young Marshal" Chang Hsueh-liang bad become
increasingly anti-Japanese after his father was murdered in the train
blast on June 4, 1928. Not only did he go along with the Kuomintang. He
attempted to build railways parallel to and close to the South Man
churian Railway in disregard of an earlier treaty, rubbing the
Kwantung Army and South Manchurian Railway officials the wrong
way.
Late on the night of September 18, 1931, an explosion damaged the
. South Manchurian Railway at Liutiaoko north of Mukden. Nearby was
the �amp �or the Young Marshal's crack forces. The Japanese
garnson sw1ftly went into action. Two powerful artillery pieces which
had been secretly mounted in the garrison earlier in the month bom
barded the Chinese camp and a detachment of the garrison routed
Ch�ng's troops out of Mukden. When the citizens of Mukden woke up,
_
their c1ty w�s under Japanese occupation. Two days later Maj. Kenji
_
D01hara, ch1ef of the Army's Special Intelligence Bureau in Mukden
was appointed mayor of the occupiedcity.
With the outbreak of fighting, General Shigeru Honjo, commander
of the Kwantung Army, immediately ordered all bis troops into action
"in self-defense." Three days after the incident, General Senjuro
Hayashi, commander of the Korean Army, sent troops pouring across
the Yalu River into Manchuria without the Emperor's authorization
With reinforcements from Korea, the Kwantung Army pressed for�
ward in all directions.
Who set the bomb? And why? The Kwantung Army put the blame
on the Chinese, but the announcement was received with scepticism in
man� qua�ters. The Japanese consul general at Mukden reported to
Fore1gn Mmister Kijuro Shidehara that the blast had been plotted by
the Kwantung Army. lt became known after World War II that 2nd Lt .
suemon. Kawamoto of the Mukden garrison ordered a South Manchuria� Railway worker to damage the track at sword point. Unlike
the �ram blast which killed Marshal Chang Tso-lin, the second ex
plosion was so insignificant that a southbound train passed the spot
safely shortly after the bomb went off. What the Kwantung Army
wa�ted was an excuse for opening fire to put into effect what staff
ofhcers Col. Seishiro Itagaki and Lt. Col. Kanji Ishihara bad
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from China and to solve the Man
designed-to separate Manchuria
churian problem once and for all.
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The Cabinet of Prime Minister
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localize the fighting. Following an
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prevent the aggravation of the situ
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e. The government statemen
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began by referring to Manchuria as
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whose integrity Japan on one memorable occasion set her national
destiny at stake" and a land which "has now come to have an
inescapable bearing upon our national defense and the very existence
of our people. ''
On the same day, General Akira Muto, commander of the
Kwantung Army, · first ambassador to Manchoukuo and governor of
Kwantung Province rolled into one, signed a protocol with Man
choukuo. The protocol stated that Manchoukuo was "an independent
state organized in accordance with the free will of its inhabitants." lt
also provided that Japanese forces necessary for the "maintenance of
national security" of both Japan and Manchoukuo were to be stationed
in the new republic. The Cabinet ministers were all Chinese but the
real decision-making power was vested in the vice ministers ;ho were
all Japanese.
Regent Pu-yi was proclaimed Emperor of Manchoukuo on March
1, 1934, with the transformation of the republic into a monarchy.
"1 had no freedom whatsoever," Pu-yi was to testify at the post
w�r International Military Tribunal for the Far East in August 1946.
W1th the collapse of his short-lived empire in August 1945, Pu-yi was
_
taken pnsoner by the Russians and was in a concentration camp in
Khabarovsk when he was summoned to the IMTFE as a witness.
Throughout his testimony and cross-examinations that lasted eight
days, the former Manchoukuo emperor gave full vent to his bitter
feelings during his days on the Manchu throne. He also made the
bombshell stat�ment that his consort had been "poisoned to death" by
a Japanese offrcer who had been sent to his palace to keep watch on
him. On his state visit to Japan as Manchoukuo Emperor in May 1940
he met with His Majesty the Emperor and was given the sacred swor�
� nd mirror, which he duly took home. "lt was the most shameful event
m my life," Pu-yi told the military tribunal, frequently casting spiteful
glances �t Itagaki who was in the dock. Compared with his testimony
at the tnbunal, his "The First Half of My Life" was less acrimonious
and displayed a more tranquil mind.
As expected, the military action of the Kwantung Army and the
establishment of Manchoukuo had w1despread repercussions on the
.
mternational scene. In China, violent anti-Japanese demonstrations
and boycotts of Japanese goods erupted in all major cities. Angry
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students stormed into the Foreign Ministry in Nanking, eventually
forcing Chiang Kai-shek to step down because of his soft stand on
Japan's action in Manchuria.
The tension came to the boil in Shanghai where there was a large
Japanese community of about 30,000 protected by a small force of
marines. Leaders of the Japanese community demanded that the
army act as resolutely against the "insulting" Chinese there as it had
done in M�nchuria. On January 28, 1932, the much-feared armed clash
occurred. one school of historians charges that the clash was provoked
by agents of the Kwantung Army to shift attention to the Chinese
mainland away from Manchuria.
With the Japanese garrison of bluejackets greatly outnumbered,
Minister Mamoru Shigemitsu cabled requests to the government in
Tokyo for the dispatch of land forces to protect the lives of Japanese
residents. The government agreed to rush three army divisions under
the command of former War Minister Yoshinori Shirakawa and a navy
fleet commanded by Admiral Kichisaburo Nomura (ambassador to
Washington at the time of Pearl Harbor).
.
The Japanese forces drove the Chinese troops out of Shanghai
after days of bitter fighting. Under Shigemitsu's passionate pleas,
General Shirakawa agreed to a cease-fire on March 3, just a few hours
before the League of Nations Council was to meet to debate the
Manchurian problem and the armed clash in Shanghai.
On April 29, the Emperor's birthday, the Japanese forces staged a
_
massive parade in a.Shanghai park. lt was followed by a gatherm� of
the Japanese community. Shigemitsu, Shirakawa and Admiral
Nomura were on a platform singing the "Kimigayo" national anthem
in a drizzling rain when a bomb hurled by a Korean exploded.
Fragments of the bomb knocked down Shigemitsu �nd Shirakwa.
Enduring gnawing pain, Shigemitsu signed the cease-fire agreement
in his hospital bed on May 5, just before his right leg was amputated.
General Shirakawa died on May 26. Shigemitsu survived and was
later to serve as wartime Foreign Minister and to hobble along on
crutches aboard the USS Missouri in the Bay of Tokyo to sign the
surrender documents on September 2, 1945. lt was again on Emperor's
Birthday, in 1946, that Shigemitsu was arrested by American MP� and
taken from his Kamakura home to Sugamo Prison to be put on tnal at
the military tribunal. He was sentenced to seven years' im38

prisonment-the lightest punishment han
ded down on the 26 "class A"
war criminals.
The Manchurian Incident also put to a
test the collective security
system of the League of Nations. The syst
em failed. In response to
China's appeal three days after the inci
dent, the League decided to
send a commission of inquiry, headed by
Britain's Lord Lytton, on a
fact-finding mission to Japan and Chin
a. The commission arrived in
Tokyo on February 29 (1932 being a leap
year) and met with Foreign
Minister Kenkichi Yoshizawa and War
Minister Sadao Araki. lt then
went to China, then on to Manchuria where
it met with Regent Pu-yi
and Kwantung Army Commnader General
Shigeru Honjo, then back to
Peking, then to Tokyo. lts report was draf
ted in Peking.
The commission's lengthy report was
conveyed to Japan and the
League on October 1, 1932, but Japan,
openly hostile to the com
mission's fact-finding activities, had reco
gnized Manchoukuo half a
month earlier. The commission used care
not to provoke Japan and
admitted that Japan had special rights
and interests in Manchuria.
But it said that the Japanese military acti
on could not be recognized as
a self-defense measure and that it shou
ld respect China's territorial
and political integrity. The commission
's report was eventually laid
before the League Assembly over Japan's
objection. lt was primarily
the small and medium powers that wer
e most vocal in condemning
Japan. Britain, France and the Uni
ted States (non-member), still
possessing vital interests in China and
looking hopefully to Man
choukuo's "Open Door" policy, wer
e less than enthusiastic about
taking strong action against Japan.
After weeks of debate, the Assembly cam
e up with a report largely
along the line of the Lytton Commis
sion's report. On February 24, 1933,
the Assembly approved the report
by a vote of 42 against one (Japan)
with one abstention (Siam). The
Japanese delegation led by Yosuke
Matsuoka just walked out. On Mar
ch 27 Japan formally notified the
League of Nations of its inte
ntion to withdraw from the world
organization.
Before 1933 was out, Hitler pull
ed Germany out of the League of
Nations to carry "Mein Kam
pf" a step further. War clouds loom
ed
over the world horiz
on.
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solemnly upheld by the nation's first Constitution promulgated in 1889.
To the emerging politico-military-bureaucratic elite, in the
meanwhile, the existence of a person who inherited a supreme
prerogative from bis heavenly ancestors proved to be extremely
convenient. "With their evil identities hidden under the sleeve of the
Imperial robe," as they were accused by self-styled monarchist
patriots in the 1930s, they fully utilized the Emperor in furthering their
idea . lt worked so well that the means and the ends were e vent ually
reversed. The Emperor cult was e ncouraged to such an esoteric extent
that the sovereign's sleeve came to cover immense space in whose
shadow many power-hungry parties could cosily hide themselves.
One of the comical symptoms of the sickly tendency may perhaps
be best represented by the so-called "Go-Stop Incident" in J une 1933. A
reservist soldier in civilian clothing was caught strolling across a
street at Tenroku, northern Osaka, in defiance of the "Go-Stop," a s the
traffic signals were then called. He was taken to a nearby police
station for questioning. The incident was ostensibly no more than a
petty violation of traffic rules until the Osaka regiment of the Imperia l
Army stepped in, protesting that the particular soldier belonged to the
Army, and hence was His Majesty's soldier. No police, the Army
commander contended, bad right to check the advance made by a
soldier of the Supreme Being.
The Osaka Police Commissioner promptly countered, "If the
Army is His Majesty's, then who do you think we are?" he disputed.
"Are we not His Majesty's police, too?" The issue quickly escalated
into a feud between the Ministers of War and Horne Affairs, e ng ulfing
the whole political arena of Japan in that year.
A more sinister outburst rocked the House of Peers (tod ay's Ho use
of Councillors) in February, 1935. lt was st arted by a patriotic baron
who fired a fierce verbal barrage against Tatsukichi Minobe, member
of the House (independent) and professor emeritus of Tokyo
University. Chosen as the target was Minobe's book, "Kernpo Seigi"
(Full Interpretation of the Constitution) in which the jurist sa vant
expounded bis view on the constitutional status of the Emperor, the
most sensitive subject a Japanese could dare discuss in those days. His
theory was termed "Tenno Kikan-setsu," the Emperor as an In
stitution, as against the then commonly accepted "Tenno Chushin41
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the sake of the entire state. Therefore, Minobe asserted, "lt is clear as
a jurisprudential idea that sovere ignty cannot be conceived as the
personal right of the Emperor." But, then, what would be regarded
as coming within His power from the legal point of view?
The law professor answered his own question : "We therefore
conceive the nation as an organization subject to the right of governing.
The Emperor as the Highest Institution controls all the rights of the
nation. The functions of the nation-the administration, legislation,
and judiciary emanate from the Emperor. This is the reason why the
so-called theory of the 'Emperor as a n Institution' has been included.''
The Institution theory, he observed, "conceives the nation as a
durable organization with life and purpose, or express ed in legal
terminology, as a juridical person. Th e Emperor is in th e position of
the chief executive of this juridical person, superintends all rights of
the nation, and that which th e Emperor does in accordance with the
Constitution has the force of national action.''
Legal terms were carefully arranged but the whole idea was quite
simple. Minobe drew a sharp line between the person of the Emperor
and his functions that emanated from th e Sovereign Institution.
Powers of administration, legislation and judicature were in the hands
of the Emperor's subjects. The Emperor's function was neither
almighty nor unlimited, but should be exercised within the sphere
defined by the Constitution.
Minobe's theory was in no respect a revolutionary interpretation
of the monarchical rule. Th ere wer e no dangers that would constitute
"high treason." But as usual wh en the Japanese go into dispute, one
party had from the outset been determined to condemn th e other party
as th e "public enemy" and the laborious vindication, howe ver
methodically done by th e "enemy," did not help. Th e exoteric ex
planation by the veteran jurist was unpardonably un-Japanese, all the
more so for its rational approach (that is, disregarding that certain
illogicality, uniqu ely intrinsic with the Japanese way of thinking).
Japan's democracy was then still in its infancy. A dispassionate
exchange of views was impossible where naive dichotomy prevaile d
both within and without the Di et. Be ing yet unaccustomed to pay du e
respect to those who held different opinions, many politicians and
opinion makers knew no other way than to categorize their colleague s
43
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and Bunraku puppet show producers. lt was, borrowing from modern
Jap�nese j�rgon, an instant boom. The nation was enthralled by the
mamfestat10n of Yamato Damashii, brave spirit "accessible only to
the Japanese." At virtually every primary school throughout the
_
nat10n, the school principal solemnly delivered his patriotic morning
sermon to the junior citizens, urging them to live up to the divine
Japanese spirit.
A "Miharayama Suicide Boom" shook Japan in early 1933. A
. .
Jumor college coed was questioned by police one February afternoon
as she was trekking down from Mt. Mihara, a volcano on Oshima
Island off Izu Peninsula. She confessed that she had escorted her
of the crater until the girl jumped
�lassmate the day before to the edge
mto the smoke-filled abyss. The surviving girl might have been
discarded as one of the sentimental sort of emotionally unstable
teenagers had she not confessed she had also . accompanied another
friend of hers on a gloomy pilgrimage to the volcano a month earlier.
Bannered "Girl 'Pilot to D eath' Tells About Her Fatal Missions "
the news caused a shock wave to spread across the nation. Th�ir
photos, their letters and detailed stories told by their teachers and
parents were reported, eventually arousing nationwide compassion
and sympathy for the susceptible adolescents.
lt also proved that the suicide fever was enormously contagious.
Eager to tread the romantic path take n by the tragic girls, a surprising
number of people went to Mt.Mihara to put an end to their lives: Man
went to the island simply intoxicated with sentimentalism. In man�
cases, no adequate motivation was necessary. One man, for instance,
�as reported standing on the edge of the crater with many other
sigh�seers when all of a sudden he shouted, "Sayonara, everybody ! "
and Jumped to death.
Made a center of bizarre curiosity, the girl "Pilot to D eath" died
shortly �fterwar� of a s�rious ne rvous breakdown, her death stirring
the pubhc sensation to still higher frenzy.
The followers of the death cult mounted in number to 83 by the e nd
of �ay that year, three months after the initial report of the girl's
su1c1de and more than 500 by the end of 1933
The 0d.10us boom was predated by yet ariother death boom ignited
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on a hillside near Oiso, Kanagawa
of a wealthy Shizuoka merchant
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the reason why they had to die.
Prefecture. Not quite clear was
next morning and her body, in the
girl's tomb was found violated the
ice
hut. Futther autopsy by the pol
nude, was located in a nearby
nation went wild.
proved her virginity and the whole
and a movie made in eulogy of
Countless poems were composed
ny young couples visited the death
the "Love Fulfilled in Heaven." Ma
have their love consummated in
site so that they too could die and
heaven.
stirring the people's minds
The unnatural fervor for death was
frenzy. All the while, patriotic en
with the most nihilistic kind of
erging was the clan of youths who
thusiasm was mounting. Steadily em
d in heaven. Death on earth meant
wished their patriotism to be fulfille
due to the Japanese people's in
nothing to them. lt may be partly
found its outlet in patriotism in this
curable yearning for death at last
particular period of Showa.
but steadily becoming seasoned
In any case, the nation was slowly
g
t brought Japan to another turnin
to the climate of a coup d'etat tha
y. And the name of the fatal coup
point on the road to a greater traged
nt.
was the 2.26 (February 26) Incide

Coup In Predawn Snow

ital from the previous night and,
A blizzard had roared over the cap
e
midnight, the streets of Tokyo wer
although it had stopped snowing by
as February 26, 1936 was about to
draped with fresh powdery snow
dawn.
night duty was stirred by an
At 4.30 a.m. a Mainichi reporter on
is
Minister.'s (official) residence
urgent telephone call. "The Prime
end
g us! " the voice at the other
being raided. OUR ARMY is attackin
nt the phone went dead.
of the line shrieked. The next mome
news room and, with his car
Another reporter set out from, the
d
d gone some distance beyon
incessantly skidding over snow, 'ha
a fully armed soldier.
Hibiya Park when he was stopped by
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''I'm from the Mainichi, the newspaper!" he shouted.
"Who cares about the press? Turn back! " the soldier grimly
retorted, his gun at the ready. The car's driver hurriedly made a turn.
The reporter pondered, "Is this a revolution-what else could it be ? "
lt was quite an unceremonious start, hardly befitting a mome�tous
movem�nt of history. But the day proved to be one of the most
dramahc turns of history during Showa's five decades. For that day
February 26, was to be remembered as the day of the 2.26 Incident (Ni�
Ni-Roku Jiken).
Never before in the history of modern Japan had the political
nerve center of the nation been seized by insurgen� forces for more
than three days; nor were so many senior statesmen assassinated en
masse. Never before was the army of Japan split into two Opposmg
facr10ns, facmg
. each other with bayonetted rifles. Never during the 50
years to come and pass was an attempt to overthrow the Japanese
Government by force so close to success. But that was the case on that
fateful Wednesday in 1936. The over 5 million residents of Greater
Tokyo were terrified and the entire nation agonized in the throes of the
gravest national crisis.
The people, however, were yet to become informed of what had
actually happened. Repelled by the insurgent troops armed with field
cannons and machine guns, newspaper reporters were completely
barred from the "occupied" area that extended from Nagata-cho-the
_
s1te of the Prime Minister's official residence the Diet th
Metropolitan Police Department and other gover�ment offic�s-t:
Akasaka where several key army regimental headquarters were then
located.
some knowledge as to what had motivated the insurgents was
_
vailable, for the Mainichi office was visited by none else than a unit of
: m
r ed personnel barely three hours after the first reporter was turned
back short of the Prime Minister's residence.
T e soldiers came in two army trucks and a passenger car
. �
.
Ahghtmg fro· � the latter, an offlcer
.
m uniform produced a printed
.
mamfesto wh1ch he thrust into the band
. .
of a dumbfounded Ma·imc
h1
.
representari e, addmg, "In all sincerity, I express the wish that you
�
.
.
Journ�hsts
will be cooperative with the righteous cause that compelled
us to nse."
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The recipient of the manifesto saw the officer holding a pistol in
one band and a Japanese sword in another. Some reporters looking out
from office windows above observed that other officers on the trucks
had Judo belts tied over their uniform in order to hold their swords in
• traditional Samurai style. They also saw soldiers pointing their guns at
the newspaper building.
Had the journalists been endowed with the prophetic vision to see
what would happen 34 years later, the manifesto they received from
the politely threatening officer would have been found phrased n
�
traditional expressions similar to those to be written by a certam
Yukio Mishima, postwar novelist who poured his zealous sympathy
toward the officers of the incident in 1936 and who put an end to his life
in the same manner as their leader did.
The young officers of the Imperial Army were in their most sin
cere and fervent pursuit, so the manifesto said, to fulfiB the Divine
Wish of the Emperor and, in so doing, they were compelled to an
nihilate those elder statesmen, military leaders, bureaucrats, political
party leaders and other cardinal criminals who had been sh melessly
�
hindering the Heavenly prerogative of the Supreme Bemg from
materializing the Divine Showa Restoration.
"Were we to remain inactive at this gravest turn of events, the
godly nation of Japan would in its most surety be destroyed by the
foreign aggressive powers, namely Russia, China, England and
America " the manifesto noted. Although overly using vague literary
'
phrases, the declaration contained the damnation of Tatsukichi
Minobe who expounded the "Emperor as an Institution" theory, and
the government and military leaders who succumbed to press r s
� �
from without at the London Conference in 1935 by agreeing to dehm1t
the Imperial Navy ''at lesser strength than that of potential enemies.''
Promptly banned by the government from printing the manifesto
and with numberless telephone inquiries yielding little, the news room
was dominated by hushed suspense. Nobody then was certain whether
the armed men who had visited earlier were among the "insurgents"
or not. Hence no one could tel1 in which direction the nation would be
heading after this incident whose details they were yet to know. There
were no reports about the whereabouts of the key political figures, less
about whether they were alive or dead. Tokyo was journalistically
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blacked out under the picturesq
ue cover of snow until finally
at 8.15
a.m. the War Ministry issued its
first bulletin. It read:
"At about 5 a.m. today, a par
ty of young officers assaulted
the
following places: 1) the Premie
r's official residence. As the res
ult of
the raid, Premier Admiral Keisu
ke Okada died instantly; 2)
the
private residence of the Lord
Keeper of the. Privy Seal. Vis
count
Makoto Saito died instantly; 3)
the private residence of the Ch
ief
of
Military Education. General Jot
aro Watanabe d1ed instantly.
"Also raided were: 4) Hoya Ho
tel, Yugawara,Former Lord Ke
eper
of the Privy Seal Count Nobuaki
Makino is missing; 5) the privat
e
residence of the Finance Ministe
r Korekiyo Takahashi. Ministe
r
Takahashi was seriously wound
ed; 6) the official residence of
the
Grand Chamberlain. Admiral Kanta
ro Suzuki was seriously wounded;
7) the printing works of Asashi Shi
mbun, Tokyo Headquarters.
"Thereupon all the military for
ces in the capital were alerted
and
deployed to counter the emergenc
y.''
People were at least assured by
the bulletin that those who ros
e to
action represented only "a par
t" of the Imperial Army. Bu
t the
damage done was enough to
give them a tremendous sho
ck. Fur
thermore, army troops were
deployed, the announcement
said.
Who, then, was going to win the
army versus army showdown?
And,
what about the chance of the arm
ed clash spilling over from the
hea
rt
of Tokyo to the rest of Japan?
The fear of a possible civil
war mounted as Tokyo was
placed
under martial law following
Imperial sanction, granted at
2.3
0
a.m.
Thursday on the recommenda
tion of the Privy Council, wh
ich decided
on the emergency measu
re at a meeting held the nig
ht before at the
Imperial Palace.
Lieut.-General Kohei Kashii
was appointed the commande
r of the
Tokyo martial law zone
with his headquarters establ
ish
ed
at
a Kudan
builcting where today, alm
ost four decades later, weddi
ng ceremonies
and receptions are
held.
The general's statement
was presently broadcast ove
r the radio by
NH�: "At the presen
t, peace and order are being
maintained in the
capital; the genera
l public accordingly are req
uested to pursue their
occ upations undistu
rbed." The appeal, however,
had Iittle effect on the
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Little by little the goriest stories about the last moments of the
assassinated leaders during the predawn hours Wednesday began to
be revealed.
-At the home of Viscount Saito, Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal, the
viscountess met the raiders comprising 150 officers and men. In tbe
face of machine gun-wielding so ldiers, she declared that Viscount
Saito was always willing to die for his country, but that it was not yet
time for him to die.
"Kill me," she said."If you intend to kill my husband, do so over
my dead body. ''
The insurgents brusquely pushed her aside and, stepping into the
bedroom, fired machine guns at tbe viscount. He was found dead witb
47 wounds all over his body.
-Admiral Suzuki, the Grand Cham berlain, was aroused by noise .
He calmly faced the intruders in his bedroom. Their leader, a maste r
sergeant, spoke : "I want yo u, Lo rd Gra nd Chamberlain, to s urre nde r
your life for the sake of the Showa R estoration. ''
When Admiral Suzuki asked f or more detailed reasons and the
name of the responsible leade r, the master sergeant declined to an
swer.
"So you cannot say anytbing? The n shoot ! " shouted the admiral.
Two bullets were fired.As anothe r assassin ran to the bleeding ad
miral to deliver the coup de grace with a Japanese sword, Mrs. Suzuki
threw herself under the sword.Fo lding her palms, she pleaded, "Save
the finishing stroke.Let him die pe acefully, please ."
The intrude rs left, a doctor was immediately sent for, and Suzuki
recovered miraculously from his serious wounds. He was to head the
Japanese Government as Prime Minister in summer .1945 to negotiate
the nation's surrender to the Allied Powe rs.
-Count Makino at Yugawara Spa escaped the assassination at
�empt, thanks mainly to the spaciousness of the Ryokan (Japanese
mn) he was staying in.Shigeru Yoshida, his son-in-law, was to head the
Japanese delegation as Prime Minister in September 1951 to sign the
historic peace treaty in-San Francisco .
-But what happened at the Pri me Minister's official reside nce
was far more fantastic than a plot that storytellers could possibly
conceive. Prime Ministe r Admiral Ke is uke Okada, once anno unced
dead by the official bulletin, was in fact smuggled out of the occupied
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.
personal dishonor-according to the S u
co e
c n uct-of
: i: . ? �
�:�
::
s urviving in his maid's closet must h
h 1 lia tmg emn
barrassment.
Oka�a presently tendered his resignation and was _succ�e�ed by
.
Pnme Mmister Koki Hirota, who had been Okada's F ore1gn M m1ster.
.
.
Handbills were dropped from a ir lan � m
th: ms�rge�ts to
:� g
return to their barracks immediately, �r e l::
ose w o res1 st will all
be shot, as they are rebels , , T he appeal gradually took effect and bY
·
Satu_rday evening the bulk of rebel soldiers had submitted. Offi ce rs of
the msurgent troops also surrendered, divested of the.ir respective
rank s and placed in g uardhouses.
.
During the three days of extreme tension
t a
ng
sho t w_as
exchanged between the muti neers and th e tr�o;: un:�r !:e martial
law zone commander.
Those who participated in the m utiny numbered
ha 1, 400
� ;eruzo
soldiers, it was later found, u nder th e leadership of �:;;am
.
Ando of the 3rd Infantry Regiment · They were from the Impen· a1
.
Guards Division, the 1st and 3rd Infantry Reg1ments, and the 7th
.
.
.
.
Heavy Field Artillery. Several civilian "patriot" d logues .mcludm
g
Ikki Kita and Zei (Mitsugi) Nishi da joined the mut:n;�
�rom ��shi ngton, Secretary of State Cordell H ull sent a cabl e to
F
a::;�:� Mm1ster Hirota expressing regret and condolence upon the
governm ent leaders i n Tokyo . ffiro ta, the recipient of the Hull
.
cable was l ater to be hanged followm
· rwn of the Ing the termma
'
.
ternational Military Tribunal for the F ar East m December 1948· ·
·
Captam
· Ando, cardinal rebel h t him
self at the insurge nts'
�
.
headquarters-Sanno Hotel Akas�k: · t may stnk
e some p-opl
~ e as
'
.
somewhat more than coincidental that the mu_tmeers' last st ronghold
in 1936 is today still occupied bY arme d forces m Japan-although this
time it is American .

Perverted Patriotism
With his knees awkwardlY fIexed m _Japanese style, C harlie
Chaplin was sitting in one of the most expensive spectator boxes at the
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n fact, was to puzzle the
tone of voice-the Oriental calmness, i
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e
feel very sorry to hav
for many years thereafter-stated, "I
e. My father has just been
this. But I must beg your pardon and leav
assassinated."
. The renowned comedian
lt was Sunday evening in mid-May, 1932
was visiting Tokyo for the first time.
Tsuyoshi (Takeki) Inukai,
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then Prime Minister of Japan, who bad
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a band of Imperial Navy officers a
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cident (Go-lchi-Go Jiken).
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m.
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although warned of imminent danger,
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them."
ough, the intruders broke
Moments later, shooting their way thr
into bis private room.
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''What's all this noise about?'' the Premie
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exci,ted visitors of nine men. "Let's talk
can come to understand (each other) ."
ies silently gazing at each
Hardly a minute passed, with both part
er shrieked, "Talking is useless. Shoot ! "
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Several shots rang out. The Prime Mini
He died later the same evening.
o rd
n t Nobuaki Maki no, L
Other political leaders, including Cou
ssination, but the capital was
Keeper of the Privy Seal, escaped assa
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Police
g political party, the Metropolitan
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them
e
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Department and the Bank of Japan. The
unlike the 2.26 Incident four
up at the Tokyo Gendarmerie so that,
ever proclaimed in the nation's
years later, a stateof emergency was n
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capital.
The surprising fact, however, was that the assassins felt nei ther
personal nor ideological enmity toward Premier Inukai. The whole
incident was strictly in line with a series of acts of righti st terrori sm
that bad constantly resisted the efforts to democratize modern Japan
politically.
�ight-wing fanaticism had e nj oyed emotional support from a
consrderable number of the naive populace in Japan since the early
years o_f the century when ultrapatriotic organizations like Genyosha
_
(estabhshed m 1881 by Mitsuru Toyama) and Kokuryukai (Black
�ra�on Society; established in 1901 by Ryohei Uchida) opposed the
srgmng of the armistice with Russia in 1905. They sponsored a mass
rally at _Hibiya Park in central Tokyo, in September of that year,
denouncmg the terms of the treaty with Russia as "di sgraceful to the
national honor of Japan." The agi tated masses spi lled out of the park
and eventally burned two police stations, 219 police boxes, 13 churches
(considered as "un-Japanese religion") and 15 streetcars (then a
symbol of modernization) in and around the Hibiya area. Ever since
the righ�ist camp had consistently co untered, within, every attempt t�
westermze the nation's political system, and demanded, witho ut, to
take tough steps vis-a-vis foreign nations.
The rightists were an indefinable mixture of patriots monar
chists, fascists, idealists, romantic revolutionaries, sociali;ts in the
crude�t sense of the word, Shinto spiritualis!s and assassin-aspirants.
They m a way balanced the nation's swelling tide of Ieftist thought but
the point of their epee was directed mainly at the heart of the politi cal
�orld. Parliamentary democracy by political parties, the arch-vicious
r�stit�tion imported from decadent Western countries according to the
nghtrst radicals, was something that they detested the most
�olitici�n�, they firmly believed, were corrupted to the core by wicke�
mdustnahsts and knew nothing other than to enrich their own pockets.
So, the more party politics became complicated in accordance with
t�e development of the political party system the higher their
drssatisfaction mounted.
They demanded an immediate and drastic change of the e ntire
syst�m. Kakushin (revolutionary renovation) became the mo st
chenshed word among the rightists. The word, though used today with
ideologically different connotations, appealed powerfully to the public
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.
politics. lndustrialists were bad b ecause they financed pohti.c.1ans.
. (restoration) should be brought about .m order to purify all
Showa Ishm
.
took up arms and rose one
the evils. Thus youthful patr·10t-morahsts
'
.
was
• assassinations.
l ical
a successwn of po1-t
after another. The result
. .
.
In November 1930, Pnme M1mster Osach·l Hama guchi was at
Tokyo Station ready to board an Okayama-bound train when he was
"
shot by a self-styled patriot who resented the "d
. 1shonorabl.e con.
cess10n" made by the Japanese Government at the London Conference
to l imit the number of naval vessel s . Hamag uch·l d.ied of the wound in
.
August of the following year. The assassm, Tomeo (later renamed
was cau�ht, tried and sentenced to death
o
himself Yoshiaki) Sagh::�
een hea 1ly infl uenced by the nationalist i�
He confessed that he
�
ideology of the Black Dragon Soc1ety. The sentence was later com·
muted to life imprisonment. Sagoya was released from pnson
in 1947'
only to become the idol of the post war breed of n.ghtists until his death
in 1972.
.
Another wave of terrorism hit the nation .m the spring of 1932, a few
. .
months before the 5. 15 Inc1.dent. Ex-Finance Mimste r Junnosuke
. .ito Party, was killed by a
Inoue, the likeliest next president of. the Mmse
"
revolver shot as he was attendm g an election campa1·gn meetin g in
. a ged 23 confessed that he comTokyo on February 9 The assassm
'
·
.' .
mitted the crime because of his "rig teous md1gnation" on behalf of
�
the starving farmers, convinced tha they had been place.d in their
. takes made by the former Finance
difficulties throu gh the m1s
. .
Mm1ster's policy.
Barely a month later Baron Dr. Takuma Dan was shot to death in
front of the Mitsui Build{ng .m N 1.hombashi Tokyo. Dan, chairman of
'
.
the board of directors of the M·t
l sm. m terests was t he de facto Premier
'
of the vast Mitsui kingdom. The murderer, caught on the spot, was a
.
.
young (20 years old) son of a farmer m
Ibarak i Prefecture.He was
.
found to have entered a "blood 11'
e" �ith_ lnoue's slayer.
Coming from northeastern �a�:: g d1stncts that were perennially
plagued by a series of crop fai·1 ures and unemployment, many of the
. ..
inct·ignant patriots, both military a�d c1v1han,
represented the ang ry
voice of the lower echelon of the nat10n.
1n November 1931, for instance, a villa ge headman in Yamagata
Prefecture reported that 110
the v.1ll�g�'s 467 girls between 15
and 24 years of age were "sol;����er to spmnmg firms or brothels. A
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.
beca�e fully cognizant, through these sold1ers, of the depressed
.
condit10ns in the farming v1·11ages. Their sympathy was around for the
rank and file of the nation. The sta tement of reasons later given to the
press by the military tr1·buna1 secretariat further explained the points
,
. ..
. sto. lt also stated how they
m1tially made by the mut·meers mamfe
.
came to be devoted to the S howa Ishm (renovar10n) advocated four
.
years before by the assassin s of the 5.15 Inc1dent. lt went lik e this :
.
"(The mutmeer
m coping with the critical
s believed th at)
·
. '.
problems, the government authonties lacked thoroug hness the
'
.
.
· s bot h suffered from
domestlc administration and d.1P1omatic dealmg
.
• . the political parries, bent on pursu·m� par�1san profit, were
·mactiv1ty,
.
. .
md1ff�rent to the crisis of the state, the fmancial chques ignored the
· their own coffers
suffermgs of the nation but were devoted to swe11mg
'
.
. the process of the conc1us10n of the London naval treaty there
and m
.
was an action that infringed upon the sovere1gn prerogat·ive.
. order to confirm the true principle of
"They were convinced that m
.
the Empire, based on one R uler and sub·Jects, it was urgently
· -1eged class and speedily
necessary to put an end to th1· s so-c alled pnv1
reform the state."
To the Emperor they were devoted wholeheartedly. lt was the evil
. 1 eyes that they vowed to clear away.
clouds that dimmed the Impena
1 was none but His Ma1e
. sty the Emperor
· ironically however ·t
Qmte
'
'
who, from the very beginning of th� attempted 2.26 coup, insisted that
the sternest measures be taken agamSt the "patriots. "
.
On hearmg
· the news of the mutin y for th� first time in the early
morning of that snowy Wednesday G eneral Sh1geru Honjo, C hief Aide
'
.
de-Camp to the Emperor, recalls in h·� s mem01rs that Hiro hito was
enraged "Butchering Our tru sted semor statesmen as the rebel f
.
ficers did " the Emperor sa1d
. to him in a rare outburst of anger "is
'
'
.
.
hke attempting to strangulate U s with soft ve1vet. We command the
.
.
I mpenal
Guards Division to suppress them 1mmediately."
,
The Emperor s words were e xtreme1y s.1gmflc
. . ant because they
automatically helped des.1gnate the patr10
· ts as mutineers and the
enem.1es of the nation. Had he not uttered such strong words, the Inc1dent might well have developed .m to a full-sca1e showdown, plunging
the whole nation into a bitter civil war.

°-
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.
The 2.26 revolt was ev entually sup�ressed w1thout
spilling a drop
• ed or committed
of blood, aside from those who were either v1c
· r1m1z
suicide. The military tribuna1concluded hastily ·t
I s work, handing out
. .
'
death sentences to 17 off1cers w1thm five ��nths of the Incident. A
week later those sentenced stood be fore the fmng squad and died, each
shouting "Long Live the Emperor ! "
About a year later two civilians were executed by the same firing
.
. .
squad. They were Ikki K'I ta and M1ts ug1(Ze1) N'ish1da, ideological
.
mentors of the armed revolt. A uthor of ''On Nat10
· nal Pohty
and
. e Sociali
. particular
.
Genum
. sm ' " K't
1am
had succeeded .m acquiring
.
.
.
enthus1astic followers among patnot·1c a rmy officers. Qmte contrar y
.
to the latter-day "Remode1·mg of the Japanes� A_rch1pelag o" penned
by Kakuei Tanaka, Kita's next book ' "Main Prmc1ples of the Draft for
.
a Japan Remodeling Law, '' expou nded the drastic· renovahon plans
backed by strong patriotism.
Kita's suggestions included s uch d ra sfic measures as s uspension
.
by an Extraordinary Imper1·al Dec ree of the const·t
I ut10n for three
years, martial law procla'imed across the narIOn, abolition of the
peerage, liquidation of the House of Peers' conf1scat10n of private
.
property exceeding n million and ban on hold1ng land valued at more
_
· e of the Emthan noo,ooo. The entire plan was the fantastic marnag
.
peror-worshipping cult and commumsm in I·ts mo�t fundamental
outlook. But his straightforward approach, heav1ly tainted by
xenophobia, had never ceased to a ttract the min ds of young Japanese.
Every once in a while we still ob rv fres� outbursts of a "Kita-Ikki
t: ;
boom," which produces countles oo s on h1m and his ideology.
.
As far as the Japanese pubhc was concerned ' the best remembered phrases from the 2.26 Inc1'dent were uttered by an NHK radio
.
announcer who appealed to the m en and non- eomm1. ss10n
ed officers of
the rebel forces saying ' "Return to your barracks now. lt i. s not yet too
'
1ate. Your parents and brothers a re weeping t0 see you become the
.
nation
's traitors."
.
The ·impassioned appeal helped b�m
g the bulk of the ins urg en ts
back to their units, making it imposs1ble for the leading officers to
. "lt i
carry out the coup The express1on
s n t yet too late" was used for
?
·
many years afterward as a catch word w1th the twisted connotation
'
"lt is not yet too late for Japan to return to democracy "
·
.
.
But the m1htarY, hav·mg once tested its strength by rock'mg the
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CHAPTER II

Rise And Fall
Of The Imperial State
Quagmire In China
The Americans had a traumatic experience in Vietnam-a long
involvement from which they managed to extricate themselves only at
a heavy cost of Jives and prestige. For a good many Japanese the
American involvement in Vietnam was another case of history
repeating itself In the 1930s the Japanese went to war against the
.
Chinese whom they looked down upon then as "Chankoro," a
derogatory term which pictured them as hopelessly disorganized and
week-kneed people. The term, which came into wide use following
Japan's victory over China in the war of 1894-95, had fed their sense of
superiority over the people who had through the centuries been the
supplier of superior culture and knowledge.
What made Japan's involvement in China different from the
American experience in Vietnam is that Japan became bogged down
deeper and deeper into a quagmire from which it could never get out.
The Sino-Japanese Incident, the eight-year-old "undeclared war"
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which

constantly held nearly one million Japanese soldiers tied up on
the continent without any prospect of final victory, is a classic example
of the failure of Japanese decision-makers to define their objectives
and bring the protracted fighting to a settlement before it was too late .
The lack of coordination between policy-makers and the Army and
the kaleidoscopic change of men at the top-ten Cabinets came and
went in the fateful eight years from 1937 to 1945-resulted in dragging
Japan increasingly into the quagmire in China.
The war which killed nine million Chinese troops and civilians and
about 450,000 Japanese in uniform was a long series of inconclusive
victories for the Japanese Army and Navy. What these victories on
battlefields boiled down to was holding "dots" and "lines"-key cities
and railway lines.
From time to time, the Japanese troops sallied out of their "dots','
and "lines" to rout enemy concentrations but, with their supply lines
dangerously overextended, they would return to their "dots" and
''lines.'' lt was like playing hide and seek, only adding to the casualties
on both sides and to the misery of the Chinese populace.
Chiang Kai-shek, commander of China's War of Resistance,
played the cards better. He traded s pace for time to plunge the in
vaders deeper into the morass and posed as a fighter of democracy's
w ar in a bid to have other nations come to China's aid.
But when the war ended in the summer of 1945, it was Mao T se
tung's Communist forces who emerged as winners of the ultimate
victory.
The immediate origin of the Sino-Japanese war was a minor ex
change of gimfire in Peking' s southern suburb on the night of July 7,
1937. The widely accepted Japanese v ersion of the incident is that a
member of the Japanese garrison, w hich had been on a routine night
exercise, accidentally fired blank shots from a submachine gun on the
northern side of Lukouchiao, a beautiful stone bridge better known as
Marco Polo Bridge in memory of the Venetian traveler who became
the first Westerner to cross it in the 13th Century.
The blank shots were answered by several live shots from up
stream of the river and then from the direction of the Marco Polo
Bridge. (Japan, Britain, the United States, France and Italy main
tained troops in North China as part of the settlement of the Boxer
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Rebellion of 1900).
Unlike the Kwantung
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Japanese policies, and a joint Sino-Japanese front against com
munism. Chiang Kai-shek rejected the overture, demanding that
negotiations be preceded by the restoration of the status quo ante
bellum.
The capitulation of Shanghai opened the way for the Japanese
Army to push on to Nanking. Japan hoped that an attack on the enemy
c apital, Nanking, would bring Chiang to his knees and make him sue
for peace on Japan's terms.
On December 1, 1937, the Imperial General Headquarters ordered
an attack on Nanking. Six Army divisions, c ommanded by General
Iwane Matsui, raced to be the first to storm into the walled capital.
Meanwhile, Chiang Kai-shek had withdrawn further up the Yahgtze
River to Hankow to continue his re sistance.
Nanking's fall on December 12 triggered waves of celebrations
throughout Japan. In Tokyo, about 400,000 jubilant citizens staged a
massive lantern parade. Japanese newspapers splashed • banner
headlines and photos of victorious Japanese Army columns marching
into the Chinese capital. The Shanghai Chinese paper Ta Kung Pao
ceased publication on December 14 with a prophetic remark at the end
of its editorial: "For all the defeats the Chinese have suffered so far,
they ought never to surrender to the invaders ! ''
The formal marching-in ceremony of triumphant Japanese forces
on December 17 followed a three-day mopping-up operation which
shocked the world except Japane se. China claims that more than
100,000 soldiers and civilians were killed in the "Nanking massacre"
as Japanese troops went on a rampage of raping, plundering and
looting. lt was only after the end of the war that the Japanese learned
of the ugly and sickening side of the biggest single victory in the China
war through photos showing piles of skeletons of Chinese, women being
raped and murdered, and suspected guerrillas be ing be headed or
buried alive.
As Chinese troops fled Nanking up the Yangtze River, Japanese
planes "acc identally" bombed the U.S. gunboat Panay, killing three .
men and injuring about 20 others. Four British men-of-war, the Lady
bird, Bee, Cricket and Scarab, we re also subjected "by mistake" to
gunfire and aerial bombing by Japanese forces.
"My first thought was that this might result in a breach of
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statement said, Japan "will cease fro m henceforward to deal with the
(Nationalist) Government, and the y (the Japanese Government) look
forward to the establishment and growth of a new Chinese regime ,
harmonious coordination with which can really be counted upon ."
Japan promptly recalled home its ambassador to China. And China
followed suit.By breaking with the Chinese government, Japan had no
legal Chinese authority to negotiate a settlement with. The only
alternative was to set up a central provisional government.
By the end of 1938, Japanese forces had pushed furthe r inland,
occupying Soochow, Canton and Wuhan, but Chiang Kai-shek con
tinued his war of resistance by retreating to Chungking. In its con
tinuing but futile search for a political settlement, occasional co ntacts
were made with Kuomintang o fficials in Tokyo, Hong Kong and
Shanghai.
As a result of one of these secret meetings in Shanghai, Japanese
negotiators succeeded in wooing Wang Ching-wei, one of Sun Yat-sen's
most trusted lieutenants and a key figure of �he Kuomintang Central
Committee, over to Japan's pro positio n that he set up a central
government in Nanking and coo perate with Japan in building a ne w
order in East Asia.
Wang, who joined Dr. Sun's move ment while he was at Hose i
University in Tokyo, slipped o ut of Chungking with his wife on
December 18, 1938 and went to Hanoi where he sent a cable to Chiang
Kai-shek urging him to end the war. The Chungking government flatly
rejected Wang's proposal and branded him traitor. With assassins on
his trail in Hanoi, Wang went on to Shanghai and visited Tokyo at the
end of May 1939 for talks withJapanese leaders.
On March 30, 1940, the Nationalist Government was inaugurated in
Nanking with the blessing of the Japanese Gover nment. The
presidency was left vacant for Lin Se n, president of the Kuo mintang,
with Wang installing himself as vice president. On Octobe r 30, Wang
assumed the presidency, signed a basic treaty with Japan and
recognized Manchoukuo.
The basic treaty provided that Japan would give up its r ight to
maintain troops in North China (won at the end of the Boxer Re bellion)
and, upon termination of the state of war, would withdraw all troops
from China.lt was a radical departure fromJapan's previo us position.
But it came too late.
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The Kwantung Army ordered 1,000 infantry men to the scene . A large
Mongolian force, supported by Russian tanks and planes, besieged th e
Japanese regiment and all but -annihilated it.
Alarmed by the shocking turn of events, the Kwantung Army
worked out a massive counterattack plan by committing 70 tanks, o ver
100 antitank artillery pieces, 80 planes, 400 vehicles and 15,000 infantry
men. War Minister General Seishiro I tagaki, one-time Kwanung Army
chief of staff, authorized the offe nsive set for July 1 in response to the
plea of General Kenkichi Ueda, commander of the Kwantung Army.
In the early stage of the conflict, the Kwantung Army had com
plete mastery of air with its superior pilots and planes. But the
Russians soon brought in planes of a newer type and on June 22 at
tacked Japanese positions with 150 plane s, about a third of whi ch were
shot down.
With its pilots showing signs of fatigue, the Kwantung Army
mobilized 130 planes on June 27 for a large-scale attack on the Sovie t
airbase well inside Outer Mongolia and destroyed about 100 enemy
planes. But the air strike was c arrie d out without the knowledge of the
Imperial General Headquarters. The IGHQ promptly reported the air
assault to the Emperor, accusing the Kwantung Army of violating his
prerogative as commander-in-chief. The Emperor's reprimand in
j ected an element of dissonance in the relations between the Army's
central command in Tokyo and the Kwantung Army.
The ground counteratta ck which followe d the unauthorized air
strike was launched with air support on July 1 as scheduled. The
division-size Kwantung Army poure d across the river and deep into the
Russian-Mongolian positions. But the latter soon staged a massive
counteratta ck with hundreds of tanks and planes. Japane se troops
fought them with anti-tank artille ry and suicide squads who charge d
into Russian tanks with Molotov cocktails in band. lt was a sanguinary
battle, a battle of steel versus flesh.
Inner Mongolian troops riding camels and fighting on the
Japanese side, and Outer Mongolian cavalry men fighting with the
Russians outwardly lent a romantic atmosphere to the fighting. But
what was being waged on the expose d terrain was a full-scale modern
war involving hundreds of planes and thousands of tanks and artillery
pieces.
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. .
Behind the settlement of the Nomonhan flghtmg was a dra matic
.
.
turn in the game of power po1·t·
1 ics m Europe The Russ1ans had
·
.
dropped hint of their willingness to neg otiate a settlement of the bloody
.
.
fighting in late August' JUSt a few days before they s1gned a non.
aggression pact with Hitler-a p a c t wh1ch stun ned the world.
.
The rapprochement of two arch rivals, Hitler and Stalin, ca me like
.
a bo lt out of a clear sky to the Ca bmet of Kiichiro ffiranum a. In a feeble
note of protest the J apanese G overnment accused German y of a
'
.
breach of the anti-Comintern pact 1 e!�e:_s than three years be_ fore.
: ,��
ight of a new comphcated
On A ugust 28, the Cabinet resigne
.
and grotesque developme nt m Europe '' _an unabashed admission o f
'.
Japan's naivete in the game of power pohtics.
.
A week after the non-aggression � act was s1gned on A ug ust 23
.
1939, Hitler ordered a bl1·tzkneg aga mst Poland. on September 3
'
.
Britain and France declared war on Germany plungmg Europe into
'
another Arm ageddon On Sept ember 17' Russ1· an armies sw armed
. .
·
across Poland's eastern fron t·iers. W1th m a few day s H"itler's army and
.
.
.
Stalm's army linked up at histonc Brest-Litvsk to complete the partitioning of Poland.
.
The Wehrmacht's dazzling succe s m the _early stage of the war
::
added fuel to the demand of th e A y and nght-wing elements in
Japan for a military alliance with G
"�rmany to break the status quo o f
the "have nations" and esta brish a new order'' in the world.

Alliance Of Convenience
A hero's welcoine awaited Y osuke Matsuoka as he arrived at
Yokohama aboard the NYK's A sa ma Maru on Apn·1 27' 1933. All the
.
.
.
maJor
newspapers paid warm .edit on al tnbute to the man who had
walked out of the League of N ati ons A ssembly on February 2 4 whe n it
.
.
unanimously condemned Japan's act10
ns m Manchuria. The NHK
.
radio broadcast a 1ive
coverage o f his trmmphant return and
·
n_ewspaper plane_s buzzed overhe �h usands of flag-waving citizens
hlled the pier to get a glimpse"o/t�-e �e�o whose eloquent defense of
Japan's position against the in.J ustices of the League had stirred
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of whom seven were accepted. With M.atsuoka on the A rmy recruit list,
the Foreign Ministry promptlY ass1gned him to the co nsulate in
.
.
Shanghai to spare him from th.e mi·1·1 tary serv1ce.
.
..
A man of quick mind and driving amb1t10ns,Matsuoka shattered
the image of career diplomats.No t only was h"is backgroun. d unique.
He was eloquent and could talk more than an hour o n end m forceful
•
I when he made an imp
assio ned
English without a text, as he d"d
defen�e of Japan in the League Council.
L1fe on the U.S. West Coast where there was already a strong
.
.
undercurrent of discrimination a'g mst Or_1�ntals,was hard and often
:
bitter fo r Matsuoka as it was fo r o t er sensitive youths from Asia.
But Matsuoka had a soft spot in his heart for �n American
.
housewife who had shown him great affection as a houseboy.On his
.
way home from the League of Na t10ns,Matsuoka made a stopover in
Portland and erected a m·arker and planted a tree at the grave of his
"American mother "-Mrs.Isobe11e Dunbar Beveridge.
.
''I cannot know what prompted her to be so kmd
to me. lt just
seems like fat e that did it N
t t m mother, I could love no one
�
more," Matsuoka said-� ;�bu�e hat touched the hearts of
Oregonians.
As Matsuoka basked in popular adulation, however, the natio n
. .
began drifting dangerously along the · road to war.The tnp
arhte pact
.
w1·th Germany and Italy brought Japan to a pomt of no return.
When the initial nationalistic fervo r ge�erated by the withd rawal
from the League of Nations an
. d the Washmgton conference system
ebbed, a sense of isolation gradu 11y to?k hold of policy-makers,the
military and men in the street.W �th
I anh-Japanese sent1m
· ent runni ng
.
.
.
h.igh .
m China and the commumsts calling for an anh-fasc1st_ fro nt , the
Army and nationalists sought an ally.A nd they found one m Hitler ' s
Germany, which had also pulled out of the League of Natio ns and was
shaking off one yoke after ano ther of the post-World War I V ersaille s
system.
.
The Japanese-German linku cam e m the form of an antiComintern pact signed in Ber1·m o nPNovemb er 25 ' 1936-less than eight
.
months before the outbreak Of war .
m China.N egoh· at10ns o n the pact
.
.
.
were mitiated by fftl
1 er ' s adv1ser and lat�r Fore1gn Minister Joachim
.
.
von Ribbentrop and Lt.Gen.Hiro
s h1 O sh1ma, military attache at th e
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elements

in the Foreign Ministry. At the top of the list was Shigeru
Yoshida who was ordered home from the Court of St. James. A bitter
opponent of any further drift to Ge rmany, Yoshida had to e ndure the
humiliation of being sh adowed by the thought police and of even being
jailed by the Army Gendarmerie toward the end of World War II. " My
record of arrest perhaps made me Prime Minister," the cigar
smoking Yoshida, often dubbed Japan's Winston Churchill, said in dry
humor when called upon to steer the nation in its postwar era.
Yoshida was succeeded by one-legged Shigemitsu who had been in
Moscow. Shigenori Togo, a staunch opponent of a deeper entanglement
with Hitler, was relieved of bis B erlin post and assigned to Moscow.
Oshima, the pro-German military attache , replaced Togo in B erlin and
Toshio Shiratori, a strong advocate of the Tokyo-Berlin-Rome alliance
in the Foreign Ministry, was assigned to the lt alian capital.
Prince Fumimaro Konoe, the blue-blooded politician'having the
closest family connections with the Emperor, formed his first Cabine t
in June 1937. But he resigned in early January 1939 due to the
stalemate of the war in China and without acting on the Japane se
German military alliance.
The frustrated Army hawks and ultranationalists soon directed
their attacks on the Navy. Their main target was Admiral Isoroku
Yamamoto, Vice Navy Minister. B a nds of jingoists roamed about the
Navy Ministry building, openly accusing hi,m of being a weakling
unworthy of the Imperial Navy's tradition. The ministry building was
even defended by a Navy unit and was stocked with provisions on
rumors that impatient Army officers might storm in. On August 2,
1939, Yamamoto was relieved of his post and appointed commander-in
chief of the Combined Fleet-a job which forced him to plan and direct
the attack on Pearl Harbor against his wish.
After he was shot down by American fighters waiting in ambush on
April 18, 1943 on his fatal flight from Rab aul, what w as believed his will
was found in the safe in the Vice Navy Minister's office. "lt is the
pleasant duty of a warrior to die for his country, whether on the bat
tlefield or on the home front. lt is easy to fight with courage and die in
action. Who knows how difficult it is to reject philistine views? .. ,» The
prop hetic note was dated May 31, 1939.
Three weeks after Admiral Yamamoto returned to the seas came
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a ny

prospect of an accommodati on with the Um·ted States.
.
The mm1
· ·sters agreed to strengthen the To�yo-Berlm-R ome Axis,
. n a non-aggression pact with the Sovi et Un10n, to move south and
�o s1g
mcorporate the British F ch and utch col�nies in the "New Order
?
in Asia," and to repul�e �:er1·ca' s m te rvenhon by force . T he policy
marked a complete reversal of Japan' s long-planned strateg y for
expand ing to the north.
Matsuoka started off by dismissing A�ba_ ssador to Moscow To go
and about 40 other diplomats kno wn to be cnhcal of a m1·1i·tar y alliance
. .
d Bntam and t e United St ates.
with Germany and sympathetic t
�
. ary pact with
With the coast clear, he went a. n::;:o conclude a m1ht
.
n
rli
Be
In late Aug ust, German y sent Heinrich S tahmer to Tokyo as a
special envoy to negotiate with M atsuoka. Ag
_ reement was reached
.
only af ter 18 days of negotiations T he tnpartite treaty was sig ned at
Hitler ' s chancellery on S eptembe; 26.
.
The pact was clearly aimed at the Umted S tates. A rticle 3 of the
.
treaty bound the signatories "to ass1st one another w1·th all political
economic and military means w h e n one of the three Contracting
·
1ved m the Euro pean
Parties is attacked by a power at present not mvo
.
War or in the Si no-Nipponese ConfllCt ''
.
Matsuoka felt confident that hi" s �rand des1gn of forgi ng an
alliance of the anti-status qu o po w ers m clu ding the s ov1e t Union
. .
preparatory to neutra1 izi ng the United Stat�s, extncatmg Japan out of
the China sloug h and build1·ng a Ne w Order m As1a
· -was on the wa y to
becoming a reality· Stahmer had assured him
· that Germany would
.
play the role of an "honest broker" m Matsuoka' s bid to reach an
understanding with Mosco w.
By the time Matsuoka left Tok 0 n Ma �ch 12, 1941, for Berlin and
�
Rom e, however, there had alrea:y een s1gns of a deterioration i n
German-Russian relat·10ns. Instead of play·mg an "honest broker "
'
.
Hitler and von Ri bbentrop tn. ed to wi n a comm1·tment from Matsuoka
that Japan would embark on a war m
. Asi a and captu re Singapore. B y
.
th en, Hitler had ordered the German Hig
h Command to work out
"Operation Barbarossa" w·ith 150 German d.1visions readied to swarm
into the Soviet un10· n .m June 1941
On his way home, Matsuo�a made a stopover in Moscow and
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1941-A Great Divide
Let us, for a moment, place ourselves at the threshold of the year
1941 and see where Japan stood at that time. That year was one of the
most memorable milestones not only in Showa's decades but possibly
in the milleniums of the nation's entire history. For toward the end of
that year Japan went to war w ith the Allied nations and, after
achieving some fantastic initial successes, started to plunge headlong
into the eventual_ devastation of the country and unconditional
surrender.
On January 1, 1941, the picture looked extremely grim for the
Allied powers. The European war had entered its 17th month. Hitler
was at the zenith of his power. Although some un believable
miscalculations on the part of the Reich war leaders spared the 300,000
British soldiers at Dunkirk from the coup de grace, the successful
evacuation was all but balanced by the fierce blitzkrieg that left the
heart of the industrial centers and much of the civilian life of the
United Kingdom in ashes.
Barely a mon th after Dunkirk, German troops were marching
down the Champs Elysees in Paris. Shortly afterward France suc
cumbed. And the United Kingdom, lying exposed across the Channel,
was bracing for the forthcoming Operation Sealion, the German plan
for an amphibious invasion of the Isles. In spite of Churchill's deter
mination and massive American aid, the glory of the British Empire
appeared like a candle flickering in the w ind of the war.
Meanwhile, the United States was bitterly divided. Should or
should not President Roosevelt involve the republic in the European
conflict? Though he had defeated his rival Wendell Willkie by a haqd
some margin in the election and acquired the Presidency for the third
consecutive term, he could by no means override the popular sen
timent that opposed the nation's being steadily drawn into the
European quagmire.
So great was the Americans' dislike of being forced some day to
fight Germany and ltaly to win the war for Britain that the President
had to assure the Americans, at the height of his election campaign,
that he would keep the nation out of the conflict. There were, h owever,
other parties of voters who strongly advocated a "save Britain now "
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.
pr�vinces of China as a new war zone so that witb a v1.ew to settling the
'
.
Chma Incident ( as the Japanese war on the Chmese mainland was
.
ca lled) and thereby facilitating the
;:!:b��shment of a new order in
peaceful use" of the I n East Asia, Japan was forced to
dochinese airfields.
. .
Japan' s entry into the region ired both Bntam and the United
States. The former reta1·1ated bY reopen ing the Burma Road, vital
artery for military aid to Chungk'mg, a nd the latter by forbidding all
exports of iron and steel scrap except to the nafions of the W estern
.
1 am, a fatal blow to resourceless Japan.
Hemisihere and to Great Br·t
.
Five days after Japan' s th t to French Indochina �ame the
sig ning of th e triparti te treat;:�::g Jap�n, G erman y and I taly.
Anot her diplomatic success by the G reat E mpire of N'ippon .' The terms
.
..
of the pact were euphoric to be sure w1th Japan recogmzmg the Third
'
.
.
Re1 ch' s and Italy' s leadersh1'p m the new order in Europe while the two
.
European powers pledged the same for Japan ·m As1 a-to promote
e eo l s concerned.
f
mutual prosperity and the welfa
;�� :� : � �
The pro-Axisists, especiall
r g M1mster Yosuke Matsuoka,
. . .
were jubilant. In a highly fest·ive mood the Ma1mch1 Shimbun
'
.
. .
editonalized: "The time has at 1 ast arnved when N'ippon' s ( "Japan "
.
· at10n and efwas considered humiliating and n o 1ong er in use) aspir
. .
forts to establish East Asia for East s1atics, free _from t�e Anglo
:
Sa�on yoke, coincides exactly with th German -Itahan aspiration to
build a New Order in Europe and to seek a future appropriate to their
strength by liberating themselves from the Ang lo_-Saxon clutches.' '
A Mainichi columnist further c ha11enged the Imperialist powers by
.
writing ' "The democrac1es have only themse1 ves to blame for the
.
latest turn of events TheY had ample time to ref1ect upon the position
·
.
of Nippon even after the outbreak of the European War. Now the
.
chance exists no more. If the Amen. can attitude toward Bn. tam
is no n be11·igerent in relation to Germany then the new N'ippon position is also
'
non-belligerent in relation to the th.ird powers."
.
A few caut1.0us voices were h eard as to the poss1b
le danger en.
tailed in the near future by A:nfic 1 3 of the tri-power treaty. But vir
\
tually no one was courageous oug t step forward and warn that the
ominous provisions of the article wou1: very probably put Japan on the .
·
colli sion course with the Um. ted States. The d·ip1omatic
agreement,
from the advantage of hindsight can be taken as none other than a
'
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.
2,600th anniversary of the godly founding of_ the godhe
st nation in the
.
world Accordingly, the most elaborate det�Ils of the 26th centenary of
.
the Empire were worked out and na tionw1de festivities were held in
November of that year.
. .
The mood was buoyant all the wa Y: �atnotic
songs were com..
posed, school children marched' an d R ismg Sun flags were v1s1ble
eve rywh ere across the nation. Hundreds of p�ople �ere honored with
.
Imperial Awards and Their Ma esties ' doc1le subJ ects took to the
streets by the millions to celebrat�.
Their Majesties the Emperor and Ernpress cam e out of the Imperial Palace and attended th e nat1· 0nal celebrat'ion of the centenary in
the outer garden of the palace. More than 50,000 notables participated
in the j oyous function. Army and navy brass bands struck up the
stirring tune of the "2Gt h Ce ntenary Ma r ch. " The common people who
.
occupied the far distant corners of the sp�c10us plaza shouted "Ban . ·
.
zai ! " in chorus. And Their MaJ es ties qmte unusua1 even on maJ or
.
.
oxes of Bent o (lunch)
national occasions, sat down and took � t
'
: : :�
signifying by so doing the beginning of t e e� .
oved when they we re later told
The participants were dee 1
i:
that the Imperial personages h�: ta �n exactly the same victuals as
.
Their Majesties' subJ ects • The so v ere1gn and the sub'J ects were really
.
.
one-exactly in line with the current national m0tt0 0f "100 million of
one mind ! ''
. Overwhelmed by the a uspic ious .moment' however, few. actually
pa1d serio us atten tion to a passage m the - Impena
· 1 R escnpt which
.
H1rohito read at the national cele bration. The words were : "lt is Our
earnest hope that peace w1·11 be restored soon and that We may share
.
.
w1th all countries happiness and p rospenty' albei.t the world is now in
,
the midst of great turmoil.'
With the spirit of the nation a bett_ ed _by the frenzy of New Order and
the 26th Centenary, the self-g1onfymg Japanese were eager to
welcome the bright future th t s �ed to l_ie _ahead of them on this
particular day-January 1 19:1 ;:
b
v
some
�i�: ��!::w::�d s�:::t�:.
�:
d
f
�
th
t
e
ri
e
ou
e
m
a
ly
va
_
ifi
v
s
l
si
o ;;:: :
. .
er1m, for example a Mam 1c h'I correspondent cabled on
'
.
New Year's Day, conveymg the assessment by the Germans of the
state of the world ·. "lt .IS now a bsolutely impossible for Britain to
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defeat the Reich. Not only that, but the end of British resistance is
merely a question of time. The United States at present is not prepared
militarily enough to fight Japan, Germany and Italy simultaneously,
as the United States' preparedness will not be completed before 1944."
From Washington: "Japanese-American relations will enter the
new year with no prospect of improvement. While the appointment of
Admiral Kichisaburo Nomura as Japanese Ambassador to
Washington is genuinely welcomed here, official circles entertain little
hope that he can accomplish much, so long as Japan's policy regarding
China and Asia remains unchanged. Many suspect that Admiral
Nomura's mission is to gain time for Japan, pending the uncertain
European situation. The general feeling is that once Britain's position
becomes untenable, Japan will take decisive action southward. Should
this happen, what America should do is a question now seriously
debated in both official circles and the press."
And a Mainichi dispatch from London stated: "The picture of the
lives of the British people has its dark and bright sides. The destruction
of London and other cities by ceaseless bombings, the sinking of 100,000
tons of shipping weekly, and the irritation caused by the blockade
this is the dark side of the outlook. The bright side lies in the in
domitable spirit of the British people, the spirit that makes order out of
chaos, that gives the British the energy and resolve to build again from
the smoldering ruins, that makes them believe implicitly in the coming
victory.
"The characteristics of tenacity, insensibility, stolidity, lack of
imagination and firm social moral fiber in the British people make
them ideally suited for war. While sweeping up the glass scattered on
the streets as if he were raking up fallen leaves, a whistling Britisher
does not have the imagination to think that this might some day hap
pen to his own home. All classes of the people in Britain believe that if
they can hold out, unlimited United States aid is forthcoming, and they
feel that this will suffice to insure victory."
To the reporters' eyes the Americans were understandably in
decisive while the British were mysteriously insensible of their im
pending fate. The real question is: Was it not the Japanese, rather than
the British, who were totally insensible of where their expansionist
fervor would eventually lead them? Weren't the Japanese the ones
who lacked the imagination to foresee where they would end up?
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. .
of modern warfare sa
� one _chapter: "M en should not
��:��
expect that, in the e vent of t�eir
m act10n, their as hes will be sent
back to their families.''
·
Another passage' "Do not ct1shonor
your name," was faithfully
.
serv�d by countless Japanese fi_ghtmg men who sacrificed the 1·r
b
�
hves, flghting to the last man agamst superio· r U.S. forces on Attu,
P e11·1ie· u, Saipan, Iwo Jima and o ther South Sea islands. "Strong are
i_ . ,,Y ou must always be
those who know shame, " the passage sa·d
aware_ of the honor of your kinsfolk and strive not to betray the.ir ex. .
, . .
pectahons. Don't s tay a 1·ive m d1shonor. Don t die m such a way as to
leave a bad name be hind you "
.
.
Still another passage of "Se nJ. mk un" prov1d· es the soldiers of the
· Army with a con cept of n and �eath . "A sublime sense of
Imperial
self-sacrifice must g uide you thro�g:out hfe and death. Think not of
death as you push through wi th e ery ounce_ of your effort, in fulfilling
�
e v� rythmg with all your sp iritual
your duties. Make it you/joy to
�
�nd physical strength. Fear not o die for the cause of everlasting
JUstice."
.
.
.
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Hl
der�ng for 30 years after the end of the war. And at the onset of the
nahon's crucial year the stern ords of "Senjinkun" we re a clarion
:
ho were ready to do anything to
call to the 100 milli�n Japanes
defend the honor of the godly natio:.
severi ty

Who Started The War?
There is no way of knowin
e he
soroku Yamamoto during hi s
; :: : ; �
stay in the United States-fir t
ent at Harvard and later as
val attache in Washington-ever p:c�ed up the proverb, "The first
�� .
.
.
„ w is half the battle." But, bY th e time
Lt. -Gen eral Hldeki Tojo' s
,,
.
Senjinkun, moral code for fightin men, _read 1ed the soldie rs of the
.
Impenal Army in January 1941 for -�death m honor rather than life in
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must be considered.
.
Dissent was voiced both by the admiral's senio rs and his staff
officers. But Y amamoto a known g amble
u1d not bu�g e. H e kn ew
'
well that it was a dangerous gamble. "Wi;� ;:lly determmed devotion
.
by our officers and men and poss1bly wi·th he1P from Heaven' I am
.
. .
confident that the NavY can ach1eve the most d1fflcult task in its
.
.
history," he pledged in h1s 1etter to Sh1m ada. He cit
- ed from Japanese
.
h1story some memorable examp1es of su rprise attack s.
In 1184 M.mamoto-no-Yoshitsune, youthful commander of the
war riors of the Gen1·i Clan' 1aunch e d a su rpr·ise attack from the rear of
.
the powerful Heike's headquarters m Kobe by p1ungmg down the steep
. .
slope of Hiyodori-goe a near-smc1d al offensive.
'
In 1560, Oda-Nobunaga attacked and successfully swept through
.
· forces at Okehazam a in
the center of Imagawa Yosh1moto's supenor
torrential rain.
Both cases were surprise attacks that any orthodox war strate gist
would be more than glad to ru1e ou t. But, yamamoto questioned, how
..
.
.
can one expect to catch K011 ( va1u able mfant riger ) w1thout crawling
.
mto Koketsu ( tiger's den)?
,
"There s certainly a danger that all our forces would be lost"
.
,
.
Yamamoto warn ed "However, 1f our m en s morale is not satisfac·
.
.
tonly high ' I am ready to res1gn my command of the Combined Fleet
.
and assume personal command of the Ca rner Striking Force."
. .
Though reluctant at the beg m� mg, the Imperial General
Headquarters finally endorsed the admiral 's plan. For they too h ad to
face the painful reality that a resourceless narwn 1-ike Japan would
.
.
have to succumb to the enem1es'
pressure were it to keep putting off
the "gamble" indefinitely.
.
Accordin g to the estimate bY the K1kaku-in, Department of
National Planning in July 1941, Japan h ad stockpiles of light oil sufficient for only ten' days, kerosene for a m onth ' crude 0.1! for a month
. .
and a half, nicke! ore for two months ' and sem1-sohd
machine oil for
three months · As for avi. at·10n fuel, wh.ich the government had tak en
g1.eat pains to stockpile the pp1 Y wa_s enough for only 15 months.
Director-General �eiic�� Su�uk1 of the planning department
concluded his grim report bY saym g, "If the state of thi·ngs rema.ms
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. .
lt was foolish saber-rattling, nd1cu1ous delay ·m responding to
· ·t·mg proposals misreading the other side's mind, unnecessary
mv1
bluffs and, above ai1 ' deep-ro0ted mutual distrust that eventually upset
.
.
. tam
the conference table where agreem ent to mam
lastmg peace
across the Pacific might have been worked out · I n deed, with the help
of Catholic priests and the J apanese duo of a b_anker and a colonel, a
Draft Understanding was agreed u on bY unofflc1al representatives of
both parties as early as in April 194i.
Japan, according to the drafted understanding, was to negotiate
.
.
provided the
the cona·It10ns for withdrawal of I·ts forces from Chma,
.
government of Chiang Kai-shek gave assent to merge w1th its rival
.
.
.
reg1me m Nanking under Wang Chmg-wei
and the U.S. recognized
Manchoukuo. To Japanese 1 eaders. except Fore1gn Minister Matsuoka who was in Moscow arrangmg the Soviet-Japanese neutrality
.
pact-the terms seemed t0 be good enough as a bas1s for further
.
negotiations.
Japan 's Army leaders were desperately lookmg for a means to
.
extricate themselves from the Chma quagmire. If any honorable
. .
sett1ement could be arranged they were w1llmg to avoid fighting the
superior American forces. T�e I mpenal General Headquarters, a s a
matter of fact, decided on April 21 to accept the clauses of the Understanding in principle on conct·t
I Oll that they did not harm the spirit of
.
th e tnpartit
e treaty.
lt was really a misfortune not onlY for Japan but for its coun.
terpart that Japan at that t"ime was bemg administered by Prince
.
.
. .
Fumimaro Konoe ' an irresolute aristocrat Pnme. Mm1ster, whose
.
fore1gn minister happened to hold an unreasonably firm beli ef that he
understood American psycho1 ogy better than anybody else. As i·t
happened the hope for negot"iated peace retreated from its near
'
fulfillment by June of that year.
The hope for negotiated peace between Japan and the United
States began tumbling do
a 1
s Japa_n advanced to southe rn
F rench Indochina toward t:: en: :f;u:y. The irretrievable step. taken
.
m the
. . wake of the Wehrmacht's mvaswn
· of the Soviet Union and the
dec1s1on by the Amer·ican G overnment t freeze all Japanese assets in
?
America, ignited a series of eh .m eact10ns which led the two Pacific
powers into the eventual war. ;ra�e between the two countries came
95
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American bloc. Economic pressures by those countries no doubt had a
great effect on the economic structure of the nation, hence the common
people's life. "Should we sit back ::i. nd wa it for the imminent collapse?
Shouldn't we go ahead and, together with Admiral Yamamoto, gamble
once and for all on the empire's fate?"

lt was perhaps because of this dilemma that M asatoshi Mat
sushita, one of the few outspoken friends of America, took up his pen in
October 1941 and wrote: "(The) recent developments in the Pacific
initiated by America are completely perplexing to the minds of the
ordina ry Japanese, for its actions in the past few years, especially
since the outbreak of the German-Soviet war, give us the impressio n
that it is America and no other country that deserves the n ame of
'aggressor.' These developments give rise to a grave doubt i n our
minds as to whether America is not a born aggressor and that the
teachings which the missionaries have brought to the Orient are
perhaps nothing but instruments of aggression.''
Matsushita later became the Chancellor of Rikkyo (St. Paul's)
University and was in 1967 an unsuccessful candidate for the gover
norship of Tokyo Metropolis.
The Christian scholar's statement would be interpreted by some
people of today as an unseemly ou tburst of the moment. But few would
be reluctant to admit that the following prediction that he made h as
been largely justified since he penned it 34 years ago. Matsushita
added: "America's war with Jap an would necessarily awaken racial
consciousness among all the non-white peoples, and the result of this
would be more far-reaching than any kind of new order. lt would be
weil then for America to visualize fully and beforehand the important
consequences which its actions will most probably bring about."
There is no denying that Japan "depended on force and conquest
and the o ppression of conquered peoples" as Secretary of State Cordell
Hull charged in 1941. There is no denying either that some Japanese,
especially the military, were belligerent. But there,were at the same
time those Japanese who believed, after careful observation of the
international situation, that the Americans were the aggressors.
Endowed with far superior economic strength, the United States had
no neect to shoot a bullet at tinyJapan. The freezing ofJapanese assets,
97
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.
because, the Presid ent explained, the summ1t talk should take
.
place only after the bas1·c pomts w ere agreed upon by the legitimate
representatives of both gov ernments N o doubt the U.S. leader was
·
tempted to turn down the offer bY Prmce
. . Konoe who bad unleashed the
.
Japanese Army on the Ch1·na M am I and. But who cou1 d be sure that the
.
_ n?
prmce was insincere as he made the suggestw
off er

.
. period are parThree Imperial conferences during th1s crucial
ticularly noteworthy insofar as J apan's war preparatw· ns w ere concerned.
"Holding the wish to maintain its self-defense and seif.
preservation, the Empire, resoIv ed to dare a war w1th the U.S. (and
.
Britain and H olland ) , w1 ll attempt to comPI ete .Jts milita ry
.
preparations by the end of Oc tober The E mpire w111 concurrently
·
.
.
· twn with the
further its efforts to fulfill 1·ts ob.J ec t1ves through negotia
.
.
U.S. and Britain"-adopted bY key cabmet ministers, President of the
.
.
Pnvy Council, and the Chief s of the General Staff
on September 6.
.
..
.
.
"The Empire, w1th determination to depI oy its m1htary forces in
.
the beginning of December, will make its efforts to complete the
.
operation plans. Diplomatie conf e r ence with the U.S. will be c o n.
tmued"-adopted by the same members on N ovember 5
· J omatic
• negotiati ons with the U.S ,
"Adm.ittmg
. the failure of the d1p
·
.
_ the u.s. Bn·tam
the Empire will enter into war w1th
and H ollan d" '
ad opted on D ecember 1.
Emperor Hirohito, sitting at the head of the conferenc e table
during all the three consultat"o s, m ostly remained silent except for an
occasional interruption on Ih�
1s subj ects' conversat·JOn. Tho ugh infrequent, some of his remarks w ere extraordinary and strong enough
to make Japan' s top political and m1Tt
1 ary leaders JU
. mp.
.
.
0eta1 ls of the Imperial confer ences were cand1dly recorded in the
"Sugiyama Memo " bY the then Army Chief of Sta ff General G en
. . .
Sugiy ama who committed smc1
d e m S ept embe r 1945, with his w if e
following suit.
.
On the eve of the September 6 conference, both Sug1yama and
Navy Chief of Staff O sam· N agano w ere su moned to the Im perial
�
_
�
Palace and the conversatio there w ent hke this :
The Emperor.. 0o your best t o slov e problems peacefully through
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silence ," he took out a piece of paper from his pocket a nd bega n
reciting the Waka composed by his gra ndfather, Emperor Meiji:
That aJl the seas around are brothers
Have I believed. Why,
Stir waters in turbulence of enmity?

That day General Sugiyama noted in his memo: "lt is apparent
that His Majesty is encouraging us to do everything through
diplomacy.I feel great trepidation."
Today, cynics may argue that the Emperor was simply parroting
the opinion held by some civilia n courtiers who sought to check the
military.Weighing, however, all the evidence available, it is ha rdly
possible to conclude that the Sovereign was one of the promoters of the
war.Far from it. He sometimes stepped out of the framework of
functions required of a constitutional monarch in his effort to curb the
tide of war.
That brings us back ag ain to the old question: Who started the
war ? Was General Tojo to blame ? H e took over the premiership in
October 1941.He remained as the Prime Minster all through the first
part of the war and until July 1944, when Saipa n was already taken. H e
was indicted, tried and sentenced to death by the International
Military Tribunal for Far East for his "crime against peace." But,
here again, we have some evidence that he was not the type of war
monger that he is commonly believed to have been.
When Tojo was invited to the Palace to receive the order to form a
cabinet, he had been packing his modest personal belongings to
evacuate the official residence of the War Minister. Startled but
painfully conscious that he could not decline, the general agreed to
head the new cabinet. His intention then was in no respect be llig erent.
His secretary noted that he was resolved to "have the Emp eror as the
mirror of my judgment."
The Emperor, of course, was all for a peaceful solution. He
directed Tojo to retract the decision earlier made at the September 6
conference in his presence, so that J a pa n could renew its peace effort.
Tojo was eager to obey the Imperial wish.In the face of strong protest
from Army radicals, Tojo in fact instructed his new ca binet to "go
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minated in 1945.
Following are skeleton excerpts from the Imperial N a vy's
operation log (hours are in local time):
05.00-The first wave of air squadrons starts taking off from six
carriers sailing approxima tely 360 kilometers north of O ahu
Island, Hawaii. The squ adron comprising 183 planes is led by Com
mander Fuchida. Soon the sun begins rising over the eastern horizon.
07.49-Japanese planes arrive over Pearl Harbor. No airborne
enemy forces are sighted. Fuchida radios TO, TO, TO, (They are the
first two letters of "Totsugeki," a code signal for "Attack ! "). The
main target is Ford Island.
07.52-TORA, TORA, TORA! (The signal means "Our surprise
atta ck has successfully begun''). Minutes l ater wireless officers of the
aircraft c arriers monitor a U.S. N a vy emergency message: "AIR
RAID, PEARL HARBOR-THIS IS NO DRILL." the message is not
even ciphered.
09.15-10.30-The planes in the first wave return to their mother
flattops. Nine planes are missing.
07.15-The second wave ta kes off. Lieutenant Commander
Shigekazu Shimazaki leads 167 planes.
09.07-The second attack begins. The main targets are Hickam
and other airfields.
13.52-All the squadrons are ba ck to their carriers. Twenty pl anes
of the second wave fail to return. The carrier forces start sailing for
home.
aircraft

The rampage lasted for less than three hours and a half, but the
Senka (war results) was enormous. Eighteen U.S. naval vessels in
cluding four battleships were sunk and 231 planes destroyed. In the
attack, 2,280 American milita ry personnel were killed.
At 6 a.m. Tokyo, the Army and N avy Departments of the Imperial
General Headquarters announced: "The Imperial Army and N avy on
December 8 at dawn entered a state of hostilities against the Americ an
and British forces in the western P acific.''
Through the serene morning a ir the news sped across the nation
whose 100 million inhabitants were startled and excited.
Closely following the announcement, the text of the Imperial
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13.25-Japanese planes start attacking Pearl Harbor.
13.50-Secretary of Navy Frank Knox receives Admiral Kimmel's
cable: AIR RAID, PEARL HARBOR-THIS IS NO DRILL.
14.00-President Roosevelt phones Secretary of War Henry L.
Stimson. FDR: "Have you heard the news?" HLS: "1 have heard
about the Japanese advance in the Gulf of Siam." FDR: "Oh, no. I
don't mean that. They have attacked Hawaii! They are now bombing
Hawaii!" Either immediately before or after this telephone con
versation, the President phones and passes on the news to Secretary
Hull.
14.05-The Japanese ambassadors arrive at the State Department,
one hour and five minutes behind the original appointment.
14.20-The ambassadors are ushered into Hull's office. Nomura:
"I have been instructed by my government to hand this message to you
at 1 p.m. This delay was caused by the unexpected time we had to
spend in deciphering the message." Hull: "ls that so ? But, why 1
o'clock?" Nomura: "1 don't know. We were ordered to do so."
Cordell Hull then read the official message whose content was
already known by him. Then, burning with anger, Hull spoke sharply
to the Japanese ambassadors: "I must say that in all my con
versations with you during the last nine months I have never uttered
one word of untruth. This is borne out absolutely by the record. In all
my 50 years of public service I have never seen a document more
crowded with infamous falsehoods and distortions-infamous
falsehoods and distortions on a scale so huge that I never imagined
until today that any government on this planet was capable of uttering
them."
All the efforts for peace had finally failed. But one is tempted to
ponder what would have happened if the Japanese ambassadors had
arrived at the State Department at 13.00 Washington time-a bare but
significant 25 minutes ahead of the initial attack launched on Pearl
Harbor. Had that been the case, could Secretary Hull have denounced
the Japanese message as "crowded with infamous falsehoods and
distortion?"
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.
A last minute bid for peace was offered by Pres.ident
Roosevelt in
.
his urgent messag e addressed t the
mperor-"I address my self to
�
Your Majesty at this moment i: th erve�t _ hope that Your Majesty
; _
�ay, as I am doing, give thought in h. is defimte emergency to ways of
dispelling the dark clouds. I am conftdent that both of us, for the s ak e
of the peoples not only of our o n great countries but for the sake of
.
• h ve a sacred duty to restore
h um anity in neighboring terri;
;���� �
traditional amity and prevent
er
eath and destruc tion in the
world."
.
The President's m essage had an undem able ring of truth. But, as i·t
.
turned out, the offer for peace arnved too late to stop the J apanese
N avy that was approaching P earl Harbor. Unable to dispel the dark
.
.
clouds, the two Pacific coun tn es entered a penod of death and
.
destruction that was destined to last for 45 months.
In J uly 1947, ex-Ambassador K ur usu wrote to Bernard M. B a ruch,
.
a close friend of the then a lready dec eased Presiden t Roo sevelt A
· g for, according to Kuru�u : " was told, upon
passage is worth repeatin
I
my return to Tokyo in A ug ust 1942, by General ToJo himself, that if the
personal message of Presi·dent R oosevelt t_o our Emperor had arri ved
· st a few day s earlier and that the A mencan note of November 26th
Ju
(Hull Note), had been somewhat more eonciTia tory, it would have been
.
·
impo
ssibl e for Japan to have gone mto the war. „
.
.
E very important turn of history is usually surrounded by many
_
hypothetical "ifs.'; Pearl Harbor certamly was no exception.
.
Very few of those who were really m
· formed were m fact happy on
.
hearmg the news of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. Speculation
.
.
is today still rampant but one cannot det ect a_nythmg more than a f ai nt
note of satisfaction, even from the mueh disputed conversation bet
ween the Anglo-Saxon l eader s ( Roo sevelt and Churchill) on bo th sides
of the Atlantic. FDR.· "They have attacke d �s at P earl Harbor. We are
a11 ·m the same boat now." WSC .· "Th1.s certamly simplifies th·mgs. God
.
be with you · ,,
Even Admiral Yam amoto, to whom the " success" was credi ted ,
was onI Y moderately elated - Known as an .I nsariable bridge pl ayer, the
Commander of the Combined Fleet composed a somewhat sardonic
Waka poem on the occasion .
Gurasura ni hodo tokeredo
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Such respected journalists as Taketora Ogata, editor-in-chief of the
Asahi Shimbun; Matsutaro Shoriki, p resident of the Yomiuri Shim
bun ; and Soho (lchiro) Tokutomi, the Mainichi's widely-read con
tributing editor, spoke before the emotional audience who repeatedly
shouted "Banzai! " and pledged that they would work together to
"Bring the Eight Corners of the World under One Roof."
The nationalistic fervor quickly spread to the eight corners of the
Japanese archipelago and in to e very Tonari-Gumi ( neighborhood
unit) that organized the whole nation in to as man y combat-determined
elem ents. The report of a certain ne ighborhood unit meeting held in
Kojimachi, central Tokyo, would best illustrate the journalistic
standard on December 10, 1941. According to Asahi Shimbun, the scene
was like this:
"Let's march on, 100 million of us! Let's march on, all the way
through! The country's neighborhood units held their meetin g
simultaneously across the nation for 30 minutes from 6.30 a.m. Wed
nesday (December 10). The first such occasion since the start of the
war, the meeting was to turn the 100 million subjects into a gigantic
fireball for the nation's advance en masse.
"Thanks to the cooperation of the NHK radio, the joyous tidin gs
that had just come from the south seas the same morning were brought
to the ears of those who attended the inspirational meeting.
"Every home is a battleground now! We are all comrades-in
arms! We must fight through to the end! ... Neighborhood love is
burning like a flame. Let's sacrifice every bit of our life for the Em
peror! A silent war cry-we cöuld hear it-rang from corner to corner
of the nation.
"lt was extremely assuring that so many neighborhood unit
meetings, each of them invigorated with resolution to fight out the war,
were held in Tokyo, the city commissioned to lead the rest of Japan.
The residents of Kojimachi Ichiban-cho gathered at the second floor
room of Na\rnzawa Confectionery Store overlooking the enemy B ritish
Embassy, located in the rear of the shop.
"Mr. Nakazawa's voice was deeply moving. He said, 'I presume
that every one of you fully understands what the radio announ cement
means. Now, every one of my neighbors, let us join hands and march
on.' ... Nakazawa's voice was trembling with patriotic passion."
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As the tide changed and the Japanese forces were compelled to
.
from Guadalcanal in Fe b ruary 1943 ' the pass10n for "Down
.
.
.
I 1 h1gher peak, this
w1th the American and Eng1·1sh Dev1ls " rose to a st"l
.
time in desperate frenzy. The more, m fact, the m1·1·itary situation
deteriorated' an even more d"istorted picture of facts was presented.
The big press gave abunda nt space to patriotic poets, sponsored
.
. •.
exh1bit10ns of patriotic paint·mgs and , m December 1942, organized the
.
Patriotic Press A ssociation of which more than 1,ooo Journ
·
alists a nd
• .
cntics became members.
The journalists, however were not th� only ones to be blamed.
Poets, playwrights, novelist;, ora tors, thmkers-both rightists a nd
.
leftists-religious leaders ' pamters, producers and actors, both
.
.
.
Kabuki and modern, tuned m umson with p�act"ically no exception to
.
.
.
the one and only path of patnot·ism. SurpnsmglY, they d1d so in ma ny
.
.
cases when they ' if they had so w1s hed ' could have remamed silent.
An extremely limited number of me n of Jetters, w_ho kept their
.
s1·1ence, were vigorously challe nged by their fellow wnters. Equally
surprising wa s the fact that so m a ny BunkaJ·in ( men of culture) including journalists stood up, on1Y a fter the e nd of the war, to claim that
1 ary authorities . In most cases their
they once "resisted" the mi·1·t
.
cla1ms were downright lies, or el�e, grotesquely exaggerated.
·
s during the
Looking back at the b ehav10r of the op·imon-maker
.
war, one tends to believe that the Japanese have had a n mcurable
. .
I mg all along for totalita namsm . When our nat"wn was going on e
rk·
way, very ma ny of us were hostile to th�se who suggested going the
other way. Dissenting voices were hurnedJy hushed. The Japa nese
.
once liked, and may in the future 1·k
I e, to bask m a bl"issful sense of
.
.
.
.
natwnal oneness · When "Ich10ku Ich1ga n" ooo m1- 11IOn as one bullet)
was a catchword ' few Japanese da red to deviate from the official path.
eva cua te

Speakers of English, the enemY. 1 anguage, were so looked down
.
upon that every call bY a baseba ll (Y akyu) umpire was g1ven a
.
Japanese trans lation in 1943. "Stn.k e One" became "Yosh I Hitotsu,"
"Ba1 l" was "Dame„
,. and "You 're Out" was "Hike. "
.
lt is almost a miracle that two Eng11· s h language newspapers-The
_
. .
Nippon Times' and The Osaka Ma.m1.ch1 and The T kyo N1ch1-Ni
chi ( as
the Mainichi Daily News was named then)-managed to survive
through those dark years.

°
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war" to which they had been giving bl ood toil te�r� and sweat, a war
'
'
to l iberate one bill ion Asians from W
. est�r� col omah sm and economic
exploit ation and buil d a new order m A s1a m which they were to shar e
prosperity.

Attending the meeting .were General Tojo, who served as host and
.
. Wa�g Chmg-w
e1, presid ent of N ational ist China established
'
mg m 1940 under Japan s' sponsorshi . Pr . ce
an
in Nan:
.
l of
Wa1�hayakon, representative of the President ot'th tounci_w
Thailand; Chang Ching-hui, Prime. Minister of Manchou:ou,_ Dr. Jose
a Maw, Burma 's Chief
P. Laurel President of the PhT n
�;��� �:b::� �:andra Bose, head of the
of State. �nd there was an obs
'
Provisional Government of Free In d1. a.
A galaxy of Japanese political and mil itary leaders filled the
spectators ' gallery to witness wh at most newspapers termed an
"historic event" in As1• a .
The day before the mee. ting _opened the representatives of the five
'
.
. and
Asian countries were rece1ved m audience bY Emperor Hlroh1to
honored at an Imperial banqu et · M o re than 20 000school boys and girls
·
.
'
as they c rossed the
were mobilized to wave to the disting hed guests
Double Bridge into the Imperial Pal a:;�
.
At the end of the two-day session the Greater � ast
. Asia Congress
'
.
issued a five-point joint decl aration. "The countnes of Greater E ast
Asia," the declaration, said:
chai rma

.
"Th roug h mutu al cooperation will ensure the stabil ity of th_ eir
.
reg10n and construct an order of common prosP eritY and well -bemg
based upon justice" (Article 1) .
•
n i of tio ns in their r egion by respecting
u
�
one �:���:; s ::�:;:tg��; �
in:: pendence and practicing mutual
assistance and amity" (Article 2l.,
"By respecting one another 's tradT
I wns and developi ng the
.
creative faculti es of each race
l e hance the culture and
\
:�
�
c ivilization of Greater E ast Asia" ( r e 3 l�
•
n e vor to accel e_rate their co�mon economic devel op.
.
men�:��o:g � ;l ose cooperat10n upon a bas1s
of rec1procity
and to
prom ote th. ere�y the g�neral prosperity of t heir region" (Article 4l.
"w·n
I
cult1vate fnendly relatio ns with all the countries of 'the
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Asian leaders may have tried hard to dispel the chilling prospect that
their own countries would be turned into battlefields in the near future
and that in the event Japan lost the war they would be branded
quislings and traitors.
Indeed, signs of Japanese retreat were coming thick and fast.
Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto's plan to deal another hard blow to the
U.S. Pacific Fleet and avenge Doolittle's daring air raid on Tokyo on
April 18, 1942, ended in a disaster off Midway two months later. The
Japanese Navy lost four aircraft carriers, one heavy cruiser and 322
planes against the enemy's loss of one flattop, one destroyer and 150
planes.
The Japanese were given only a sketchy account of the naval and
air battle by the Imperial General Headquarters which announced that
only one flattop was lost, another heavily damaged, one cruiser
damaged and 35 planes failed to return. The Midway victory prompted
Admiral Chester Nimitz, commander of the U.S Pacific Fleet, to
.
announce that revenge for Pearl Harbor was partly fulfilled and that
the United States had reached the midway point to victory.
As the year 1943 turned, the Americans stepped up their coun
teroffensive on all fronts, in th e north as well as the south. The
Japanese Army withdrew from Guadalcanal with heavy losses
(February 1), Admiral Yamamoto was killed when h is plane was
ambushed (April 14), and th e garrison on the Aleutian island of Attu
died in action to the last man (May 29), followed by the evacuation of
another Aleutian island of Kiska (July 29).
In Europe, contrary to Ambassador Stahmer's boast, the Germans
suffered a crushing defeat at Stalingrad (February 1), Mussolini fell
out of power (July 25), and the new Italian regime of Pietro Badoglio
surrendered unconditionally to the Allied forces pushing relentlessly
up the Italian boot (September 9).
As the Asian leaders left Tokyo for home with copies of the Greater
East Asia Declaration, Roosevelt, C hurchill and Chiang Kai-shek were
converging on Cairo. On November 26, th ey came up with a
declaration pledging to carry on the war until Japan accepted an
unconditional surrender, to strip Japan of Manchuria, Formosa and all
other territories the Japanese had stolen from the Chinese and to
115
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.
At least in B urma and the East Dutch Ind1es ( Indonesia )
'
Jap anese troops were welcomed as liberators_w�o had freed the p eople
from the shackles of British and D u tch colomahsm .For example, the
.
.
.
tmy Burmese Independence A rmy, wh1 ch was orgamzed by a handful
.
of Burmese nation alists in B angkok swelled rap1dly as it crossed the
'
.
.
J apanese troops · BY the time the
Thai border in to B urma with
Japanese Army occupied Rangoon on March 8 ' 1942, the BIA had about
10,000 regul· ars and 100, 000 non-regu1ars.
In Indonesia, the Japanese freed Sukarno and Hatta from Dutch
.
prisons and allowed Indonesians t smg native songs and fl y the
:
national flag, both of which had been ann ed under Dut ch rule
As the mon ths passed however ' the ''l'iberators" gradually
.
revealed the ugly side of t�eir na ture. There were the inevitable
stra.ms and stresses between the occupier and the occupied .
Shortly after the fall of Sing apore on Feb��ary 15, 1942, the
Japanese Government renamed the former Bnt1sh Crown Col ony
"Shonan "Island (Sho being taken from t he Showa and Nan meaning
south) and built a Shinto shrm
· there-a gesture flaunting the end of
the British Empire but one wh�ich showed an ut ter 1ack of sensitivity
.
toward the islanders who were pred omman tly Chinese and Malays.
The pledge to " respect one another's t radITwns and develop the
.
creative faculties of each race" ( A r t·ic1e 3 of the Greater East As1 a
.
.1 n th oc�upied territories. They
Declaration ) sounded hollow t
�
: :: �:, ,
were fed an overdose of "Hak o h
( � nngmg Eight Corners of the
World Under One Roof with Japan servmg as the "head of fam1ly'')
and Japanese-oriented pacification propaganda.
.
One eminent scholar, who saw the war as essent ially a cultural
war' argued that Japanese sh ould be made t.he common langu ag e of
.
Greater East Asia "as a fundam�ntal cond1t10n for binding the one
..
billion people and for propaga tmg the Ja
. panese spmt and t he
Japanese way of life." And in t he f inal a�alys1s, �he Japanese milit ary
authorities were t he ones who had the fmal say m every aspect of the
life of the local inhabit ants.
· st eadily in favor of the Allied
Wilb the prospect of the war t'ippmg
. dependence leaders ha d second thought s about
powers , many m
collaborating with the. Japanese-· Japan 's debac1 e .m Imphal encouraged Burmese left1sts and na t ionalists to form an undergr
. o u nd
.
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Kanagawa, Chiba and Saitama prefectures. With rifles on their
shoulders, the students wearing their school caps for the last time bad
marched past a reviewing stand, splashing through innumerable
_
p�ddles m a steady, cold rain. The spectators bleachers were filled
w1th some 65,000 middle school boys, women's college and girls' high
school students as well as the parents and relatives of the students who
would soon be on the way to the war front. Girl students and family
members repeatedly wiped away tears as they watched column after
.
column of grim-faced students march behind the banners of their
schools.
Millions ac�oss the country visualized the emotion-charged
pageant as they hstened to a description broadcast by the NHK radio.
On the reviewing stand were Education Minister Chokei Okabe,
sp��sor of _the �en�-off parade, Prime Minister and concurrently war
Mm1ster Hldek1 ToJo, and Navy Minister Shigetaro Shimada.
"The decisive moment has come when one hundred million of us
take up battl� positions and overcome the hardships confronting our
fatherland w1th the totality of our strength, " TOJO
· m
· toned. "lt goes
.
.
w1�ho�t saymg that in our enemy countries, the United States and
Bntam, too, young students are going to the battleground. But I do not
have a shred of a doubt that you will overwhelm them in spirit and in
combat capability.''
After the three-hour parade and ceremony, the battle-bound
stu�ents marched through downtown Tokyo to the plaza of the Im
penal Palace and raised cheers of Banzai for the Emperor.
Many _ of the students did not come home alive. About 650 student
turne�-offlcers died in the Navy's Kamikaze missions. (The earlier
ment1oned Ebashi luckily survived and is now a professor at his Alma
Ma�r).
lt was indeed a total war-a war which involved every man and
woman, young and old; a war which demanded the maximum coml orm1ty and sac1•T
1 ice of every Japanese, whether on the battlefront or
on the home front.
The government announcement on October 2, 1943, of the end to the
.
dele
rred draft"m� of. college and university students except those in the
med.1cal and sc1ence
departments was but one aspect of the general
·
.. .
mobiliza
tion of the nat·wn , s manpower and rcsources for the conduct of
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marked the birth of the women 's volunteer corps. Women un der 25
.
.
began replacing males as tram and bus conductors, stat1on ticke t
punchers, cooks, waiters and barbers.
The revision of the Drafting Law abol ish·mg the deferred mductio n
. .
for college students was followed on Ch mstmas Eve of 1943 by the
_
lowering of the drafting age to 19. In less füan a year, 1t was to be
lowered to 18.
The writing on the wall became m ore p onounced as the year 1944
�
.
. Atoll in
dawned. On February 2 the Japanese garnson on KwaJalem
'
.
the center of the Marshall Islands ct·1ed to the last man
Four days later, the go vernment put all males between 12 and 60
.
and females between 12 and 40 ( unmarned women and wido ws) into
war producton.
.
Beginning with the new schoo l term on Apnl 1, all boys and girl s in
i ized to work in facton. es or for diggin g
secondary schools were mobT
trenches and air shelters. The students worked 10 t0 12 hours a day.
.
Their monthly "reward, „ after deduct10n of tuiTJOn (hardly any
lessons were given ) and other expenses, was fixed at �30 for college
and high school students and �20 f secondary sch ool boys and girls.
��
On February 21 T�j o made ims�lf the Army Chief of Staff in
.
. 1s
• ter in what
addition to his dual ;ole as pnme Mm1ster and war Mm
. d effort to streamline the conduct
t he gove rnment said was a deter me
�
of the war. A month later , Admiral Mmeo Koga , who had succeded
.
Isoroku Yamamoto as commande r o f the Combmed Fleet, became
.
1 1ppmes.
missing near Davao, the Ph·1·
The American landing on Saipan on Ju ne 15, 1944, sudden ly raised
the specter of air raids on the Japanese islands. The following day
several B-29 "Superfortresses" f.ro m a base m
. carried the war to
· Chma
.
. compl ex m no rthern Kyush u.
the home front by bomb1·ng the m dus t nal
.
The fall of Saipan ' where t he Japanese Army and Navy garnson of
.
.
32 ,000 and some 10 , 000 c1v1·1·ians fought t o the 1as t w1th
. hundreds of
.
warnen, their children strap ed on th eir
backs, leaping off a dizzying
�
cliff into the sea .m a mass sm c 1de ' broug ht th e Japanese islands within
striking distance of th e dreaded B-29s
While the battle of Saipan raged, th e government decided on June
_
30 to evacuate elementary sch ool pup1ls,
from t he third to the sixth
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front.
Every available plot of land in the c1Ties was planted with pum.
pkin, potato and other vegetables to augment the sub-su bs1stence level
.
meal, consisting most of the t1 ·me of thm porn· dge or bean-cake.Rice
was in such short supply that most citY dwellers had to sell what few
. .
. .
luxury items they had -a weddmg 1tems they had-to obtam J ust a few
bowls of rice on the black market.lt was a pathefic but common sight
.
. rags pick·i�g g1eamngs in suburban
to s ee burned-out city dwellers m
I Y autumn wmds.
paddies already harvested in ch·11
.
On March 5, 1944, all hig h-class restaurants mcluding the
Seiyoken in Tokyo's Ueno park and Osaka 's Tsuruya were s hut do wn.
. .
· n force and the
Waitresses and G eisha gi·r1 s J om ed the product10
. .
structures were converted into dorm1to nes.
On April 1, strict restrictions were c1amped on travel. Thos e
.
.
.
making long-haul trips were reqm red t o obtam pohce permits. All
..
limited express trains and dmmg coaches were done aw_ay with.On
August 15, exactly a year before Japan 's surren der, diamond and
..
platinum were purchased from cJt1zens and dea1ers at prices ar·
metals could g o
bitrarily set by the governmen t s o that the prec10us
airc
ra
ft
p
arts. T his was
10
w
e
ap
o
ns
a
nd
·
into the production of rad·
.
promptly followed by the reqms1TJOn of aluminum, copper, iron and
tin.
G ongs in B uddhist temples and bronze statues, and even the great
.
.
bronze Torii gate to the yasukum Shrme for the war dead, we re
.
d1sman�led and taken to war facto ries.
On the night of Marc h 10 1945 mo e th�n 300 B-29s from Saipan,
�
�
Guam and Tinian rained dea ;h an des ruct10n on Tokyo.W hipped by
strong winds, numerous fires set b y _n �palm bombs turned the eastern
half of the capital into an .
mfe rno k1llmg some 72 ' O00 persons-nearly
.
as m any as were killed m the A -bo' mb over ffiroshim
· a -and rendering
nearly one million homeless.
_Nagoya met the same fate on M arch 12 and Osaka on March 14.
MaJ or G eneral Curtis LeM ay c�mmander of the B-29 Operation,
carried the indiscriminate incen
, d1a ? attacks to other cities of any
s1gnificance except KYoto and culmmated them with lhe A-bomb
holocausts of Hiroshi·ma and N aga saki. ( The J apanese G overnment
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have sung of the beauty of Japan.
.
. Although carefully hidden from the public eye, the ex1stence of an
.
.
mvmcible pair of super-battleships, 63,000 tons each, had been kno wn
and admired by millions of young Japanese by the time of Pearl
Harbor. They were Yamato, named for the eherry blossom-adorned
Nara Basin where the godlY ancesto r of Japan f?unded Jts monarchy
'
and Musashi, the Kanto area known for the manhness of its Samurai. A
superb marriage of elegance with valor,
Stirred by the gallant tunes of "I'� a Son of the Sea," "Pacific
.
Ocean March" and "Naval March," the dream of many boys m those
.
days was to grow up so that they could some day "ct·ie 11ke scattering
flower petals" on the deck 0f a naval vessel ...m defense of the divine
. .
.
nation Japan." Every year aspmng stu"dent� v1ed for entrance to the
Naval Academy on Etajima Island ff H1rosh1ma
.
for Japan finally
For many of these youths, their dream of dymg
.
came true in October 1944 as General MacArthur's forces clo sed m on
Leyte, the Philippines, to fulfill their commander 's famous pledge-"I
.
shall return." More prec1se1Y, however the drea� was only partly
'
materialized because, with the bulk of the Combmed Fleet already
·
•
crippled in Midway and fur ther smashed to p1eces m that crucial
.
. Halsey,
month by the U.S: Navy's task forces under Adm1ra1 w·ilham
.
the young men of Japan only had a few more ships I eft to die o n. In·
stead, they rigged 250 kg bombs o nto their zero flghter planes and
·
·
.
.
d1ved into the enemy fleet. The name g1ven to this form of attack was
Kamikaze-the Divine w·md .
.
.
The yearning for aesthetic death ' I ong-chenshed ideal of Samurai
'
. ·
.
was ever present For the 1m·t1al Kam·k
I aze umts were named
·
. .
.
Sh1k1shima, Yamato, Asah·1, Yamazakura and Kk
1 usm. The first four
names were quoted from the we11-known Waka poem composed by a
.
.
patnotic 18th Century Kokugaku (nat10nal learning) scholar, MotooriNorinaga:

°

What, if asked, is the spirit pure of Japan?
rry blossoms glowing in the morning �un
c::�
1 be my answer.

.
Ki kusui was the emblem of Kusunoki-Masash1ge,
a warnor patriot
•
.
who sacrificed h1·s 1·r
1 e m combating the supenor forces of traitor
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Onishi confided his plan first to Commander Asaichi Tamai, the
man commissioned to train the young pilots. The commander had
lived together with his pupils for al most a year and, while he was
vehemently devoted to training them, a kind of father-son love had
developed between him and his fledgling fliers.
The commander invited 23 young pilots to his quarters and
revealed what Admiral Onishi had proposed. His young trainees
responded without the slightest sign of hesitation. "There was a sud
den burst of joy," Tamai later described the scene to his staff officer.
"They seemed to have been so overwhelmed by emotion that they
could not fully express it to m e But, their eyes glistening with joy to
.
die for the fatherland, every one of them volunteered to join the
squad.'' The Kamikaze candidates were barely 20 years old.
The first Kamikaz e piloti; were thus chosen. The next problem was
whom to appoint the commander of the suicide unit. Both Onishi and
Tamai agreed that he should be a graduate of the Naval Academy.
Even the hand-picked elite of the Imperial Navy, they believed, should
not be excluded from the doomed task. Youthful Lieutenant Yukio Seki
was sent for. This time a staff officer was on hand to observe the
conversation.
"Commander Tamai em braced Lieutena nt Seki's shoulder and
gently patted him on the back," the staff officer later described the
tense moments.
"Seki ! " the commander said. "This is the battle we have to win by
all means. Admiral Onishi is thinking of unleashing human bombs . I'd
like to ask you to take personal command of the initial attack. Will you
do so?"
Seki was silent. With his elbows on the desk and holding his head in
both hands, he was thinking deeply. Eyes closed in anguish, he
remained immobile while the commander waited. Hardly a minute
passed, however, before the young officer raised his head a nd looked
up at his commander. He said clearly, ''Please give me the job.''
Tamai looked back at Seki's eyes intently. "Thank you!" was all
lha t he uttered. Tears began to form in the commander's eyes.
The staff officer interrupted, "Lieutenant Seki, are you married?"
Totally expressionless, Seki answered quietly, "Yes." The officer
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could say no more.
That night Lieutenant Seki wrote his farewell letters to his family.
One was addressed to his parents: "Honorable father, honorable
mother. Forgive me for not having fulfilled my filial duties. Standing
now at the crossroads of my nation's fate, I decided to sacrifice myself
for the sake of Japan. Nothing can be a greater honor than this for a
military man like myself. I beseech you, my parents, please take good
care of yourselves.''
To his wife he wrote: "Dear Mariko. I beg your forgiveness for I,
as a husband, have not done enough for you before I perish. I believe
that you, as wife of a Samurai, have for long been mentally prepared
for this day. Be good to our parents. As I write this, I recall in
numerable memories.
"Emi-chan (their daughter), always try to be cheerful."
Several futile days passed with Lieutenant Seki unable to locate
enemy carriers. Every time he returned to the base, Seki apologized to
Commander Tamai for not quickly carrying out his assignment. But,
at 10.40 a.m. on October 25, 1944, his unit finally sighted a fleet of baby
flattops in the Gulf of Leyte. Skipping over the waves so that they were
not caught on the enemy radar screen, a formation of Kamikaze planes
banked head-long toward the target and, after climbing to some 5,000
feet, dived onto the hostile ships. That put an end to Rear Admiral
Clifton Sprague's carrier St. Lo.
Other U.S. naval vessels including a couple of auxiliary carriers
were damaged by the surprise attack under the command of
Lieutenant Seki. But, as a whole, the actual loss inflicted by the suicide
attackers was far smaller than Admiral. Onishi had hoped for. Many
human bombs were shot down before they reached the target. And,
even when they succeeded in crashing their planes into an enemy ship,
the damage was in many cases only minor.
•

Strange to say, however, the scale of damage they inflicted on the
enemy was not what really counted as far as the Kamikaze raiders
were concerned. Rather, standing at the threshold of a journey to sure
death, they embraced a kind of consoling paradox-that the very
worthlessness of their death, could heighten the spiritual significance
of their physical sacrifice.
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Had they been able to sink one enemy carrier in exchange for a
Zero fighter they manned, it would be no more than observing the
conventional tactic of "sacrifice the small in order to achieve a big
result." The principles of Kamikaze were totally different. lt was
essentially the self-effacing act committed by individuals spiritually
devoted to the divine land of Japan. By voluntarily annihilating
themselves they could perhaps expect the heavenly deities to sym
pathize with their righteous cause, and Heaven would in return be
sending forth a real Divine Wind as it did during the attempted
Mongolian invasions.
But, even if they failed to evoke any supernatural response, the
sacrifice itself would still be significant because it was a wholly self
fulfilling act of devotion-regardless of reward. Though it may sound a
paradox, the less damage they could cause the enemy, the even more
meaningful would their death be from the spiritual point of view.
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Today no sane war historian would admit that the Kamikaze squad
achieved anything strategically substantial in the developments of the
later stage of the Pacific War. More than 2,000 young men, in fact,
sacrificed their lives-only to sink a baby carrier, several destroyers
and half a dozen transport ships. But few at the same time would deny
that the emergence of the suicide raiders added a certain spiritual
aspect to the nature of the otherwise conventional war.
lt is easy to laugh at the Kamikaze planes' ineffectuality. But that
is not the whole picture. While attempting to sink big ships,
unrewarded death was what most of those patriotic youths hoped for.
Consciously or unconsciously, they opened their mind's eye to this
paradox on the eve of their one-way trips. For this reason they were
deified by the rest of the J apanese while dreaded by American
fighting men as desperados who were less human than ordinary
human beings.
lt was not naive heroism. lt was not blind fanaticism. lt was not a
craving for more enemy blood. But it was the realization of a gossamer
life and everlasting justice supported by the purest motivation that led
the young Japanese to their willful deaths.
The forerunners of Kamikaze were the pilots of the midget sub
marines that sneaked, or tried to sneak, into Pearl Harbor on
December 7, 1941. With the sole exception of Kazuo Sakama_ki who was
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Jinrai (Godly Thunder), Mitate (Emperor's Shield) or Oka (Cherry
Blossoms). Midget submarines sent out from mother submarines were
called Kaiten (Turn the Heavenly Fate) and Koryu (Biting Dragon). A
detachment of loaded speed-boats was named Shinyo (Shaking the
Ocean). The names were products of genuinely patriotic, if not slightly
sentimental, determination to save Japan from approaching doom.
'' As the air raid on the Japanese archipelago was intensified, we
noticed a definite change in the morale of the Kamikaze volunteers
stationed in southern Kyushu,'' testifies Captain Rikihei Inokuchi, the
staff officer who asked Lieutenant Seki if he was married. "They
became more desperate than ever. They became more agitated
emotionally by the conviction that only by their deaths could the
fatherland be saved from imminent destruction.
"There were, however, other breeds of Kamikaze pilots who held
their lives dearer. These youths were so reluctant to volunteer that the
base commander had to call the unwilling candidates and talk them
into the mission of self-sacrifice.''
The minds and hearts of Kamikaze nominees did understandably
oscillate between the joy of patriotism and despair of approaching
death. The moment of uncertainty varied according to the individual,
Captain Inokuchi says, in some cases lasting for a few short minutes to
several painful days in others. In most cases, however, they were
sooner or later able to overcome the "fondness of life," eventually
opening their eyes to the blessed realization of "everlasting justice."
They would soon be smiling benignly at the tiny moment of joy they
experienced in the last stage of their short life. Singing the song of their
alma mater, a letter from an ex-girl friend, local girls visiting the base
to demonstrate folk dances, or even opening of a can of pineapple
made them indescribably happy. Totally immersed in a unique state of
happiness, they were feeling the bliss of every moment.
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Letters written by Kamikaze pilots comprise one of the most
moving collections of literature that appeals straight to the hearts of
readers.
Commander Minoru Hisaya, graduale of Osaka University, on the
eve of his mission to the Marianan seas: "My beloved brother. Your
big brother is now all prepared to jump into the arms of imperishable
eternity. At this moment, neither life nor death harass es my mind any
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longer. lt is occupied by a certain serene nothingness. I only hope you
will grow up to become an intelligent young man. I advise you not to
waste a single day in your school life. Don't forget this last advice of
mine. And dearest young sister: Have you ever seen lotus flowers, so
purely beautiful despite the muddiest pond they grow in? I want you to
live like one of them. Try to live a life absolutely pure and right.
However filthy this world may be, you can stay aloof in your purity if
you so wish. Please do not forget your brother who has loved you in the
purest depth of his heart ''
Masataka Furukawa, 23, rank unknown, graduate of the Osaka
University of Foreign Studies, before his mission to Okinawa: "Rolling
waves will be my tomb. Gathering clouds will be my epitaph. My doubt
over the meaning of a man's life still torments me now that I'm soon to
forsake it. The more I think about it, the further I am led into a state of
ambiguity. The only things I can be sure of now are that Japan is
fighting a decisive war, that godly Japan is free from all attempts to
destroy it, and that I have to die to prove the truth of all. Die I must.
Die I must bravely, so that I can undo this knot of personal doubts."
Hajime Oikawa, 23, rank unknown, graduate of Morioka Technical
High Schbol in Iwate Prefecture, before his mission to the south sea
islands: "Who do you think I am; a fool who has come to realize how
dear this thing life is only three days before my death? A rainy day
gives me another day of survival today-a bonanza. How delightful it
is to scare my friend that I'd become a ghost tomorrow and will
probably wake him in the midst of the night. My co-pilot is sound
asleep beside me. Could this silly face of his be the face of a war-god
tomorrow? How funny to listen to j azz music on _the night before going
out to kill the jazzy Americans ! How funny, too, is the servant who just
came up to me to ask how many beds he should make tomorrow ! ''
There are thousands of more letters in a similar vein. Some people
may discard them as a crude manifestation of sentimentalism. But
when one reads a brush-painted letter that keeps repeating
''Okaasan'' ( Mother ! ) from beginning to end, he can hardly remain
unmoved by the sincerity with which the young-so very young
writer penned the heartfelt word.
The letters of Tokko-tai pilots represent the loftiness as well as
weakness of the human mind. They had long been convinced that the
godly nation would forever remain unsmeared. When, therefore, all
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the realities bore so many signs to the contrary, they decided to
estrange the realities and espouse the impossible idealism. On the
loftiness there is hardly need to elaborate.
The Japanese people back home were naturally moved deeply by
the noble sacrifices by their youths. "The victory achieved by
Lieutenant Seki and his five Sacred Eagles filled us with the deepest
veneration," according to Tomio Nakano, then chancellor of Waseda
University. "Waseda students and myself stood up the moment we
heard the news and silently prayed for the repose of the sacred souls. If
we were to do no more than feel impressed by the noble act of our
beloved sons, however, it would be a slovenly negligence of our duty.
We have to follow the path of our admirable youths. Victory is close at
band. Only by following the example of Lieutenant Seki can we prove
that we are the products of this godly country. ''
Chancellor Toshiyuki Majima of Osaka University was also
zealous in his glorification of Kamikaze. "The essence of Yamato
Damashii (Japanese spirit) we all know is to belittle our humble lives
for the sake of the Emperor. And this has been so for the milleniums of
this nation's history. We are far superior in our spiritual strength to
American and British devils. We have to show it now."
The last batch of Kamikaze planes took off from Oita base in
northern Kyushu on the evening of August 15, several hours after the
declaration of surrender was broadcast over the radio. Leading the
suicidal squad was Vice Admiral Matome Ugaki, then commander of
all naval Kamikaze. He had been holding himself responsible for the
death of the Commander of the Combined Fleet Admiral Isoroku
Yamamoto (Ugaki was the chief of staff at the time of the Com
mander's death) and for the deaths of so many young Kamikaze pilots.
He headed his plane in the direction of Okinawa and never
returned. His death was in all probability a futile one because no
damage was reported by the U.S. fleet in Okinawan waters that
evening. He, too, seems to have died with gathering clouds as his
epitaph.
Vice
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secretly determined to kill himself ever since he sent out Lieutenant
Seki, he cared little about his and his family's safety. He seldom took
cover even when Tokyo was under the severest air attack. His rightist
friend Yoshio Kodama remembers the day when Onishi's home in
Shinjuku was burned to ashes. Onishi would not budge from his office
where he was busily mapping out the next operation.
''You must pay some attention to your family,'' Kodama tried to
reason with him. "I'm going to see if your wife escaped safely. How
about that?"
Onishi's answer was quiet and curt: "Please do so if you wish. In
case you find my wife dead, dig a hole and let her lie there peacefully.''
On August 14, the Imperial Conference finally decided to accept
the terms of the Potsdam Declaration. Onishi was strongly again�t the
decision. He broke precedent by pleading directly to the Emperor,
"Your Majesty, I beseech you, give us some more time. The Imperial
Navy has not done its best to live up to Your Majesty's command. We'll
strive really hard from now on. So, Your Majesty, I beg of you, give us
five more months."
The Emperor silently left the room, leaving Onishi alone and
helpless. Not a single other attendant of the conference would speak to
the depressed admiral as they hurriedly dispersed.
From the Imperial Palace, Admiral Onishi went to the office of
Kodama to borrow two Japanese swords. Kodama handed them to
him, knowing what Onishi wanted to do with them.
In the early morning of the day after the unconditional surrender
was announced, Kodama was visited by Onishi's chauffeur. He was
immediately taken to the admiral's modest official residence. There in
a room, squatting on a Tatami, Onishi had made a cross cut across his
stomach, exactly according to the ancient rite of the Samurai. The
room was a sea of thick blood. Onishi's intestines were all before him.
The admiral stared at a naval surgeon who was with Kodama. Still
conscious with a mighty effort of will power, he said, "Doctor, don't do
anything to stop me from dying. ''
Kodama, tears streaking down his cheeks, pleaded for permission
to send for Mrs. Onishi. "Admiral Onishi, please, please hold on! Wait
until your wife arrives ! ''Kodama shouted.
Onishi smiled back gently, "Baka (Idiot)! This is a military man
dying. What Samurai do you expect would wait for his wife's arrival at
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a time like this.''
The "father of Kamikaze" thus put an end to his lifeto join all his
youthful subordinates who had preceded him.

Blood Vs. Iron In Okinawa
"Do you mean to say they don't have any guns? Not even a rifle?"
"No, sir, not a single rifle."
"How about a spear? Or perhaps bows and arrows?"
"No, not even those."
"Then they must at least have daggers.''
"Nothing whatsoever, sir. As far as we know, they have never
experienced war in the Ryukyus. The islands are absolutely
_
peaceful w1thm and without. They are hospitable to anyone who
comes close to their islands.''
Okinawa was for the first time in its history being discussed by
Weste �ners. The scene was the island of St. Helena. The speaker was
_
Captam Bas1l Hall, skipper of an English merchant ship, on his way
home from a voyage to China and Okinawa in 1816. And the
_
d1sbe1Ieving listener was Napoleon Bonapart, in exile on the South
Atlantic island.
�he French military genius just couldn't believe what he was
hearmg about people who loved peace so passionately. Incredulous at
the beginning of the conversation about any band of men totall
ignorant of how to fight a war. the deposed Emperor of France wa�
ultimately led to admire those who could defend a nation not by arms
but by d1sarming smiles.
_ Had he been reborn 129 years later, however, he would have
disbeiieved seeing the same island tceming with Japanese soldiers this
lime, ready to fight the Americans. For, in 1945, Okinawa was the
scene of a bloodbath.
_ The pre-invasion American bombardment of Okinawa was I"k
1 e an
1ron tYP110011. „ Shells dropped en mas
se, accompanied by dea 1·enmg
noise and blasts everywhere. Hous
es. trces. even stonebuilt family
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tombs came

crashing down. The whole island he aved.
Nevertheless, there were some moments of miraculous calm�ess
as if the typhoon were preparing for another gigantic hammenng.
Perhaps the American gunners were having their lunch.
students of the Okinawa First Girls' High School, Naha, were
crowding a small annex at the end of the school playground for their
commencement ceremony. They had previously been told once that
there would be no ceremony that ye ar because "the Amerjcans are
coming." But late in the afternoon of Thursday, March 29, 1945,
Principal Noda came back from the A rmy headquarters bringing back
happy tidings. The military had approved holding the cerem�ny. The
students were given a night 's le ave from their "voluntary serv1ce " at a
ne arby military base.
The annex was much smaller than the school auditorium, but
much less would it be the target of shelling. So, by 9 o'clock that night,
the girls sat in the darke ned room and started singing "Look Up at the
Lofty Teaching of our Teachers," a traditional commencement song.
Singing that song had always been a sentimental occas10n �t the
parting ceremony every y ear. This y ear, it was even more pmgnant
because the entire atmosphere was so very abnormal. One of the girls
whispered to her classmate, "Don' t you remember the bush thrush
last year·1" Certainly. She would never forget. A year ag� during the
commencement ceremony, a thrush began chirping outside the wm
dow a minute or so after their seniors had finished singing the
traditional song. In the hushed auditor ium everbody could �e� r the
chirping. A romantic harbinger of spring. lt was then t�e begmnmg of
.
the new season when everything was peaceful and prom1smg.
Today, a year later, they were attending the ceremony in the lull of
the enemy's shelling-an ominous quietude that would soon be broken.
_
A pair of candles set on the rostrum were the only illuminat10n m the
somb er room. Not a bird was singing outside. Many teachers were
missing-mobilized for the defense of the island. Few parents were
present. Nor were the graduating girls aware of what would happen to
themselves a week later.
Heavy bombing and shelling continued carpeting the island. On
Sunday, instead of the spring, the Americans arrived.
In the early morning of April 1, the first day of the new school year .
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a Japanese observation post sighted "at least 12 battleships, 13
cruisers, 50 destroyers and 300 large transport ships as far as we can
count. Also countless small vessels in heavy concentration off Kadena.
They are approaching ! ''
At 08.30, the U.S. Tenth Army st arted landing its forces on Hagushi
beach west of Kadena, cent ral Okinawa. Surging waves of LSTs
disgorged helmeted infantrymen as well as field guns, jeeps and heavy
tanks. Both Kade na and Yomi t an air-st rips fell into enemy hands
before sunset.
The Japanese 32nd Army put up only feeble resistance at the
outset of the first major showdown of ground forces . From a few ad
vanced posts, suicide squads, organized by whoever had survive d the
shelling, set out toward the two occupied airfields that night to kill Gls
with swords and bayonets.
lt was not that the Commander of the 32nd Army, Lieutenant
General Mitsuru Ushijima was reluctant to meet the enemy. He has
been weil aware of the vulnerability of cent ral Okinawa. In fact he had
expected exactly what th e U.S. A rmy did on that L-Day. Ushijima's
str a tegy was to let enemy forces land rath er than to face them on the
beach. With substantial U.S. forces on the island he would be able lo
score a greater victory, so he believed, in th e more hilly area north of
Shuri.
The quick fall of the two air bases, however, was a shock to
Ushijima's staff officers. Squatting in a narrow cave beneath the
ancient Shuri castle , they had a heated discussion on Tuesday night
over what to do. Fiery chief of st aff Lie utenant General Isamu Cho
insisted on abandoning the original strategic plan and launching a
general counter-offensive against th e enemy.
Cho had long represented a radical faction of the Imperial Army.
A member of Sakura-Kai (Cherry Blossom Society), an intra-army
band of patriots, Cho had once planned a coup d'etat in March 1931.
The coup proving abortive, he planned another in October of the same
year. Had this coup been successful, Cho would have appointed himse lf
the Director General of the Metropolitan Police Department .
Nine years later, the impat ient general was in Okinawa to
"bolster" the 32nd Army under gentlemanly General Ushijima. Other
staff officers opposed Cho, contending that luring the enemy forces to
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Ever since the squadrons of their own navy air force had sunk the
.
Prmce of Wales i� December 1941, Japanese naval officers had
become fully consc10us of the futility of "big ship with big guns "
Yam�to's young officers too were skeptical of the Suijo Tokko-Koge�i
( Special �aval Attack) tactic by the 63,000-ton battleship.
Yosh1da quotes one of the officers who made a sardonic remark
''The�e have been three giant follies committed in the history o;
mankmd. They are the Great Wall, the pyramids, and Yamato." ManY
of those present concurred.
.
Ensign Yoshida went to his quarters to find his mate, E ns1gn
• as he leaned over his hammock. Yoshida saw that
Nakatan�· , sobbmg
Nakatam was holding a letter from his mother in the United St t
Th� letter had �ust arrived, Yoshida was told, to the Nisei office;
Switzerland. His mother was writing in faltering Japanese·. ''How are
.
you ?. we are a11 fme here. Do your best in your job. I am looking forward to the day when we can meet again in peace."
Nakatani had been studying at Keio University when the war
bro�e o�t. From the time of his assignment to the Yamato as a
�ec1ph�nn� officer, he had often been an object of open derision for his.
Amencamzed behavior." But, now, Yoshida thought, "Th1·s N"1se1
-·
·
ens1gn is sa11mg to the bottom of the sea with me and WI"th the
'
Yamato."

:t�

Yoshida knew perfectly well that the coming campaign would be a
desperate one. He knew that General Ushijima had sent a wireless to
��� Yamato, advising the commander to call off the whole operation,
Smce�e thanks for your cooperation. But this is not a good op
portumty. Please postpone your special sortie.''
The commander in Okinawa was alluding to the enemy's strong
.
air power over the island. The general knew and every young officer on
board th� Yamato knew that the battleship would never be able to
reach Okmawa successfully.
D�spite Ushijima's warning, Yamato and its escort of one cruiser
and e1ght destroyers left its Seto Inland Sea base at 15 · 20 on Apn·1 6,
.
.
1945. The fleet was not covered by a smgle
escort plane · The battles h1p
.
.
carned on1 y 4,000 tons of fuel, barely enough for a one-way tnp to
.
Okmawa.
Vice Admiral Seiichi Ito, comman d er of the fleet, had strongly
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g personal com
opposed the sortie at the beginning. But now, takin
his message to all
mand of the mission, the determined admiral sent
The fate of the
men on board: "Heaven stands firmly on our side.
best in your
your
Imperial nation rests on your shoulders. Do
spirit of the Naval
resolution to annihilate the enemy by displaying the
Special Attack forces!''
sortie to "a
Ensign Yoshida, however, secretly likened the last
a lantern in his
man walking alone into the darkness of night with
hand."

was off the
By the early morning of April 7, Yamato's fleet
, heading west
southern tip of Osumi Peninsula, Kagoshima Prefecture
Ministry: "His
at 18 knots when it received a cable from the Navy
matsu to the
Taka
Majesty the Emperor has dispatched H.I.H. Prince
the Special Attack
Grand Shrines of Ise to pray for the success of
Fleet.''
shake off an
All this while the fleet was trying hard, but in vain, to.
edly the naval air
enemy reconnaissance plane above Yamato. Belat
t the 10-ship fleet
base at Kanoya, Kagoshima, sent 20 Zeros to escor
rs waiting in
only to have them shot down, all of them, by U.S. fighte
ambush.
son of the
Among the Zero pilots killed over the Yamato was the
commanding Admiral Ito.
to the admiral,
Ensign Yoshida, standing on the ship's bridge close
moving a muscle
noticed that Ito received the report calmly "without
of his face."
Yamato and
To the U.S. Navy's task force sailing off Okinawa, the
seless without air
its fleet were ''the last of the big game,'' big but defen
the mercy of the
at
cover. The 63,000-ton game was now practically
s, with
u.s. air raiders. Vice Admiral Marc Mitseher sent off his plane12.20
on
fleet by
the first wave arriving in the sky over the Japanese
April 7.
radar officer
"Three }arge formations approaching!" Yamato's
port bow .. •"
shrieked. "Three hundred on starboard and 250 on
nued on a zigzag
conti
and
Yamato increased its speed to 27 knots
course.
''Here they come!''
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Twenty-four ack-ack guns and 150 machine guns of the Yamato
opened fire on more than 100 planes of the first wave of diving T6Fs
and TBFs. The antiaircraft fire was thick but soonEnsign Yoshida was
sighting scores of torpedoes closing in on the giant ship from all
directions.
The Yamato managed to swerve from most of them but failed to
escape the last one that crashed against its port bow.
"We got one at last, didn't we?" Chief Navigator looked back at
Yoshida and smiled faintly.
Close on the heels of the first wave of planes came the second and
'
then the third. The huge steel structure of the Yamato was soon
covered with flowing blood and severed human limbs amidst the cries
of ''Banzai!'' by dying sailors.
The Yamato, however, survived five waves of enemy air raids.
With her hull tilting 35 degrees to portside, the giant battleship was still
sailing at 12 knots.
The lull continued for only about 10 minutes.
Soon the sixth, seventh and eighth waves of fresh attackers were
swarming over the battleship. Machine gun bullets fell on her deck
"Jike rain" and collapsing geysers washed her bridge "like a
typhoon."
The announcement came: "impossible to regain balance." Ad
miral Ito saluted everyone on the bridge and left for his room where he
was to stay to share the ship's fate.
nd finally Ensign Yoshida saw the captain of the ship, Rear
�
AdmJral Kosaku Ariga, start binding his body to the compass.
"Abandon ship" was signaled. A staff officer left the bridge,
reverently holding the Emperor's photo.
Less than 10 officers were now left on the bridge. They looked at
Admiral Ariga, a well-liked captain who was secretly nicknamed
"Gorilla" by the junior officers. The admiral looked back at them
"Why don't you follow the order and abandon ship?" he ordere�
sternly.
"Captain, Dozo ! " a signalman crawled to him and offered four
biscuits.
"Arigato," the admiral took them with a smile. By the time he ate
lhe second biscuit, the Yamato began capsizing.
The Yamato sank in a huge explosion at 14.23-marking the end of
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the "big ship with big guns" age.
· Yoshida was rescued and brought back to Sasebo. After a few days
of recuperation in the naval hospital, he was given a special leave.
First of all he wanted to surprise his parents.
Arrivi�g home, he was welcomed calmly by his father. "My son,
sit down. Have this cup of Sake.''
The father invited him to the dinner ta.ble without any sign of
agitation. His mother stood up silently and vanished into kitchen to
prepare some Tsukidashi ( simple relish).
.
. last
Yoshida, casually looking back at a letter rack, found h1s
telegram of Sayonara on top of other mail. His own farewell message,
he saw was so smeared by his parents' tears that he could not make a
word 0� it. Then and then only was he able to realize how his parents
felt on their son's safe return .
The collapse of Yamato and its fleet sealed the fate of Okinawa.
Maeda Ridge had to be abandoned temporarily on April 26. Kakazu
had fallen two days earlier.
On the day Maeda fell, the officers and men in Okinawa heard the
broadcast of new Prime Minister Kantaro Suzuki: "Together with you,
brave fighting men, I am resolved to sacrifice my humble self in
joining my effort with yours. I ask that you respond to Heavenly
providence in smashing the enemy who now occupies a part of
Okinawa."
Not a single soldier, not even General Ushijima, then knew that
suzuki had secretly been commissioned to negotiate the end of the war
with the U.S.
Group after group of Kamikaze dived onto the enemy fleet off
Kadena. But rigged with a ton of explosive and sometimes even 1.6
tons of it, the suicide planes were so slow in approaching their targets
that most of them were shot down into the sea . No longer was there any
effective strategy to stop the continuous unloading of the U.S. military
supplies.
.
By early May the Battle of Okinawa showed every s1gn of a war of
attrition. On May 7, isolated detachments of Japanese soldiers were
still in a cave close by Maeda Ridge, resisting the enemy's advance.
But the Japanese front was slowly being rolledback on both flanks by
the repeated attacks of the Tenth Army and Marine Corps. Every yard
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of their advance and every inch of Japanese retreat was paved with
abandoned bodies.
Fresh Japanese reinforcements were thrown in from the south of
the island but to no substantial avail. By May 21, the 32nd Army under
General Ushijima was standing with the city of Shuri at its back.
Mobilized as nurses, students of the Okinawa First Girls' High
School were retreating with the soldiers. "If taken prisoner by the
Americans," they were warned by the Heitai-san (friendly soldiers),
"every man will be killed, flattened under bulldozers, every woman
will be raped and re-raped."
They should escape from the "vicious hands" of the approaching
Americans by all means, was the dire warning. But where could they
escape ? There was absolutely not a single square inch of safe land in
Okinawa-safe from the enemy's continuous carpet shelling.
Only comparatively less dangerous were the natural as well as
man-made caves that lined the craggy shoreline of southern Okinawa.
Many of the caves had been turned into field hospitals.. The escaping
high school girls took refuge in these caves.
Hundreds of wounded soldiers were daily transported from. the
northern front and the population of the caves multiplied sharply.
During the daytime, the girls tended the groaning soldiers.
Soothing the despairing and applying bandage to the mortally injured,
they sometimes had to take chopsticks to pick maggots that quickly
ate into the open wounds. The air of the makeshift hospitals was un
bearably stuffy and nauseating with the smell of blood.
By night, the girls had to venture out of the caves into the flare
bomb lit terrain. Each of them had to fetch a bucketful of fresh water.
Water was badly in need to wash wounds, to wash bloodstained clothes,
and very often to moisten the lips of dying men.
Water was also vital for the girls' survival. A cup or two of water, a
bowl of rice and a piece of sugar cane were generally the only victuals
that could be distributed among the caves' inhabitants.
With bucket in hand, they dashed from the cave to nearby well.
Moving objects made a very good target for the U.S. machine-gunners.
Many girls were killed on their mission. The wounded inflated even
'.11°re the number of patients, many of whom were simply abandoned
10 the cave to die.
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ed.
Soon the cavernous hideouts in the area became over-populat
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Many civilian refugees were refused entry to caves occupied
r
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a
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d
Japanese military. Others were ordere
the
s,"
reason
they had taken great pains to secure. "For operational
army had the priority, the Okinawans were told.
The civilians, the original inhabitants of Okinawa, had to move
g that
from one cave to another in a frantic search for safety. Durin
ese
Japan
the
by
imes
somet
search, hundreds were shot by the Gls and
The
other.
soldiers. For both armies were by now very close to each
held the
American forces occupied the surface while the Japanese
underground of the island.
se a
Many mothers were told to "dispose of the baby," becau
flame
crying baby would easily draw the attention of American
be
would
throwers. Some, in fact, were threatened-their babies
stabbed if they cried again. But cry the babies did.

?n such a "coolie mission" to Mabuni. Those who arrived safely were
1rate when they saw a staff officer carefully take out a pair of Geta
sandals from the blood-smeared baggage.
Besides such exploitation, all the Okinawans were taught to fight
the enemy unto death-for the glory of the Imperial nation of Japan.
But, when the war finally ended in August 1945, the Okinawans found
that their home islands had been sacrificed in the defense of the four
larger islands that were "Japan proper." The supposedly friendly
Army was posted in Okinawa, they realized, not so much to defend
Okinawa as to cause the greatest possible damage on the u.s. forces
which otherwise would have invaded Kyushu or even landed on the
coast of Chiba Prefecture in Kanto more quickly.
The most sinister was the case of the 300-man defense unit at
Tokashiki island, Keram.=i, under Captain Yoshiji Akamatsu. lt is on
record that Akamatsu ordered the islanders to commit mass suicide.
He is also said to have killed several villager-moderators who were
dispatched by an American officer to advise the captain to surrender.
As late as March 1970, the ex-captain was met by angry ctemon
strators when he arrived at Naha Airport to attend a memorial service
for the dead of the island.
Although novelist Ayako Sono has written a well-substantiated
book to prove the contrary, the "atrocities" committed by Captain
Akamatsu still play a symbolic role in stirring afresh the "sufferer
mentality" of the Okinawans. Today, that mentality shows some signs
of having been exploited again, this time by those who insist that
Okinawa still is a scapegoat offered by Japan's conservative govern
ment to the gluttonous imperialist-militarist Americans.
As for the average Okinawans, most of them simply say, "What is
_
m our heart is not understood by the Yamaton-chu."

hu,"
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Okinawa was about to fall by June 21, 1945. On this day General
Ushijima received a farewell dispatch from the Imperial General
Headquarters in Tokyo. He also knew that General Simon Buckner, Jr.
had been killed in action. Ushijima's staff officer recalls that "the
general read the report (Buckner's death) without the slightest show
of satisfaction."
Two days later, Ushijima walked to the entrance of his
heactquarters in a cave. There, he and his fiery Chief of Staff General
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. .
is dead. Life is going to be miserable an yway. Th1s is the time at last
. ,,
for us to die.
.
So she accepted the chocolate and, breaking it, gave a fmy p1ece
to
her baby brother.
Suddenly, the GI, who had been watching intently, started sobbing
the moment the baby sucked on the chocolate. The girl cried. Soon the
eyes of �veryone present were filled with tears.
li
d to
b
:
desc�;:�:u:t:�:e::�:�
;:���:�:�:;:�n ;::hi:: :
2,281 Americans who were killed during the fightin;:�
::.:::fs1�:d:

!�:d ;::

Pika-Don Over Hiroshima
The official announcement was too curt for an one t
sig. i •n e of what had really happened. The :.,igm:t::�::::::::
::: �1�1 t
ary � eadquarters, however, will forever remain as an ad
.
m1sswn of the coming of a new era-the era of the ultimate weapons.
"Imperial General Headquarters, August 7, 1945 (15.30 hours).. 1.
.
Fa1rly great damage was caused in Hiroshima City when it was attacked by a small number of enemy B-29s on August 6. 2. Although the
.
·
enemy is believed to have utilized new-type bombs, deta11 s are now
,,
under investigation.
O�ly that much was what the Japanese public learned from the
mornmg_ ne�spa�ers August 8-fully 48 hours after the "Pika-don"
the u_dwv1sual Impression of the bomb) flattened its first populated
:
� i es e�n Japan. The Mainichi, English language newspaper
;.I; c�a1med in that stage of the war to be "A Nat·wnal
·
.
Newspaper for Internatwnal
Readers ' „ added its own story about the
" fairly great damage.,, Headlined "Attached to Parachute, „ the st ory
was about as terse as the official one:

:�!:

.
.
"A small number of enemY B-29s penetrated mto H1roshima on
August 6 shortlY after 8 a.m. and dropped a number of explosive
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exploded 500 meters above a populated city, it could possibly destro y
200,000 lives.''
"When can we have that bomb?" the colonel repeated his second
question.
The professor mused for a second or two and then answered:
"Well, it's difficult to say. But I can tell you this much: not before the
end of this war."
The physicist did not have to wait for the next war. At 08.15 August
6, 1945, barely 20 hours after Mimura's prophecy, the bomb-bay doors
of Enola Gay opened and the "Little Bo y" dropped into the serene sky,
31,500 feet above Hiroshima. What the Mainichi described as
"parachuted bombs" were a pair of wireless transmitters sending
data back.
Forty-three seconds later a blinding purple flash streaked across
the city. The professor, standing o n the porch of his neighbor and
talking to the head of the neighbo rhoo d unit, had his body lifted and
hurled inside the house. A moment later the gigantic explosion
deafened him and in anot her moment everything around him was
afire.
The people of Hiroshima were caught totally off guard. Japan's air
defense system had long ceased being effective to counter the swar
ming B-29s. The enemy bombers traveled so high and so fast that
neither AA guns nor Zero scramblers could possily reach them.
There was no other way than to let them gambol as they pleased.
The people had also become fairly accustomed to the daily air
raids. Most of them did not take cover even during the air-raid alarm
until the bombing actually started. The formations of B-29s trailing
long white wakes of vapor were almost pleasantly beautiful. So, many
people stood outside the shelters and looked up at them.
The night of August 5-6 was one of the typical nights. The alarm
was sounded at 00.25 August 6 and lasted for seven hours. A t 07.31 of
that doomed Monday the signal, "all clear over Hiroshima," was given
by the Army Defense Headquarters of the Chugoku area.
lt was the beginning of a normal day. Housewives were preparing
bre akfast. Children were getting ready to go to school. Workers were
� r�ady in their factories starting the machines. V olunteers of t he
civilian air defense unit climbed down from watchtowers to rest.
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National Volunteer Squads and groups of high school boys were lining
up for their day's work of tearing down some houses in the densely
populated heart of the town. For the city office had p reviously decided
to eliminate many offices and private houses for greater effectiveness
by fire-fighters.
Masanobu Furuta, a duty announcer of the NHK broadcast station
at Hiroshima, heard a bell ringing. lt was the Army headquarters
calling. He listened to the man on the other end of the line read a
bulletin: "Three large-sized enemy planes sighted at 08.13 over Saijo,
heading west in the direction of Hiroshima. Full precautions
required."
Furuta ran into a studio, switched off the program and started
reading from the pape r, "Three large-sized enemy plan es sighted at
08.13 over Saijo, heading west in the direction of Hiroshima. Full
precautions...," when he sensed the whole room shudder. The
ferroconcrete building abruptly heaved and then began tilting slowly.
A big fireball, with a diameter somewhere between 100 to several
hundred meters, hung over the city. The impression of the fireball
varied from yellowish red to purple and magnesium blue. Heat waves
spread out f rom this sour ce of explosio n at a speed of four kilometers a
second.
In the immediate vicinity of the hypocenter the earth was exposed
to a heat of 6,000 degrees Centigrade (more than 10,000 degrees
Fahrenheit). Together with it came the shock waves of the explosion
equivalent to 20,000 tons of TNT. They traveled at a speed of 4.4
kilometers. per second applying an enormous pressure on the earth
below-from 4.5 to 6.7 tons per square meter, lasting for 0.4 second.
Then the mushroom cloud shot up to as high as several thousand
meters in the sky, sending forth radioactive emanations.
The fire engulfed the whole city and soon a strong wind started to
blow from all directions. The violently disturbed atmosphere began
pouring "black rain" in a torrent. Many people who survived the initial
burn feit that each raindrop was as piercing as a hailstone. The "black
rain" lasted for two hours. Soon many were shaking from cold in the
midst of summer.
Those unfortunate enough to have been at or around the blast
center simply disappeared. Those within a radius of four kilometers
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of slo� death.

A lengt�y n�rrative penned by
Toshiko Saheki for the official
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t of her burnt face and the odo;
of suppurat10n, would not go to the bed
.
side to tend the dy.ng �Ir
1.
Her brother, with his skull exposed
1
was found ly ·ng m a sea of
'
.
blood' _s1·d_e by s1de
· w1th his totally burnt son and his
1
.
daughter with t o
nbs stickmg out of_ her ehest-all th
ree perfectly conscious
and cryi;g
for a cup of water till they died sever
al days later.
A mont� after the nightmarish day,
Toshiko's brother-in-law came
harne carrymg her mother's head in
a Furoshiki wrappin g clo th. Wh en
he had dug the lot where their house
use d to stand, he explained he had
found the severed head buried in the
'
mud.
Another brother of the housewife
kept moan ing and scream.mg
until he died in delirium.
Within 70 days from "Pika-don"
Toshiko thus lost her mother
parents of her husband, two broth
ers, a sister, a sister-in-law �
nephew, a niece, tw
o un cles, an aunt and
a cousin. The house;ife
erself had to suffer f rom p rolonge
d
at
omic disease which
�ormen
was to
t her for the rest of her life.
She concludes her story with a to uch
ing lin e-"With th·IS st·igma of
war carved _ on my flesh, my o
nly hope is that men would never
start
th"IS fut"l
I e thmg called 'war' aga
in."
No reader of her description o
.
f a "living hell" can remam
unaf
.
fected bY the deta!ls
o
f
the
horror that befell an estimated
.
255
000
r 1d �nts o
f Hiroshima. N o doubt the atomic
e;
b
ombs saved million�
of
A encan as wen as Jap
anese lives that would have been
l
ost had th
ra ed on. �he
impression of the tragedy neverth
eless tran�
::�d� a�f reas
onmg. The mass ac
re at Hiroshima and
then at
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Nagasaki, will remain the most atrocious act ever committed on
mankind and its civilization.
lt was not until a little after 08.30 that the Imperial General
Headquarters learned what had happened in Hiroshima. Maj or
Masatake Okumiya of the Navy Department of the Imperial General
Headquarters picked up the phone and was puzzled by a strange report
from Kure, a city 26 kilometers south of Hiroshima: "We saw a big
flash-and then a mushroom cloud. It's still mounting over Hiroshima.
Some of us here h eard a noise like thunder. We don't know what this is
all about. The Second Army headquarters in Hiroshima doesn't an
swer the phone. This is as far as we know right now ... " The sub
sequent conversation went like this:
Okumiya: ''Was it an air raid or a ground explosion?''
Kure: ''We don't know yet. W e've sighted only two B-29s.''
Okumiya: "How's the weather over there?"
Kure: "lt's fine. lt's a very fine day."
Maj or Okumiya immediately pho ned the Army Department of the
Imperial General Headquarters, the National Air D efense
Headquarters and the Ministry of the Interior but found no one in
Tokyo capable of giving him a satisfactory explanation.
The second report from Kure arrived shortly before noon, yielding
not much more information than the initial one. Hiroshima apparently
w as in great confusion. The city had b een practically wiped out. But no
one could imagine what had cause d such tremendous havoc.
The Imperial General Headquarter s dispatched two investigation
teams the next day. Dr. Y oshio Nishina, the man who had
"theoretically penetrated into the secrets of the atom," accompanied
the Army team. As their DC-3 touched down at Hiroshima Airport, Lt.
General Seizo Arisue, leader of the team, discovered "every single
blade of grass at the airport had turned brown and bent in one direc
tion. I looked toward the town and found nothing obstructing my view
e xcept a so litary tree trunk scorched to tally black. Nobody came to
meet us. W e waited until finally a man came tottering out of a nearby
shelter. lt turned out to be the commander of the airport defense unit, a
lieutenant colonel. His face was charred."
All the while that the team traveled through the flattened town of
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Hiroshima in a truck Dr. . .
NIshma rema.med silent'
o bviously in dee
contemplation.
p
"Can you find a corpse w
itho ut· exten.or .InJ. un. es?"
the nuclear
scientist finally asked. "I
.
want to see It d1s
sected post-mortem. "
The body of a sold1. er was
brought to a laboratory
o f the Da iw a
Spinning Company. No soo
ner had th f �tr�ke o
f the surgical k nife
exposed t he entrail
s of the de ad ma n t:���Ish
ma
r
e
ached for the liver
and, pulling out the comp
letely inflamed gland, he
p
eclared: "Do y
see this inflammation? The
ou
re's absol utely no doubt ab
out it now. This
is the atomic bomb."
Japan's "father of nucle
ar science" kn w perf
ectly w ell what
nuclear fission could do to
�
t he human bo dy.
Wi
th
� cyclotron set up in
his laboratory in Tokyo,
he had been expenme
nting with the
rudimentary pro ce dur e
s of nuc l ear tr ans mu
ta t·Io n almo st
singlehandedly. Nishina,
however d1. ed an unhono
r
e
d
death in 1951
from liver cancer. lt was fo und
.
at t�e time of h1s
d
eath that the numb
of his white bloo d cells was
er
far below the average-th
.
e after-effect of
h1s extensive trip in ffiro .
shima o nly two days
after th� in!tial
r�dioactive contamination.
. .
Of Nishina's d1s
c1p
l
e
s,
two sc1entists,
Hideki Yukawa and Shini .
h o Tomonaga, later
received the No
b el
Prize. Both were conferre� ::e ho no
r for their achievements
field of theoret ical physics
in
the
. Japan never had a cha
nce to apply it to
manufacturing the deadly
weap on.
The exact figure of at
.
.
omi c bo mb ca s
ualt1es is
by no means
definite, due to the loss
of official do cum e
n
ts and also due to
less num ber of vict1·ms
the end
.
who are still dying
from the after-effects.
estima te by the m unic
The
ipal authon·t1· es of Hi.roshim
a
·
m
A
ugu
118, 661 dead, 79,130 inju
st
1946 was
.
red and 3,677 m1.ssm
g
Bes1d
• es Japanese res
idents , there w�re an
.
est1mat ed 40,000
Korean workers and th
.
.
eir dep end ent� hv
. m the city at the tim
mg
bomb was dropp
e the
ed. However, there is no wa
.
Y Of tellm
them died and h
g
h
ow many o f
o
w many of th em are stI1· i
.
.
sufferm
d1sease.
g from atomi c
There were oth er
foreign casu lti. es besid
es Koreans. F
So utheast Asian
o ur
stu
dent s were attend�mg an e
.
ar
1
y mornm
sc.1ence class
g
na
tur
al
.
.
at Hirosh·ima B unn Umver
sity when the bomb crush
the schooJ b
e
d
uil ding.
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A teleph
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debris of the Ar
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. reporter of the Mainichi bureau at Hiroshim
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e
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Sh1
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a
GI"
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e
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saw an "almost
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H
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e
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" But
workers near the
.
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e people who sh
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what
by
d
e
e
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h ow many �f them
t
o know clear�y
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e
m
,
n
o
in
there is, aga
kind of fate.
. .10ned officer of the Army Medical
s
m
n-co
n
o
Haruo Masumoto,
d young U .S.
�:
m late July a capture
e
a
re
e t
h
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b
Corps ' remem
d.
o was extremely scare
'' an interpreter
Air F orce crewman wh
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t
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y
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e
b
"Are you scared

asked.
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"No, it's not that," was the answer. "I shall die if you keep me
here. In a few days our people are going to blow up this city,
Hiroshima."
Three days later, on August 9, 1945, the second bomb was exploded
Nagasaki. The "Fat Boy" this time was a bomb of the same type
as the one tested earlier at Alamogordo, N ew Mexico. lt was, in a
sense, a coup de grace administered to the nation that had already
been crippled by the ordeal of Hiroshima.
For Nagasaki, it was the second martyrdom after the 17th Century
rebellion of 38,000 Christian faithfuls who fought th e persecution of the
Tokugawa Shogunate and perished.
This time the target was again a religious symbol, the Cath olic
cathedral at Urakami. The moment the giant ball of fire engulfed the
scenic valley of Nagasaki, th e beautiful cathedral collapsed. lts
statues of the Blessed Virgin and many saints were shattered to piece s.
The bombing of Nagasaki, killing roughly 39,000 and injuring
25,000, was actually the unexpected result of a deadly roulette.
Although Kokura (in today's Kita-Kyushu) was the initial target for
the second atomic attack, it happened to be obscured by smoke and
haze. After repeatedly trying to bomb the industrial city by radar, the
bombardiers of "Bock's Car" gave up their initial plan and headed for
the alternate destination-fine weather-blessed Nagasaki.
There is no evidence that the U.S. Air Force tacticians planned it
that way, but the "Jap" victims who suffered agony under the
"technically successful" bombardment of the religious city somewhat
resembled the 26 saints who in 1597 were crucifi ed at Nishizaka, only
two kilometers from the hypocenter.
The destruction of Nagasaki unfortunately coincided with the
initiative taken by the Soviet troop s that c rossed the Manchoukuo
Soviet border in the eastern and western parts of Manch oukuo and
started marching south. As explicitly stated in Foreign Commissar
Molotov's final message to the Japanese ambassador, the Russians
sai d that ''this policy is the only means to bring peace nearer.''
Near, to be sure, was the peace, but the date of expi ration of the
Russo-Japanese neutrality pact was not quite so near. Who, then, can
blame Ambassador Naotake Sato for politely reminding the Russ ian
foreign commissar that the Soviet Union was violating the treaty
over
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almost a year before it ceased to be valid?
The blood-stained experience of Hiroshima and Nagasaki con
tinued to be remembered in the years that followed. In fact, it was to
have the sickliest political after-effect on the nation's leftist camp.
Inspired by the well-publicized disaster of the two cities, the anti
nuclear weapon/test movement was supported in March 1956 by as
many as 33,510,264 people who had signed a humanistic appeal for
peace. The swelling tide of the movement for peace also saw the
emergence of one of postwar Japan's most controversial figures,
Kaoru Yasui. lt also caused an irreparable schism between the
nation's Soc ialists and Communists, a schism which perhaps set the
pattern for the present-day controversy over the Dowa (Burakumin
minority) problem.
A scholar of Soviet law (professor of Tokyo University) before the
Pacific War, and then a theoretical supporter of the Greater East Asia
War after 1941, Y a sui changed his face for the second time after the
nation's surrender.
Supported by housewives of Suginami-ku, Tokyo, he set out to
collect signatures for the movement to ban nuclear test/weapons.
Presently he became the director-general of the Japan Council Against
Atomic and Hydrogen Bombs-a powerful organization that gradually
metamorphosed into a joint facade of the Japan Socialist and the
Japan Communist parties.
The ban-the-bomb force gathered momentum from the Lucky
Dragon (Japanese fishing boat exposed to radioactive fallout at Bikini
atoll) Incident in M arch 1954. And leader Yasui was given the In
ternational Lenin Peace Prize in 1958.
Soon the JCAAHB w as playing a major role in protesting the U.S.
military bases in Japan, the Japan-U.S. Mutual Security Treaty,
American monopoly capitalism et al. In July 1961, the organization
solemnly adopted a resolution affirming that "A nation that will take
the initiative in resuming nuclear tests should be condemned as the
enemy of peace as well as the enemy of humanity.''
lt was ironic, however, that startling news came from Moscow of
all places barely a month or so after the lofty pledge was adopted. In
September, the Soviet Union launched a series of nuclear explosions in
arctic Novaya Zemlya, including that of an incredible 50-megaton
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hydrogen bomb.
Yausi's explanation
-"We m us t calmly
analyze the various
porIt·ical situations that
.
compeIIed the
Sov
,,
.
1et
u
mon
· to resume the
test -d1d not quite
. .
fit in with publi.c op1.mon
.
m
Japan.
Nor d1d the official sta
.
nd of the JCAAHB fm
. e
d w1d
urged the Japanese to "
support when it
correc tlY anaI
..
yze
"
th
e
·
mev
1tab
the People's Republic
· 1hty with which
of ChI. a was forced (by
the imperialist forces
to test its nuclear bomb
�
)
in Oc ober 1964.
For many years,
Japan's renovationist
camp was split
comforta bly amo
unng three eh01.ces-"ba
d
A
me
n• can tests and good
.
soviet tests " "bad Amer1c
an and Soviet tests an
d good Chinese tests,"
and "all test's are bad. ,,
t one time, supporters
of the JSP and the JCP
. �
engaged in fierce
f1stf1ghts during an inte
.
rnationaI conventwn
supposed to promote
peace.
The whole affair steadil
y began to assume
every character of a
farce and deviated from
.
th
e
1m·t·1aI pledge of "No
.
.
M ore Hir
As m the case of other I
oshimas."
essons the catchword .
is often cited but its
'
meaning hardly ever Iea
rned.

Begging For Mercy Thr
ough Kremlin

In February 1945 ' rwo-1· ·
1ma was yet to fall
to the U.S. Man.ne Cor
and Ok.mawa was still
ps
intact. The Japanese peo
ple had reasons aplenty
to brace for the app
.
roachmg Doomsday but
.
certam1 Y-man
belie ved-the Divin
y se riously
e Wind ( K m.kaz th
a t is wou ld arr
,
dispel the devilish inv
ive in time to
asion by:he1fore�1gn pow J
ers.
The realistic Allied
leaders were unimpre
.
ssed by winds of any
krnd, however · Th
.
ey met m
the Crimean town of
month to draft a rou
Yalta e a rly that
gh sketch of how to end
the
and Asia n the
war in both European
aters.
F r the quiekest pos
�
sible surrender of Japan,
pa1.t1c1pat1_ on
the key was Rus sia n
in the last sta e of e
. .
P
c
1f1c
War. According to Chur
Chili, "Marsh
�

al Stalin ha! vot
untanly proclaimed
November 1943
as ea rly as
at Te hran that the Sov
iets would d ecla re wa r
the mome
on Japan
nt Germany was def
eated. " If this
· were true, the Secr
eta ry
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General of the Soviet Commum. st Party perhaps was so rightfully
.
realistic that he shared a common sardomc belief with some diplomats
. 1Y
. 1 omafc
of those days-a belief that all d1p
I agreements were s1mp
hoaxes.
Hoax or not, both signato_n. es of the Russo-Japanese Neutrality
Treaty o f April 1941 were obv10usly not qm·te sincere in maintaining
the "bonds and am1·ty b etween them" as promised by the treaty. For,
.
I
despite the prov1s10n
. of I·ts Article 3 ( the present Pact . . . shall be va1·d
.
.
. ster
for the period of five years ) we know that Japan' s Foreign Mm1
' .
Yosuke Matsuoka was advocatmg an "advance north" strategy b are1 y
two months later.
.
· 's turn m Tehran to propose the unilateral
lt was now Sta1m
. dly
abrogation of the treaty that prescn'bed the "peaceful and fnen
.
. Umon and Japan. The situation changes
relations" between the Sov1et
ethics it seems.
'
. was more spec1·t·ic than he had been at Tehran.
At Yalta, Stalm
.
.
Again accordmg to Churchill's entry m h'IS momoirs , the power fu1
.
.
.
Soviet leader proposed somethmg that was beyond the imagmat10n o f
the naive Japan�s� leaders o f 1945. "1n the most rigid secrecy, '' the
British Prime M1mster notes, "Stalin informed Roosevelt and myself
.
at the Crimea Conference of the Sov1et Government's willingness to
.
two or three months after Germany s
enter the war agamst Japan
.
surrender, on the conditions.. "
And the conditions were these..
.
Preservation of the status quo in Outer Mongolia.
.
(b) Restoration o f the Russian nghts 1ost I·n the year 1904 (RussoJapaneseWar), viz.:
(1) A recovery of Southern Sakhal'm and the islands adjacent to
.
it.
. .
. ' with
(Ill Internationahzat10n �f the commercial port of Dairen
sa feguards for the preeminent mterest s of the USSR and restoration of
the lease o f Port Arthur as a Sov • t
al base.
�� ���
(III) Joint operat1on by a v Chinese company of the_ C_hinese
.
Eastern Railway and the South Manchuna Railway ' prov1dmg an
outlet to Dairen, on the understanding that the preeminent interests o f
the USSR will be safeguarded and that China will retain lull
(a)

sovereignty over Manchuria.
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(c)

Acquisition by the USSR

of the Kurile Islands
.

ChurchilJ's stand is dis
putable. He admits,
"These condition s were
embodied in a person
al agreement between
Roosevelt, Stalin, an
myself ...We aII three
d
agreed to see that
the
Soviet claims were
fulfilled without questio
n following the defeat
of Japan " Then in th
next paragraph, the cig
e
.
ar-sm oking Prime Mi
ni
s
ter somehow duck s his
role in the secret agreem
ent: "I must make it
clear that though on
behalf of Great Britain
I joined in the agree
m
ent,
neither I n or Eden
took any part in making
it lt was regarded as
an American affair, an
was certainly of prime .
d
interest to their military
operations."
Not only did Josef Sta
lin link the Russo-Ja
pane se War with the
Pacific War of four dec
ades later, but he retr
acted the provisions
agreed upon by Admi
ral Evimii Vasilievi
ch
Putyatin and the
Tokugawa warlord in 1853,
when both parties recog
nized the i slands of
Kunashiri and Etorofu as
a part o f Japan.
Undoubtedly military
consideration s take the
first priority during
wartime and it is unders
tandable that Roosev
elt was badly in need
Russian military help-to
of
save the lives of countl
ess American boys.
One never ceases to
be astonished, howev
er, in observing how
American ethics had con
veniently changed fro
m 1941-when it ac
cused Japan of its ter
ritorial ambitions in the
F
ar
East-to 1945 when
the U.S. leader "in the
most rigid secrecy" inv
ited the Soviet ruler to
take Southern Sakhalin
and aII the Kurile Isla
nds in exchange for a
little additional push on
the already cripp led
Jap
anese Empire.
One is almost tempte
d to ask if the Queen of
the Netherlands could
as weII have justifia
bly claimed suzerainty
ov
er
the Kuriles since the
1, 2 00-ki!ometer arc of
the northern islands
was
first "discovered" in
1634 by one Maerten
Vries of the D utch East
Indi
a
Company.
If the President of the
Uni ted States was de
spe
for the help of his
rate in his search
Russian ally, Stalin was
somewhat cleverer tha
ailing American
n the
leader-clever enough t
o wait until the first
bomb was dropp
ato
mic
ed on Hiroshima. It was
, in fact, only a day
Nagasaki was
bef ore
bombed that the Kre
mlin hastiJy and her
de clarect war "to
oic
ally
punish the Japan ese ter
ritory grabbers."
Kn owing nothing
about the secre tly guard
ed agreement at Yalta,
J apan was franti
caIIy looking for a chan
ce of negotiat ed pea ce
Alliect forces
with the
through no one eise but
the Russians. But befo
re doing so,
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A small number ofJapanese actually made attempts to talk directly to
the English-speaking enemies, as in the case of a navy attache at the
. Japanese Embassy in Berne, Switz erland.
Commander Yoshiro F ujimura and his Japanese friends con
tacted Allen Dulles, represe nta tive of the OSS (later CIA) in th e Swiss
city. They sent several coded ca bles to the Navy Headqu arters in
Tokyo, suggesting that Japan's surrender be negotiated through their
.
channel
By May 1941, when the Third Reich had to accept unconditional
surrender, the fall of Japan was c learly imminent and unavoidable to
the eyes of theJapanese residents in Switzerland. Their judgment was
not clouded by blind patriotism and b elief in sup ernatural Kamikaze.
After many days of procrastination, however, Tokyo 's reaction
was disappointing. The Navy brass back home were skeptical of direct
negotiation with the American representative. "lt could be the
enemy's plot. Be careful of the ir duplicity," was a bout th e o nly
response the commander ob tained from Tokyo.
The offer from Berne was u nceremoniously brushed aside by
Tokyo and was never taken up again.
The Japanese leader's failure to exploit the Swiss channel may b e
indicative to some extent of the typical Japanese narrowmindedness
that honors the maintenance of a rigid line of command more than the
actual value of operation.
The cautious approach by the OSS representative _and the efforts
made by a small group of Japanese in Berne are today excluded from
mostJapanese records of the war. F ew Japanese were flex ible enough
then to perceive the weight of the offer when it came from "a mere
navy commander." Few still do.
The top Japanese leader in the desperate days of their nation were
still prey to surprisingly naive inflexibility. The Soviet Union was not
only an ally of the Western P owers b ut tied to Japan by the neutrality
pact, they reasoned, therefore, whatever negotiations to be un
dertaken should go through no other channel but Moscow.
This way of thinking still dominates Japanese mentality today.
Usually called the act of "Suji o tos u" (sticking to the proper chain of
relations), many Japanese adhere to "proper procedures," no matter
how futile and inefficient that priniciple might prove to be.
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The patriotic spirit found an echo in the statement by W ar Minister
General Korechika Anami in the wake of the Soviet's initial attacks on
Jap anese forces in Manchuria. The minister addressed the nation:
"Now that things have come to such a p ass, argument is unnecess ary.
For us there is no other way tha n to fight out this sacred w ar deter
minedly for the defense of the Divine L and."
All through the three statements-Kawabe's, Anami's and the
Mainichi's-outstanding is a n app alling lack of realism. Such un
substa ntiated phrases like Divine La nd, people's Nippon and ser
vicemen's determination were nothing but part of a beautiful illusion
with which many Jap anese were wholly intoxicated in those d ays.
Minister Anami's phrase, "argument is unnecessary," in p articular,
revokes the words uttered by the ass assins of Prime Minister T akeki
Inukai during the 5.15 Incident (in 1932).
If there was one active st atesman then endowed with a more or
less realistic vision of the future, it was M arquis Koichi Kido, Lord
Keeper of the Privy Seal and the closest confidant of Hirohito. Kido
read through the transcript of the June 8 Imperial Conference and w as
astonished by the asserted determin ation of the attendants to fight on.
The senior politician was interviewed by a M ainichi reporter in
August 1974. To the question, "Exactly when did the Emperor come
around to the view th at the war should come to an end?'' Kido st ated:
"1 had a foreboding of the tragic outcome as early as Janu ary 1945.
'Now, this is as far as we ca n go,' I felt. I expressed my feelings c an
didly. I believe th at His M ajesty was of the same opinion as I.
However, the Emperor, faithful to the requirements of his lofty duties,
tended to couch his opinions in extremely vague terms in the presence
of his closest entourage. His M ajesty, I presume, expected me to work
for him. And th at was exactly wh a t I did in defiance of the consta nt
threat from the Army which did not want me to do so.''
Having been advised by M arquis Kido, the Emperor summoned
the members of the Supreme Council (Prime Minister, Foreign, W ar
and Navy Ministers, War and Na vy Chiefs of St aff) to the Imperi a l
Palace on the afternoon of June 22. "We have heard enough of this
determination of yours to fight to the last soldier,)' the Sovereign
stated. "We wish th at you, le aders of J apan, will strive now to study
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to be
the ways and means to conclude the war. In doing so, try not
bound by the decisions you have previously made.''
His words were clear. They plunged the six dignitaries into great
itly
shock. For it was the first time any Japanese leader had explic
pointed his finger at a negotiated end to the war.
"State your opinions," the Emperor urged, but his subjects,
for
thunderstruck by the unexpected turn of events, kept their silence

I
\
1

awhile.
"We would join our might, Your Majesty, in materializing Your
gracious will," Prime Minister Kantaro Suzuki mumbled as he bowed
very low.
Coming back from the Palace, Suzuki confided to Hisatsune
great
Sakomizu ' Chief Cabinet Secretary: "l was filled with
(to
trepidation today. The Emperor said exactly what I wanted to say
war leaders).''
Suzuki had been a narrow survivor of the 2.26 Incident in 1936 and
er
Sakomizu, one of the secretaries who rescued the then Premi
during
Keisuke Okada from the Prime Minister's Official Residence
ic
patriot
the
hate
to
enough
the abortive coup. Both had reason
military.
Instructions were dispatched to Ambassador Naotake Sato in
con
Moscow to persuade the Soviet Union to offer its good offices in
cluding the war. The Russians remained non-committal, nonetheless.
By July 14, Japan was suggesting sending an ace political
negotiator to the Russian capital. The proposed name was Prince
meet
Konoe, the anti-communist ex-Premier who had yolunteered to
was
tion
sugges
the
time
President Roosevelt in 1941, in vain. This
Party
turned down because, Ambassador Sato was told, both
were
Secretary General Stalin and Foreign Commissar Molotov
st
slighte
the
not
leaving for Potsdam. Japan was desperate. There was
sign of a breakthrough in the sole channel-Moscow.
enOn July 16, Churchill toured through the ruins of Berlin. He
floor
tered the Chancellery where Russian guides led him to the bottom
committed
of Hitler's shelter. The German dictator and his mistress
suicide there, he was told.
Potsdam,
Later on that day, he was billeted in a cozy little abode in
Three
a scenic suburban town outside the German capital. The Big
s the
discus
Truman, Churchill and Stalin-were to meet there to
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disposition of defeated Germany as well as the terms of surrender for
Japan.
Before the first plenary session opened the next evening, u .S.
Secretar� of Wa� Henry Stimson walked into Churchill's cottage and
handed h1m a shp of paper on which was written, "Babies satisfac
toril� born." lt was "worldshaking news" from Alamagordo, New
Mex1co, on the successful test of the first atomic bomb.
Early o� the morning of July 27, the official monitoring station
in
To��o rece1ve� the Potsdam Declaration signed by the Amer
ican,
Bntish and Chmese leaders (the Soviet Union was not bellig
erent at
that time).
The Sup�e�e council in Tokyo was immediately called to study
the
offered prov1s10ns. Foreign Minister Shigenori Togo pointed
out that
the ultimatum offered a very favorable chance for Japan. lnstea
d of
demanding all-out "unconditional surrender" from Japan
Article 1 of
the declaration said, "Japan shall be given an opportunit'y to
end the
war." In the only passage that contained what might be consid
ered a
severe condition the expression was clearly cricumscribed:
"We call
upon the Government of Japan to proclaim now the uncon
ditional
surrender of all the Japanese armed forces ... " Japan could
scarcely
hope for anything better.
Prime Minister Suzuki agreed with Togo. The rest of the Counc
il
however, remained unwilling to abandon their hope for
successfui
negotiations through Moscow. Could not Japan perhaps work
out
somewhat more favorable terms with the kind help of the Krem
lin?
Navy Chief of Staff Soemu Toyoda and War Minister Anam
i in
.
s1sted that the Prime Minister's address to the nation
should be
strongly worded so that the Japanese public have no doubt
about the
government's determination to fight on. The measure was
absolutely
nec�ssary, the two military representatives contended,
to uphold the
national morale.
The Cabinet Information Bureau promptly invited representati
ves
of the mass media. They were instructed
to print excerpts of the
declaration. No editor was "expected to make
any comment " they
�ere . told. They were to report that the Japanese Governm�nt was
paymg no attention" to the ultimatum-no more
' no less .
Both the Army and Navy brass put further pressure on
Suzuki the
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following day. The Prime Minister should make it very clear that
Japan really paid no attention to the declaration, they emphasized.
Suzuki had no alternative but to comply.
He met the press that afternoon. Asked to comment on the news
from Potsdam, the aged Prime Minister stated: "The government
holds that the (Potsdam) Declaration is by no means an important
issue. We simply Mokusatsu-suru Oiterally: kill it with silence). We
are not going to dare step aside from the determined course of the
war."
The political leader's comment shocked Foreign Minister Togo.
He protested to Suzuki, but it was too late.
The following morning, July 29, all the Tokyo newspapers played
up that Japanese Government's attitude was to "silently kill"-to
ignore-the enemy's offer of peace. By "Mokusatsu," the Prime
Minister wanted to imply "no comment," thereby leaving some space
for further negotiation. Taken out of syntax, the phrase came to
assume a very ominous overtone.
Soon the expression started to backfire. Tokyo newspaper
headlines were relayed to the United States and Britain through
neutral countries.
With Japan "rejecting" the ultimatum, there naturally was no
other way left for the United States but to use atomic bombs-to force
Japan to surrender.
lt was a semantic confusion that cost combined casualties of
142,000 in Hiroshima and Nagasaki and many more in other air raids,
as well as in Manchuria, in the final two weeks of the war.
But before Japan finally accepted the offered hand, another
semantic ambiguity was to torment the leaders of the succumbing
nation. And what is more, the last attempt at a military revolt all but
thwarted the fate of the nation.
The countdown, however, for the death of the Great Empire of
Japan had begun.
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The Longest Week
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confident of the success of the "seashore confrontation?" This is the
time for us to stop procrastinating. The better course would be to
surrender right now and, by doing so, save the nation from d istress.
Think not solely of your "face" at this stage.
Suzuki: I'm inclined to acce pt the enemy's terms with only one
condition-that Japan ' s Kokutai be preserved by all means.
WM Anami: I obj ect to the Premie r' s proposal. Who can be100 pe r
cent certain of defeat in the coming battle on our seashore? We haven't
even fought it yet. There is a saying, "He who loses his life shall f ind
it." W e certainly can't swallow this (Pots dam) D eclaration. I de mand
that at least three conditions be f ulfilled in addition to the one the
Premier has suggested-that our military forces be disarmed by our
own command; that all war criminals be tried in a Japanese court;
and that the occupation of Japan by the enemy military be limited to
some specific areas i n Japan and b e te rminated as soon as possible .
Their arguments deadlocked, the Supreme War Council arrives at
no conclusion by 13.00 when the Cabinet meeting is scheduled to start.
Breaking off the Council, PM Suzuki and his Cabinet members meet at
14.30 to discuss a truce for the firs t time in the nation's h istory. FM
Togo reports what has gone on between Tokyo and Moscow until the
search for the good offices of Russia was abruptly shattered by the
Russian advance into Manchuria.
Another somber report arrive s-the second "new type" bomb has
destroyed Nagasaki. America apparently has many more atomic
bombs in its stockpile. The si tuation is certainly despe rate . The
Cabinet debate drags on until 22.30 without coming to a consensus.
WM Anami is adamant that his soldiers can chastise the enemy in the
coming campaign.
Meanwhile, D-G Shimomura is granted an audience by the Em
peror. The meeting lasts for an unprecedented two hours. Shimomura
is seeking to persuade the Emperor to appeal directly to his su bjects
through radio-a measure never taken before . Would the God speak to
the grassroots? Shimomura's face, however, is beaming as he
emerges from the audience room.
D-G Shimomura: His Maj esty has agreed. War or peace, the
Emperor will talk straight to the nation. I'm glad.
185
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War Council
At 23.50 PM Suzuki asks the members of the Supreme
18 by 30 foot
the
to convene before the Emperor. They are ushered into
n the Imperial
conference room in the underground shelter withi
Palace. The air in the room is unbearably stuffy.
who takes
The same arguments are resumed before the Emperor,
Allied powers to
a chair set on a small podium. Should Japan ask the
conditions as
clarify one condition as suggested by PM Suzuki, or four
insisted on by WM Anami? Futile discussions again.
. .
rom1se m
By 02.30 Friday, everyone is exhausted. There is no comp
sight. Then, suddenly, PM Suzuki rises to his feet.
ievably
suzuki: lt appears that our arguments are irretr
ding a solution.
deadlocked. we can talk on and on like this without fin
be many hours
But, I have to remind you, gentlemen, that there won't
take, we have to decide and now.
left for talking. Whichever course we
Divine Being
I believe there is absolutely no other way but to ask the
I dare ask
for his gracious opinion. With the profoundest trepidation,
for the Imperial judgment.
sal that
The conferees are so taken aback by the PM's bold propo
laboriously steps
they forget to protest. The aged Prime Minister
and mumbles
forward before the Emperor. He bows very low
something. The Emperor slowly stands.
situation.
The Emperor: I have seriously considered the present
plunging the
One thing is obvious. Continue fighting, and we will be
t bear any
canno
entire nation into further devastation and distress. I
the cruelties of
longer to see my innocent subjects tormented under
be accepted.
war. There are certainly conditions that can hardly
s, for one. But we
Disarmament of the Imperial forces by foreign hand
have died for the
have to bear it now. I think of the spirit of those who
respond to thelf
to
nation's cause and I reflect upon my incapacity
faithful�y fulfi�led
loyalty. My heart aches as I think of those who have
_
disgrace. But th1s 1s the time
the
bear
to
have
now
who
d
an
uties
d
their
to the nation and to
when we must bear the unbearable to restore peace
the world.
d.

The decision is made. The war must come to an en
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Those are the

words that have issued from the Imperial mouth.
The Japanese leaders have just attended a conference that
delivered the death sentence
to the never-before-conquered
fatherland. And it was no less than the Sovereign himself who
prescribed the demise of the Empire. Who are we who have
precipitated the nation's destiny to such a state that the Sacred One
bad to admit bis incapability?
For a minute or two, they are sitting there stupefied. Then,
someone starts sobbing. Tears of shame, or tears of awe? Overcome
by emotion, the sobbing quickly spread s to the whole room. Some are
weeping profusely-so unlike the Samurai.
The Cabinet meeting is called to formally sanction the decision at
the Imperial Conference. PM Suzuki summarizes the discussion in the
unde��round shelter. The Emperor wanted to end the war on only one
cond1t10n-no alteration of the national essence. Does anyone dare
argue against the Sovere ign?

Anami: I want to make it d oubly sure that in case the enemy
we will fight to the last man.
Suzuki: Yes, you can have my word on that.

doesn't accept our proposal,

Promptly messages of acceptance are dispatched to both the Swiss
and Swedish Governments-acceptance of the provisions of the Pot
sdam Declaration "with the understanding that the said declaration
d�es n�t comprise any demand which prejudices the prerogatives of
His Ma3 e sty as a Sovereign Ruler.''
D-G Shimomura meets the press Frid ay afternoon. He is com
mission ed to prepare the nation for the mome nt of surrender. He has to
do so carefully.

Shimomura: The situation is now at its worst, we admit, but of
course the government will do everything in its power for national
def �nse. The 100 million people are urged to do their utmost to defend
their country, surmounting all the difficulties lying ah e ad.
In the War Ministry, WM Anami is surrounded by an excited band
f
young
officers. They are dissatisfied by the decision made by the
�
corrupt ele me nts who hide underneath the Empe ror's slee ves.''
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already been made. Whatever
Anami: The Imperial decision has
firmly

erial Army must remain
may happen from now on, the Imp
es free to do what you and only
united. You are under no circumstanc
act might welJ upset the whole
you think is right. One disorderly
nation.
Someone shouts at Anami: "You've said 'whatever may happen.'
Are you, the War Minister; thinking of surrendering to the enemy?"
Anami: (raising bis voice): Anyone who intends to disobey the
Imperial order, do so over my dead body.

nt issued Friday afternoon
The War Minister's official stateme
young officers. For Anami is
shows the mark of pressure from
weeds, gnaw sand and sleep in
declaring: "Even if we are forced to eat
we can find a way out of the
the fields, we are firmly convinced that
fight resolutely." He is striking
present crisis only by continuing to
omura statement.
quite a contradictory note from the Shim
y receives a reply from the
At 00.45 Sunday, the Foreign Ministr
Allied powers.
ent's message accepting
"With regard to the Japanese Governm
n but containing the statement,
the terms of the Potsdam proclamatio
declaration does not comprise
'with the understanding that the said
ogatives of His Majesty as a
any demand which prejudices the prer
follows: From the moment of
sovereign ruler,' our position is as
r and the Japanese Govern
surrender, the authority of the Empero
to the Supreme Commander for
ment to rule the state shall be subject
steps as he deems proper to
the Allied Powers, who will take such
effectuate the surrender terms ... ''
ate form of the Government
Also in the same message: "The ultim
the Potsdam Declaration, be
of Japan shall, in accordance with
of the Japanese people."
established by the freely expressed will
15.00 Sunday afternoon. WM
The Cabinet meeting is called at
Anami is furious.

rej:cted. With "the rule of the nation shall be subject to" and the
ultima�� fo�m of government decided by "the will of the Japanese
people -with those passages, they are proposing to thwart the
Sovereign's prerogative. I maintain that we fight on to the bitter end in
defense of our sacred national polity.
T?go: I was granted a gracious audience by His Majesty this
mo�nmg. The august decision was that the enemy's explanation was
sahsfactory. The Sovereign wished that I convey the Imperial
message to the Prime Minister.
The Cabinet meeting is like a complicated English translation
course. The debate over "subject to" and "the will of the people"
_
d�ags on unhl 17.30-again without producing a consensus. The Army
Signal �orp�, meanwhile, is eavesdropping on every diplomatic
commumcat10n, which infuriates them.
WM Anami's understanding is that "subject to" means the Em
peror should be "subjugated to" the Allied commander. Absolutely
unacceptable !
PM Suzuki has to agree to make one more contact with the Allied
powers as to the exact definition of the controversial "subject to."
At 02.10 FM Togo is elated as he receives a cable from the
Japanese Minister in Stockholm. The Allies' answer the minister
reports, is a victory of American diplomacy over a R�ssian protest.
The U.S. leaders have no intention of deposing the Emperor, he
assures.
About a dozen young officers storm into the War Minister's room
at 10.00 Sunday. Among the excited faces is Major Hatanaka's.
Major Hatanaka: The Army shbuld prevent the government from
accepting the Potsdam Declaration. If we can't do so, General Anami,
you must commit Seppuku!

Anami refuses to comment. But he visits PM Suzuki twice during
the day and personally conveys the Army's determination to fight The
conversation during the second visit:
Anami: I pray you, Prime Minister, wait just two more days

proposed condition has been
Anami: lt is now clear that our
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Suzuki: The time is now, War Minister. We must not mi�s this
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opportunity. The Army must comply with the

government's decision.

without saying any
The War Minister turns his back and leaves
on the Prime Minister
more. A doctor who happens to be attending
is resolved to kill himcomments, "Can it be that the War Minister
self?"
t help
Suzuki: Yes, I know. I'm sorry. But we can'

it.

s explain their plan on
At 21.00 Major Hatanaka and his colleague
, in the course of doing so,
army deployment. The war must go on. And
be rounded up. Anami is
pacifists like Suzuki, Togo and Yonai should
the Imperial wish," but
unmoved. He keeps refusing to "deviate from
coup d'etat) by Tuesday
finally consents to give his decision (on a
remains firm.
noon. Hatanaka persists but the War Minister
receives a protest
On Monday afternoon, the Foreign Ministry
putting off the an
from Washington. Japan is unreasonably
ever, neither the Supreme
nouncement of the surrender. In Tokyo, how
to arrive at a conclusion.
War Council nor the Cabinet meeting is able
PM SUzuki is in ar,ony.
l agony of the war.
The curtain is dropping on Japan in the fina
Anami whose military
Trapped in the midst of the coup plot is WM
dedication to the Em
spirit urges him to fight till the last man. His
arms now. But what if the
peror, however, commands him to lay down
deposed after the Imperial
Allied Powers demand that the Emperor be
Army has disarmed its soldiers?
Suzuki. At his age,
Also plunged into the deepest dilemma is PM
elf to the cause of the
this is perhaps his last chance for dedicating hims
if the Army will concur
nation. He must do all he can. But he is doubtful
e that it is beyond his
with his decision. He knows from long experienc
and accepts the enemy's
might to stop the military. If he goes ahead
into two. Besides, is his
terms now, he may be splitting the nation
Emperor system, the very
Foreign Minister absolutely certain that the
d?
core of the national essence, will be preserve
rtheless, is rapidly
The situation is extremely fluid. Time, neve
pt reply. If Japan wE;re to
moving on. The enemy is demanding a prom
ic bomb-on Tokyo ? With
remain ambiguous-perhaps a third atom
ers audible backstage , the
the noisy rattling of sabres of Army offic
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curtain continues to descend.
Actll

The curtain rises �n Japan again. Time is Tuesday, August 14,
_
1:45, the �ay War Mm1ster Korechika Anami pledged his junior of
flcer-pat�1ots that he would give his last word on the coup d'etat. He
must dec1de. His dual role, one as the military leader and the other as
the Emperor's loyal servant, torments him. Clock meanwhile, is
'
ticking.
On ��esday morning it happens that Anami has no time to deliver
.
h1s dec1s10n on the coup plot · For all the Cab'met members, the
.
.
Pres1dent of the Pnvy Council, the Army and Navy Chiefs of Staff and
the Army and Navy Chiefs of Military Affairs, 23 men altogethe/, are
.
.
called to an audience by the Emperor at 10. 50 that mormng. The fmal
. .
dec1s10n on the semantic confusion is about to be made.
The place is again the sultry underground shelter. PM Suzuki
_
sums up the d1scussions both at the Supreme War Council and the
_
Cabmet Meeting. Eighty per cent of the conferees, he explains, agreed
to accept the Potsdam Declaration while 20 per cent were against. The
leaders of Japan �re in such a lamentable disarray that they have to
turn to the Sovereign for his gracious judgment.
Th�n, the Chiefs of Staff stand up to beg for an Imperial order to
make Just one more inquiry with the Allied powers as to the exact
_
�ea�mg of "subject to" and, if their answer is not satisfactory to keep
flghtmg on. Both military leaders are passionate in their appe�l · They
are almost in tears.
His Majesty slowly stands.
The �mp�r�r: The argument of the opposition (to accepting the
Declarat10n) is impressive. But my attitude has not changed from last
_
Fnday. I have given very careful thought to the situation both of the
world and Japan and come to the conclusion that we should not con.
tmue the war. True there are certam
misgivings about the preser.
vat10n of the national polity. After studying thoroughly the enemy's
.
offer, however, I cannot but notice
their good will. Everything
depends, after all, on our people in whom I trust. So I am for the ac191
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ceptance of the provisions of the Declaration. I am resolved to do
anything that is requested of me. If you think I should appeal to the
nation tnrough radio, I will do so. No doubt our people, especially the
soldiers, will be shocked by our decision. If necessary, I am ready to
talk directly to the armed men. I wish the Cabinet would start drafting
the Rescript of acceptance (of the Declaration) as soon as possible.
The pain the Sovereign is feeling is manifest in every word he
utters. As he discloses his mind, the conferees notice that he touches
his eyes from time to time with a white handkerchief. Presently the
sound of sobbing engulfs the entire conference room.
lt is now noon Tuesday, August 14. The Cabinet members retire to
the Prime Minister's Official Residence to affix their signatures to the
official decree of surrender. The Sovereign is omnipotent. No subject
can presume to alter the decision.
WM Anami returns to the War Ministry at Ichigaya-dejected.
More than 20 young officers rush into his room, each with fists trem
bling from intense emotion. Anami quietly narrates the proceedings of
the Imperial Conference.
Anami: His Majesty has personally vouched that the national
polity would be preserved. His confidence in the Imperial Army is
complete. We must not do a thing that will harrass the Gracious Mind.
''And ' sir ' what is your own opinion?" one of the junior officers
asks.

persuade top army generals to rise for the nation. "We must be true to
the tradition of the Imperial Army unto death." However, the moment
he enters the room that belongs to General Shizuichi Tanaka Com'
mander of the Army, Eastern Region, a stern voice booms.

General Tanaka: Don't speak to me about that stupid idea of
yours. I know before hearing it from you. Return home at once !
The Cabinet secretaries are taking time in writing the Imperial
Rescript because of countless suggestions, mostly minor alteration of
phrases, made by the Cabinet members.
The recording is postponed to 18.00 and then to 19.00. At 21.00 an
NHK announcement throws the country into the wildest speculation.
"Very important news will be broadcast at noon tomorrow
( August 15). Every national is requested to turn on his radio and
listen,'' the announcement says.
Finally at 23.25 Tuesday the Emperor walks to his office in the
Imperial Palace. The recording of the Rescript begins. He stands
before a microphone. D-G Shimoinura stands nearby.

The Emperor: How loudly should I speak?
Shimomura: Ordinary speaking voice, Your Majesty.
Shimomura bows and the Emperor begins reading.

The Emperor: To Our good and loyal subjects: After pondering

Anami: The Sovereign said to me, "I understand your feelings

deeply the general trends of the world and the actual conditions in Our
Empire today, We have decided to effect a settlement of the present
situation by resorting to an extraordinary measure ...

The Cabinet secretaries begin drafting the Imperial Rescript in
euphonic language. D-G Shimomura phones to NHK.

Shimomura sees tears slowly weil up in the Emperor's eyes. He
himself is feeling streaks of hot sweat running down his back.
The Emperor reads twice. A record is cut each time.The Emperor
suggests a third reading. But nobody dares ask him to do so, knowing
the enormous burden of responsibility that has already piled up on the
Sovereign's mind. lt is 23.50 when he leaves the office and retires to the
Underground bedroom.
WM Anami walks into the Prime Minister's office. Looking

well. lt must be very painful to you, but please bear the burden." I'll
obey him all the way. What eise can I do?

Shimomura: His Majesty wants to have his Rescript recorded.
Send a team of recording technicians to the Imperial Household
Ministry by 15.00.
Major Hatanaka, in the meanwhile, is running around trying to
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straight into the Premier's eyes, he stands at attention.

Anami: I apologize for all the trouble I have caused you, sir. My
the Imonly wish has been to assist you as a good representative of
perial Army. Please understand.
.
I
Suzuki: I've always appreciated your help greatly, Anam1-San.
to none
am glad that you now speak very fra'nkly. Each of us is second
in our love for Japan.
Anami: I thank you for your benevolent forgiveness. This is a box
pines. I
of cigars presented to me by one of our officers in the Philip
gift.
le
don't smoke, Prime Minister. Please accept my humb
desk,
He puts a small newspaper-wrapped box on the Premier's
for the last
salutes and leaves. Suzuki is seeing his War Minister off
time.
has
lt is already past midnight. The historic day of August 15, 1945,
come.
they
D-G Shimomura and the NHK crew are at a loss as to whom
just
should entrust the two precious records on which they have
the
of
out
them
recorded the Emperor's proclamation. To carry
.
Palace now and put them in the NHK safe would be the best course
s so
record
ial
Imper
the
ort
"But it wouldn't be very wise to transp
that
late at night when ... ," suggests one of the crew. He has heard
to
some radical Army officers are plotting a conspiracy, intending
the
tand
ambush all those who pass the Palace gates. Others unders
implication of the unfinished sentence.
.
The records are better kept within the Palace tonight. But who will
ial
take charge of the security? There is no good place in the Imper
erlain
Chamb
meet
Household Ministry. Quite by chance they
keep the
Yoshihiro Tokugawa who is on duty. Would Tokugawa-San
records? The man is known for his frank character.

Chamberlain; Tokugawa: Certainly. Leave them with me.

pound. They are stopped at the gate by soldiers holding rifles with
bayonets fixed and hustled away to a small hut near the Double Bridge
facing the Outer Plaza.
Patriotic Hatanaka, failing to persuade Commander Lt.-General
Takespi Mori of the First Imperial Guards Division, guns down Mori
and issues a fake order: "The Imperial Guards Division, faithfully
observing His Majesty's will and in its effort to uphold the national
essence, will carry out the following orders: Secure the Imperial
Palace area; secure the NHK; block all Palace telephone com
munications except those with the Imperial Guards Division
Headquarters."
Hatanaka is determined. The Imperial voice shall not be broad
cast.
By 02.00 Wednesday, the Imperial Palace is occupied by a
regiment of soldiers. Sentries seal all the gates. D-G Shimomura and
the NHK technicians are searched. No records. They must be hidden
somewhere within the Palace, Hatanaka is convinced.
Soon soldiers begin ransacking offices of the Imperial Household
Ministry. The underground shelter where His Majesty is sleeping is
surrounded. And Chamberlain Tokugawa is checked by a unit led by a
lieutenant.

Lieutenant: We are searching for the Minister (of Imperial
Household) and the records. You must know where they are. Confess !
Tokugawa: I know nothing.
Lieutenant: If you keep saying that, I'll eut you up with this sword.
Tokugawa: Do so, if you wish. But that will not help.
Lieutenant: Chamberlain, don't you have any Japanese spirit?
Tokugawa: Oh, yes. I have the spirit. You are conceited to think
the military alone are defending the nation.
Lieutenant: Baka !

Tokugawa goes into the room that belongs to the Empress'
secretary. Opening a small locker, the chamberlain puts the tw�
records on the inside shelf and locks the door. "0.K. You may go now.
D-G Shimomura and the NHK crew begin to leave the Palace com-

He hits Tokugawa with his fist. The chamberlain falls. The soldiers
go to search somewhere else.
The records have been protected. His glasses are gone, but
Tokugawa still can see. He watches the eastern sky begin to brighten.
At 04.20, another band of patriots bursts into the Official Residence
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of the Prime Minister. PM Suzuki is gone. They sprinkle oil over the
floor and light a fire. Fortunately it is not gasoline but heavy oil.
Hastily they head for the next target. Suzuki's private residence is
burned. This time again the Premier escapes from an assassination
attempt. Earlier he had survived the 2.26 Incident.
The NHK building is seized by a company of armed men. Some
officers ente r the studio and hold announcer Morio Tateno at gun point.
"I want to speak to the nation," one of the m demands.
Tateno insists: "You must obtain permission from the Army's
Eastern Region Headquarters, if you want to do so."
They stare at each othe r, neither moving an inch.
At 05.10, reinforcement battalions are lining up before the Im
perial Guards Headquarters-ready to march into the Palace.
General Shizuichi Tanaka, Commander of the Army, Eastern
Region, arrives.
Having been informed of the assassination of Lt-General Mori,
Tanaka is resolved to suppress the conspiracy. He talks to the combatready units.
Tanaka: What you did last night is light years removed from the

true spirit of the Imperial Army. The Gracious Words have already
been uttered. Follow the Emperor's wish and stop this folly right now!
General Tanaka then proceeds to the Palace gate. A sentry stops
him. Friend or foe? His bayonet is pointing at the Gel).eral.
Sentry: Who's there?

Tanaka: Your commander !

Tanaka rides past the appalled guard, meets the commanding
officer and orders him to evacuate all the intruders. The regiment
commander readily complies, learning for the first time of the death of
his division commander. Tanaka walks further toward the un
derground shelter, the Emperor's abode. A chamberlain emerges.

Tanaka: Where is the Grand Chamberlain?
Chamberlain: He is not in, either .
Tanaka: Is His Majesty in he re ?
Chamberlain: Yes, but...
Tanaka: Ha, ha. You are telling me a lie. You don't have to be
afraid of me. Don't mistake me for the chief of the intruders.

Ge neral Tanaka shows him his name card. The chamberlain's
face brightens with relief. Six hours-and the court conspiracy is over.
Major Hatanaka is now inside the NHK studio, pleading: "Five
minutes. Give me five minutes to talk to my fellow compatriots."
Announcer Tateno refuses to give in. Several more minutes of
staring. Finally the major staggers back. "I understand. I'll evacuate
my men.''
Outside, the patriotic major learns of the death of WM Anami.
Squatting in the veranda of his home, Anami, his face toward the
Imperial Palace, had composed a farewell poem and ritually disem
boweled himself.
Hatanaka walks to the Outer Plaza of the Palace to die, putting a
bullet through his own head.
For General Tanaka, savior of the Palace, death was to come nine
days later. He shot himself in the heart.
The NHK radio is now alerting the nation: "There is going to be a
very important announcement by His Majesty in person. Don't fail to
turn on the radio." The message is repeated again and again.
And now it is noon. The national anthem. The Ja panese people are
soon hearing their Ruler's voice. The stilted and archaic words are far
removed from their daily speech.

The Emperor: To Our good and loyal subjects...We have resolved
to pave the way for a grand peace for all the generations to come by
enduring the unendurable and suffering what is unsufferable ...
The Sovereign's voice is strained. For he is announcing the death
of the once Great Empire of Japan.

Tanaka: Where is the military attache?
Chamberlain: He is not in, sir .
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Toward New Japan
Standing before old-fashioned radio sets, the Japanese people
were weeping. The day was August 15, 1945, and the time was noon.
Being heard throughout the land was the voice of His Majesty the
Emperor. lt sounded stilted and void of human aura. The Emperor
was using archaic expressions not fully intelligible to the non
educated. Yet, the message was clear: the war was ending-in Japan's

defeat.
"After pondering deeply the general trends of the world and the
actual condition in Our Empire today," the Imperial voice was heard
as saying, "We have decided to effect a settlement of the present
situation by resorting to an extraordinary measure."
The Emperor continued that the war situation had developed not
necessarily to Japan's advantage, while the general trends of the
world had all turned against her interests-and added that should he
continue to fight, it would not only result in an ultimate collapse and
obliteration of the Japanese nation, but also it would lead to the total

extinction of human civilization.
"We are keenly aware of the inmost feeling of all ye, Our subjects," the Emperor went on. "However, it is according to the dictates
of time and fate that We have resolved to pave the way for a grand
peace for all the generations to come by enduring the unendurable and
suffering what is insufferable.''
With this Imperial Rescript, the Emperor declared termination of
the Pacific War-a war of peculiar savagery which Japan could have
avoided if only its armed forces had kept away from politics.
Said the English Mainichi of August 16 issue: "Upon learning of
the Imperial Rescript, we, the subjects, are filled with awe, and cannot
help weeping in consideration of our responsibility for causing His
Majesty such grave concern. We have no words to express our

apologies."
But the tears the general public were shedding were out of mixed
at
feelings: they were sorrowful over the loss of the war, but they were
lly
the same time feeling relieved at the thought that they were fina
being released from the torment the war had brought on them.
total
In fact, Japan as a nation had been on the brink of almost
198

collapse. As many as some three million people had perished in and out
of the Japanese islands; residential houses destroyed in air raids, or
demolished by the Japanese Government for the purpose of holding the
effect of air raids to a minimum, had numbered about 3,100,000, ren
dering more than 15 million people homeless.
The lack of farming utensils had resulted in a shortage of
agricultural products, and the people were /;\lmost starving. In June
1945, a Health and Welfare Ministry survey indicated that in six major
cities, the average nutritive ratio of the Japanese had dwindled from
2,400 calories a day in the past to 1,800 calories.
The chaos was to drag on into the years that followed. With the
repatriation from abroad of millions of servicemen and civilians
unemployment was running high. In 1946, the people with no job�
numbered 10 million across the nation.
The social turmoil was compounded by raging inflation. Im
mediately before the outbreak of the war on December 6, 1941, Bank of
Japan notes in circulation totaled X4,700 million; this increased to
X28,600 million on August 15, 1945, hit the X50,000 million mark in
December the same year and surpassed the X60,000 million level in
February 1946. Many became deranged. The death rate of sick persons
ran at a record high. And murders in quest of food were not un
common.
With these social phenomena as a backdrop, General Douglas
MacArthur, with a corncob pipe clenched between his teeth, flew in
from the Philippines on August 30, 1945, to take charge of the oc
cupation of Japan as the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers
(SCAP). Thus started the occupation, in which Japan underwent the
full force of bloodless political and social "revolution" inspired and
supervised by an American general.
In September, based on the Potsdam Declaration, MacArthur
disarmed the Japanese Army and Navy-and went on to arrest scores
of Japan's wartime leaders as war criminals to be indicted later at the
International Military Tribunal for the Far East. Then, before the year
1945 was out, the Supreme Commander issued a string of SCAP
directives to democratize and decentralize Japan. The changes, which
affected the entire life of the nation, were instituted one by one through
the medium of the Japanese Government.
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mind. Moreover, there was a "misunderstanding," on the part of the
Japanese Government, over the interpretation of the Potsdam
Declarati�n with regard to the Emperor-a misunderstanding, the
root of wh1ch could be found in the days immediately before the war's
end.
On August 10, 1945, informing the Allied Powers of its acceptance
of the Potsdam Declaration, Japan said the acceptance would be made
·
on the understanding that the declaration "did not eomprise any
.
. .
deman� wh1ch preJud1ces the prerogatives of His Majesty as a
sovere1gn ruler.''
The Allies' reply, however, did not clarify any specific pledge on
Japan's monarchy. lt simply said that from the moment of surrender
"the authority of the Emperor and the Japanese Government to rul�
the state shall be subject to the Supreme Commander for the Allied
Powers who will take such steps as he deems proper to effectuate the
surrender terms." The reply also stated that the ultimate form of
government of Japan would be established "by the freely expressed
will of the Japanese people.''
The Allies' reply was a disappointment but, at least, thought the
Japanese leaders, it did not seem to totally rule out the possibility of
the monarchy's survival. And they strained the plain meaning of the
Allies' message to give it an interpretation compatible with their own
hopes. The "wishful thinking" was still in evidence even after Japan
was brought under Occupation, and the main concern of the govern
ment leaders was how to retain the Emperor system intact.
lt was as early as October 1945 that MacArthur instructed Prime
Minister Kijuro Shidehara to work out the draft of a new Constitution.
Accordingly, the government assigned State Minister Joji Matsumoto
for the job-while various political parties, including Socialist and
Communist, were working on their own versions.
�I� their own draft, the Communists were demanding outright
aboht10n of the monarchy, while in the Socialists' draft, the Emperor
was to be retained and a part of the sovereignty was to rest with him.)
On December 8, Matsumoto emerged with bis draft at the Budget
· of the House of Representatives. With the premise
Commi·ttee meetmg
that "th1s· 1s
· not the government's view but my personal opinion now in
· · "
charge of preparations and study for the const1·tut1·ona1 rev1s10n,
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Matsumoto declared that the new Constitution should not alter the
main principle of the old Constitution which is that the Emperor has
the prerogatives.
.
Said Matsumoto: "The major principle that the Emperor will
assume the rights of sovereignty of the State does not require any
revision and I also hold that there is no such necess ity at all. On this
point, I think that learned persons in this country share the same
opinion."
In February 1946, the Japanese Gover nment submitted the Ma
tsumoto draft to MacArthur. But SCAP flatly tur ned it down on the
ground that it was only a rewording of the old Constitution and thus
was not democratic. SCAP then instructed the Civil Government
Section of the General Headquarters to map out a "model draft."
When MacArthur's aides began working out the new draft, they were
given, in the form of guidance, three principles on which the Con
stitution was to be based: First, the Emperor ·sys tem should be
retained, but it must be subject to the will of the people; seco nd, war
was to be forsake n forever; and thirdly, "all forms of feudalism" must
be abolished.
When the "model draft" was completed, it was show n to the
Japanese Gover nment with the verbal ultimatum that if this were
rejected, the Supreme Commander would place it before the Japanese
public in advance of the first postwar general election scheduled for
the spring of 1946.

abdication of the Emperor would become even more vociferous and as
'
a result, Washingto n would finally have to agree with them.
Shortly after the SCAP draft was presented to the Japanese
Government, MacArthur reiterated that the "core" of Japan's new
Constitution must be the Emperor as a symbol and the renouncing of
war forever.
The government had no choice. After applying minor technical
changes, the government made the draft public in March-to the
surprise of the ge neral public whö n oticed that in several months i n
which the Matsumoto draft was replaced by that of SCAP, the statu� of
the Emperor had changed from a sovereign to a mere symbol. But,
perhaps, the most stunned were the Social ists. The conte nt of the
announced draft was more "democratic" than that of their own draft
of the new Constitution in which a part of the prerogatives was to rest
with the Emperor.
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�
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Emperor who fell sick and died. without receiving medical treatment.
That particular Emperor, Shide hara quoted Hirohito as having told
him, was not medicated because his entourage were so deeply in awe
of the imperial personage that the y would not allow physicians to feel
the pulse of the "divine body."
Shidehara thought the reigning Emperor was dropping the hint
that unless all the mystiques about the Emperor were lifted, he would
become "unfit" as a monarch in the democratic Japan. Hirohito then
added, according to Shidehara's autobiography, that he was hoping
that he could grant an Imperial Rescript denying the deification of the
Emperor "before the next spring is out."
On December 25 the same year, Shidehara, the then Prime
Minister of Japan, worked out a draft of the Imperial Rescript, the
content of which lived up to what the Emperor bad hoped for.
The Rescript, granted on New Year's Day of 1946, read in part:
" ... As the result of the defeat of the War which lasted long, We
think the people are apt to become fidgety and sink into the abyss of
despondency. Certainly it is a cause for profound concern that there
are signs of confusion of thought due to the marked decline of morality
affected by the growing tendency of radical sophistries at last.
"Be that as it may, We are with you, the people, and wish alw ays to
share common interests, joys ar1d sorrows with all of you. The bondage
between Us and you, the people, is constantly tied with mutual trust
love, and respect; it is not brought about by mere mythology an�
legends. lt is never founded on a chimerical conception which ascribes
the Emperor as a living deity and, moreover, the Japanese as superior
to all other races of people, hence destined to rule the world ...
The Rescript pleased Douglas MacArthur, Supreme Commande r
for the Allied Powers. Announcing a special message on the same New
Year's Day, MacArthur praised the Emperor for undertaking a
leading part in the democratization of his people.
"His action reflects the irresistible influence of a sound idea " h e
said. "A sound idea cannot be stopped." Later, SCAP Iet it be k�own
that the Emperor had not consulted him or sought bis advice before
deciding to publicly announce that he was not God.
As a matter of fact, the agony that the Emperor experienced
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be the Emperor's agony of humiliation, and he was fearing that the
Emperor might have come to plead his own cause against indictment
as a war criminal. But it was to the contrary.
Recalling his first encounter with the Emperor, MacArthur said in
his book published in 1964 ( "Reminiscences" by General of the Army
Douglas MacArthur , McGraw-Hill Book Co., copyright 1964 Time Inc.
Reprinted with permission)
" ... But my fears were groundless, What he said was this: 'I come
to you, General MacArthur, to offer myself to the judgment of the
powers you represent as the one to bear sole responsibility for every
political and military decision made and action taken by my people in
the conduct of war.' A tremendous impression swept me. This
courageous assumption of a responsibility implicit with death, a
responsibility clearly belied by facts of which I was fully aware ,
moved me to the very marrow of my bones. He was an Emperor by
inherent birth, but in that instant I knew I faced the First Gentleman of
Japan in his own right."
lt was on this occasion that a well-known photo of the Emperor and
MacArthur standing side by side was taken. In it, the diminutive
Emperor, wearing a morning coat and striped trousers, is shown
standing stiffly beside the tall American, who looks quite relaxed and
informal in an open-necked shirt, with his hands resting on his upper
hip. The photo , which was given much publicity, perhaps on in
structions from none other than SCAP, was to the Japanese a painful
reminder of who the conquerer was-and a more convincing denial of
the divine status of the Emperor than the Imperial Rescript granted
the following year, in which the Emperor himself denied his
deification, or the new Constitution made effective two years Jater.
But there arises a question: Have Japan's Emperors in fact been
divine beings throughout the nation's history-and, as such, sovereign
rul ers of the state?
The concept that the Emperor is God had apparently stemmed
fr om the Japanese mythology appearing in the nation's oldest
chronicles-Kojiki (Records of Ancient Matters) and Nihon Shoki
(Chronicles of Japan) written, respectively, in A.D. 712 and 720-which
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center of the nation from both political and spiritual points of view.
And the Emperor, it was believed, would best serve this purpose.
Along this line, the government of Emperor Meiji granted one
Imperial Rescript after another, in which the absolute authority of the
Emperor and his divine status were emphasized. On January 4, 1882,
Emperor Meiji granted the Imperial Precepts to the· Soldiers and
Sailors which said: "The forces of Our Empire are in all ages under
the command of the Emperor < since the days of Emperor Jimmu more
than 24 centuries ago) ... and the military authority ... was srnrcely
ever entrusted to a subject.''
T�en in the Imperial Constitution promulgated on February 11,
1889, 1t was decreed that the Emperor is "sacred and inviolable" and
that Japan "shall be reigned over and governed by a line of Emperors
unbroken for ages eternal.''
And, said the Rescript on Education granted on October 30, 1890:
"Our Imperial Ancestors have founded Our Empire on a basis broad
and everlastiflg and have deeply and firmly implanted virtue • Our
subjects ever united in loyalty and filial piety have from generat�on to
generation illustrated the beauty thereof.
Then requesting the loyalty of the subjects to the Emperor the
Rescript continued that " ...should emergency arise, offer yours�lves
courageously to the State; and thus guard and maintain the prosperity
of Our Imperial Throne coeval with heaven and earth."
Thus it became highly irreverent for the people to subject the
Emperor to public discussion, and a critical approach to the national
myths-which were apparently presented before the Japanese as
spiritual, if not historical, facts-often led one into the crime of lese
majeste.
In the course of time, the Education Rescript had become a sort of
Holy Wvit, and every school across the country kept a copy, encased in
a paulownia box, at a "sanctum" built in the form of a shrine on the
campus. The Rescript had become so holy that, in January 1891, the
ate Kanzo Uchi�ura, a noted theologist who, at that time, was a
:
.
ecturer at the Flfst Hlgher School in Tokyo, was expelled from the
school when he refused to lower his head and bow toward the copy.
A modern study of history inevitably contends that most parts of
lbe Imperial Rescripts granted in the Meiji Era were on the fictitious
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From Out Of Chaos
With two children, one 11 and the ot.her 8, ours is a family of four.
My husband is working for the city office. For us, it's a forbidden
spiritual luxury to think about our future. We are so preoccupied with
the daily life; our only concern is how to survive today-and hopefully
tomorrow.
We consume 10 days' ration of food in five days, supplementing the
deficiency with costly food sold in the black market. People say we
should also go and see the farmers in Chiba and buy agricultural
products from them. They say even if we pay the train fare to Chiba it
more than pays off. But the trouble is we have no extra hand who c�n
travel. We cannot afford the train ticket in the first place.
We have no other choice but to go and find food in the black
market. We have to eat somehow. My husband's monthly salary is
r200, while our livelihood costs are about r600 every month. To make
both ends meet, we sell everything we can. I know we cannot get along
much longer this way. (A housewife in Kofu City, Yamanashi
Prefecture).
From Nov. 2, 1945 issue of Asahi Shimbun
Everywhere in Japan, the scars of war were much in evidence.
Tokyo was a no man's land of charred rubble and a handful of half
burned buildings helplessly standing in the midst of the holocaust. The
population of the nation's capital had decreased to 2,400,000 from
6, 500 ,000 in prewar days, and its buildings, including residential houses
to only 370, 000 from 1,300, 000.
Across the nation, a total of 90 major cities had been air-raided
with the result that 2, 500, 000 buildings-about 2, 000, 000 of the�
residential houses-were demolished, either totally or partially. And
the number of homeless people amounted to a staggering eight million.
The Stars and Stripes was fluttering in the center of Tokyo, and
gum-�hewing Americans in uniform were everywhere, marching,
Slrollmg or driving in a strange vehicle called Jeep. Domestic politics
were in a state of total disarray, while the Supreme Commander for
the Allied Powers <SCAP) was hammering out one measure after
another to "democratize" Japan.
The Emperor system of the past was denied outright, and Hirohito
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himself "came down from above the clouds" and declared that he was
no longer a living deity. State Shinto was abolished and militarism
_
totally wiped out. The agrarian system was receiving reforms, wh1le
Zaibatsu business concerns were being dissolved.
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of raping and killing seven
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ext that he would give them food.
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Osaka. "In Tokyo, an average of six persons were dying of starvation
every day and an average of three in Yokohama," the newspapers
added.
Most of them were homeless and jobless people wtio had become
extremely weak and infirm; in the daytime they wandered around
towns in search of left-over food, an d at night they slept on the bare
concrete floor or railway stations or undergroun d tunnels with only a
thin blanket to keep warm. Even if there was a job for them, the result
was much the same. As a day laborer, a man could not get paid more
than n or X2 a day-but a small rice ball cost no an d a bun n5.
The hungry people swarmed to any place where there was promise
of food. One late autumn day in 1945, some American Gis threw
chocolates an d can dies onto a platform of Yokohama Station from the
win dows of a passing train. The Japanese on the platform rushed over
in a desperate race to obtain the unexpected "gifts" given in a
humiliating manner.
Seeing this, an aged man wrote a letter to a Tokyo newspaper an d
questioned if the Japanese were, with the defeat in war, reduced to the
status of a beggar. "Are we Japanese all beggars now?" the old man
wrote. "Where has our pride gone? In olden days, a Samurai was not
supposed to appear hungry even if, in reality, he was starving."
But at a time when starvation was nothing but a stark reality of
everyday life, who could have blamed hungry people for rushing for
something to eat? And was it not the Samurai spirit, which despised
basic human feelings and desires as undeniably lowly, that had op
pressed the Japanese in feudal days and, in modern times, played a
major role in urging the Japanese to a war of savagery?
In his "Daraku-ron," or "On Apostasy," the late Ango Sakaguchi
a noted novelist, argued in 1946 that the Japanese "were depraved" no�
because Japan lost the war, but because the Japanese were after all
human beings. With a touch of paradox Sakaguchi then �rged th�
Japanese to "become more depraved" so that they could resume
u anity in themselves at the "lowest depth of morality" where all
� � _
spmtual vanity" makes no sense.

Indeed food was in extreme shortage, and many people were
literally st�rving. In the days immediately after the war, it was not
uncommon at all to see hungry and malnourished people collapse and
die on the streets. On November 18, 1945, the major Tokyo dailies
reported that since the end of war, a total of 300 people bad starved to
death in Kyoto, 148 in Kobe, 100 in Fukuoka, 72 in Nagoya and 42 in

In the meantime, black markets had sprung up throughout the
country, and they were enjoying a thriving business. Just a couple of
bl ocks away from where an undernourished person was lying dead on
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no and noo notes were busily shifting

black market. In early 1946, some 76,000 people were doing
business at 234 black markets in Tokyo and, in Osaka, about 6,000 were
b lack-marketeering at 23 places.
The variety of goods traded was miraculously abundant. In fact,
there was almost nothing that could not b e found. On February 25, 1946,
the Tokyo police found that, of a total of 25,043 people black
marketeering in Tokyo on that p articular day, 4,867 were dealing in
f ood, 3,267 in textiles, 1,697 in leather goods, 1,442 in metal products
and the rest in various other kinds of mercand ise.
lt is hardly surprising th at ev eryth ing in the b lack markets was
costly. One Sho (1.5 kilograms) of rice cost U20 and one Kan (3.75
kilograms) of potatoes X65 ; a pair of rain shoes were X270, a bicycle tire
X350 and 1 0 cigarets were sold at U 5-at a time when, according to a
survey made by the Health and W elf are Ministry in June 1946, the
av erage monthly salary of worke rs in the Tokyo-Yokohama area was
X570 for an office clerk and X 536 for a factory hand.
The goods that were traded in the black markets had come from a
variety of sources-plants and factories, warehouses of the defunct
Imperial Army and Navy, and the camps of the U.S. Forces. Food,
including rice and vegetables, w as br ought in to the markets by
"Katsugiya," or "carriers." The countryside swarmed with visitors,
most of them carriers, from cities and towns in search of foods.
Every evening, the trains returned to cities bulging with the
foraged food. When the trains were overcrowded to the point of suf
focation, the overflow of people contrived to climb into the coaches
through the broken windows, Others rode on the buffers of the
locomotive and on the couplings between the coaches.
The public was waging a desperate struggle of bare subsistence,
but the people were fö experience m ore difficult days-with the raging
inflation becoming increasingly uncontrollable. In December 1941,
Bank of Japan notes in circulation amounted to X4,700 million; this
increased to X28,600 million in August 1945, to X50,000 million in
December the same year-and to m ore than X60,000 million in
F ebruary 1946.
Just h ow fast the inflation galloped is evident from the following
f act: in the scant three-day period between February 14 and 16, 1946,
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� �
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labor unions, the labor offensive was already gaining momentum in
Japan in the days of late 1945. The strike on October 8 by a grou� of
Koreans working at the Yubari and Joban mines set off 32 other stnkes
in October alone in which a total of 17,293 people participated. In
November, 36,36; people took part in 66 strikes acröss the nation and
109,509 workers staged 141 strikes the following month.
. .
lt seemed that the working people were fast learning how to JOm
force in their struggle. The number of unions jumped from zero in 1944
to 707 embracing 378,481 people in December 1945 and to 12,006 with a
total of 3 679 971 members in June 1946. And they were under the
leadershi� an� guidance of both the Socialists and Communists in their
struggle against the capitalist.
lt was in October 1945 that, on the instruction of SCAP, the
Japanese Government set free political prisoners who had been be�ind
bars for year. Out of gaol came a small band of dedicated Commumsts,
including Kyuichi Tokuda and Yoshio Shiga. Soon after their release
_
from Fuchu Prison in the suburbs of Tokyo, they orgamzed a new
Japan Communist Party, the first "legal" Communist Party in
Japan's history.
.
On October 10, the new Japan Communist Party 1ssued a
statement titled, "Appeal to the People." In it, appreciation was :x
pressed for the occupation of Japan by the Al�!ed Powe�s as openmg
the door for Japan's "democratic revolution. But, as lt turned out
later, the "eulogy" to the Allied Forces under the command of Douglas
MacArthur was the product of a sheer childish illusion on the part of
the JCP leaders. For, with the change in the world's political scene, a
strong, robustly anti-Communist Japan became a prime aim ?f t�e
United States-and SCAP stood, not only once but twice and thnce, m
the way of the JCP leading major labor struggles and shattered t�e
Communist dream to achieve in Japan their version of a "democrat1c
revolution."
Early in 1946, Douglas MacArthur was watching the JC� with a
_
certain amount of fear. In fact, advocating and agitating rad1cahsm,
the Communists were making much headway among the public. To the
hungry and angry people, the radical Communists were more at
tractive than the lukewarm Socialists. The Communists were now
becoming public heroes.
.
lt was on April 17, 1946, that MacArthur made clear for the first
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time bis no-nonsense attitude tow
ard the Communists. In Tokyo,
some
200,000 people, 1ed by Kyuichi
Tokuda, were demonstrating
aft
er a
protest ra11y he1d in Hibiya
Park against the Shidehara
Ad
ministration. When the crowd
attempted to storm into the
Pri
me
Minister's officia1 residence, SCA
P unhesitating1y sent six arm
ored
cars and as many Jeeps, all full
of U.S. so1diers, and had them
dis
pe1
the demonstrators.
On May 19, Tokyo was again in
a chaotic condition with some
250,000 demonstrators vociferous
1y demanding food and a meetin
g
with the Emperor. Kyuichi Tokuda
, pointing in the direction of the
Imperial Palace, was shouting: "W
e are starving. How about him?"
And Shigeru Yoshida, a cantanker
ous old conservative who was
to
assume the premiership in a new
administration, was encounteri
ng
extreme difficulties in organizing
a cabinet. So chaotic was the
situation in the nation's capital tha
t Yoshida at one moment tota11y
gave up his effort to form a cabinet.
In fact, his secretary told the dem
onstrators staging a sit-in to
please retire because "Mr. Yos
hida has abandoned the idt!a
of
assuming the reins of governme
nt," lt seemed that the public
was
winning a revo1ution.
But, again, SCAP emerged as a
savior of the Tories. He issued a
"grave warning to the Japanese"
in which he said he was prepared
to
take every necessary step to res
tore and maintain order in Tok
yo.
Thus, the conservatives' crisis was
averted. Po1itics in Japan were not
in the hands of the Japanese,
but were resting in the palm of
an
American.

Yoshida got his government started
, but he did not liave a specia1
recipe for curbing the inflation,
either. In the autumn of 1946, the
1abor
offensive became even more
furious. Some major unions sco
red
brilliant results, and this nursed
a sense of confidence in the min
ds of
the workers.
In November, about 1,600 ,00
0 government and pub
lic enterprise
workers organized a "joint
struggle committee," which
was then
affiliated with 16 unions of
private corporations. In their cam
pai
gn of a
"year-end a11owance," the
joint struggle committee in Dec
ember
demanded that the Yos
hida Cabinet resign en bloc.
Understandably, t�e persist
ent labor offensive annoyed
and
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Japan's largest-ever general strike was thus aborted But the
. .
n 1de t produced a number of side-effects, many of which s�ill lin er
'. � �
if m different form and spirit, in present-day Japan Quite a �e;
workers lost their confidence in the Communist Party w�ich yielded t
the SCAP pressure so easily-and the Socialists cashed in on this an�
expanded their influence on the nation's labor world.
The "bitter defeat" also made union leaders become aware of the
.
.
importance of "educative activities" in which, m the course of time
scholars and artists have come to participate.
And the abortive "February 1 General Strike," as it was to be
.
cal�ed later, recochetted in that it encouraged students to org 1
their own association which was, in later years, to develop into o:: :�
the world's most radical student organizations-Zengakuren.

Kilroy Was Here
lt was a sweltering day and tj'le Kanto Plain in central Japan was
c vered by the canopy of bright blue sky, splotched with tiny patches
�
of fleecy clouds.
Farmer� of the rice-growing town of Atsugi, some 15 kilometers
northwest of �okohama, were ordered, however, to lock themselves in
_
their h u�es m broad daylight by the local police who only told them
�
.
that a ' h'.gh-ranking" officer of the Allied forces would fly into Atsug 1
.
Naval Air Base- which had been used as a training airfield for
.
.
Kamikaze p1lots up until a few months earlier.
Senior town officials knew that the "high-ranking" off1 cer would
.
be Gen. Ooug1as MacArthur, Supreme Commander for the Allied
Powers, but most of the 1ocal farmers only sensed that the visitor
would be a VIP because of the tight security measures being taken in
th e to · Security officers of local Kempei-tai <military police) units
:"'�
had v1s1ted farmers' houses around the air base during the previous
week to round up scythes, field knives, mattocks and other
agncultural tools which could be used as weapons.
Then, at around. 3 p · m ·, August .·30, 1945, a C-54 plane, with
"Ba aan,, emblazoned on its nose, nestled down on the narrow airstrip
of t�e base. Gen. MacArthur stepped out of the plane with a long. stemmed corncob pipe clenched between his teeth.
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When a photograph of MacArthur's arrival splashed across the
nation's newspaper on the following day, the people were stunned to
find that the Supreme Commander of the triumphant army was in
informal attire-without a tie or medals-in a sharp contrast to
Japanese generals who were invariably clad in medal-studded formal
uniforms on an important occasion.
Many Japanese were astonished to see with their own eyes this
gli�pse of "Americana" against which they had been directed to fight
at all costs. The shock was a symbolic signal indicating the ter
mination of nightmarish totalitarianism and the beginning of a new
era.
Gen. MacArthur and members of the Allied forces, virtually most
of them Americans, marched into bombed-out cities and towns with
the light steps of self-confident men.
lt was the beginning of the postwar American Occupation of
Japan-a hectic period of swift transition, cataclysmic social reforms
and quick cultural blending that was aimed at melting the essence of
the Sword and Chrysanthemum tradition into a new culture which was
partly symbolized by Coca-Cola and paper cups.
The impact of a sudden historical change forced the vanquished
Japanese masses to make quick mental and psychological adjustment
to a radically new way of seeing life, whether they liked it or not. The
adjustment had to be made in confusion, friction and bewilderment.
What apparently overwhelmed the average Japanese in the im
mediate postwar days were complicated sentiments coupled with
severe hunger and a critical shortage of goods. First, it was fear and
humiliation for receiving conquering enemy forces for the first time in
the country's recorded history. Second, it was perhaps relief over the
termination of nightmarish totalitarianism and a faint hope for an
unknown future.
So the mixed sentiments of despair, fear, confusipn, curiosity and
a fain; hope filled the hearts of the Japanese when they first caught
glimpse of the tall, well-fed and vigorous-looking troops of the Allied
·Powers as they set foot on Japanese soil on a hot summer day in 1945.
To the residents near Atsugi Air Base in Kanagawa Prefecture,
where the fi�st contingent of Occupation troops arrived, the Am�ricans
were synonymous with food because candies, milk and bread provided
at the makeshift Army camp ·were the most prized food for the
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Japanese who had kept scramblin
g for a few sweet potatoes.
Children and adults, suppressin
g the feeling of fear and shame
queued in front of the field camp.
lt was a more urgent business to
fil�
their stomachs, rather than to wor
ry about the uncharted tomorrow
of
their country.
Gen. Douglas MacArthur told Lt.
Gen. Robert L. Eichelberger,
commander of the U.S. Eighth Arm
y, upon his arrival at Atsugi Air
Base: "Bob, from Melbourne to Tok
yo is a long way, but this seems to
be the end of the road.''
The Commander-in-Chief of the
United States Forces for the Far
East set foot on Japanese soil wit
h a sense of accomplishment, but
it
was the beginning of a difficult
period-with one of those unique
developments which rarely occur in
a nation's history.
MacArthur flew into Atsugi as if
arriving at any air base for an
unimportant occasion.
A ramshackle motorcade of qui
ckly mobilized decrepit vehicle
s
took MacArthur and his party to Yok
ohama which then Iooked Jike a
"phantom city."
Residents of Yokohama City lock
ed themselves up in their homes
because they were seized with fear
. When they were informed that the
first contingent of the Allied troops
would arrive at Atsugi citizens of
the international port city stee
led themselves agains� possibl
e
cruelty and injustice by the conque
rors. Fast-acting cyanide tablets
to
be used for the worst were sec
retly passed among residents
especially among women-in som
e communities. The women wer
e
encouraged to dress like men and
cut their hair short to avert the GI'
s
attention.

MacArthur entered the New Grand
Hotel near the port and set up
temporary general headquarte
rs there. The main headache for
the
loca� Japanese officials was
how to carry out logistical suppor
_
t ac
t1v1ties for the Occupation tro
ops smoothly.
As many as some 3, 000 beds, rou
nded up from hospitals in major
..
cities and towns in the Kan
to region, were brought into Yok
ohama by
train. Many of the hospita
l beds were discarded because the
y
were too
small for the America
n troops.
MacArthur's military secretary
later wrote that a "steak dinner"
was served to the suprem
e commander and his ''Bataan
boys" on the
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ra, then
night of their arrival at the hotel. The late Yozo Nomu
later that
· president of the New Grand Hotel, is said to have confessed
"Frozen
slice."
ck
"polla
a
ly
what looked like beefsteak was actual
as
quoted
is
pollack was the best we could serve at that time," Nomura
having said.
The members of the U.S. Eighth Army and other Allied forces
about
were billeted at "makeshift barrack buildings" hastily set up at
nGover
ipal
Munic
ama
30 places in the city by officials of the Yokoh
ment.

By that time, many Allied navy vessels bad entered Tokyo Bay.
Among them was the huge battleship Missouri, 45, 000 tons, on which
the formal surrender ceremonies took place on September 2.
The ceremonies were held on the quarterdeck of the battleship
which had been christened after President Harry Truman's home
state. After much ado, . Foreign Minister Mamoru Shigemitsu was
finally selected for the odious duty of signing the surrender papers. No
Cabinet minister would volunteer for the "humiliating" task.
Stump-legged Shigemitsu-who was wearing a morning coat and a
silk hat-nervously signed the surrender document. Lt. Gen. Yoshijiro
Umezu signed for the Imperial High Command. After signing the
papers, Gen. MacArthur, his eyes wet, said: "Today the guns are
silent. A great tragedy has ended ...''
Shigemitsu later wrote that he r.ealized the reality of defeat when
he heard the deafening roar of an armada of hundreds of giant B-29
Superfortresses and another 1,000 Navy fighters that swept over the
Missouri for a victorious formation flight.
lt was a cynical turn of history that the surrender ceremonies were
held in the same bay where Commodore Perry's "black ships" bad
forced the reopening of Japan less than a century earlier.

Allied forces. Gen. MacArthur was therefore not only the Commander
in-Chief of U.S. Forces in Far East, but also the Supreme Commander
for the Allied Powers (SCAP). The highest decision and policy-making
structure for the postwar Occupation of Japan was the 11-power Far
East Commission which included, in addition to the United States,
China, Great Britain, the Soviet Union, Australia, the Philippines,
India, the Netherlands, France, Canada and New Zealand. Pakistan
and Burma later joined the group. So, contingents of Australian forces
and troops from New Zealand and India-acting in behalf of the whole
British Commonwealth-were arilong the Occ�pation force members
(BCOF).
Through it all, however, the Occupation of Japan was an American
show and MacArthur was in reality the "American procönsul" in
Japan.
The American Occupation of Japan was executed under policies of
the three-point programs of the United States Initial Post-Surrender
Policy for Japan which were mainly aimed at wiping out Japan's
military machine, democratizing Japan's political and social systems,
and reviving her economy.
The post-surrender policy also directed MacArthur to exercise bis
authority through Japanese governmental machinery and agencies,
including the Emperor. lt also permitted the Japanese Government to
exercise the normal powers of domestic administration. So, SCAP
functioned as a government within a government.
Mainly because of this "indirect control" system ( and for face
saving purposes), the Occupation forces were euphonically translated
into Japanese as "Shinchu-gun," which means "military forces
stationed" in Japan, rather than "Senryo-gun," or "occupation for
ces."

MacArthur and about 8, 000 troops of the First Cavalry Division of
the Eighth Army moved into Tokyo on September 8. The general then
promptly set up bis new general headquarters in the Dai-Ichi Building,
an imposing marble and granite structure, in downtown Tokyo, across
from the Imperial Palace moat. MacArthur's quarters was set up m
the American Embassy in Akasaka.
The postwar Occupation of Japan in theory was Occupation by

Occupation policy decisions and directives emanating from
MacArthur's staff offices were transmitted to local governments of 46
prefectures of the nation through the Eighth Army headquartered in
Yokohama, the First Corps in Kyoto and the Ninth Corps in Sendai
City, northern Japan. The district Army corps had so-called Military
Government teams which functioned as channels to transmit SCAP
directives to the respective prefectural governments for legislative
administration, education, information, public sanitation, economic
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activities, labor and welfare programs.
Under this system, many American officials, both military and
civilian, of each specific field, visited cities, towns, villages and other
communities across the nation to supervise or instruct Japanese of
ficials in implementing SCAP policies. Some SCAP officials became
the first "Gaijin" to visit remote communities.
The system, however, was not free from troubles. Both Japanese
and American officials reeled under frustration and confusion over the
complications of parallel bureaucracies, the lingusistic barrier and
lack of trained specialists.
Despite such troubles, MacArthur maintained the tone of the
American occupation by demonstrating unchallenged leadership.
His large service cap, his long-stemmed corncob pipe and
sunglasses promptly became household words among Japanese of all
walks of life. MacArthur showed virtues that the Japanese masses
were bound to admire. To the eyes of the average Japanese, MacAr
thur's strong sense of loyalty, controlled discipline, will power and
unflagging Ieadership were brilliant assets of men of high quality
which were once possessed by Samurai leaders.
Many Japanese, as well as Americans, gathered around the en
trance of the Dai-lchi Building to watch MacArthur enter and leave for
his daily motor trips between the GHQ building and the American
Embassy. He was in a sense a "superstar" of the time although he was
disliked by some people who denounced him as a ''military dictator.''

Obvious evidence of rapid Americanization swept through the
downtown districts in Tokyo, Yokohama and other "base towns"
where Occupation troops were stationed.
American names were given to streets. Houses confiscated or
requisitioned for Occupation personnel were identified by numbers.
U.S. Forces bases and installations mushroomed, along with an
increase of American servicemen coming to Japan. They included
Washington . Heights, Grant Heights, Doolittle Park, Roosevelt
Recreation Center, Octagon Theater, Lincoln Housing Center and
Johnson Air Station, to name but a few.
The arrival of American troops in Japan quickly produced a craze
among the Japanese to Iearn English. English conversation schools
mushroomed and conversation textbooks sold well among Japanese of
all age groups.
A linguistic hero of the time was Tadaichi ( "Joe") Hirakawa, a
Japanese who was educated in the U.S. ( a graduate of the University
of Washington in Seattlel. Popularly known as "Uncle Come, Come,"
Hirakawa captured the hearts of language students with his radio
program on NHK that continued from 1946 to 1951. The theme song of
the radio program also became popular among the postwar Japanese.
lt went like this: ''Come, come, everybody; How do you cto and how are
you ? Won't you have some candy, one and two and three, four, five;
Let's all sing a happy song, singing tra Ja Ja Ja. "

The impact of what Japanese historians later called the "Oc
cupation subculture" struck the hearts of many young Japanese, while
tough-minded and tradition-bound elder citizens frowned at them.
Sporting a GI haircut and wearing second-hand gaberdine service
trousers promptly became a fad among young men, especially among
teen-agers. Many young women spent much of their salaries buying
coveted American lipsticks, manicure sets and nylon stockings, some
at the black markets. The fad of what could have been called the "GI
subculture" struck the Japanese youths in Tokyo, Yokohama,
Yokosuka and other cities with the speed of lightning. Swing jazz and
quick-tempoed jitterbug music overwhelmed downtown dance Mils.
The "spit 'n' polish" image of American Gis was a target ol act
miration among many young men and women.

Various kinds of American education films were also frequently
shown in classrooms at Japanese schools. The films were used to teach
Japanese students how to play baseball or basketball skillfully, or to
introduce patterns of American family life and the American govern
ment system to Japanese students. In the earlier stage of the Oc
cupation, SCAP, however, banned the showing of Samurai films with
the apparent intention of wiping out the "Kamikaze spirit" from the
Japanese public.
MacArthur did not forbid fraternization. Intermarriage between
Occupation personnel and Japanese was not forbidden either. Between
l945 and 1957, about 25,000 American servicemen married Japanese
warnen. Many biracial orphans born out of wedlock were adopted by
U.S. military families.
Some lucky children born between American military fathers and
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Japanese mothers grew up into the entertainment and show business
worlds, thanks to their' "good-looking" Eurasian features. But, a
majority of the "war babies" were and still are treated as a sort of
"outsiders" and their path is obstructed by Japan's traditional custom
of shunning mixed-blood. lt is almost impossible to find a youth born
between a black GI and a Japanese mother among fulltime employes
of !arge "famous" companies in Japan.

The government theorized at the time that such facilities would
serve as a sort of a "breakwater" to "protect daughters of good
families." When the RAA facilities were closed in March 1946, many
"workers" at such facilities poured out on the street in a search for
patrons. The vice squads of the Metropolitan Police Department
rounded up about 40 , 000 women of the streets in 1946 alone.

Meanwhile, despite the trends of an inter-cultural blend, both
Japanese and Americans feit frustration because of SCAP restrictions
on their conduct. There were things and places which Japanese and
Americans were not allowed to do or visit.
Gis were not permitted, for instance, to go to any drinking
establishments and night spots unless they were specifically marked
"On Limits." Neither were they allowed to stay in Japanese houses
after around 11 p.m. without formal permission of their commanding
officers.
On the other band, Japanese people were not allowed to ride on
some trains exclusively reserved for Occupation personnel. Japanese
passengers were enraged upon seeing such Occupation-personnel-only
trains running almost empty while they were squeezed into over
crowded coaches.
While friendship between Japanese and Americans was
cultivated, friction and emotional irritations were inevitably spawned
and troubles occurred.
The Japanese people feit irritation when they saw drunken
American servicemen driving oversized cars in downtown sections
with heavily-powdered Japanese girls. Urbanists feit indignant when
wives of high-ranking Occupation officers told them that they were
afraid of going shopping in downtown department stores because
"there are many Japanese people in the stores."
The Japanese public reacted with shock when the central govern
ment authorities directed police chiefs of all prefectures across the
nation to permit the establishment of special facilities of "organized
prostitutes" for members of the Occupation forces.
In Tokyo, the Recreation and Amusement Association ( RAA l was
organized on August 26, 1945. The RAA bad 25 "recreation centers" in
the metropolis.

Crimes committed by Occupation troops in postwar Japan posed a
major problem in the history of the Allied Occupation. Although the
vast majority of Occupation servicemen were prudent in their con
duct, there were some who caused trouble.
According to government statistics announced in 1958, more than
5 , 500 Japanese were involved in troubles (including murders) caused
by Occupation servicemen in 39 prefectures in the nation during the
seven-year occupation that ended in 195 2. ( Reports were not submitted
from the other prefectures.) About 2, 500 of them died, mostly in traffic
accidents, the statistics said.
Cases of bad conduct by U.S. servicemen were frequently reported
in Okinawa, especially before the administrative right over the
Ryukyu Islands were formally returned to Japan in 1972.
The most celebrated incident involving a U.S. serviceman in the
19 50s was the "Girard Case" which occurred on January 3 0, 1957. An
elderly Japanese woman was killed when hit by an empty shell fired
from a grenade launcher by U.S. Army Specialist William C. Girard at
a U.S. Army firing range in northern Kanto Plain. The woman was
collecting empty shells within the firing range when she was struck by
the shell.
The Girard case became a big national issue as bis commanding
officer at first refused to transfer him to a Japanese court.
Girard was later tried at the Maebashi District Court and received
a three-year suspended sentence. He went back to the U.S. im
mediately thereafter. The point at issue was whether the Army
specialist bad been on or off duty when he fired the shell. lt also posed a
question on the limit of Japanese jurisdiction over U.S. servicemen.
With such a social trend as the backdrop, the Japanese public
began to express openly their dissatisfaction over special privileges
that Occupation personnel "arrogated" to themselves.
Problem-oriented residents near U.S. bases expressed outright
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anger and annoyance when they saw Americans living in large houses
that were centrally-heated and located in fenced-off installations
under the around-the-clock watch by Japanese security guards.
Such feeling of frustration stimulated the dormant sense of
nationalism among the Japanese public and ignited an anti-U.S.
military sentiment. The dissenters organized anti-U.S. base struggle
groups at various places in Japan. The anti-U.S. military campaigns in
the 1950s became the source of the base struggles which were later
staged against the signing of the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty and
against U.S. military involvement in Asian problems.
MacArthur's reign over the Occupation came to an abrupt end
when President Truman dismissed him on April 11, 1951. MacArthur's
sudden dismissal stunned the Japanese. They expressed bewilderment
at the general's sudden departure from Japan.
Gen. Matthew B. Ridgeway took over from MacArthur as SCAP.
The seven-year Occupation ended on April 28, 1952 when the San
Francisco Peace Treaty came into force. The U.S. armed forces
continued to be stationed in Japan under the name of "Churyu-gun"
( garrison forces) under the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty.
The American occupation of Japan was not only the most crucial
phase of Japanese-American relations but also the most unique period
in the modern history of Japan. Whether they liked it or not, the
Japanese had to accept the Occupation as a fact of history. When the
Occupation was over, the Japanese quickly began to rebuild in
Japanese patterns, particularly in the field of economy and com
merce. The Japanese also recovered their pride and restored the
cultural heritage that was their own.

ship slowly made its way to the pier.
lt was a familiar scene repeated at Maizuru and other ports each
time a repatriation ship arrived and disgorged former soldiers and
civilians, their faces deeply lined and their undernourished physiques
wrapped in a motley of clothes but their eyes moist at the green of the
mountains of their motherland and at the thought of a tearful reunion
with their next of kin.
lt was the time when "Gampeki no Haha" (A Mother on the Pier),
a deeply touching song about an aged mother making repeated but
vain trips to repatriation ports to meet her son, turned the thought of
hundreds of thousands of Japanese to the fate of their husbands, sons
and relatives still held captive in Siberia. Another song, "Ikoku no
Oka" (The Hill in Alien Land) which had been on the lips of Japanese
POW's in Siberia, became an instant hit when a repatriate sang it in
NHK's amateur singing contest.

An infectious sense of relief and excitement swept through hun
dreds of anxious men and women-gathered at the pier of Maizuru
Port on the Japan Sea coast on June 27, 1949-when they caught sight
of the Takasago Maru as it loomed through the morning haze. The
crowd pressed forward to the edge of the pier and stood craning as the

That particular morning, repatriation bureau officials sensed
something strange about the ship. Aboard the Takasago Maru were
2,000 former soldiers who had spent nearly four years in POW camps in
various parts of the Soviet Union-four long years of a struggle for
survival amidst hunger, disease, forbidding cold and hard labor in
which many of their comrades had breathed their last.
What the officials and relatives on the pier heard was a chorus of
the Internationale. Many of the repatriates on the decks wore white
towels around their heads and their arms were interlocked as they
sang the socialist hymn.
When the gangplanks were finally lowered, they did not break
their ranks. "We are making a landing before the enemy," as one
repatriate shouted. "A majority of the returnees would like to see a
democratic form of government in Japan-! meap, a Communist
government," said former Army Captain Isamu Ishihara who served
as head of the repatriation group.
What has since become of this particular group of "brainwashed"
repatriates is impossible to find out. Their blatant landing, which
embarrassed the officials and waiting families, was one episode of the
vast Operation to bring home about seven million soldiers and civilians
cut off from their motherland when Japan accepted unconditional
surrender on August 15, 1945.
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Article 9 of the Potsdam Declaration said, "The Japanese military
forces, after being completely disarmed, shall be permitted to return
to their homes with opportunity to lead a peaceful and productive life.''
When Japan laid down its arms, about 3,110 ,000 men, m<:5re than
half the Imperial Army's strength of 5,690 ,000, were scattered all the
way from the Manchurian-Siberian border down to the Burmese-Thai
frontier and on isolated Pacific islands. The major concentrations of
troops were in China (1,050 ,000), Manchoukuo (700,000), Korea
(290,000), Taiwan (160 ,000) and the far-flung Southern Region
(820,000). The Imperial Navy, though most of its warships and air
planes had been destroyed, was still 1,667,000 strong, of whom some
427,000 were overseas.
The overriding concern of the Cabinet and, for that matter, of the
Emperor in accepting the Potsdam Declaration had been whether the
millions of Japanese soldiers would swallow the humiliation of being
disarmed by the enemy, the very antithesis of the military tradition
which had made surrender, to say nothing of being disarmed, a shame
and disgrace of the highest order.
With this in mind, the Emperor sent three Imperial Family
members to Manchoukuo, China and the Southern Region as his
proxies to convey his message demanding full compliance with his
command to the dazed subjects ''to endure the unendurable and suffer
the unsufferable.''
Prince Takeda, a colonel, flew to the Manchoukuo capital and
delivered the Emperor's message to top Kwantung Army officers.
After the ceremony, the special plane carrying the prince took off for
Seoul, escorted by four Kwantung Army fighter planes. After making
sure that the prince's plane landed safely at Kimpo Airfield in Seoul's
suburb, the escort planes headed back to their base outside of the
Manchoukuo capital. But when they saw Russian planes parked at the
airport, Captain Kodama and three other pilots dived into the base in
suicide crashes.
Sporadic confusion occurred in some remote theaters of war. This
was inevitable. Some soldiers in the Dutch East Indies elected to help
Indonesians in their struggle for independence from the Netherlands,
just as some cast their lot with the nationalists in Indochina. Hundreds
were caught up in the vortex of the deteriorating civil war between the
Nationalists and Communists in North China. By and large, however.
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the disarmament of Japanese soldiers was conducted without serious
trouble, paving the way for their early repatriation.
lt was an entirely different story in Soviet-occupied areas in
cluding Korea above the 38th Parallel and Manchoukuo. Local Russian
·commanders disarmed Japanese units haphazardly, cutting them off
from communications. The disarmed Japanese soldiers were deprived
of not merely weapons but also what little personal belongings they
had, herded to major railway junctions and packed off by freight
trains to Siberia. Eventually they ended up in labor camps
Khabarovsk and Birobidzhan in eastern Siberia, Chita and Irkutsk
near Lake Baikal, Ulan Bator in Outer Mongolia, Alma Ata and
Tashkent in southwestern Russia, and Kazan and Moscow to the west.
Repatriation of Japanese soldiers and civilians began in early
September 1945 with two hospital ships, the Takasago . Maru and
Hikawa Maru (which today lies at Yokohama Port as a floating hostel)
picking up a starving Navy garrison in the Central Pacific. By the start
of the year 1946, soldiers and civilians started coming home in growing
trickles from South Korea, Taiwan and the Southern Region.
The massive operation gathered momentum in 1946. At its peak in
mid-1946, the operation involved 158 defunct Imperial Navy craft of all
categories and 191 vessels loaned by the United States-100 LSTs, 85
Liberty type ships and six hospital ships. Each month, tens of
thousands of gaunt repatriates set foot on the soil of their motherland
to see many of the cities in ruins, and their kin and friends eking out a
hand-to-mouth existence.
For all subsequent criticisms of him, Chiang Kai-shek's stock rose
to a new high. He won the gratitude of millions of Japanese, both
repatriates and their families, for arranging a speedy repatriation of
POWs and civilians, true to his pledge to "return hatred with
benevolence." (When he died on April 5, 1975, Chang's magnanimity
was remembered by a large number of Japanese in their tribute to the
last survivor of the wartime Big Four.)
The ordeal that awaited soldiers and civilians in the Soviet
occupied areas beggars description. Particularly ill prepared were the
civilians who had counted on the once mighty Kwantung Army for
protection in just such a contingency. By the time the Russian legions
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poured across the Manchoukuo frontiers shortly after midnight of
August 8, the Kwantung Army had been turned into a shadow of its
erstwhile fame, with its crack divisions having been redeployed to
Okinawa and the Japanese main islands.
"Ours was a brigade with no ammunition," wrote Masao Suzuki
who had been drafted into Army in Tientsin in January 1944. In his
"Two Years without Spring"-a vivid account of his life _in Ulan
Bator-Suzuki wrote that his brigade had been made up mostly of
elderly men of thin b�ld. "To top things off, our equipment was almost
nil. I, for one, had a rifle seized from the Chinese Eighth Route Army
but not a single round of amrriunition. lt was a group of refugees rather
than a fighting unit."
As they headed southward from all parts of Manchoukuo, hun
dreds of thousands of men, women and children were harassed by
Russian troops and Manchu bandits who had a field day in robbing,
looting and raping.
"lt was beyond description," recalled Hisaya Morishige, a noted
stage and motion picture actor, who had been on the staff of the
Hsinking ( Chanchung) Broadcasting Station. One night Morishige
heard a scream from the home across from his. He hurried over and
found his neighbor dead in a pool of blood with a gunshot wound in the
head. A Russian soldier had cut him down when he came to the rescue
of his wife about to be raped.
In their weary march south, not a few women, too exhausted and
too hungry to carry their babies any longer, just left them crying.
Some even killed them with their own hands, frightened at the prospect
of their being killed by bandits. Still others left their babies in the care
of Chinese women.
Mrs. Tei Fujiwara separated from her husband, a meteorologist at
the Hsinking Weather Station, on the night of August 9. Carrying her
month-old daughter on her back, pulling her three-year-old son by the
hand and her six-year-old boy trailing her, she hurried to the station.
Her husband, who was to become a novelist under the nom de plume of
Jiro Nitta, volunteered to stay on the job.
The woman and her children were lucky to reach Sunchon in North
Korea before August 15. Three days after Japan's surrender, she
couldn't believe her eyes when her husband turned up. Their happy
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reunion was a short-lived affair, for two months later Fujiwara and
other able-bodied male refugees were rounded up and packed off to
Manchuria.
Mrs. Fujiwara sold off what little she had been able to escape with
to keep herself and her children alive. She managed to earn a few yen
a day by peddling soap. She gladly disposed of her husband's Longine
watch to get an injection for her diphtheria-stricken daughter.
After about a year in Sunchon, 50 kilometers east of the mouth of
the Yalu River, Mrs. Fujiwara managed to get a ride on a freight train
to Pyongyang and then as far south as she could safely go by train. Her
destination and that of a horde of wretched Japanese displaced per
sons was Kaesung just below the 38th Parallel, about 55 kilometers
away.
But the refugees were forced to take a long detour, picking their
way through barren mountains to avoid being detected by the
Russians.
"Mom, I can't walk anymore," Mrs. Fujiwara's three-year-old son
pleaded in a whimper.
"You fool ! Go and drop dead, you fool ! " the angry mother shouted
and slapped him in the face.
The frightened boy managed to struggle to his feet. The mother
grabbed him by the :Vrist and started dragging him up a muddy
mountain trail in a pouring rain. Both her boys were shaking with cold
and hunger, but their mother prodded them on for fear of losing sight
of the rear of the silent column of refugees plodding through the
darkness.
During a brief recess, Mrs. Fujiwara got her little daughter off her
back into her arms to feed her but her breast had long since dried up.
"I munched soya beans and gave them to her by mouth. She sucked
them desperately from my mouth. She hadn't had a drop of milk for
more than 10 hours ... "
Up and down the long trail, the straggling Japanese limped along,
hungry, thirsty and their bare feet bleeding and swollen. They had long
_
smce cast off any sense of shame or decency.
When Mrs. Fujiwara finally crossed the 38th Parallel into Kaesung
and was rescued by American troops, she and her children were
bombarded with sprays of DDT. She had a number of pebbles removed
from her bleeding soles. For several days she had to crawl to the
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medical center from her tent and went on her knees to get water, go to
toilet and wash the diapers of her daughter.
Mrs. Fujiwara's "Nagareru Höshi wa lkiteiru" (The Shooti�g S�ar
Is Alive) is a moving account of a mother's unwavering determmatwn
to protect her children in the most trying circumstances. lt i� also a
_
sickening account of what men and women are capabl� of m their
struggle just to stay alive. Cheating, suspicion a�d total d1sregard for
compatriots, whether whimpering children or s1ck women, were the
order of the day.
The egocentrism of which Mrs. Fujiwara had a full taste and
which often made the plight of repatriates even more wretched than
.
d1d the bandits was by no means confined to civilian refugees. lt was
.
manifest among prisoners of war in even more stark and siekenmg
form.
There was the case of the "Siberian Emperor," a former Army
intelligence agent who organized a "democratization group" in
Khabarovsk and put out the "Nippon Shimbun" which was sent out to
_
numerous labor camps in the Soviet Union. The newspaper was m
variably laced with stories singing the praise of the Japan Commu ist
�
Party which was then virtually at the beck and call of the Russ1an
party: and denouncing the Japanese Government for not sending
repatriation ships, which was not the case.
POWs branded reactionary by the group were prone to be turned
over to the Russian authorities as war criminals. The group gave
priority of repatriation to brainwashed POWs. The '_ 'emperor," who
.
was allowed to walk freely in Khabarovsk, proposed m 1949 sendmg a
letter of appreciation to Premier Stalin for his "benevolent treatment"
of the Japanese POWs. He circulated his appeal to various camps and
collected the signatures of about 67,000 POWs, many of whom u�
doubtedly signed up for fear of being branded reactionaries and their
chances of early repatriation being nipped.
As late as December 1955, some 760 POWs in the Khabarovsk
camp went on a hunger strike to press for better treatme t. They
�
refused to work until April 9, 1956, when the Russians called m about
2,000 troops to put down the strike.
The most sensational example of a Japanese POW hazing fellow
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POWs involved a former military police sergeant, Shigeyoshi Ikeda.
Calling himself Yoshimura, the tough, shrewd soldier replaced his
senior officers as head of the some 1,000 POWs in a labor camp on the
outskirts of Ulan Bator. Yoshimura set for his men a "norm" far ex
ceeding what the Mongolians demanded. By insinuating himself into
favor of Mongolian camp officials with his fine performance and by
surrounding himself with a band of tough bodyguards and "spies,"
Yoshimura ruled his fellow POWs with an iron hand.
His punishment of fellow prisoners for any misconduct or failure to
meet their highly inflated target was blood-curdling. Not only did he
order a cutdown in the already meager food rations for them. They
were tied to utility poles, their hands bound up behind them,
throughout the night when the temperature would often go as low as 40
degrees below freezing.
By dawn the punished POWs would be found prostrate, their heads
down as if they were in a praying posture. Yoshimura's "Praying at
Dawn" torture, in which several POWs died, struck terror into POWs
throughout the Ulan Bator area.
Shortly after his repatriation in November 1947, Yoshimura was
tracked down to his hideout at the home of his wife's parents in a
remote island off Nagasaki Prefecture. He was summoned to the Diet
where 15 of his victims confronted him. Yoshimura defended his action
as inspired by his desir� to see his men repatriated early as a reward
for doing far more than was demanded.
Yoshimura was subsequently indicted and sentenced to 10 years in
jail by the Tokyo District Court. He fought his case to the Supreme
Court, which in May 1958 upheld a high court's sentence of three years
for his atrocity-a punishment well deserved.

Trial Of War Plotters
On the morning of December 23,1948, as they sat at the breakfast
table with their radios on, the Japanese were given a somber
description of how wartime Prime Minister Hideki Tojo and six other
major war criminals were executed at Sugamo Prison in Tokyo.
"All the condemned men spent their final day writing letters,
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visiting with the Buddhist priest (Dr. Shinsho Hanayama, professor of
Tokyo University), and bidding each other goodbye. They ate
sparingly during the day both Japanese food and U.S. rations," the
General Headquarters announcement said. "Twenty minutes prior to
the time set for the first hanging, four condemned men were escorted
by guards from their individual cells to a private chapel erected on the
first floor of the cell-block where they were confined. Following final
Buddhist rites in this improvised chapel, the condemned were escorted
to the gallows," the announcement went on.

(Buddhist prayer) on their lips. "They disappeared inside the death
house with smiles on their faces."
lt was a quiet end for the former military top brass and the former
prime minister who had been sentenced to death at the International
Military Tribunal for the Far East on November 12, 1948. They all went
to their deaths like meek lambs, sparing the Occupation authorities the
shock caused in another part of the world by ex-German Field Marshal
Hermann Goering who committed suicide by taking poison just before
he was to die by hanging.
The day the Japanese war criminals were executed, General
Douglas MacArthur issued a statement calling on the Japanese to pray
for peace-a poignant reminder that the military tribu_nal had tried by
implication all Japanese people.
Years later, MacArthur wrote in his "Reminiscences" that
holding political leaders of the vanquished in war criminally
responsible was "repugnant" to him. But he was pleasantly surprised
at the attitude of the Japanese people during the trial. "They seemed
to be impressed both by the fairness of the procedures and by the lack
of vindictiveness on the part of the prosecutors.''
Was the trial fair? And were the prosecutors above vin
dictiveness?

After the chapel ceremony, the prison officer led the handcuffed
criminals to the death house followed by a U.S. Army chaplain and Dr.
Hanayama. Two U.S. military guards flanked each of the condemned
men, who wore U.S. Army fatigues (work clothing) completely devoid
of insignia of any kind.
Following identification, former Generals Kenji Doihara, Iwane
Matsui, Tojo and Akira Muto walked without assistance up the 13 steps
to the gallows platform where they turned to face the witnesses, all
members of the Allied Council representing the United States, Britain,
China and the Soviet Union. When each of the four took his place on the
gallows platform, black hoods were placed over their heads and the
ropes were adjusted.
"The chief executioner on the platform saluted the commander of
the execution detail and reported that the condemned were prepared
for execution. The executioner then turned toward the condemned
men, signaling that four traps be released. lt was then one and one-half
minutes after midnight ... ''
Twenty minutes later three other Class A war criminals, ex
General Seishiro Itagaki, ex-Prime Minister Koki Hirota and ex
General Heitaro Kimura were hanged simultaneously.
In his "Discovery of Peace," Dr. Hanayama said that just before
the first group of four left for the death house, there was "a spon
taneous call for Banzai.''
"1 think it was Mr. Tojo who asked Mr. Matsui to take the lead.
They shouted 'Long Live the Emperor ! ' and 'Long Live the Great
Empire of Japan!' three times."
As the priest�scholar accompanied them across the courtyard to
the death house, Tojo and the others had "Namuami Dabutsu"

In his post-execution statement, MacArthur admitted that there
might be dissenting voices over the punishment meted out against Tojo
and 24 other major war criminals.
Indeed there were dissenting voices, although most Japanese were
not aware of them and the strict press censorship ruled out the
possibility of Japanese newspapers criticizing the judgment of the
military court. In its editorial on July 7, 1946, for example, the
Mainichi Shimbun expressed "profound apology" for publishing a f
fidavits by several war criminals "in violation of the order of the Civil
Information and Education Section o f the General Headquarters."
Undoubtedly, most Japanese had expected that some sort of
punishment against Tojo and other wartime leaders would be
inevitable. They had the feeling that the trial would contain elements
?f revenge. The Japanese have their own version of "Might Is Right"
m "Kateba Kangun, Makereba Zokugun" (If you win, you are on the
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righteous side; if you lose, you are on the evil side).
The International Military Tribunal for the Far East was set up
under orders issued by General MacArthur as Supreme Commander
for the Allied Powers (SCAP) "for the just and prompt trial and
punishment of the major war criminals in the Far East.''
Shortly after his arrival in Japan as conqueror, MacArthur or
dered a massive hunt for the planners and executioners of Japan's
militaristic and expansionist policy which was the cause of "serious
world troubles, aggressive wars and great damage to the interests of
peace-loving peoples as well as the interests of the Japanese people
themselves."
Tojo, who attempted to shoot himself just seconds before the U.S.
military police arrived at his home, and 27 other "major" war
criminals sat in the dock as the tribunal opened on May 3, 1946. By
design or by accident, the selection of the venue for the trial had an
ironic ring about it, to say the least.
The conference room of the War Ministry where Tojo and other
Army leaders had mapped out the strategy for the Greater East Asia
War had been converted into a glittering courtroom to try them. As if
the choice had been by design, one was reminded of Hitler's uncanny
vindictiveness in meeting defeated French generals after the fall of
Paris in the exact reverse situation and setting from World War I. The
Fuehrer had ordered the same train coach in which Germany was
forced to sign an armistice in World War I brought to the woods of
Compiegne for a taste of sweet revenge.
The opening of the trial in Tokyo was delayed a few hours awaiting
the arrival of Generals Seishiro Itagaki and Heitaro Kimura who had
been flown earlier in the day from Bangkok. The session was agai n
thrown into confusion when Dr. Shumei Okawa, an ultrarightist
theoretician and writer, gave two hearty slaps on the bald pate of Tojo,
seated in front of him.
Tojo and 24 others were found guilty with seven se ntenced to die by
hanging, 16 to life imprisonment and e x-Foreign Ministers Shigenori
Togo and Mamoru Shigemitsu to 20 and seven years, respectively, in
prison. Ex-Foreign Minister Yosuke Matsuoka and ex-Admiral Osami
Nagano died of illness during the trial and Dr. Okawa was declared
unfit to stand trial on grounds of insanity (which many believed he had
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successfully feigned).
There is no doubt that the Tokyo trial and
the Nuremberg trial for
German war criminals, on which the form
er was patterned add ed new
dimensions to international law. Out
of the two trials e:Uerged the
concept of crimes against peace and crim
e s against humanity.
_ _The_ crimes against peace included "the planning, preparat
ion,
mshgahon or waging öf a declared or und
eclared war of aggression or
war in Violation of international law
, treaties, agreements 'or
assurances, or participation in a common
plan or conspiracy for the
accomplishment of any of the foregoin
g." Included in the crimes
against humanity were "murder, exte
rmination, enslavement,
_
deportat10n, and other inhumane acts com
mitted before or during the
war, or persecutions on political or racial
grounds."
In addition to punishment of functionarie
s of a defeated nation for
crimes against peace and humanity, indi
viduals were punished for
violation of conventional law and customs
of war, such as maltreat
ment of prisoners of war. (About 5,700 Jap
anese officers and men were
tried for crimes in this category in cour
ts set up both in Japan and
abroad. Some 920 of them were exec
uted, including Generals
Tomoyuki Yamashita who was hanged
and Masaharu Homma who
died before a firing squad in the Philippines.)
lt was MacArthur who set up the Tokyo
tribunal, who appointed
the president (chief judge) of the cour
t, who designated the chief of
counsel (chief prosecutor) and who had
the power to "reduce or
otherwise alter the sentence, except to
increase its severity." He did
not intervene in the court's judgment with
his prerogative.
The judges came from 11 countries: Aus
tralia, Britain, Canada,
_
Chma, �ranc , India, the Netherlands,
New Zealand, the Philippines,
�
the Sov1et Umon and
the United States. Neutral countries
were not
represented.
Australia's Sir William Webb, chief just
ice of the tribunal had
eompi·1 ed a report to the Aus
tralian Government on Japanese
t
� rncities in New Gui nea. When chief defense counsel Dr. Ichiro
iyose, who was to become the
Speaker of the House of Represen
tatives, challenged his qua
lifications on the grounds that his
b�ckground would not ensur
e impartiality, Sir William was visi
bly
diSlurbed. Kiyose's mot
ion, made at the outset of the tria
l, was
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rejected, however, on grounds that all judges had been appointed by
MacArthur and therefore none of them could be challenged.
In his opening statement, the Australian judge said in a thinly
veiled revengeful tone that the positions of importance held previously
by the defendants in the courtroom did not entitle them to any better
treatment than the poorest Japanese soldier or Korean guardsman.
The chief judge, who did more "speaking" than "hearing," often in
tervened in favor of the prosecutors and against the defense counsel.
Judge Delfin Jaranilla of the Philippines was a survivor of the
Bataan "Death March" and had been a prisoner of the Japanese
throughout the war. lt was not surprising that the Filipino judge would
say in his concurring opinion, "If a means is justified by an end, the
use of the atomic bomb was justified.''
But the attitudes of Sir William and Jaranilla were the kind that
damaged the credibility of the affirmation signed beforehand by all
the judges "to administer justice according to law without fear, favor,
or affection" and "to bring our open minds both on the facts and on the
law."

invasion of Finland began two days after Moscow denounced their non
aggression treaty.
But the prosecutors at the Tokyo trial made a long list of treaties
and assurances violated by Japan. The list included the Japan-Soviet
neutrality treaty ! Moscow's declaration of war said that the Soviet
Government took the action "to accelerate the restoration of peace
and save various nations from further sacrifices and suffering and that
this is the only way in which the Japanese people will be enabled to
avoid the destruction which was suffered by Germany after she
rejected the offer of unconditional surrender.''
The announcement had a strikingly similar ring to the American
justification for dropping atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki:
to hasten the end of the war and to save American and Japanese Jives.
But again, wasn't the use of the atomic bomb a violation of
established international law and customs? When an American
defense counsel argued that the atomic bombing gave Japan the right
to retaliate in any way it saw fit, the chief judge said that the court
would consider his motion and then rejected it summarily. Judge
Jaranilla of the Philippines was being just more straightforward when
he said that an end justifies a means.

In his "Reminiscences," MacArthur said he had recommended
that any criminal responsibility attached to Japanese political leaders
for the decision to wage war be limited to an indictment for the attack
on Pearl Harbor.
As it turned out, the court tried the Japanese for crimes perpetrated back to January 1, 1928-the year the Kellogg-Bria� d Treaty
was signed. The celebrated Treaty of Paris, as the document 1s known,
said in Article 1: "The High Contracting Parties solemnly declare m
the names of their respective peoples that they condemn recourse to
war for the solution of international controversies and renounce it as
an instrument of national policy in their relation to one another.''
If the Treaty of Paris served as the criterion for punishing the
Japanese war criminals, one cannot but wonder if the Soviet
declaration of war on Japan six days before its surrender was not a
violation of the Paris pact, as was the case with Moscow's invasion of
Finland in the winter of 1939. In neither of the cases could the Soviet
attack be justified as an act of self-defense. On August 8, 1945, when
Soviet troops began pouring into Manchuokuo, the Japan-Soviet treaty
of neutrality, signed on April 13, 1941, was still in force. The Soviet

For all its lofty ideals and the judges' pledge to try "without fear or
favor," the Tokyo tribunal handed down the victor's justice.
Not all the judges were of the same mind, however. Powerful
dissension came from Judge R. B. Pal of India. The only judge with a
distinguished background in international law among the 11 judges,
Pal questioned the competency of the court to try Japanese on charges
of crimes against peace and humanity and rejected the charge of
conspiracy. In bis massive opinion, the Indian judge recommended
that all the defendants be acquitted and released immediately.
About the atomic bomb, Judge Pal had this to say: "If any in
discriminate destruction of civilian life and property is still
illegitimate in warfare, then, in the Pacific War, this decision to use
the atom bomb is the only near approach to the directives of the
German Emperor during the first world war and of the Nazi leaders
during the second world war. Nothing like this could be traced to the
cr edit of the present accused.''
Pal's minority opinion, an in-depth legal analysis of war crimes
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completely divorced from hatred and vindictiveness, however, was not
read in the courtroom as a majority of the judges overruled the
defense counsel's motion that both majority and minority opinions be
read as in the Nuremberg trial. The Indian judge ended his opinion by
saying that posterity would pass its verdict on the use of the atomic
bomb.
The bodies of Tojo and six other executed war criminals were
promptly put on board a U.S. Army truck and taken to the Kuboyama
Crematorium in Yokohama. Part of their ashes was scooped up by a
Japanese lawyer in the trial who happened to live nearby. Most of the
ashes is said to have been dumped into the sea from a U.S. plane. The
Occupation authorities spurned the request of the bereaved families
that the ashes be given them.
On April 22, 1965, the ashes that had been saved were formally
turned over to the families at the annex of the Health and Welfare
Ministry. Two years later, the families and their friends buried the
ashes on a hillside near the bot-spring resort of Atami, about 80
kilometers southwest of Tokyo. On the back of the cenotaph are the
names of the seven reproduced from their last calligraphic exercises
just before they walked up to the gallows. The Chinese ideographs on
the marker, "Shichishi no Haka"(Grave of the Seven Gentlemen),
were written by Shigeru Yoshida who had been humiliated by Tojo and
his group during the war.

CHAPTER IV

Miraculous Revival

Bloody Summer Of 1949
Fro the outset, the year 1949 seemed to
have been destined to
�
face pohtical and social turmoil. In the third
postwar general election
of the House of Representatives held on
January 23, the conservative
Democratic-Liberal Party led by Shigeru
Yoshida had 264 of its
me bers
elec
ted
to
the
Diet
and
beca
_
me the majority party. The
�
Sociahsts suffered a bitter setback (thei
r Diet seats d.ecreased to 48
rom the pre-electio strength of 143) and
surrendered its position as
;
_
�
h first
party-whlle the Communist Party ama
� _
ssed some three
milhon votes and boosted the number
of its seats in the Diet from only
l our to 35.
. Socially, in the aftermath of the defeat in the war the peop
le were
'
st11I Jeading precanous hves
.
am1dst raging inflation. In fact ' inflat"ion
·
·
was the archenemy of the pub .
hc. The amount of money circulating in
.
th. e nat10n
had
incr
ease
d
to
app
roximately I425 billion from some
bilh_on
I30
only four years earlier, making the
life of the people in general
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increasingly harder. And, not surprisingly, the labor force was step
ping up its struggle against the government and management,
demanding better wages and livelihood.
lt was against such a politico-social background that Joseph M.
Dodge, a Detroit banker, arrived in February to take charge of a series
of economic programs which, with the full backing of Gen. Douglas
MacArthur, were designed to put Japan on a sound fiscal footing.
Working closely with Hayato Ikeda, the then Japanese Finance
Minister who, later in 1960, became the Prime Minister, Dodge
hammered out one stern measure after another, putting emphasis on a
balanced budget, reduction of bank notes in circulation, and generally
strong tight-money policy.
The "Dodge Line," as Dodge's series of economic measures were
referred to by the Japanese, succeeded at least in stopping inflation.
But it was at the cost of an economic depression, some of the harshest
working conditions since the end of the war four years earlier and the
dismissal en masse of the working personnel of both public
organizations and private business enterprises.
The "Dodge Line" stirred the public's uneasy feelings and this
reached the peak on May 24 when the Yoshida cabinet announced a
plan to fire some 170, 000 out of a total of about 1, 650,000 public servants.
As a result, the leftist-oriented labor offensive became furious, while
the conservatives attempted to counter this by trying to enforce the
public security ordinance in every prefecture across the nation.
Suddenly, the atmosphere of a showdown between the con
servatives and progressives began to prevail over the nation, cen
tering on the government's personnel curtailment plan.
The "core" of the plan was the dismissal of some 9, 500 employes of
the Japanese National Railways, and this prodded the JNR labor union
into launching massive and aggressive anti-personnel retrenchment
campaigns. Soon, small-scale railway sabotage began to occur at
many places-as if to herald the occurrence of a string of bizarre in
cidents, all involving the national railways, which in later days were to
be called the "black mist" of Japan.
lt was cloudy in Tokyo on Monday, July 5, 1949. Sadanori
Shimoyama, 48, left his home in Shinagawa-ku in a chauffered black
Buick at about 8.20 a.m. He was the president of the Japanese National
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Railways-the man who, just the day before, had announced the
dismissal of 37,000 of his men as the "first wave" of the planned JNR
personnel curtailment.
On the way, the JNR president said he would do some shopping
before reporting to the office and instructed his chauffer' Masao
Onishi, to drive him to the Mitsukoshi Department Store at Nihombashi. When Shimoyama's Buick arrived at Nihombashi, however, the
time was not yet 9.30 a.m., the store's opening hour. Whereupon
Shimoyama told Onishi to take him to the nearby Shirokiya (now
Tokyu) Department Store.
Finding that Shirokiya was not open either, Shimoyama said he
would go to the Chiyoda Bank (which, until the war's end, had been
called the Mitsubishi Head Office) near Tokyo Station. Shimoyama
spent some 20 minutes at the bank and returned to his car.
"Upon returning to the car, the boss said, 'lt seems about time for
Mitsukoshi to open,' and instructed me to drive him to the store
again," chauffer Onishi later told the police when questioned. "When
we drove to the store, it was already open. But the boss did not get out
of the car at once. He seemed to be pondering over something. He
remained in the car for a couple of minutes and then got out, saying,
'1'11 be back in five minutes.' "Sadanori Shimoyama walked into the
department store. lt was 9.37 a.m.
At 5 p.m. the same day, chauffer Onishi was still in front of Mi
tsukoshi, waiting patiently for his master. Becoming bored, Onishi
switched on the radio of his car-and was dumbfounded: the
newscaster was announcing the news that the president of the
Japanese National Railways was missing.
Onishi did not know it, but at the head office öf the JNR, a hue and
cry had been raised over the failure of Shimoyama to report to work.
He had been expected to confer with ranking JNR officials and
representatives of the Occupation Forces about the "second wave" of
the JNR's personnel curtailment to be announced the next day. The
conference had been scheduled for 1 p.m., but no one knew where he
was or what he was doing.
Chauffer Onishi phoned the JNR head office shortly after 5 p.m.
But all he could tel1 was that Shimoyama had not returned yet to his
car from Mitsukoshi. As time passed by, the fear mounted that the
JNR president might have been kidnaped-and perhaps murdered.
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In fact, Shimoyama had been repeatedly threatened for un
dertaking the role of dismissing the railway employes en masse. And
not many days had gone by after the Communist-oriented JNR labor
union announced, when its third request for negotiations with the
management on the dismissal was turned down, that the JNR and its
management would be responsible for any consequences that might
arise.
When Shimoyama's mysterious disappearance was made known,
it was widely felt that if the Communists had anything to do with the
mystery, it would give the government an excuse it had long been
waiting for-an excuse for outlawing the Japan Communist Party. The
government had continuously been insinuating that it wanted "to
outlaw the Japanese Reds," and Gen. Douglas MacArthur had also
been hinting that this should be done.
The clock struck 12 midnight, and July 6 was about to dawn. But,
despite a frantic police search, the whereabouts of the missing JNR
president were still in the dark. Heavy rain had started falling in
Tokyo. Police officers investigating on the field were drenched to the
skin.
lt was at 12.26 a.m., July 6, that the night's last train bound from
Tokyo's Ueno Station for Matsudo in suburban Chiba Prefecture pulled
into Ayase Station of the JNR's Joban Line. Motorman of the train
Toshio Shiina, 26, stepped down onto the platform and hailed the
assistant station master. "I spotted what appeared to be a mangled
human body alongside the tracks near an overpass of the (private)
Tobu Railway Line in Gotanno ( in Tokyo's Adachi-ku)," the motorman
said. "Will you send someone to confirm it?"
Two men were promptly dispatched. And at the site motorman
Shiina had mentioned, they found a rainwashed human body which had
apparently been run over by a train. The scene that loomed in the
railway men's flashlight was gory and grotesque. The badly battered
head had been severed from the torso. Other parts of the anatomy
pieces of arms and legs-were spread out over a radius of about 85
mcters.
B�xamining the corpse's personal belongings that were also
scattered all over, the two discovered, among other things, a wrist
watch that had stopped at 20 minutes past 12-and an identification
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card and a batch of visiting cards. The name printed on both read
clearly: Sadanori Shimoyama, President, The Japanese National
Railways.
Shimoyama's extraordinary death caused a tremendous sensation
among the general public and set off a spate of speculation over
whether his death was by suicide or by murder. The way he died was
indeed bizarre. Why, in the first place, was his body lying on the
railroad tracks in Gotanno-as far away as some 15 kilometers from
the Mitsukoshi Department Store in Nihombashi which he had walked
into earlier in the morning, saying that he would return in five
minutes?
After a string of investigations, the police announced that
Shimoyama went-or was taken by someone-to Gotanno for some
reason and was run over at 12.20 a.m., July 6, by a JNR freight train
which was bound for Mito Station in Ibaraki Prefecture from Tokyo's
Tabata Station.
But the police were not positive about whether it was suicide or
murder. Given the political and social developments in the early days
of 1949 and the fact that Shimoyama, under heavy psychological
pressure resulting from his dismissal of a massive number of JNR
workers, had been suffering from neurosis, both the suicide and
murder theories seemed to be convincing, each in its own way.
On July 10, a spokesman for the "special investigation head
quarters" of the Shimoyama Case glumly admitted that the police
wcre still unable to arrive at a conclusion. "After three days of in
tensive investigation," the spokesman said, "there is not enough
ev1dence to determine whether Mr. Shimoyama was murdered or
killed himself."
Meanwhile, in the course of the investigation, the police learned
1hat a middle-aged man "quite resembling Shimoyama" appeared, at
about 2 p.m. on July 5, at a Japanese-style inn named "Suehiro" in
Gotanno anct spent some three hours in one of its rooms until around
5.20 p.m. This led the police to learn also that what was believed to be
th0 same middle-aged man was seen in Gotanno on July 5 by a number
of pcrsons at varying times and spots.
The män, according to the police, was first seen in Gotanno at
about 1.45 p.m. by a 20-year-old official of the Tobu Line's Gotanno
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Station among the passengers who alighted from the train at the
station. Then the man was seen by-besides the emp1oyes and the
proprietress of the inn "Suehiro" -more than 10 men and women
between 5.30 p:m. and about 11.30 p.m.
The person who last saw the "middle-aged man" at about 11.30
p.m. was Tanizo Kato, 30, living in Minamicho, Gotanno. Shown by the
police a photo of a group of people, among whom was Shimoyama,
Kato unhesitatingly pointed to the face of the late JNR president and
said, "This is the man I saw."
"With his eyes cast downward, the man was coming from the
direction of a tunnel (which was very close to the spot where
Shimoyama's body was discovered) in an exhausted manner," Kato
told the police. "I watched him for a while, wondering who he was. The
man halted at a street corner and watched me, too. He then walked
away westward in the rain.''
lt was not 100 per cent certain if the man in question was really
Shimoyama. But if it really was, what had brought him to Gotanno, a
town wbicb seemed to be tbe last place for bim to visit, and what was
be doing tbere?
Tbe enigma surrounding tbe death of tbe JNR president was so
mysterious tbat not only the police officers and public prosecutors but
also newspapermen and authoritative doctors in the field of forensic
medicine were divided over the murder theory versus suicide theory.
In tbe course of time, tbe police became inclined to believe tbat
Sbimoyama bad committed suicide, while the public prosecutors
veered toward the murder tbeory. In the journalistic field, the Asabi
Shimbun was running stories from the standpoint of murder, while tbe
accounts appearing in the Mainichi Shimbun seemed to be indicating
tbat Shimoyama bad killed himself. And in tbe world of legal medicine,
Tokyo University was for the murder tbeory and Keio University
against it.

On tbe otber hand, factors denying the murder theory were:
1. Tbougb it is said tbat an intelligent person would never kill
himself on railway tracks, it was recalled tbat Shimoyama bad been
connected with railways tbroughout bis career. lt migbt have been a
"natural" course of action tbat he selected tbis way to die.
2. Tbe tbeory was advanced that if it were murder the murderer(s) migbt not bave allowed the remains to carry the identification card, visiting cards and otber articles wbicb would easily
reveal tbe identity of the victim.
3. lt was reported tbat Shimoyama told bis cbauffer that it did not
matter wbetber be visited Mitsukosbi or Sbirokiya. Tbis weakens the
theory tbat be was kidnaped by outsiders.
4. lt was learned tbat a man, wbo might quite likely have been
Shimoyama, spent, all alone, some three bours on July 5 at an inn in
Gotanno in tbe neigbborbood of the spot wbere be was found dead. This
also denied tbe tbeory tbat be was kidnaped by someone and taken to
Gotanno.

Rougbly, tbe murder tbeory was based on:
1. Tbe spot wbere Sbimoyama's remains were _discovered was
too removed from bis daily orbit, as well as being too unlikely a place
for bim to go.
2. lt occurred at midnigbt. lt was raining considerably.
3. Tbere was little bleeding. From tbe medico-legal point of view,

Late July 10, after conducting a post-mortem examination on
Shimoyama's corpse, Profs. Tanemoto Furuhata and Sbicbiro Akiya
of the Tokyo University Medical School submitted to the police an
interim report tbat the autopsy indicated that Sbimoyama was already
dcad some tbree bours-or, more exactly, between 9 p.m. and 10
p.m. -before be was run over by a train. Tbey reached this conclusion
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it could be assumed tbat he was run over after be was dead. lt was also
inferred tbat he was beaten to deatb in view of the hemorrhage at
various spots on bis body.
4. His bead, hands and feet were dismembered as if he had been
chopped off on a cooking board, giving rise to tbe tbeory that be was so
placed on tbe rail.
5. Sbimoyama was a tecbnician. Tbe theory prevails that no
intelligent person· would select railway tracks as tbe place to end his
life.
6. No will was left. On tbe morning of bis disappearance, he
neglected an important conference at bis office to visit tbe Mitsukoshi
Department Store. This fact supports the tbeory that be was lured out
of his routine by someone.
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Shimoyama" was the bureaucratic rivalry within the General
Headquarters of the Occupation Forces, particularly between the
�over�ment Section (GS) and General Charles Willoughby's G-2
(mtelhgence).
According to the whodunit author, the GS, as the main policy
m�k�r �or the democratization of Japan, was oriented toward
ehmmatmg rightist tendencies in Japan and was therefore willing to
tolerate a strong Communist movement. On the other band G-2 was
alarmed by the growing Communist dominance over the labo� unions.
Matsumoto argued in his book that a lieutenant colonel named
Dona�d R. Changnon, director of the Rail Transportation Division of
.
the Civil Transportation Section of the GHQ, who was allied with and
backed by G-2 and Counter-Intelligence Corps (CIC), had been at.
tempt"mg to free the labor unions from Communist influence , m
defiance of the fact this would run counter to the policies of the GS.
Changnon, said �atsumoto, did not take a liking to Shimoyama,
_
who was not too w11lmg to obey his instructions. And, according to
M�tsumoto, Changnon and the CIC emerged with a scheme to expel
Sh1moyama from the post of the JNR president and to distract public
sympathy from Communists.
Not a single word was mentioned in his book to indicate clearly
tha� Shimoyama was murdered by Changnon and his company, but the
ent1re tone of the book implied that it was the Amer·c
1 ans who
t
d
IQUI
"J" · a ed" Shimoyama and put the blame on the Communists for it.
In lat� 1949, the police disbanded its Shimoyama Case "special
_
.
mvestigatI�n he�dquarters," adopting the suicide theory and the
'
.
statute of hmitat10ns of the case itself came into effect on July 5 1964
But, �hether Shimoyama's death was in fact suicide has rema{ned �
quest10n mark among the public-and, as it turned out, the death of
Sh1moyama was only the beginning of a bloody summer in Japan.
The night of July 15 at JNR's Mitaka Station was calm and serene
except for the feeble sound of a drum being beaten somewhere fa;
away �s part of a Japanese folk music for the Bon (mid-summer
Bu�dh1st �estival) dance session. In the station's car barn were several
trams wh1ch had been shunted there after the day's operation.
Shortly after 9 p.m., the light was turned on in one of the parked
.
trams. Then, the seven-coach train began to slowly trundle forward.
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There was no one in the train, not even in its engine room.
Gathering speed up to 70 kilometers per hour over a half-mile
stretch between the car barn and the Mitaka Station building, the train
crashed into a guard rail at the end of the spur side-track branching off
the No. 1 track. The train hurtled over the guard rail, and its first four
coaches jumped across the steps of the station compound, crushing
passengers just leaving the station. The train then leaped some 60
meters across a road and smashed into a residential house outside the
compound, almost totally destroying the structure. Six people were
killed and 14 others injured, some seriously.
Coming as it did only two days after the JNR announcement of the
"second wave" of personnel curtailment (in which 62,000 of its em
ployes were fired) and at a time when Shimoyama's mysterious death
was still vivid in memory, the incident sent a serious shockwave
across the nation and triggered another spate of speculation.
The police promptly announced that the incident was a clear case
of deliberate sabotage, basing this opinion on the fact that the train
was proved to have been "put away" for the night in the car barn,
which meant that the power transmission line was lowered, the brake
set · and the switch cut off completely. "The train," said a police
spokesman, "could not have been moved without deliberate human
action."
In several days after the incident took place, the police arrested a
total of 10 men, nine of them Communists, on charges of "having
conspired to overturn the train to cause social unrest." The only non
Communist among the arrested was Keisuke Takeuchi 28, a national
railway employe who had been discharged in the JNR's manpower
reduction plan.
But, after 60 public hearings, the Tokyo District Court in August
1950 found no evidence of conspiracy and released all the defendants
except Takeuchi, who had confessed. Concluding that Takeuchi alone
had committed the crime in an act of insane revenge for having been
fired, the court sentenced him to life imprisonment.
Takeuchi appealed the case to the Tokyo High Court, claiming that
his confession was made under duress. The court upheld the earlier
"not guilty" verdicts for the nine Communists but increased
Takeuchi's sentence to death. And, after his appeal to the Supreme
Court was turned down in June 1955, Takeuchi died of a brain disease

Fukushima, Aug. 17 - Three crew members were instantaneously
killed when the engine of the Ueno-bound train No. 412 overturned and
four passenger cars were derailed today at 8.10 a.m. at a point one
kilometer north of Matsukawa Station on the Tohoku Trunk Line of the
Japanese National Railways.
lt was discovered that on the scene of the tragedy, the outside rails
were denuded of bolts and joining plates. Two of the joining plates and
four bolts, as well as six-foot iron pincers and other accessories
believed to have been used to disjoin the tracks, were discovered in the
adjoining rice paddy and field.
lt was further confirmed that some of the tools were property of
lbe JNR. As a result, suspicion is increasing as to the premeditated
attempt to overturn the running train. lt is believed that the criminal
act was committed between 1.30 a.m. and 3.10 a.m.
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in Tokyo's Sugamo Prison in 1967.
Within a year after its occurrence, the "Mitaka murder train"
case lost much of its political significance because of the release of the
alleged "Communist conspirators." But, during the year of 1949, the
political and social impact of the incident, which took place im
mediately after the mysterious Shimoyama Case, was great.
In view of the fact that Shimoyama was discovered dead on the
day after the "first wave" of the JNR's pe�sonnel curtailment plan
was announced and that a train went out of control two days after the
announcement of the "second wave," the public not surprisingly
became inclined to view both incidents as evidence of terrorism
carried out by Communist unionists.
With the social climate growing increasingly unfavorable for
Communists, the JNR unionists lost the chance to stage a series of
planned walkouts against the firings. Taking advantage of this, the
management dismissed 14 Communist members of the JNR union's
central committee-and almost totally succeeded in freeing the union
from Communist dominance.
Then came the last of what had been in store for the summer of
1949. This time the place was Fukushima Prefecture in northern Japan
where Communist control over the labor unions, including the JNR
union, remained intact.
Reported the August 18 issue of the English Mainichi:
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The police theorized that the derailment was conspired by a
combined force of the members of the Fukushima branch of the JNR
union and the members of the Matsukawa Plant branch union of the
Tokyo Shibaura Electric, which was also facing a massive dismissal of
some 5,000 workers.
First, a 19-year-old boy named Katsumi Akama, a discharged
national railways employe, was arrested on the information that, on
the night of August 16, the boy told his friends that "a train will over
turn tonight." Then, based on his confession, 19 others, ten of them
members of the Tokyo Shibaura union and most of them Communists,
were arrested on a conspiracy charge.
Indictments were soon obtained against them, but the defendants
vehemently insisted on their innocence, claiming that Akama's con
fession was made under duress and that their indictments were a
"frame-up" on the part of the public prosecutors.
All the defendants were found guilty at the Fukushima District
Court. But, 10 years later in August 1959, all of them were acquitted by
the Supreme Court. The · statute of limitations came into effect on
August 16, 1964-and who overturned the train remained a total and
eternal enigma.
As it turned out, the series of bizarre incidents that characterized
the summer of 1949 in Japan had an unfavorable reaction for the
progressives.
In fact, the number of labor unions and their members which stood
at, respectively, 35,000 and 6,650,000 people in June 1949 decreased to
29,000 and 5, 770,000-a record setback in the nation's labor history.
In 1964, Yukio Kagayama, JNR vice president at the time of
Shimoyama's death, said: "With the three incidents as a turning point,
Japan made a great 'turn' and started on its (economic) upward
path."

The War In Korea
On March 6, 1946, former British Prime Minister Winston Churchill
was delivering a speech at an American university and was
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vociferously charging that the Soviet Union was "seeking indefinite
expansion of her power and doctrines. ''
"There is a growing challenge and peril to Christian civilization
caused by Communist parties or fifth columns around the world, " the
audience heard Churchill say. "The Communists have obtained power
far beyond their numbers and are seeking to obtain totalitarian con
trol."
Advocating the equivalent of an Anglo-American· military alliance
in the face of the "Soviet shadow across the world," Great Britain's
wartime leader said he did not believe that the Soviet Union desired
war, but added: "What they desire are the fruits of war and indefinite
expansion of their influence. ''
Not surprisingly, the speech was quick to draw Communist
response. On the Moscow radio, Josef Stalin fumed on March 16 that
Churchill's speech was a "semi-ultimatum" to all non-English
speaking nations, and flatly denounced "Churchill and his friends" for
trying to spread the belief that only Anglo-Saxons and Germanic
nations were of any value in world affairs.
Stalin then went on to add that Churchill reminded one of Adolf
Hitler. "Hitler began the causes of the war by introducing race
theories in which he declared that only people who speak the German
language are people of pure race," said the Soviet leader. "Mr.
Churchill also begins incitement for war with a race theory, giving
privileges to races who speak the English language and who have the
right to decide the fate of the whole world. ''
The verbal attacks traded by the two giants on the international
political scene was just one example indicative of the growing hostility
between the Communist bloc and the so-called "free world." In the
years after World War II, the free world was under the heavy influence
of the United States while, on the other hand, the nations in the Com
munist bloc were strengthening their comradeship, with the Soviet
Union as their leader. The schism that had developed in the monolith
of the erstwhile Allied Powers was wide and large.
In fact, signs of the Cold War were evident everywhere across the
world. In 1947, the Soviet Union and six East European countries plus
the French and Italian Communist Parties formed the Cominform. On
their part, 12 free world nations, including the United States and
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Britain ' countered in 1949 with the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO). On the Asian front, the Chinese Communist Party led by Mao
Tse-tung drove out Chiang Kai-shek and his Kuomintang Party to
Taiwan and placed mainland China under its control in 1949. And on
the Korean Peninsula, North Korea and South Korea were glaring at
each other across the 38th Parallel.
With the development in Asia_ of the Cold War, the United States, as
leader of the free world, had to change its Asian policy. In an attempt
to keep nations in the Far East from the Communist hands, the United
States gave ample aid to Chiang Kai-shek's Taiwan and Syngman
Rhee's Republic of Korea-and made every effort to make Japan a
robustly anti-Communist country.
The conclusion in February 1950 of a Sino-Soviet alliance treaty
made the Asian situation even more delicate and tense- for the pact
mentioned Japan by name and declared that it was to "curb
aggression by any foreign power directly or indirectly connected with
Japan." With the publicly announced Sino-Soviet antagonism against
Japan, the Korean Peninsula, which juts out toward Japan from the
Chinese mainland between the Yellow Sea and the Sea of Japan,
loomed as a key area on which the fate of the entire Far East seemed
to be resting.

Kyushu, the nearest Japanese island to the Korean Peninsula, a war in
Korea was something that had not totally been out of their minds. And,
combined with this fact, the purge by SCAP of 24 "brains" of the
Japanese Communist Party on June 6 was taken by some Japanese as
an American effort to forestall Communist-inspired criticism of the
war that was to occur some 20 days later.
In any case, the Communist attacks were heavy and swift. No
sooner had the war broken out than the North Korean forces
penetrated some four kilometers into South Korean territory on Ongjin
Peninsula at the western extremity of the parallel. Kaesung, about 60
kilometers northwest of Seoul, fell into Communist hands as early as 9
a.m. And a series of heavy battles was reported in Chunchon where
Communist tanks went into operation.
On the same day, at the request of the United States, the United
Nations summoned a special session of the Security Council in Lake
Success in New York. The Soviet Union, which had been boycotting the
U.N. in protest against the membership of Nationalist China, did not
have its delegate present.
At the session, U.S. delegate Earnest A. Gross branded North
Korea as an agressor and insisted that all U.N. member countries
"refrain from giving assistance to the North Korean authorities." The
Council approved his proposal and adopted a resolution condemning
North Korea's attack on the South and calling for immediate cessation
of hostilities, with the invading forces to be withdrawn to above the
border. .Thus, on the eve of the fifth anniversary of the signing of the
United Nations Charter by 51 nations, the Security Council took action
for the second time in history under Chapter 6 of the charter, which
empowers it to use armed force if necessary to keep peace.
On June 27, the U.N. held another Security Council meeting in
Lake Success and, in its first step to impose military sanctions against
an "aggressor," the Soviet-boycotted world organization called on all
its members to join the United States in sending arms to hurl back the
Communist invasion of South Korea. Events began to move rapidly in
the three main areas of activity-Korea, Washington and Tokyo.

In the early morning of June 25, 1950, the telephone rang in the
bedroom at the American Embassy in Tokyo of Douglas MacArthur,
the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers (SCAP). "General,"
said the excited voice on the other end of the line, "we. have just
received a dispatch from Seoul, advising that the North Koreans have
struck in great strength south across the 38th Parallel at 4 o'clock this
morning."
A hot war had finally erupted from out of the long-smouldering
Cold War. The next day, the English Mainichi carried a banner on the
front page and reported: "The North Korean Communist-backed
Government this morning (June 25) officially declared war on South
Korea seven hours after its troops launched heavy attacks at least at
four critical points along the 38th Parallel. ... "
No Japanese newspaper carried a report on how the initial "heavy
attacks" were provoked. But to some Japanese, who knew that moSt
of the U.S. fighter planes in Japan had been concentrated on June 23 in

Authorized by Washington, Gen. Douglas MacArthur sent to South
Korea an assortment of military equipment, following his first ship
ment of ammuniton. Then he provided ships and aircraft to evacuate
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American civilians in Korea. The transport by sea of the civilians was
carried out under heavy U.S. air cover-the first direct U.S. in
volvement in the Korean War-to make safe the three-day voyage
between Inchon, the port of Seoul, and Kokura in Japan's Kyushu.
Meanwhile, the Communist forces were surging down further
south. At about 9.30 a.m. June 27, an army of the North Korean soldiers
began entering the city of Seoul. An American fighteT plane providing
cover protection during the evacuation of Americans from Kimpo
Airfield shot down a Soviet-made Yak fighter which "interfered" with
the evacuation efforts. The war was apparently expanding. Direct
and outright U.S. involvement in it seemed to be' only a matter of time.
Declaring that the Communist invasion of South Korea proved that
Communist aggressors had progressed "from mere' subversion to
armed invasion and war," President Harry S. Truman, as Com
mander-in-Chief of the United States Armed Forces, on June 28 or
dered American Air and Sea Forces in the Far East to give South
Korean Government troops "cover and support in their resistance to
the North Korean invasion." The President at the same time ordered a
faster buildup of anti-Communist military strength in the Philippines
and Indochina, and ordered the Seventh Fleet to be in readiness to
''prevent any attack on Taiwan.''
The U.S. Forces in the Far East were placed under the command
of Gen. MacArthur who, on June 29, flew to Korea for a "first-hand"
observation of the war. When he arrived, Seoul was already in enemy
hands. From atop a hill near the capital of South Korea, SCAP saw the
city on fire and towers of smoke rising from the ruins. There was the
constant crump of Communist mortar fire. Below the hill were the
retreatirig, panting columns of disorganized South Korean troops.
Everywhere were the stench and utter desolation of a stricken bat
tlefield. The sky was resonant with shrieking missiles of death. The
roads were clogged by a writhing, dust-shrouded mass of refugees.
The sight from the hill appeared to be so desperate that SCAP
thought the South Koreans had become incapable of countering the
Co.,
enemy forces. In bis "Reminiscences" (McGraw-Hill Book
ur
th
copyright 1964 Time Inc. Reprinted with permission), MacAr
recollected:
"The scene along the Han was enough to convince me that the
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defensive potential of South Korea had already been exhausted. There
was nothing to stop the Communists from rushing their tank columns
straight down the few good roads from Seoul to Pusan at the end of the
peninsula. All Korea would then be theirs. Even with air and naval
support, the South Koreans could not stop the enemy's headlong rush
south. Only the immediate commitment of ground troops could
possibly do so..."
On July 1, President Truman authorized the use of American
ground troops, and the first U.S. combat force landed in Pusan the
same day by air from Japan's northern Kyushu. An English Mainichi
article datelined "Somewhere in Korea, July 1" reported: "An
American infantry battalion arrived by air in Korea today and went
into action immediately, taking up defensive positions 25 miles north of
Taejon."
Five days later, however, this advance group, the First Battalion,
21st Infantry, known as Task Force Smith, was almost totally
destroyed under heavy Communist fire. The 24th Division, com
manded by Major General William F. Dean, also suffered con
siderable casualties.
News reports from the battlefield soon indicated that the Oc
cupation troops from Japan were soft, inadequately equipped, and
lacked the discipline to take on the trained, battle-hardened North
Korean army. In his book "With MacArthur in Japan," William
Sebald, the first postwar American Ambassador to Japan, wrote:
"....lt was not that our troops were less brave; they simply were un
prepared to fight a war on such short notice. As MacArthur had
predicted some three years earlier, Occupation duty had taken its
toll."
On July 7 in Lake Success, the U.N. Security Council authorized
the United States to name Gen. Douglas MacArthur commander of the
international forces fighting in Korea. But this move failed to turn the
tide. Battling their way down the south in an estimated strength of six
infantry divisions and three constabulary brigades spearheaded by
some 200 Soviet-made tanks, the North Koreans forced MacArthur's
troops to withdraw further south-and, at the end of August, the U.N.
forces found themselves confined in what amounted to an extended
beachhead around Pusan. lt appeared that another Dunkirk was about
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to be restaged in Korea.

employment of a larger force under this agency (Maritime Board)
than is presently provided by law."
But, regardless of the SCAP rhetoric, everyone knew his-or,
more precisely, the U.S.'-aim: the creation in Japan of a competitive
military power against the possible threat of Communism. Thus, with
the Korean War as a turning point, the strength of Japan's police force
was boosted to 200,000 men from 125,000 and that of the maritime force
doubled to 16,000 men, creating the basis of the present 230,000-strong
Japanese Self-Defense Forces.

In Japan, in the meantime, there were two marked public at
titudes toward the war in Korea. The Asahi Shimbun editorialized on
June 1 that Japan under Occupation had nothing to do with the
situation in Korea. "lt goes without saying," read the Asahi editorial,
"that the position of Japan, which has no right of self-determination, in
relation with international strife or foreign civil war, is purely that of a
third party.''
On the other band, the Mainichi Newspapers on July 2 carried an
editorial that ran counter to that of Asahi. The Mainichi appreciated
the fact that the United States had deployed anti-Communist "defense
line" from Korea to Taiwan, and expressed gratitude over the U.S.
effort "not to let the Red influence creep into Far East."
"lt has now become clear," the Mainichi added, "on whom Japan
should rely.if invaded by foreign powers."
As the situation in Korea developed, it soon turned out that Japan
could not remain as a mere "third party."
The first sign of the war's impact on Japan appeared as early as
June 26 in the form of brisk transactions in stocks in Tokyo's Kabuto
cho. The news of the outbreak of the war wiped away the doldrums
that had been prevailing over the Wall Street of Japan, and the day's
turnover Jumped to 1,800,000 shares from 1,030,000 shares two days
earlier. As might be expected , the shares traded were mostly those of
enterprises related to the war industry.
Then the Japanese Government itself shattered the "third party"
idea into pieces. Only seven days after the outbreak of the Korean
War, the government made it public that it was only natural for Japan
to "cooperate with the United States in the mobilization of its military
power," and that, therefore, the government would take every
necessary step meeting this purpose within the scope of the Con
stitution and the Japanese law. ''
On July 8, Douglas MacArthur sent a letter to Japanese Prime
Minister Shigeru Yoshida instructing him to establish a National
Police Reserve of 75,000 men and to increase the Maritime Safety
Board by an additional 8,000 men. In issuing this instruction, SCAP
said that "events disclose that safeguard of the long Japanese coastal
line against unlawful migration and smuggling activity requires

The Inchon Landing proved to be a great success (for MacArthur).
Sandwiched by the 10th Corps from Inchon and the Eighth Army at
tacking from the south, the North Korean forces fell apart.
Having recaptured Seoul by September 28, MacArthur's troops
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All this while, the war was continuing in Korea and dragging into
its third month. The U.S. Eighth Army commanded by Lt. Gen.
Walton H. Walker was waging a "hold-or-die" battle at the southern tip
of the peninsula-a position, east of the Naktong River, known as the
Perimeter. The Communist power was overwhelming, so much so that
William Sebald said in his "With MacArthur in Japan" that " ...Walker
was holding back the Communist tide by sticking his fingers in the dike
of the Perimeter.''
To save the situation, Douglas MacArthur needed to accomplish a
miracle. And he did it on September 15 by landing the U.S. 1 0th Corps
in Inchon, the port city near Seoul. The September 17 issue of the
English Mainichi reported:
Aboard the invasion flagship off lnchon, Sept. 16-American
Marines stormed the beaches at Inchon and drove inland toward Seoul
yesterday.
The Marines hit three beaches at once-Red beach on the western
waterfront of Inchon, Blue beach on the south, and again on Wolmi
Island where artillery came ashore to take over the fire-support job
from destroyers and planes.
In Inchon they ran into frantically reinforced Communist defense
forces which had been on the road to Inchon since the naval bom
bardment opened up three days ago...
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drove northward across the 38th Parallel, seized Pyongyang on Oc
tober 20 and reached very close to the Yalu River.
lt seemed that the guns in Korea would fall silent at any moment.
In fact, in a conference with President Truman held on Wake Island on
October 15, MacArthur said that the Eighth Army would be recalled to
Japan by Christmas.
But the situation took an unexpected turn. On November 4, a
spokesman for the Eighth Army admitted officially for the first time
that Chinese Communist divisions were fighting against the U.N.
troops in Korea. "The Eighth Army confirms," said the spokesman,
"that the Chinese Communists in contact are in sufficient numerical
strength to be the equivalent of at least two divisions."
Before long, the Chinese "volunteers" and their Korean comrades
drove back the U.N. forces into Seoul and then further south. The
prospect of a cease-fire vanished.
Ironically, the longer the war in Korea dragged on, the more
Japan prospered economically. In a manner of speaking, Japan was
putting on weight by feeding on the bloodshed in Korea. Converted into
a "supply depot" for the U.N. troops fighting in Korea, Japan
produced all types of war materiel and offered skilled labor. Moun
tains of war supplies went to the Korean battlefront from Japan, and
American planes and ships operating out of Japanese bases largely
depended on skilled J apanese personnel.
In fact, the scope of the nation's economy was fast returning to
that of the period of the Pacific War. More than 1,000 plants and fac
tories of the war industry, which had been closed down by SCAP at the
time of Japan's defeat five years earlier in the Pacific War, were or
dered by the same SCAP to resume business. And the prosperity,
called "tokuju buumu," or "special procurement boom" at that time,
was, it turned out, postwar Japan's first milestone in the path leading
to what was later to be called the "economic miracle" of the Orient.
In the first year of the Korean War (from July 1950 to June 1951l,
the amount of the contracts concluded by Japan's war industry and
related business in the "tokuju buumu" accounted for some $328
million, or approximately U07,000 million (c.f.: Japan's national
budget for fiscal 1950 was about X3,200,000 million). The amount ':as
_
$331 million in the'second year, $476 million in the third and $295 millwn
in the fourth (from July 1953 to June 1954).
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To Japan, admittedly, the war in Korea proved to be an economic
boon which paved the way for her fast recovery and reconstruction
from the despair of the defeat in the Pacific War. In his highly op
timistic Diet speech on January 26, 1951, Prime Minister Shigeru
Yoshida expressed gratitude over the growing signs of the nation's
recovery supported by the economic prosperity. Yoshida said:
"lt is gratifying to us all that of late Japan has made notable
progress on the road to recovery and reconstruction. By last year's
end, signs of progress were observable even in remote nooks and
corners of the land.
"The complications in the Korean situation, brought on by the
invasion of Chinese Communist forces, have so intensified the Cold
War that its symptoms are evident in every part of the world.
"But Japan, with the influence and activities of Communists
steadily subsiding, enjoys internal peace and tranquility such as you
know...."
The war in Korea was brought to an end when the cease-fire
agreement was finally signed at Panmunjom on July 27, 1953. Earlier
on April 11, 1951, General Douglas MacArthur had been dismissed as
SCAP for, according to the words of President Truman himself, his
"inability to give wholehearted support to the policies of the United
States Government and of the United Nations in matters pertaining to
his official duties.''
On the morning of April 17, 1951, MacArthur's plane rechristened
"The Bataan" from "SCAP" after he was fired as the Supreme
Commander for the Allied Powers, left Tokyo's Haneda Airport. The
plane flew into the morning haze to the northwest and then circled out
toward Tokyo Bay where, five years and eight months earlier,
MacArthur, in a strikingly different ceremony, had accepted the
surrender of Japan aboard the U.S. battleship Missouri.

Peace Treaty Amid Cold War
"Japan of today is no longer the Japan of yesterday. We will not
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fail your expectation in us as a new nation dedicated to peace,
democracy and freedom... Nowhere more than in Japan itself can
there be found today a greater determination to play a full part in
saving succeeding generations from the scourge of war...''
In the glare of television and news camera lights, Prime Minister
Shigeru Yoshida read from a thick scroll of paper in a clear an_d steady
voice characteristically devoid of emotions and histrionics. U.S.
Secretay of State Dean Acheson, seated behind the short, stocky
Japanese Premier, and delegates frbm 51 countries on the floor of the
San Francisco War Memorial Opera House, sat with earphones on as
Yoshida's speech was read simultaneously in English by American
born diplomat Toshio Shimanouchi.
"...lt is with feelings of sorrow that we recall the part played in
that catastrophic human experience by the old Japan. I speak of the
old Japan because out of the ashes of the old Japan there has arisen a
new Japan. My people have been among those who suffered greatly
from the destruction and devastation of the recent war. Purged by that
suffering of all untoward ambition, of all desire for the path of military
conquest, my people burn now with a passionate desire to live at peace
with their neighbors in the East and in the entire world... ''
Earlier in his speech Yoshida referred to a certain points of the
draft peace treaty "which cause us pain and anxiety." He singled out
territorial disposition, particularly Russia's occupation of the northern
islands of Habomai and Shikotan.
"The second point is economic," Yoshida continued. "Japan has
lost 45 per cent of her entire territory, together with its resources. Her
population of almost 84 million has to be confined within the remaining
areas, which are war-devastated, with their important cities bombed
and blasted." With the treaty about to be signed giving Allied nations
which suffered no damage from the war the right to seize Japanese
private property in their countries, "there is fear as to whether Japan,
reduced to such a predicament, could ever manage to pay reparations
to certain designated Allied powers without shifting the burden upon
the other Allied powers," Yoshida asserted.
Yet, the Prime Minister said, Japan was accepting the peace
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treat � which would restore the Japanese people to "full sovereignty,
equahty and freedom and reinstate us as a free and equal member in
the community of nations. lt is not a treaty of vengeance, but an in
strument of reconciliation. This fair and generous treaty commands, r
assure you, the overwhelming support of my nation.''
Yoshida spoke on the night of September 7, 1951 in the eighth and
final plenary session of the "Conference for the Conclusion and
Signature of the Treaty of Peace with Japan.''
The signing ceremony came on the morning of September 8. The
plenipotentiaries of 49 nations signed the treaty in alphabetical order,
from Argentina to Vietnam. Signing for Japan at the end of the roll call
were Prime Minister Yoshida, Hayato Ikeda (Finance Minister), Gizo
Tomabechi (Supreme Chairman of the Democratic Party and a
member of the House of Representatives), Niro Hoshijima (member
of the House of Representatives), Muneyoshi Tokugawa (member of
the House of Councillors) and Hisato Ichimada (governor of the Bank
of Japan). Representatives of the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia and
Poland stayed away from the ceremony.
Late in the afternoon Prime Minister Yoshida drove to the u.s.
Sixth Army headquarters in San Francisco's Presidio where he signed
the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty with Acheson, John Foster Dulles,
architect of the peace treaty, and Senators Alexander Wiley and Styles
Bridges. Yoshida was the lone signer of the controversial treaty for
Japan.
The San Francisco conference brought Japan back into the
community of nations after six years of occupation, more specifically
as a member of the "free world" and as keystone of the U.S. military
strategic deployment in the Far East. The San Francisco system not
o�Jy injected an element of long and bitter division in the country but
pitted Japan against its Communist neighbors. But given the cir
cumstances that prevailed in the s,ummer of 1951, Japan had hardly
any other option if it was to emerge from the shackles of foreign oc
cu�ation. lt was the heyday of a bipolarized world dominated by the
Umted States at the zenith of its power and by the Soviet'Union which
boasted the monolithic unity of the Communist bloc.
"Unfortunately, today, the world is faced with new threats of
aggression. Many of the countries represented here are now engaged
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and reinforcement of marit ime safety personnel-a step
widely regarded as the start of Japan's postwar rearmament.He also
ordered a wholesale purge of Communists and the de-purge of wartime
political and economic leaders.
With the draft treaty in hand, John Foster Dulles, special State
Department adviser, made a round of the capitals of the Allied nations
to win their support. India refused to attend the San Francisco con
ference. lt objected to the U.S. plan to bring the Ryukyu and Bonin
islands under U.S.trusteeship and to sign a security treaty with Japan
at a time when Japan was not "truly sovereign" yet. India also
demanded that the island of Formosa be returned to China.
Dulles met with a strong demand from Australia, New Zealand
and the Philippines for guarantees of security against Japan. The
United States placated their fears by entering into mutual defense
arrangements with Australia and New Zealand and with the Philip
pines a few days before the San Francisco conference.The Philippines
and Indonesia were dissatisfied with the treaty's clauses on
reparations.
With minor adjustments, the U.S. draft was laid before the con
ference under the joint sponsorship of the United States and Great
Britain.
lt was an "unusual conference," as Sir Carl Berendese n, New
Zealand delegate, put it. Unlike past peace conferences in which
delegates discussed the terms of a peace settlement around the table ,
the participants in the San Francisco gathering had been invited to
sign what was laid before them. The Netherlands' delegate, Dirk
Stikker, reminded the conference of the French saying, "Out of the
shock of conflicting opinions the truth springs forth.'' But both
delegates said their governments agreed to the "statements only"
conference because of the "obstructionist policy" of the Soviet Union.
At the start of the first plenary session, Conference Chairman
Acheson called for a vote on the rules of procedures that had been
work ed out to forestall just such a delaying and obstructionist policy on
the part of the Soviet Union, Poland and Czechoslovakia. Gromyko
demanded that the conference first put to a vote his proposal for in
vi t ing China which, he said, "has an indisputable right to take part in
the peace settlement for Japan" and without whose participation "it is
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impossible to establish a durable peace in the Far East.''
Acheson promptly ruled Gromyko's proposal out of order. The
Polish and Czech delegates repeatedly rose to a point of order and each
time they were ruled out of order.
With the conference voting down by wide margins every proposal
and motion put forward by the Communist delegates, the meeting went
on as the American and British sponsors bad designed it.
In bis lengthy statement, Gromyko denounced the draft treaty for
failing to give "any guarantees against the rebirth of Japanese
militarism," for not providing for the withdrawal of foreign occupation
forces, and for "flagrantly violating the legitimate rights of the
Chinese people to an integral part of China-Taiwan and the
Pescadores." He described the draft treaty as "not a treaty of peace
but a treaty for the preparation of a new war in the Far East.''
Gromyko then came up with a 13-point amendment to the Anglo
American draft treaty. Among other things, he called for Japan's
recognition of Russian sovereignty over southern Sakhalin and the
Kurile islands, for Japan's sovereignty over Okinawa and Bonin
islands , for withdrawal of occupation forces, and a ban on any foreign
troops and military bases in Japan.
Demanding a ceiling on Japan's armed forces to be permitted for
the purpose of self-defense, Gromyko proposed (a) a land army of
150,000 men, (b) a navy with a personnel strength of 25,000 and a total
tonnage of 75,000 tons, and (c) an air force of 200 fighter and recon
naissance planes plus 150 transports with a manpower strength of
20, 000.
Gromyko took the Japanese delegates by surprise when he
demanded that the straits of Tsugaru between Honshu and Hokkaido
of
and of Tsushima between Japan and Korea be open for the passage
of
Sea
the
to
nt
only such warships "as belong to the Powers adjace
and
Japan." The conference bad been called to sign the draft treaty
Gromyko's amendments went unheeded.
em
When the peace conference ended, Japan was left with the
st, to
barassing task of deciding which China, Communist or Nationali
the
with
deal with. Under U.S. prodding, it signed a peace treaty
not to
Nationalist regime on Taiwan on April 28, 1952. Japan pledged
treaty,
deal with the People's Republic of China as a party to the peace
in a state
a decision which was to leave the two neighboring countries
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of war until Prime Minister Kakuei Tanaka went to Peking in the
autumn of 1972 and jettisoned the treaty with the regime on Taiwan.
After years of hard bargaining, Japan reached reparations
agreements with Burma ($200 million, later augmented by $140 million
in gratuitous economic cooperation), the Philippines ($550 million),
and Indonesia ($223,800,000). Japan also provided gratuitous economic
aid to the three Indochina states which had waivered claims to
reparations-Laos cn billion), Cambodia (H.5 billion) and South
Vietnam ($39 million). Japan's rapid economic progress made it
possible for her to settle the reparations issue without a serious impact
on the national life, contrary to Yoshida's concern in San Francisco.
The peace conference brought to the boil domestic debates over
Japan's future course and its security. The nation was split into two
camps, one favoring "Tasu Kowa" (peace with a majority of the Allied
powers that bad fought Japan) in view of the prevailing circumstances
which would leave Japan dangerously exposed in a "power vacuum,"
and the other insisting on "Zenmen Kowa" (peace with all Allied
nations).
lt was not so much the peace treaty as the security pact, linked up
with the peace treaty, that provided an issue of bitter and traumatic
debates. Prime Minister Yoshida was in favor of maintaining Japan's
security through the collective system under Article 51 of the U.N.
Charter, but Dulles rejected bis idea because of the Vandenburg
Resolution of 1948. The U.S. Senate resolution bound the United States
not to enter into regional and other collective security arrangements
unless they were based on "continuous and effective self-help and
mutual aid. ''
Yoshida obviously exploited domestic opposition in resisting
American pressure for rearmament. Eventually Dulles also saw the
wisdom of not pushing Japan too far in order to retain Japan firmly in
the Western anti-Communist alliance. The result was the
"provisional" security pact signed immediately after the peace
treaty.
lnasmuch as it was made virtually conditional upon the peace
treaty, the security pact contained elements of inequality for Japan.
:he pact consisting of only five articles, for example, did not commit
e United States to defend Japan but granted the United States the
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right to keep its armed forces on Japanese territory. The pact said
simply that the U.S. forces "may be utilized to contribute to the
maintenance of international peace and security in the Far East and to
the security of Japan."
Neither did the pact give Japan the right to check the deployment
of American forces from Japan for operations in the Far East whose
definition was not spelled out. This contained the danger that Japan
might be drawn into conflicts without its knowledge and against its
will. The pact, though "a provisional security arrangement," also did
not say when it would expire.
The peace and security treaty issue split the nation down the
middle, all the way from political parties to labor unions and the in
tellectual community.
When the National Diet convened on October 1, 1951, to ratify the
treaties, the ruling Liberal Party of Prime Minister Yoshida, the
conservative opposition Democratic Party and rightwing Socialists
passed the peace treaty, 307 to 47, with dissenting votes coming from
leftwing Socialists and Communists. Three members of the
Democratic Party, whose secretary general was Takeo Miki, to
become Prime Minister in 1974, bolted the party and voted against the
peace treaty. The security treaty cleared the House of Represen
tatives, 289 to 71. The House of Councillors passed the peace treaty, 175
to 45, and the security pact, 147 to 76.
Both the peace treaty and security pact took effect on April 28,
1952. The termination of procedures did not mean an end to domestic
debates. Instead, they erupted off and on throughout the 1950s largely
in connection with issues involving American military bases and the
conduct of U.S. servicemen, and leapt almost out of control when the
security treaty was revised in the tense summer of 1960.

'Jimmu Boom'-Economic Take-Off
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steaming in a concerted effort to catch up with economically-advanced
countries.
lt was in 1955 that the Japanese economy entered a period of
phenomenal brilliance, called the "Jimmu Boom." The boom restored
the Japanese economy to normalcy in many ways.
More importantly, it marked the beginning of a cyclic series of
peaks and troughs, the dawning of the period of heavy and chemical
industrialization, and the start of a low-interest policy, which com
bined and eventually led to the "miracle growth" the nation had never
experienced before.
The unprecedented buoyancy of the economy was named after the
Emperor Jimmu, founder of the Japanese Imp�rial line claimed to be
2,635 years old, as of 1975. The reigning Emperor Hirohito is the 124th
monarch of this Imperial line.
lt is true that the Japanese economy had experienced booms prior
to the arrival of the Jimmu Boom, including the one created by the
Korean War(1950-1953 ). But in the pre-Jimmu days, the situation was
far from being called normal.
There were, for instance, rampant attempts to make fortunes by
making use of the shortages of goods and inflation. During the Jimmu
Boom, such negative behavior of businessmen ceased to exist as they
became more mindful of growth through investments more con
structive and healthy.
The Jimmu Boom-the nation's first really phenomenal economic
upsurge-came as a three-stage explosion of exports, investments and
consumption in that order and lasted for two and half years before the
economy saw the first trough in the normal cyclic movements.
In fiscal 1955, the initial year of the emperorish boom the in
ternational balance of payments regained equilibrium, the �conomy
expanded without accompanying inflation, and the nation's financial
situation improved considerably.
In a retrospective analysis of the fiscal 1955 economy, the author of
the 1956 edition of the "Economic White Paper" stated triumphantly '
"We are no longer living in the days of postwar reconstruction " a
Phrase which subsequently went into wide use. The White Paper i� an
annual publication of the Economic Planning Agency, covering the
nation's economic activities during the previous fiscal year. The first
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Economic White Paper published in July 1947 pointed out that the
government, corporations and households were all suffering from a
big deficit. (The Japanese fiscal year starts in April.)
The phrase was implanted firmly in the minds of the Japanese,
providing them with a sense of relief based on the recognition that the
period of difficulties following the defeat in war was over. The phrase
spread through the entire nation like wildfire and was certainly one of
the most popular catchwords of the day.
Economically, however, the phrase was not uttered entirely in
jubilation, although it is true that it symbolized the tremendous
economic growth achieved by the nation in the decade following the
end of the war.
In that period, the per capita income increased by an annual
average of 11 per cent, industrial production 22 per cent, and exports 24
per cent. By fiscal 1955, many of the economic indicators had regained
the levels before the end of the war, some of them outstripping the
peaks of the past. The industrial production capacity, for instance, is
estimated to have reached 200, compared with the previous high of 190
in 1945, the year when the war ended, with 1952 set at 100.
While writing that the period of postwar reconstruction was over,
the author of the fiscal 1956 Economic White Paper warned that sub
sidence of the reconstruction boom might decelerate the growth of the
economy "unless Japan undergoes a transformation toward heavy and
chemical industrialization through technological innovation.''
Fiscal 1955 was a year of encouraging records. The international
balance of payment produced a surplus of $535 million, almost
equaling the income from special procurements which was included in
the balance.
The equilibrium in the balance of payments was hailed as the sign
that the Japanese economy had recovered the long-sought in
dependence. In the years following the end of the war, the Japanese
economy had to be shored up by American aid and then had to rely on
special procurements arising from the Korean War.
Foreign exchange reserves, which are the means for purchasing
goods from abroad showed a favorable increase of 30 per cent,
reaching $1,400 million. The reserve of U.S. dollars increased
remarkably by $300 million, totaling $900 million, which was !arge
enough to pay for four months of imports.
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Signs of the favorable trend of the balance of payments were
already beginning to appear during the second half of fiscal 1954 when
exports, especially steel and nonferrous metal products, bounced
upward.
But in those days, the increase in the exports did not necessarily
mean that Japan had obtained stable overseas markets or that
Japanese products had attained sufficient international viability.
Japan was described as a "marginal supplier" since the fluc
tuation of Japan's exports to a certain country was bigger than the
rates of increase and decrease in the total imports of that country. In
fiscal 1955, the increase rate of Japan's exports surpassed by far the
pace of the expansion of world trade, which was 8 per cent.
Japan had to wait until the third economic boom(1966-1969) for
total liberation from the instability of .the international balance of
payments which had dragged down the Japanese economy every time
it hit peaks in the previous flush times.
The shipbuilding industry set the pace for the export boom which,
in turn, kicked off the Jimmu Boom. After experiencing a lucrative
Korean War boom, which boosted the demand for tankers, the industry
had been groaning under a severe slump.
Almost 90 per cent of the 56 shipyards were idled before orders
began to be received from the autumn of 1954. The revived flow of
orders resulted from the government's export incentive measures and
the active inquiries from abroad, mainly from Greek shipowners, who
appreciated the fixed price system and the shorter period of con
struction at the waitiQg Japanese shipyards.
Among the export incentives was the subsidy to cover up to 50 per
cent of the deficit involving ship export. In those days, Japanese
shipbuilders had to be satisfied with below-cost contracts in order to
keep shipy�rds in operation.
The fund for the subsidy was derived from the profits of trading
o mpanies earned through the import of Cuban sugar. The sugar
�
Import quota was granted on the condition that the trading firms would
compensate for the deficit in ship exports, up to 5 per cent each of the
export price of ships.
In 1954, Japanese shipbuilders were able, by making use of the
system, to win export contracts for 42 vessels, totaling 854,980 gross
tons. Those contracts assured shipbuilders of an income of more than
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$100 million one to one and a half years after the conclusion of the
export contracts.
Feeding on the blood shed in the Korean War and cashing in on the
rumored plot of Greek shipping magnates to have manipulated the
Suez conflict, the Japanese shipbuilding industry climbed to the top of
the world ranking of shipbuilders by launching 1. 75 million tons in
1956.In that year, the export of ships totaled $257.1 million, a dazzling
increase of 30 per cent over the previous year.
The proportion of ships in the export of machinery also rose to 49. 0
per cent in that year, heralding the arrival of the age of the heavy and
chemical industries.
Ever since 1956, the Japanese shipbuilding industry has main
tained the world's No. 1 shipbuilding position throughout. Lloyd's
Register of Shipping was to state that in 1974 Japan's shipbuilders
launched 17.61 million tons, which was 50.2 per cent of the world total.

boom" was switched into the "investment boom."
Expansion of the economy in that year exceeded every ex
pectation. The per capita income rose by 13.9 per cent, and mining and
manufacturing production 23.4 per cent, as against the respective
predictions of 4.3 per cent and 7.2 per cent.
Private plant and equipment investments increased by 80 per cent,
amounting to n,400,000 million. Investment for inventories also
showed a sharp increase of 40 per cent, reaching I640,000 million.
The course taken by the increase of private plant and equipment
investments was as follows:

Besides the improvement of the international balance of
payments, the economy of fiscal 1955 showed an expansion without
accompanying inflation. The economic resurgence of fiscal 1955 was
thus dubbed as a "quantitative boom," a translation from the German
expression ''Mengen Konjunktur.''
During that fiscal year, mining and industrial production in
creased by 12 per cent, mainly sustained by the favorable increase in
exports and the per capita income rose by 10 per cent, while prices
showed little upturn.
The manifestation of this ideal state of things did not result solely
from economic factors, but depended on Providence-in this case,
good weather. The favorable weather conditions helped boost the 1955
rice crop to a historic high. The year's crop rose to 12.07 million tons,
an increase of 12 per cent over the previous year. lt shattered the
record of a little more than 10 million tons set in 1933. (The 1974 crop
was 12.29 million tons.) Introduction of chemical fertilizers and the
wide adopting of a new method of cultivation of seedlings were claimed
to be the factors, other than the favorable weather conditions, which
enabled the record rice crop to be realized.
In fiscal 1951, the second year of the Jimmu Boom, the economy
amassed yet greater vigor as businessmen engaged in an intensive
race to carry out plant and equipment investments. The "quantitative

Such investments had already started to climb from the latter part
of fiscal 1955 in sectors related to exports such as steel, shipbuilding
and machinery industries, spurred by the increase in exports.
When fiscal 1956 was entered, the investments in the field of
consumption goods increased as the export boom began to affect the
domestic demand, activating the latter.
Becoming more confident about the future increase of the
domestic demand and encouraged by the increase in the income of the
corporations that they managed, businessmen began to allocate
massive investment funds for capital goods and production goods.
The precipitous increase in plant and equipment investments also
reflected the anxiety of businessmen who were unwilling to see their
corporations drop out of the struggle for survival because the in
vestments being carried out by others were neglected.
The low interest rate policy of the government, as well as the
competition among banks to lend more money, specifically for such
fields of priority as the heavy and industrial sectors, also helped boost
private plant and equipment investments.
Fifty per cent of the increase in the fiscal 1956 industrial produc
tion resulted from such plant and equipment investments. Fifty per
cent of such investments were directed to the steel and machinery
sectors and 20 per cent to the chemical industry.
Reflecting the investment boom, machinery orders increased by
Z.7 times in fiscal 1956. Among the biggest reasons for this was the
decision of electric power companies to build more thermal power
stations, and the introduction of modernized facilities in other in
dustrial sectors.
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The steel industry, which spent U28,200 million during the period
n in the
between 1949 and 1955, mobilized a spectacular i625,500 millio
rnization
following five years up to 1960 , to carry out its second mode
program.
Through the modernization program, which was carried out in two
modern
steps, Japan's steel industry was able to equip itself with more
s of
grade
production facilities such as the strip mill capable of higher
processing.

process of transformation and Japan was able to establish itself as a
leading country in the heavy and chemical industries.

The economy, however, started tumbling precipitously from
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The Jimmu economic boom was the godsend, not only for the
economy of the nation but also for housewives. They found that various
electric home appliances, which began spreading from around the
period, could ease their daily household chores tremendously.
The washing machine was the first to enter the scene in the
"electrification" of households. Every six out of 100 households owned
one in 1955, the initial year of the Jimmu Boom.
The diffusion rate of washing machines rose to 9 per cent in the
following year and exceeded the 10 per cent level, as of March 1957,
reaching 13 per cent. Since then, the diffusion rate had gone sky-high.
As known from experiences in various quarters of the world, any
kind of durable consumer goods starts selling like hot cakes once the
diffusion rate surpasses 10 per cent.
Some circles attribute the phenomenon to the demonstration effect
which lures people to "keep up with the Joneses," but a Japanese
expert in the sales of electric home appliances had the following to say.
After a certain durable consumer item permeates rich families,
who comprise 10 per cent of the entire households, it begins to attract
the upper middle class. Some five years later, the diffusion rate
reaches 50 per cent, and from then on it climbs to saturation in three
years. The easy payment plan is effective when the price comes down
to one-tenth of the monthly income.
Along with washing machines, black and white TV sets and
refrigerators were hailed as the "Three Sacred Treasures" of
households. They became the most coveted items among electric home
products.
Trailing behind but fast catching up with washing machines were
B&W TV sets. The number of families which had contracts with Japan
Broadcasting Corporation(NHK) to view TV broadcasting made an
amazing climb to 50,000 by March 1955. Regular TV broadcasting had
commenced in 1953 with 1,110 initial viewers.
Thereafter, the number of contracts showed geometric progress,
reaching 165,000 by March 1956. Some of the low-brow programs
aroused mounting criticism among quarters who were concerned
about the possible ill effects that such TV programs might have on
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juveniles. "TV will turn the hundred million people of the country into
imbeciles," it was charged.
While the TV boom was flashing across the country, the cinema
industry was enjoying its peak, unaware that its doom was just ahead.
In 1956, a total of 452 cinema houses, which was four times the figure at
the end of the war, were in operation in Tokyo.
Coming in last among the "Three Treasures," refrigerators saw a
slow but steady proliferation.
The accpmmodation for those items, namely housing, was being
given greater atttention as the economy made forward strides. lt was
in 1956 that the Japan Housing Corporation started to accept residents
in its housing complexes.
The corporation started with 240 apartment units, having two
bedrooms and a dining kitchen, located in Chiba Prefecture adjacent
to Tokyo Metropolis. Those who successfully won the right to live in
one of those housing complexes were enviously called members of
"Danchi Zoku"(the housing complex tribe). As of 1975, the corporation
has supplied almost one million units of apartments, 60 per cent rental
with the rest sold on the instalment basis.
While the entire nation continued to enjoy buoyancy, the Jimmu
Boom rapidly became deflated in mid-1952 following introduction of
the tight money policy which was necessary to improve the
deteriorating international balance of payments.
In an analysis of the fiscal 1957 economy, the Economic White
Paper announced the "return of economic cycles." The document put
the blame on the huge accumulation of stocks for the plunge of the
economy, calling it "an inventory recession." Inventories had been
increasing faster than demand, and the tight money policy naturally
dealt a vital blow to the enterprises which were heavily dependent on
bank borrowings.
Immediately after the enforcement of the tight money policy,
inventory investments still remained active, and entrepreneurs were
hit by the lack of funds for the settlement of their businesses although
products were selling well. The situation became the origin of the
phrase, "black ink bankruptcy."
The slump that followed the Jimmu Boom, however, disappeared
fast, with the recovery taking the shape of the letter V. The slump was
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characterized by minimal social impact. The number of the unem
ployed, bankruptcies, and dishonored bills remained relatively small.
The recovery from the brief slump led to the second "explosive"
boom which lasted from July 1958 to December 1961. Plant and
equipment investments lifted the Japanese economy this time again.
While it had been repeatedly feared in the disputes among
economists that the excessive plant and equipment investments would
create an oversupply of production facilities the fear had never
materialized in the course of the postwar economy of Japan.
The explanation given was that during the decade following 1955,
the Japanese were highly capable of "absorbing" capital and
technology, thanks to their personal characteristics.
First of all, the Japanese are eager to save money. Huge personal
deposits were pumped into the industries to finance the massive plant
and equipment investments. In those days, the ratio of saving stood at
more than 15 per cent of the household budget.
Secondly, businessmen are willing to make investments in
production facilities and to introduce new technologies.
In addition, the high educational standards of workers enabled the
industrial modernization to proceed smoothly. The ample supply of
labor, also contributed to the continuous high growth of the economy.
The dense population was also considered as a favorable factor for
economic growth as the high density of population enhanced the ef
ficiency of the infrastructure.
Riding the crest of the economic resurgence, Prime Minister
Hayato Ikeda announced his attention-drawing "income doubling
plan" in 1960. The plan was designed to raise the people's income by 26
per cent in three years and 100 per cent in 10 years. The objective was
to be realized along with the projected annual economic growth of 9 per
cent.
Although interrupted by a critical recession which climaxed in a
crisis of securities firms, the Japanese economy was again buoyed to a
third boom starting from 1966 and lasting for a record 59 months.
In the course of the history's longest economic boom, the Japanese
economy attained the goals set by Ikeda. By 1968, the gross national
product outpaced that of Germany, climbing to second place in the free
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world. The tremendous growt,h of the economy cost Japan the
reputation of "the Yellow Yankee," as Japanese entrepreneurs
started invading developing countries, mostly those in Southeast Asia,
cashing in on the government "commodities assistance."
During the period between 1961 and 1970, the Japanese economy
attained an annual average increase rate of 10.8 per cent. Even in 1965
when the economy was trapped in the severest slump in the postwar
period, the growth rate stood at 4.6 per cent.

Enter New National Idols
"Kyodatsu" (state of lethargy) was the expression often used to
describe Japan and the Japanese in the years immediately following
August 1945. All of a sudden, there was no national goal. For the nation
which had continuously striven to win the war since July 1937-for the
nation, in fact, whose every effort had been devoted to emerging as one
of the world's great powers ever since the Meiji Restoration in 1868, the
end of the war ushered in a state of total aimlessness. The militant
country that bad never known how to stand still now bad to stand still.
The Japanese society that had been competition-oriented and essen
tially geared to the enhancement of the national status, had to abandon
all its ambitions. What should it do now?
The nation was perplexed. The people sat back devoid of any idea
as to what to do next. The Emperor on many occasions expressed his
wish to convert Japan into the "England of Asia." A school of pacifists
suggested that Japan should become the "Sweden of Asia," while a
larger number favored a Switzerland. Some of the most ardent pe� ce
lover�-in many cases opportunistic converts from wartime
militarists-could not care less as to what kind of life the Swiss were
actually leading. That the Swiss women had no right to vote (they �� d
_
to wait until 1971) and that compulsory service in the national militia
_
was demanded of its men, never entered the minds of the makeshift
pacifists whose eyes were dazzled by the blessed neutrality that the
European state maintained throughout the two world wars.
An overwhelming number of Japanese intellectuals still dreamed
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of directing Japan toward the path of Bunka Kokka (country of
culture). The phrase was uncomfortably ambiguous in its content but
Bunka (culture) to them vaguely represented something that stood at
the opposite pole from war. Hence, Switzerland was definitely Bunka.
The birthday of Emperor Meiji, national anniversary set on
November 3, was hastily renamed "Bunka no Hi" (Culture Day).
Bunka Kunsho (Order of Culture) was conferred on an assortment of
nine senior citizens including scientists, painters and a novelist. Cheap
apartment houses built on bombed-out lots in major cities were called
Bunka Jutaku (cultural residence). An exchange of opinions by
several leading journalists, university professors and novelists was
called Bunka Zadankai (cultural round-table discussion). When a
kitchen utensil manufacturer put Bunka Hocho (cultural kitchen
knife) on sale, it was a smashing success. The product has since
become, one of the cherished essentials of the Japanese kitchen in
subsequent years, so much so that a frustrated man in Kanagawa
Prefecture stabbed his noisy piano-playing neighbor with a "cultural
knife" in the autumn of 1974. And soon a new breed of opinion makers,
called Bunkajin (men of culture), came to occupy a unique position in
Japanese journalistic circles.
The Bunkajin, quite as ambiguous a term as Bunka itself,
represented the cream of Japanese intelligentsia who were to guide
the trend of national thought to this day. They included a vast spec
trum that ranged from MacArthur worshippers of 30 years ago to anti
conservative commentators, advocates of nuclear disarmament, and
supporters of Tokyo's Governor Ryokichi Minobe of today. The
thoughts of Bunkajin, especially of Shimpoteki (progressive)
Bunkajin, have left an indelible mark-for better or for worse-on
Japanese public opinion during the past 30 years. But the genesis of the
culture-cult was in the period of lethargy that followed the summer of
1945.
The postwar Bunka reached its first eminence on "Bunka no Hi"
(Culture Day) in 1949. A dispatch from Stockholm revealed that the
Swedish Academy of Science had awarded the 1949 Nobel Prize for
Physics to Professor Hideki Yukawa of Japan. lt was the first un
mistakable success of Japanese Bunka. All the mass media instantly
joined in a laudatory chorus. "Was it mere coincidence that the happy
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news came on Japan's Culture Day?" the Mainichi's editorial asked.
Another Tokyo daily was immediately sharing the national glory with
the scientist as it theorized: "The glorious prize given Dr. Yukawa is
not only recognition of his personal achievements but it is also an
honor for Japanese physics, for our entire academic circles and for all
the Japanese people." The wartime spirit of "100-million as one
bullet" seems to have persisted. Whatever honor or dishonor that
came to a Japanese individual was automatically regarded as affecting the Japanese race.
Dr. Yukawa became, as it were, an instant national hero. He was a
shining hope in hungry days. An unquestionable Bunka incarnate.
Inspired by the national success, hundreds of parents named their
newly born sons Hideki. Every minute detail of Yukawa's career was
excavated, from pre-school days onward, and hailed as an example of
ideal education. The scientist's home in New York (he was then a
temporary member of the staff of Columbia University) was flooded
with telephone calls from the Tokyo press, each congratulating him
and inquiring what lofty message he had for the Japanese people back
home. Japanese readers were greatly encouraged as they were told
that the professor had stated over the international telephone: "1 hope
that all of you will endeavor for better days with bright hope." Bright
days, they felt sure, were certainly ahead and they would be days of
Bunka.
Inviting the honored physicist, newspapers vied to organize a
Zadankai (round-table discussions) participated in by whatever
Bunkajin they could find in the tiny Japanese community in New York.
The discussions unanimously stressed, in conclusion, the mental
capability of the Japanese race. How Yukawa came to "theoretically
discover" the existence of meson, tiny atomic particle, and what the
discovery signified were extensively played up by the press-pushing
aside the news of the Cold War and the civil war in China.
The prize, furthermore, would bring the spectacular su� of
.
$30,171.74 to Dr. Yukawa. Before the physicist said anything defmit
:
about it, the Japanese press had taken it for granted that he woul
share the money with his countrymen, as he did his honor. The
Mainichi, for one, was saying, "We are certain that the money will be
used for the good of physics and for the physicists in Japan.'' Then, the
press turned the scientist into an omniscient teacher. Editors were
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soon asking his opinions on virtually everything-from international
politics to education, literature, way of life, and so on.
Appearing in the spotlight at about this time was a less scholarly
but far more popular national hero-a 19-year-old swimmer,
Hironoshin Furuhashi, who splashed his way to a new world record in
the 400-meter freestyle in August 1948. Radio announcers shouted
themselves hoarse as they reported the splendid performance, minute
by minute, of the aquatic ace. Everyone plunged into wild delirium.
Nobody, in fact, could have been a more symbolic national hero than
Furuhashi who, in those days when the common people scarcely had
any adequate clothes to wear, was clad only in swimming trunks as he
shattered the world record virtually every time he competed in a
swimming meet. A Nihon University student, Furuhashi had been
mobilized to work in a factory during the war, where he had his middle
finger caught in a machine and lost it. Not only did he embody all the
woes that the Japanese had suffered in the wartime but he seemed to
represent an encouraging promise that the Japanese were able, after
all, to overcome handicaps and become a world power once again.
A year later in Los Angeles, Furuhashi again sensationally broke
the world record by a big margin over American competitors. In
Japan, throngs of spectators packed the theaters that showed the
newsreel of the sport event. The mood of the people somewhat
resembled the time when they saw a dramatized film of the "victory"
at Pearl Harbor. This tirpe the Japanese victory was endorsed by a
U.S. swimming coach, Robert Kiphuth, who asserted, "All we could
think was that it was a terrific, terrific performance. We are all lost in
admiration."
The ace swimmer eventually set 23 world records within two
years. The Japanese public was carried away by the feat of the
"Flying Fish of Fujiyama." The national pride was vindicated for the
time to everyone's satisfaction.
The Japanese Bunka experienced its second moment of pride
when the film "Rashomon" won the Grand Prix at the 12th In
ternational Film Festival held in Venice in September 1951.
The film opens with a weird scene of a half-destroyed ancient gate
rnashomon) in the rain. A witness begins to narrate the proceedings in
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But ' in 1951 ' it was his celebrated racing horse "Tok
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Japan Derby. The
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horse was expected to win many more prizes when
from tetanus in June of that year.
On April 19, 1951, diminutive Shigeki Tanaka was all smiles as he
said, "l'm very, very happy to have won." All Japan, too, was very,
very happy at the news that Tanaka had finished first in the 55lb
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Boston Marathon. Following the success of Furuhashi, Fujiyama's
Flying Fish, the marathon runner, only 160 centimeters tall and
weighing a mere 56 kg, once again became a symbol of the per
severance of the hard-working Japanese. The coveted victory in the
marathon, in which 155 distance plodders from all over the world
competed, went to this shy boy from Hiroshima Prefecture. The 19year-old "Atomic Boy" (Tanaka's nickname in Boston) had been able
to afford only a one-way air ticket to Ameöca. For both his expenses
and return fare, he had to rely on help from the Japanese community
in the United States.
According to the records, Japanese runners had been awarded
gold and bronze medals in the marathon race at the Olympic Games in
Berlin in 1936. These medals were actually won, however, by two
Korean athletes registered as Japanese. This time, it was a "genuine"
Japanese who ran for 2 hours 27 minutes 45 seconds, conquering the
strenuous Heartbreak Hill in a drizzling rain, and into the arms of the
awaiting Boston mayor.
A picture of the laurel-crowned runner was played up on the front
page of every Tokyo newspaper. "Appare," "Dekashita," "Yoku
yatta"-the maximum verbal tributes were paid him by the nation's
journalism. In a way, the Japanese people were congratulating
themselves on their own capability to endure hardship. For the post
war economy of Japan was then running through the heart-breaking
race of "Oitsuke, Oikose"-catching up with and overtaking the ad
vanced nations by its people's devotion to economic growth.
About a year later, in May 1952, 40,000 fans were shouting "Ban
zai ! " as another athlete, the nation's boxing ace, won another world
title for Japan. lt was Yoshio Shirai, 28, who pounded out a unanimous
and clearcut decision over Dado Marino of Hawaii, the flyweight
boxing titleholder.
The radio broadcast over a national hookup drowned out the
evening's commotion in Ginza and other busy quarters across Japan.
The nation held its breath to hear how Shirai endured the Hawaiian
boxer's ferocious rushes through the first half of the 15-round bout and
come back with effective punches towards the end of the fight. Each of
the best ringside seats, originally priced at 13,600 (US$10), was being
sold as high as 17,000 outside Korakuen Stadium where the event took
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place. Even a seat in the far-off outfield bleachers cost X700 at a time
when a Mainichi Daily News copy cost only X6 (it is X70 today).
The son of a carpenter brought up in downtown Tokyo, Shirai
immediately became the idol of the working class in Japan. He suc
cessfully defended his title four times before losing it eventually, by a
unanimous decision, to Pascual Perez of Argentina in November 1954.
Pingpong, this curiously political sport, also played its role in
February 1952, in fulfilling the national pride of the Japanese people.
The joyous tiding arrived from Bombay where a Japanese girl duo won
the Corbillon Cup, signifying the women's world team championship.
They upset the favored Rowe twins of England, 3 to 0, in the final
match of the World Table · Tennis Tournament. The girls were
welcomed, as if they were a pair of victorious generals, when they
climbed down from the plane at Haneda Airport.
But the excitement of the nation's womanhood hit the ceiling when
Miss Kinuko Ito, 21, placed third in the Miss Universe Pageant held at
Long Beach, California, in July 1953. For some time many Japanese
men had difficulty swallowing the jubilant news that a representative
of Japanese women, traditionally famed for their fidelity perhaps but
not until then for their well-proportioned physique, could ever win
anything at an international beauty contest where the participants had
to appear before the male judges in swimsuits! But, believe it or not,
that was what this first generation fashion model, a graduate of a
Tokyo high school who was 164 centimeters tall, weighing 52 kg., and
with vital statistics of 86-56-92 centimeters, had done. Instantly Japan
fell in love with little Kinuko (Miss Silk).
Kinuko had had no experience in modeling until the autumn of 1951
when the Mainichi Daily News invited Tina Leser, an American
fashion designer, for a series of then-still-novel fashion shows
throughout Japan. Kinuko answered the call for what was to become
an entirely new profession for Japanese women-fashion models. She
passed the tests and was accepted, but found to her dismay that she
had to wear high-heeled shoes for the first time in her life. "These are
no shoes for walking,'' one of her colleagues heard her groan, almost in
tears. "What would happen if I stumbled before so many spectators."
She actually quit modeling after the fashion show was over and
became a typist, but was recruited again to represent Japan in the
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Miss Universe competition. Her attitude at Long Beach, too, was
typically Japanese. "No, I can't smile. I'm so shy and feel awfully
tense, you know," she protested when photographers insisted on
"cheese" snapshots.
Back home, "Hattoshin" (ideal proportion with stature eight
times the vertical span of the face) became the most often quoted
expression of the day. Many Japanese women lamented that they were
only "Rokutoshin" (six times instead of eight) because their legs were
so short compared with their long torsos. But rapid changes were
taking place. The physique of young Japanese girls began to improve
remarkably, probably because of improved diet. Fashion modeling
moved into the vanguard as an occupation for the "improved" girls.
Men were stunned to hear that Kinuko was making $150 a week in the
United States when their average monthly salary hardly added up to
that sum.
Those were also the glorious days of Rikidozan, Japan's pioneer
and Number One in Puro-Resu (professional wrestling). A drop-out
from the Sumo world after reaching Sekiwake rank, Rikidozan chose
wrestling as his second career, fought his way to fame with his famous
Karate-chop, and cast himself perfectly into the hero image of Japan.
He was the perennial "good guy" while his opponents, usually
Westerners, were given the role of the bad, very bad, guys. In the
scenario, he was hit, tossed about and prey to many a foul trick by
Gaijin wrestlers until he finally stood up, determined to wreak
vengeance with the omnipotent Karate-chop. He helped Japanese men
expand themselves psychologically, no doubt. Millions, in fact, were in
ecstasy as they watched Rikidozan's heroic maneuvers on the
television which was just coming in, often not their own set but in front
of a nearby electric appliance shop, peering over many shoulders
while standing on parked bicycles.
Rikidozan fell from fame only when he died in December 1963 two
weeks after he was/stabbed by a gangster at the cabaret New iatin
Q uarter in Akasaka. The 39-year-old wrestling hero was survived by
_
his charming 22-year-old wife and lamenting fans.
In 1954, Pakistani Foreign Minister (now Prime Minister) Zulfikar
Ali Bhutto had not yet labeled the Japanese as "economic animals."
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There were, however, plenty of symptoms that they would deserve the
nickname sooner or later. A majority of the hardworking Japanese
company employes were zealously paving the way for the nation's
economic prosperity while they remained faithfully solidified under
their Kaisha ( commercial firms) as if they were soldiers under a
commander. The war, in other words, did not really come to a com
plete end in 1945 as far as Japan was concerned. Military war had
undoubtedly ceased, but economic war continued. The Japanese
working force was laboriously advancing on the path to victory
dreaming someday of catching up with and overtaking the western
competitors in terms of the Gross National Product.
Entering the spotlight as a place reserved for those tired of hard
work was the Pachinko (pin-ball machine) parlor. The Pachinko
business enjoyed its first boom in the 1950s. In April 1954, there were as
many as 951,000 working Pachinko machines, with their annual sales
aggregating X240 billion, approximately half as much as the nation's
exports for that year. The so-called "automated Pachinko" machines
had been introduced a year earlier and the innovation enthralled "the
maniacs with educated thumbs." The business experienced
vicissitudes in the 20 years that followed. But, in December 1972, the
nation's Pachinko parlors were still gqing strong with 1,629,336
machines and annual sales totaling almost U trillion.
lt is very difficult to explain Pachinko to those who have never set
foot on Japanese soil. lt is essentially children's game but to
frustrated grown-ups it provides an ideal oasis in the midst of big
cities. Pachinko parlors are in a sense an urban jungle equipped with a
curiously soothing effect on the tired nerves of working men. They give
a consolation that can hardly be obtained, perhaps, outside the Zen
monastery. Stand before a machine, with your ears completely
deafened by the Ryuko-ka ( popular songs), blaring over the loud
speakers, with your feet getting numb from hours of standing, and with
the surface of your mind occupied by the philosophically abstract
movements of Pachinko balls, and you find yourself in a state of unique
nothingness.
Pachinko is hardly an expensive pastime unless one becomes
addicted to it. A single Pachinko ball used to cost a modest X2 in 1954
and it is only X3 today, an astonishing stability in an age of quasi
astronomical inflation. Moreover, you might receive some packs of
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cigarets in exchange for your earned balls, a prize that can be bartered
for cash (officially forbidden) at a shabby little house in the
backstreet, an exchange business operated by a local widows'
association-how quintessentially Japanese this Pachinko thing is. In
any case, the business began to come into noticeable existence in the
1950s when Japan's economy was barely on its own feet.
The years 1953-56 saw Japan's struggle for and the eventual
conquest of Mt. Manaslu, an 8,125-meter peak in the central
Himalayas. After two abortive attempts to scale the world's eighth
loftiest mountain, Toshio Imanishi, a 41-year-old Osaka civil engineer,
and a Nepalese Sherpa stood on the ice-bound peak on May 9, 1956. lt
was Japan's "Premiere 8,000." Motion picture theaters were again
packed by those eager to see the Rising Sun flag fluttering against the
indigo Himalayan sky. lt was also a proud moment for the Mainichi
Newspapers that sponsored the three expeditions.
Those were the years when the Japanese people could afford to
look forward and think big. Ahead of Japan was the boundless future to
march in. Although there were many hardships, the nation had
climbed out of the most difficult years. There were so many heroes
emerging in the fields of Bunka and sports. Despite some tens of
thousands of anti-heroes who brooded in Pachinko parlors, the GNP
was steadily growing.

Cinderella Story Of Michiko Shoda
Had there not been the Cinderella story of ivlichiko Shoda, then 24,
the postwar history of Japan would have been a very somber one
despite all the glory of its economic success. When the Imperial
Houseqold Council, after months of deliberation, announced the
engagement of His Imperial Highness Crown Prince Akihito to the
daughter of Hidesaburo Shoda, a rich flour mill executive but a
commoner, on November 27, 1958, the whole nation was thrilled.
The future Princess met the press for the first time that afternoon.
She began her initial comment by shyly saying, "Everything is just
like a dream ... From my heart I trust him and respect him." The
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pretty young girl was smiling radiantly and her pale afternoon dress
was very, very chic.
Outside the Imperial Palace, there was joy on every level of
Japanese life. Young girls were weeping romantic tears over the
Imperial love story. Many, the nation's newspapers reported, con
sidered it one of the greatest romances in centuries.
Even in the midst of the hula-hoop fever, the romance was star
tling enough to make millions of the Japanese people giddy. Until the
formal announcement was made, few Japanese in fact had realized
that Japan was "democratized" to that extent. Shattering ancient
traditions and risking the lessening of the monarchy's prestige, the
Crown Prince wanted to marry a commoner's daughter whom he
loved. An event undreamed of in the 26-century history of the Empire!
Public opinion was clearly divided. Hard-core traditionalists,
representing a minority, expressed the anxiety that the pristine
sacredness of the Imperial Family might be seriously impeded by
mixing it with the "base" blood of common stock. The Emperor had
undoubtedly disavowed his own godliness in 1946, but had not the
Kamikaze suiciders gladly sacrificed their lives for the preservation of
the national polity? And doesn't the essence of the national polity lie in
the sacred lineage of the Emperor system-the unique tradition that
es
had never been affected by humanly ambition and love? For centuri
the Emperors of Japan had meticulously kept the family blood pure
and holy. Enduring all shortcomings intrinsic to the purity (Emperor
Taisho, for one), had they not remained stoically aloof from their

subjects?
Now the heir-apparent was stepping out of the time-honored
framework and desired to marry a girl, a commoner, because he loved
s?
her. How would he atone to the spirit of all the deceased patriot
of
e
becaus
d
Wasn't it a purely Western idea for a man to get marrie

"love?"
of the
Then again, are the Shodas really commoners? The father
company.
future Princess was the president of a flourishing flour
to create
Somebody, somebody very close to the throne, was plotting
ionalists
an Imperial-industrial complex, so the hidebound tradit
reasoned.
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The rest of Japan, by far the majority, rejoiced. The 25-year-old
Crown Prince, in their eyes, was the New Japan incarnate. Who cares
about time-worn tradition? This is a new nation blessed by the new
Constitution which vests sovereignty not in the Emperor but in the
people. Demokurashi (Japanese concept of democracy) means
freedom, doesn't it? Why, this is a victory, then, for the "liberated"
Crown Prince who was choosing his bride of his own free will.
The fact that Miss Shoda was "one of the people" instead of the
aristocracy, customary source of Empresses, was welcomed as
strengthening the bonds of intimacy between the people and the Im
perial Family. The distaff side of the nation was carried when told that
the Prince, during his pre-betrothal days, used to talk with Michiko for
hours over the telephone. For the royal person, denied all
manifestations of human desire, including going out of his palace to
visit his sweetheart, courtship by telephone was a splendidly
revolutionary idea.
"What would be the phone number of the Crown Prince, do you
know?" a working girl was overheard by a Weekly Shincho reporter as
she was talking to her girlfriend in a commuter train. "1 dunno. Have
you checked the telephone directory under KO (for Kotaishi, the
Crown Prince)?" was another girl's reply.
The fact was that the Japan Telegraph and Telephone Public
Corporation had been requested by the Chamberlain to the Crown
Prince to set up an unlisted direct connection between the Prince's
palace and the Shodas' home in Gotanda, Tokyo. The magnanimous
corporation made no charge for the special telephone, it was reported.
The telephone company was not the only one to make such a lavish
gesture. When tenders were called for the construction of a multi
million yen new palace for the Crown Prince and future Princess,
Hazama-Gumi Co. surprised its competitors by bidding a mere no,ooo.
The bidding was eventually reinvited. lt was 17 years before the same
construction firm was to be bombed by anarchists for its "economic
invasion of Southeast Asia" in February 1975.
A congratulatory mood permeated even Japan's usually austere
financial world. The posted price of the stock of Nisshin Flour Mill
Company o.wned by the Shodas had begun to soar several days earlier
and on the day the betrothal was formally announced, it was �213, a �60
jump from two weeks before. All the banks, insurance companies and
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department stores throughout the nation were asking for photos of the
couple. Within a few days, the nation was seeing an avalanche of
photos of the romantically engaged couple displayed in the show
windows of numerous banks and branches of business companies.
The Big Press was zeroing in on the felicitous occasion. They, in
fact, had been preparing for the moment for years. Each of the mass
circulation newspapers in Japan had organized a team of full-time
"Okisaki-sagashi" (hunt for the Princess candidate) reporters.
The Mainichi's city news desk had compiled every conceivable
"candidate" in and out of the aristocracy. The overall number at the
start of the journalistic maneuver in 1955 amounted to an astonishing
1,000. Ten reporters were assigned to investigate the candidates one by
one-the family's social status, its financial condition, the number, if
any, of her father's concubines, the would-be candidate's beauty,
health, education, friends and many other qualifications.
Their assignment was to interview every one of them without
being spotted by rival newspapermen. lt was certainly the biggest
"dragnet" ever spread by the Japanese press. Gradually the repor
ters, most of them originally recruited from the police beat, learned
how to manage the typical upper class conversation full of honorifics.
By April 1958, seven months before the formal bulletin was issued,
the number of the qualified brides had dwindled to 20. Among them
was "Michiko Shoda: a pretty tennis partner of the Crown Prince."
She was tall, but not taller than the Prince. She was of a rich family,
but modest (her monthly pocket money never exceeded U,000) and
prudent in personality. She was healthy (160 centimeters tall and
weighing 50 kilograms, slightly on the plump side) but elegantly
Japanese in Kimono. She was beautiful but not extravagant.
Graduated from the University of the Sacred Heart in Tokyo with a
conspicuous record, she was graceful in manners and fluent in
English. And, above all, when the Crown Prince was watching her play
tennis, look! his eyes were gleaming.
Never before had the nation's journalism battled in such a
romantic setting as the hard-working "bride-hunters" did. The bat
tlegrounds were the elite Tokyo Lawn Tennis Club one day and the
classy tennis court in Chofu City on another. In that summer the Crown
Prince was playing tennis in the refreshing plateau of the Karuizawa
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summer resort in Nagano Prefecture. The Shodas had a villa on one of
the hills. Reporters, dressed in tennis suits and with a small camera in
hand, were sitting at courtside pretending to be innocent bystanders.
Back in the perspiring heat of Tokyo, other reporters were visiting
the homes of chamberlains and advisers to the Crown Prince every
evening. One day, while looking at the blueprint of the projected new
palace for the Prince, a reporter cried out, "Hey, what d'ya know!
He's got this tennis court inside the palace ground!" A smashing
discovery that stirred the hearts of the many reporters present.
The Shoda family, approached many times, would neither say
anything definite nor give even a remote hint. Reporters were
repeatedly bowed off politely. A tip, however, was given by one of the
family's friends in September that Michiko was attending the world
meeting of the Sacred Heart alumnae in Brussels as Japan's
representative. Mainichi correspondents in Paris, New York and
Washington were alerted instantly. A Washington man succeeded in
boarding the plane in which she was flying back to Japan from the
American capital via Honolulu. He sat next to her and, feigning to be a
businessman not quite unrelated to her father's trade, struck up a
conversation with her.
The Imperial Household Agency, in the meantime, invited the
representatives of all the newspapers, magazines and television
networks. The Grand Chamberlain suggested a journalistic
moratorium. "I want you all to understand the vulnerability of the
upper class,'' he pleaded. ''Each medium in its excessive zeal to locate
the future Princess might print the name of the wrong candidate.
Think of that girl's future-it would be a tragedy."
The journalists assented. One might get a scoop, they reasoned,
but all the others would naturally suffer. Stirred by the instinct for self
defense, all of them signed the Kyotei (agreement) that none would
print the name until the official announcement. So, the battlefront
shifted from tracking down the would-be fiancee to how good a sup
plement they could publish on the day the official word came. lt meant
a gamble, and a very precarious one.
A leakage would mean a disaster. The Okisaki-hunters were
allotted a room at the far end of the newsroom. Their stories on Miss
Michiko Shoda, considered to be the leading candidate, were set in
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type by a few handpicked compositors who worked in a corner of the
printing shop. Galleys were numbered, stored in a special room, and
locked. The whole enterprise somewhat resembled the clandestine
Pearl Harbor operation.
The Mainichi reporters were tormented all the while by a nagging
doubt-would the Crown Prince really marry a commoner? The
abortive royal-commoner romance of Britain's Princess Margaret and
Group Captain Peter Townsend was still fresh in their memory.
But on the joyous day in November 1958, the Mainichi hit the jack
pot. Out went millions of prepared copies of the special supplement
prepared 17 days before and fortified by numerous additions since.
· The captain of the Okisaki hunter team ran back from the press
conference by the Director-General of the Imperial Household Agency.
"Bucho (city news editor) ! lt was Michiko-san, after all." He was
now sobbing.
"Good, good. Very good ! " The editor hugged him. He was also in
tears.
One of the mischievous reporters patted the shoulder of the
emotional journalist, "You can have a very long rest now. There'll be
at least 25 years before you'll be looking for the bride of the Crown
Prince's son."

evoked sympathy in the hearts of his limited number of friends. They
sometimes attempted to help the "Gagged Prince" or ,;Solitary
Prince" step out of his monarchical reservedness, but to no avail.
lt is questionable too, how far his life was "emancipated" in the
postwar days when he was placed under the personal tutoring of Mrs.
Elizabeth Gray Vining, a Quaker widow governess.

The life of the Crown Prince had indeed been a solitary one.
Japan's Imperial Family, by tradition, had left princes shortly after
their birth in the care of court nobles. Born on December 23, 1933 (the
eighth year of Showa), little Akihito was removed from his parents'
palace when he was only three years old. Since then, he had to live a
separate life, which allowed him to see his parents, brother and un
married sisters only once or twice a month.
He was a boy of tender heart by nature. Though sensitive and
compassionate, he was more often respected than loved by those loyal
courtiers who feit deep awe at virtually anything he did or said. There
was hardly any room for humanly affection.
While attending the Gakushuin Peers' School, he would frequently
say to his friends, "I envy you because you can live with your
parents." That he was lonesome could not be doubted. But there was
no outlet for nis emotion. For the future ruler of Japan was not sup
posed to allow others to spot his weak points. His self-consciousness

To a young man like Akihito, meeting vivacious Michiko Shoda
was like stepping into warm sunshine. In the summer of 1957 the
Crown Prince, who had never really mixed with girls in his school or
court life, feil in love with a girl called ''Mitchie.''
lt was at an international tennis tournament in Karuizawa where
the Prince proved himself to be an excellent competitor. The informal
mood of the cool resort gave him a momentary chance for relaxation.
The young Prince was soon seen with a Peace cigaret between his
lips-a yearning perhaps for a manly show-off.
He invited some friends, male and female, to a nearby coffee shop.
Among the invited was "Mitchie," Michiko Shoda. From around the
coffee table rose the gay laughter of young people. And another Peace
or two. The solitary Prince was alive for the first time in his life.
Prudent upper class vacationers averted their eyes a few days
later when they saw the Prince rowing a boat on tiny Sengataki Lake
with Miss Shoda seated in the bow-shyly smiling. This summer, they
thought, would remain forever memorable for the Crown Prince.
Rumors started circulating.
Monarchy was doubtlessly a declining fashion in postwar Japan,
too. But the announcement of the Prince's betrothal to the girl who was
a commoner revived the popularity of the royal family all at once. If
the Senzenha (prewar generation) identified themselves with the
Emperor to such an extent that they would sacrifice their lives for his
cause, the younger Sengoha (postwar generation) saw the hope of the
new age in the determination of the young Crown Prince.
He was a Showakko (son of the Showa Era) who, by choosing his
own bride not only upset court tradition but spearheaded the shat
tering of the strict family rule of prewar Japan. This was no longer a
time for parents to decide whom their sons should marry. They had
come to stay: democracy, freedom, young will and love-all com
bined. As it did in 1789 France, "Le .Serment du Jeu de Paume"
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(Tennis-Court Oath) had a definite ring of liberty and equality.
From early dawn, more than half a million Tokyoites lined the
streets from the Imperial Palace to the Togu (the Crown Prince's)
Palace in Akasaka. People throughout the nation rose early and turned
on their television sets at 6.25 a.m. to watch Miss Michiko Shoda bid
farewell to her parents at her home in Gotanda to become the bride of
the Crown Prince. The day, April 1 0, 1 959, was destined to be a day of
pomp and splendor. An air of excitement wrapped the Japanese ar
chipelago.
The austere wedding rite began at 1 0 a.m. The Crown Prince was
clad in an orange court robe with a black crown and Princess Michiko,
Consort of the Heir Apparent, was dressed in a formal Juni-Hitoe, a
twelve-fold ceremonial robe of ancient court ladies. lt was like the
unfolding of an antique picture scroll-a scene out of the 11th Century
Heian Period. The "Tale of Genji" was being revived.
From the Kashikodokoro sanctuary deep inside the Imperial
Palace, television cameras relayed a glimpse of the couple treading
the corridor of the Shinto building, led by the Chief Ritualist. Nine
hundred and seventy illustrious guests stood in front of the outer
sanctuary to see the couple disappear into the inner sanctum. Mrs.
Vining was the only invited foreigner. Observing court tradition, Their
Majesties the Emperor and the Empress were stoically absent. lt was
after the rite that the wedded couple were received in audience by
Hirohito. Then the biggest spectacle of the Showa Era began.
The Crown Prince wore the Collar of the Grand Cordon of the
Chrysanthemum and the Princess the First Order of the Sacred Crown
over her own decollete designed by Simone Noir of the Dior Fashion
House, Paris.
The gala wedding procession was like the re-enactment of a fairy
tale. Following the cavalcade of horse-drawn carriages and mounted
court guards holding the Crown Prince's standard was the carriage
carrying the newly-wed couple. The bride was smiling elegantly, the
bridegroom was waving bis band-also all smiles. The people were
applauding, cheering, throwing confetti and shouting "Banzai ! "
The golden chrysanthemum crest on the side of the maroon coach
gleamed in the benign spring sun. A drum and bugle corps of junior
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high school students, the U.S. Air Force Band and the Metropolitan
Fire Brigade Band struck up joyous tunes as they joined the
pageantry.
Princess Michiko's tiara, studded with 1,000 diamonds, was daz
zling. Little attention was paid to a 1 9-year-old boy who moved toward
the royal coach as it was parading just outside the Imperial Palace.
The boy, quickly pulled down from the coach-step, later confessed to
police interrogators that he was against the Emperor system. The
news, however, was prudently played down by the nation's Big Press.
The classic pageantry had been well publicized by shrewd
television manufacturers ever since the schedule was revealed months
before. "This time," they persuaded consumers, "You MUST have a
TV set in your sitting room."
As a matter of fact, television played a major role in covering the
day's event. With more than 1 00 TV cameras installed behind the lines
of well-wishers, every detail of the hour-long procession was relayed to
every corner of Japan. The cameras zoomed in on the coy little
Princess and one _ could see everything marvelously clear on the
television screen. lt was a felicitous moment for the nation's electrical
managers, as well as for all the workers in the industry, their sub
contractors and advertising agencies.
The nationwide registered number of television sets, which totaled
only 165,666 at the end of 1955, jumped to an amazing 1,982,3 79 in 1958
and 4,148,683 the next year. "Terebi" (television) became the way of
Japanese life. Moved by their deep homage to the Crown Princess the
manufacturers of electrical household appliances coined a wor� for
the occasion-' 'Mitchie Boom.''
Behind the whole scene, it was said, sat clever Shinzo Koizumi,
former Chancellor of Keio University and longtime adviser to the
Crown Prince. Conscious of the changing political tide and determined
to put the monarchy on a more solid foundation than its traditional
charisma, the enlightenmentist scholar positively encouraged the
Crown Prince to marry a commoner daughter.
By.risking the sacrifice of a "sacred cow," he dared to advocate
the introduction of "healthy" blood into the Imperial Family. The
Shod�s fi� bis purpose perfectly. With the family's branches firmly
marnect mto some of the nation's most distinguished families both
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economic and academic, Hidesaburo Shoda, the flour mill president
and father of the Princess, was related not only to prewar Prime
Minister Osachi Hamaguchi but also to subsequent Prime Ministers
Eisaku Sato and Takeo Miki, Chairman Yoshizane Iwasa of Fuji Bank,
Chairman Hiroshi Anzai of Tokyo Gas Co., and numerous other
professors and econo-industrial celebrities.
When, therefore, the Crown Prince wedded Miss Michiko Shoda,
the Imperial Family was noticeably bolstered by the core of Japan's
"establishment."
Nonetheless, until the day the Crown Prince actually begins ruling
the era that will succeed Showa's, one might still keep wondering
whether or not Koizumi's scheme is working out. There have already
been some cautious voices of misgiving uttered as to the capabilities of
the fortyish Crown Prince and symbol-to-be of future Japan.
Citing the instance of the royal visit by T.I.H. the Crown Prince
and Princess to Nepal in the spring of 1975, some Tokyo weeklies
wrapped, in careful phrases, their criticism of the Prince's lack of
initiative in making use of the occasion for promoting friendship with
Southeast Asian neighbors. Not quite infrequently one would hear a
sinister remark in today's Tokyo that the Crown Prince is a "husband
to Princess Michiko" perhaps but little more.
The times, of course, have greatly changed since the days when
the Emperor's words were a godly decree. Denied the exertion of all
political influence, the Crown Prince's position is understandably awk
ward-at least compared with the prewar days. His authority is so
prescribed by the postwar Constitution that it hardly extends beyond
being the successor to the ritual head of state. Given the situation,
what initiative can he really take?
The Japanese people's median feeling was observed by David
Riesman, American sociologist and author of "The Lonely Crowd," in
1961. As Riesman was leaving the International House, Tokyo, he saw
a number of policemen coming up the driveway. He was told that the
Crown Prince was coming to a wedding ceremony. The social scien
tist's comment: "I think I got a glimpse of him but he is so un
distinguished-looking that I couldn't be sure (people are sorry for
Princess Michiko, who is married to such a stiff and stultifying man
but then, they added, how can he help it, having been brought up in the
palace)" (Parentheses by Riesman).

On February 26, 1936, the heart of Tokyo had lain in the hands of
platoons of soldiers led by a handful of self-righteous young army and
navy officers, but the rest of the nation was totally unaware of their
short-lived coup attempt. From mid-May to mid-June of 1960, the heart
of Tokyo w�s �ocked by what many in Japan and abroad feared might
be the begmnmg of a revolution. Not only did the rest of the nation
follow the turmoil over radio and TV and in the newspapers but in
fact, milli�ns of workers, students and ordinary citizens were �irectly
1 volved m the most traumatic political outburst in the nation's
�
history. Th � root of the trouble was "Ampo," as the security treaty
_
with the Umted States is called in Japanese.
T�e month-long upheaval over the revision of the Japan-U.S.
Sec nty Treaty not only split the nation down the middle. It Iaid bare
�
th � 1mmaturity of Japan's parliamentary democracy planted on its
soil at the end of World War II. The turmoil forced U.S. President
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Dwight D. Eisenhower to cancel his trip to Japan after he had em
barked on his tour. And it spelled the doom of Prime Minister
Nobusuke Kishi.
A combination of factors was at work in the disturbance that
started on January 6, 1960 when a new security pact was signed in
Washington by Prime Minister Kishi and U.S. Secretary of State
Christian A. Herter. The original treaty, signed immediately after the
San Francisco Peace Treaty in September 1951, had been the subject of
intense debate from the very beginning for its "unequal" provisions.
(Refer to Chap. IV-Peace Treaty Amid Cold War)
A succession of Japanese governments sought an early revision of
the "provisional" arrangement but the United States countered by
calling on Japan to shoulder a larger burden of defense. After years of
Japan's overtures, Washington finally agreed to discuss a revision in
September 1958.
In some respects, the newly signed treaty was an improvement
over the old one. lt bound the United States to come to Japan's aid
against an armed attack in the "territories under the administration of
Japan" (Article V). lt provided for "prior consultation" in case of
"major changes in the deployment into Japan of United States armed
forces, major changes in their equipment, and the use of facilities and
areas in Japan as bases for military combat operations to be un
dertaken from Japan" (Article VI and Exchange of Notes). lt also set
a time limit of 10 years (Article X).
The Socialist and Communist parties, which had voted against
both the peace treaty and the security pact, did not want any security
arrangement with the United States at all. (The rightist Socialists, who
had voted in favor of the peace treaty but against the security pact,
seceded from the party and founded the Democratic Socialist Party on
January 24, 1960, under the chairmanship of Suehiro Nishio).
No amount of effort on Kishi's part would have won the Socialists
and Communists over to his side. They were on an entirely different
plane as far as the nation's security was concerned.

reach the people at !arge, a factor whic
h added to their latent
misgiving about the security pact.
And there was the question of style and pers
onality of the prime
minister who inspired little, if any, Iove or
respect from the masses.
They remembered him as one of those
arrested· as major war
criminals, though he had been spared a trial
, and identified him as the
epitome of reactionarism. Kish i was obviously
only joking when he
said, "I read only the sports section," but his
brand of humor wasn't
the kind that helped him to establish rapport with the
press.
There was another important domestic facto
r which fanned the
fla�es against the security pact . On Mar ch 30,
1959, Presiding Judg e
Ak10 Date of the Tokyo District Cour t ruled
the security pact un
constitutional in the "Sunagawa Case" involving
seven men arrested
for obstructing a land survey for extension of
the U.S. air base in
Tachikawa on Tokyo's western suburb. In one
of its speediest actions
the Supreme Court rescinded the Date ruling and
sent the case back t�
the district court for retrial on December 16.
The security treaty, the Supreme Court in
a unanimous judgment
_
said, was a matter of such high-Ievel political
nature, with a direct
bearing on the survival of the state, that it shou
ld be determined by the
Diet, the Cabinet and ultimately by the people.
The court decision, which came just two week
s before Kishi's
departure for Washington to sign the new pact
, was denounced by the
anti-treaty forces as "utterly irresponsible"
for it "waved its con
stitutional power to determine the cons
titutionality of Iaws
regulations or official acts." If the Supreme
Court judges did not at�
tach much significance to their reference
to "ultimately by the
people," the anti-treaty forces took it as
meaning that the court
decision justified their "right to resist" the
pact which they insisted
was unconstitutional.

The government of Prime Minister Kishi, on its part, often
displayed Jack of cohesion and clarity in its replies to Socialist critics
in the Diet. More importantly, it did not go as far as it should have to

Beyond Japan's shores, too, there were developments of great
.
import whose repercussions had a delicate impact on the treaty
revision issue.
In South Korea a violent student uprising erupted on April 19 1960
and threw President Syngman Rhee out of power, forcing hi� to
become an exile in Hawaii.
On May 5, Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev stunned the world
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by announcing that a Russian rocket had shot down an American U2
spy plane when it penetrated Russian territorial airspace and that its
pilot, Francis Powers, was captured alive. Khrushchev then departed
for Paris for the Big Four summit conference scheduled to begin May
16.
When he reached Paris after Moscow's announcement of a successful launching of the first artifidal satellite to beat the United
States in th� space race, the Soviet Premier again denounced the U2
flight and withdrew a st:;mding invitation to Eisenhower to visit the
Soviet Union. The Paris summit collapsed, freezing a thaw in U.S.
Soviet relations that had begun with Vice President Richard M.
Nixon's Moscow visit in July of the previous year and Khrushchev's
own American visit two months later.
The U2 incident added fuel to the treaty revision debate in the Diet.
Socialist Ichio Asukata (now mayor of Yokohama) grilled the
government on the presence of the "black jets" at the U.S. Atsugi Air
Station in Kanagawa Prefecture. Moscow was warning that U2 bases
might be made the target of Russian retaliation. U.S. assurances that
the U2s in Japan were engaged solely in weather observation did not
dispel the popular anxiety.
On May 10, six days before the Paris summit, Japan and the
United States announced that President Eisenhower would arrive in
Tokyo on June 19 on his way home from a trip to the Soviet Union to
celebrate the Centennial of Japan-U.S. relations.
With the shock from the summit collapse still reverberating
around the world, tension was steadily building up in the Diet. As the
close of the Diet session on May 26 approached, Prime Minister Kishi
and the Liberal-Democratic Party were becoming visibly impatient.
Outside the Diet Building, tens of thousands of unionists, students and
ordinary citizens were·massed daily for presenting "petitions," a new
form of tactics conceived by the People's Council for Preventing
Revision of the Security Treaty. The council had been founded in late
March 1959 with the Socialist Party, General Council of Trade Unions
of Japan (Sohyo) and 11 other organizations as key members and with
the Communist Party sitting in as "observer." The council had been
holding a "unified action" every month, beginning April 15, 1959.
On the evening of May 19, as rain started falling, tension mou nted
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almost minute by minute in and around the Diet. Word spread through
the milling throng of anti-Ampo petitioners that the Liberal
Democratic Party was planning to extend the Diet session by 50 days.
Inside the House chamber, Socialist Diet members and their
secretaries staged a sitdown in the corridor outside the office of
Spe�ker Ichiro Kiyose in an attempt to block the opening of the plenary
sess10n. Another group of Socialists put up a barricade in the room
adjacent to Kiyose's to prevent him from sneaking out through the
back door.
Shortly after 10 p.m., the Speaker called on the Socialist pickets to
disperse. At 10.25 the preliminary bell for the plenary session echoed.
The second and final bell rang at 10.35. The Liberal-Democrats began
filing into the chamber.
A few minutes before 11, Kiyose called in the police. Within a
matter of 10 minutes, uniformed policemen, 500 of them, arrived in
haste and started evicting the Socialist lawmakers and their
secretaries, one by one, as they sat with their arms interlocked. The
Socialists were dragged down the corridor, their hands and legs held
firmly by the police, and their shirts ripped open.
Another police squad forced its way into the room next to the
Speaker's, knocked down the barricade put up by the Socialists inside
and shoved them out.
With the obstacles cleared, Speaker Kiyose, whose oratory as chief
defense counsel in the International Military Tribunal for the Far East
belied his thin, small frame, was virtually spirited away by House
guards and shoved into his chair on the dais to the applause of the
waiting Liberal-Democrats.
Ten minutes before midnight, the House minus all opposition
members voted a 50-day extension of the Diet session. Then Kiyose
announced that the next plenary session would begin at 12.05 a.m. the
following day-just a few minutes off.
The plenary session opened, again without opposition members
and the chairman of the ad hoc committee on the security treaty mad�
a terse report. The Speaker called for a standing vote on the pact and
related bills. All present rose. Then came a tumultuous roar of
"Banzai." The session was over at 12.19 a.m.
More than a dozen Liberal-Democrats stayed away from the
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voting on the security pact. Among them were former Prime Minister
Tanzan Ishibashi and leaders of anti-mainstream factions including
Takeo Miki and Ichiro Kono.
"I thought that the process of gaining Diet approval was of great
importance," Miki told reporters. "No amount of time would be
enough to persuade those who were opposed to the treaty from the
beginning. But there are many who are basically in favor of the treaty
but who har,bor misgivings about its contents. We politicians owe it to
ourselves to convince these people."
The Diet was paralyzed. The opposition including the Democratic
Socialists termed the voting null and void and refused to take part in
any further Diet proceedings. The Socialist members of the House of
Representatives tendered their resignations en bloc in a gesture
designed to force Prime Minister Kishi to dissolve the House and call a
general election. Their resignations were deposited with Party
Chairman Inejiro Asanuma, but this threat did not materialize.
The "forcible passage" of the pact whipped the anti-treaty
movement to a new intensity. On the afternoon of May 20, about 7,000
Zengakuren students who had broken with the Communist Party
massed near the Diet Building. At the climax of their blatant
demonstrations, some 300 of them surged into the compounds of the
Prime Minister's official residence. The People's Council called for
larger protest demonstrations and rallies.
The press also joined in a chorus demanding a general election.
The Asahi Shimbun moved its editorial from its regular place on Page
2 to the front page and called on Liberal-Democrats to revolt against
Kishi to force his resignation.
The anti-treaty movement now receded somewhat into the
background. A struggle for the defense of democracy and
parliamentarism became a rallying cry. Scholars and professors
organized lectures and took to the streets.
Sakae Wagatsuma, professor emeritus of Tokyo University, who
had been a classmate of Kishi's in the university, reminded Kishi of his
days in Sugamo Prison as a war criminal and gave this friendly ad
vice: "Kishi-kun, the only way left for you is to quit politics im
mediately and spend the rest of your life going fishing, which you used
to like so much."
The treaty's passage in such unusual circumstances also brought

On June 7, the White House announced there would be no change in
Eisenhower's Japan visit. On June 10, Presidential Press Secretary
James C. Hagerty flew into Tokyo to make final arrangements for
Eisenhower's visit-now only nine days away.
When Ambassador Douglas MacArthur II's car carrying Hagerty,
Thomas E. Stephens, Presidential Appointments Secretary, and the
envoy reached the Benten Bridge just outside Tokyo International
Airport, about 500 unionists blocked its way. lt was only after riot
police hurried to the scene that a helicopter that had been hovering
above could land and pick up the three for a flight to the U.S. Embassy.
"Traditionally, the Japanese people have always treated the
representatives of other governments with courtesy and respect,"
Hagerty told reporters in a gibe at the mob violence he had just been
subjected to. "The singing of the Internationale as they stoned,
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the latent anti-American sentiment to the surface. Under the Con
stitution giving the House of Representatives superiority in treaty and
budget matters, the security treaty was to become "automatically
approved," without similar action by the House of Councillors a
month later, on June 19-the very day President Eisenhower wa; to
arrive in Tokyo.
The anti-treaty forces charged, with good reason, that Ike's visit
would strengthen the hand of their hated prime minister. Even before
May 19, many intellectuals with known sympathies for the United
States joined the Socialists and Sohyo in pleading with Eisenhower to
postpone his visit. They warned that such an untimely visit would not
only tarnish his image as a man of peace but do irreparable damage to
Japan-U.S. relations.
Kishi was equally determined to have Eisenhower visit Japan as
scheduled. His prestige and, as he put it, Japan's prestige were at
stake. He brushed aside the suggestion of the overworked security
authorities that they would not be able to guarantee the President's
safety. Instead, he told them to tighten security measures.
The prime minister himself was under mounting pressure from
the nation's business circles. The powerful Federation of Economic
Organizations (Keidanren) said that the security pact should be
ratified at any cost by the Kishi Cabinet but that Kishi should step
down after the treaty had been ratified.
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shattered the windows, cut the tires, and tried to overturn the Am
bassador's car in which we were riding, suggests that they may not
even owe their allegiance to Japan. Or at least it raises that question,"
Hagerty said. But, he continued, there would be no change in
Eisenhower's impending visit to Japan.
As Eisenhower left Washington on June 12 on his tour of the
Philippines, Taiwan, Okinawa, Japan and the Republic of Korea,
Prime Minister Kishi asked Socialist Chairman Asanuma and
Democratic Socialist Chairman Nishio for a "political truce." Nishio
agreed. Asanuma did not even see Kishi.
The people waited in suspense amidst reports that Eisenhower
arrived to an enthusiastic welcome in Manila. On June 15, the People's
Council mounted the 18th "unified action" in which it claimed 5,800,000
unionists participated, disrupting some trains.
Afternoon newspapers hit the streets, saying that the unified ac
tion had been conducted in an orderly manner and that another
"petition" parade, by now an almost daily routine, was scheduled for
the evening.
lt was an evening that was to see the bloodiest battle between
Zengakuren students and the police, a battle that produced a martyr, a
battle that forced the government to ask Eisenhower to postpone his
visit, and a battle that set the stage for Kishi's departure.

Miss Kamba's death, which was mourned in a "people's funeral"
on June 24 at the Hibiya Public Hall, triggered strikes and protest
rallies on College campuses throughout the country. With the massive
protest movement threatening to get out of control, Prime Minister
Kishi made the painful decision on May 20: to ask that President
Eisenhower postpone his visit.
In Manila, Hagerty said the President expressed his "full and
sympathetic understanding" of the Japanese Government decision.
The President also regretted that ''a small organized minority, led by
professional Communist agitators, acting under external direction and
control, has been able by resorting to force and violence" to prevent
his visit.
On the morning of May 20, seven major metropolitan newspapers
came out with an unprecedented front page "joint declaration" en
titled ''Reject Violence and Protect Democracy.''
"The bloody incidents which occurred on the night of June 15 in
side and outside the Diet precincts, aside from the causes Ieading to
them, are to be regretted for throwing parliamentarism here into a
crisis. Never as now have we become so concerned over the future of
Japan," the declaration stated.
"Democracy is a matter to be debated with words. No matter what
the reason and despite whatever political troubles may arise, the use
of violence to advance an argument absolutely must not be per
mitted," it went on. While calling on the government to act quickly to
restore the situation, the declaration urged the opposition Socialist and
Democratic Socialist parties "to forget the points of d.ispute and
promptly return to the Diet.''
The declaration-signed by the Asahi, Mainichi, Nihon Keizai,
Sankei, Tokyo, Tokyo Times and Yomiuri-drew a bitter response
from many of the anti-treaty activists as "betraying" their cause.
Others charged that the newspapers had made a shameless faceabout
after whipping the flames of the anti-treaty movement.

About 7,000 Zengakuren students massed near the Diet Building
and tore down a gate of the House of Representatives. No fewer than
4,000 of them poured into the Diet compounds through the gate and
over the fences, setting fire to police vans and hurling stones. Police
fought back with water cannons, tear gas and clubs. Millions sat in
utter shock and horror before their TV sets as the cameras focused on
the blood-soaked faces of the students sprawled on the pavements,
dazed and groaning.
In that orgy of bloodshed, Miss Michiko Kamba, a senior literature
student at the University of Tokyo, died of either strangulation or in
ternal bleeding or both. Sohyo and Zengakuren immediately charged
that the 22-year-old coed had been murdered by the police.
The violent melee left about 560 persons injured, nearly half of
them policemen. The arrests included 174 students and 27 rightists who
had charged into a group of students with staves.

With Eisenhower's trip canceled, much of the heat of the anti
treaty movement was lost. Stepped-up petitions and demonstrations,
even a rightist's stabbing of Socialist Party adviser Jotaro Kawakami
as he was receiving petitions, proved anticlimactic. Prime Minister
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Kishi, who said he was acting in behalf of the "voice of the voiceless
people," refused to bow to the pressure demanding his resignation
not until the treaty had been ratified.
At the stroke of 12 on the night of June 19, the security treaty
became "automatically approved" by the Diet as Kishi and several
other Cabinet ministers waited in the heavily guarded Prime
Minister's official residence. Outside, students and workers kept
chanting ''Down with the Kishi Cabinet ! '' but a sense of weariness and
frustration was unmistakable in their voices.
On the night of June 21, the Cabinet ministers affixed their
signatures to the instruments of ratification and had them brought to
the Emperor for his approval. Foreign Minister Aiichiro Fujiyama
and U.S. Ampassador MacArthur exchanged the instruments of
ratification on June 23, bringing into effect the treaty that had divided
the nation.
The same day Kishi announced his intention to resign. On July 19
Hayato Ikeda took over the reins of government with his famed "low
posture" and income-doubling plan. The storm was over.
When Ikeda called a general election for November 20, the Liberal
Democratic Party surged back to power with 296 seats, two more than
it had in May 1958. The Socialists ended up with 145, down 21. Even
combined with the Democratic Socialist Party which scored a meager
17, the total was four less than in the 1958 election.
Was Prime Minister Kishi right after all? Or did the Socialists
have an insulated opinion of their power? Or are the Japanese simply
people who are easily warmed up but who become disinterested just as
easily?
Whatever the case, the "Ampo Struggle" in which an un
precedented number of people were roused into political action left an
indelible stamp on the nation's history. In fact, the spectre of the
"Ampo Struggle" continues to haunt the conservatives in power. And
the Socialists and Communists will undoubtedly invoke it if there
should be a future showdown with the conservative government over
any change in the security system or revision of the war-renouncing
Constitution.
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Defense Forces Under 'Peace Constitution'
Aspiring sincerely to an international peace based on justice and
order, the Japanese people forever renounce war as a sovereign right
of the nation and the threat or use of force as means of settling in
ternational disputes.
In orde: to accomplish the aim of th� preceding paragraph, land,
sea, and air forces, as well as other war potential, will never be
maintained. The right of belligerency of the state will not be
recognized.
-Article 9 of the Constitution of Japan
�t 10 a.m. on July 7 of an unspecified year, the Japanese Foreign
.
M1mstry and Defense Agency received grave information both from
the U.S. Forces, Japan, and the U.S. Ambassador in Tokyo.
"In defiance of the Korean armistice treaty, the Communist
Chinese and North Koreans have started bombing the Republic of
Korea. lt has been also learned that a considerable strength of the
Communist forces is deployed in the southern part of North Korea "
the U.S. side told the Japanese authorities. "Should the situati�n
,,
aggravate, the United States shall haveto make a grave decision.
Twelve days later, on July 19, a massive number of Communist
bombers air-raided major cities and military bases in South Korea
which was followed at night by Communist ground attacks along th�
38th Parallel.
During the night of July 21, the Japanese Government summoned
a special Cabinet session and decided to issue an emergency message.
"The nation is now in the midst of a threat of Communist i·nvasion "
the Prime Minister announced on television. "1 request that all t�e
Japanese pay every effort to defend the country. ''
Next morning, all types of antiwar demonstrations were staged
throughout the nation. But the demonstrators were quickly dispersed
by squads of riot policemen who did not seem to hesitate to fire at the
demonstrators if they did not disband. Armored cars of the Ground
Se!�-Defense Force were ready to go into action to help the riot
pohcemen execute their duty.
In the middle of August, the Prime Minister ordered the Self
Defense Forces to be prepared for action. To comply with possible
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Japanese Ambassador to the U.N., the Prime Minister flew to New
York to file the request in person.
But the decision of the U.N. was slow in coming, for its Security
Council turned out to be a vehicle for politicking by the Big Powers. As
a result, all that the U.N. could immediately decide was to send a fact
finding team to determine whether the war in Japan was in fact caused
by a foreign invasion-or was a mere "civil war."
All this while, the Japanese Government was hammering out
"war-time" policies one after another. Oil, iron and metals were
placed under government control, and price controls were placed on
majör commodities to avert inflation. Financing was also subjected to
government, and investments for the war industry were amply en
couraged.
Meanwhile, casualties were increasing in Kyushu. As usual, the
victims were mostly noncombatants-women and children. At this
moment, the war was limited to Kyushu. But what would become of
Japan if the war escalated to an extent in which Tokyo, the nation's
capital, were to be bombed as well. ?

Communist guerrilla activities, soldiers were posted in major cities.
lt soon turned out that the nation was in fact infested with Com
munist guerrillas. At many places, the city water was found con
taminated with chemical poison. And in apparent sabotage, trains
were derailed and overturned on trunk lines of the Japanese National
Railways.
Early in September, concluding that these incidents were signs
indicating that the Communists were finally invading the nation
"directly," the government decided to alert the Self-Defense Forces
and to supplement the shortage of SDF personnel by drafting men
between 20 and 30 years old. Nuclear warheads were attached to
ground-to-air missiles and ack-ack guns were installed at strategic
points.
Soon after the turn of the new year, the Communist forces surged
down to Pusan, at the southern end of the Korean Peninsula. In Japan,
the guerrillas were becoming even more active. They destroyed trunk
roads and attacked radar sites including the ones on Mt. Takao in the
suburbs of Tokyo and on Sado Island in Niigata.
At one radar site that was spared from guerrilla attack, SDF men
spotted some 10 unidentified aircraft flying over the Genkai Sea off
Kyushu.
Jet fighters of the Air Self-Defense Force took off, but not soon
enough. Another squadron of unidentified planes were already in
vading the skies over Kyushu from the direction of the Goto Ar
chipelago.
Flying low, the invading planes showered the target cities with
napalm, creating seas of flame. Those who failed to escape were
burned to death instantly.
Guerrillas were all over Kyushu. They consisted of some
Japanese-and Communist Chinese and North Koreans who had
smuggled themselves into Japan. With so many guerrillas in action
who could not be told apart from ordinary Japanese citizens, the war in
Kyushu took on the aspect of a civil war. In late May, the rumor spread
that the guerrillas had established an underground "liberation
government'' at a certain place in Kyushu.
After the first air raid, the Japanese Government appealed to the
United Nations that Japan was being invaded by a foreign enemy and
requested the immediate dispatch of U.N. ,Forces. Accompanied by the

lt goes without saying that the "war" described above is an
imaginary war. Or, more precisely, it is a war reconstructed ac
cording to what was "secretly" imagined and studied in 1963 by the
Defense Agency in its "desk study" of the "Mitsuya Sakusen (Three
Arrows Operation)," which set off a nationwide controversy when a
Socialist Dietman revealed its contents in February 1965 at the budget
committee meeting of the House of Representatives.
The controversy stemmed mainly from the fact that in the Mitsuya
Sakusen, in which China and North Korea were regarded as an enemy,
the Defense Agency called for a total of 87 "war-time" laws to be
promulgated-with some of them constituting phases of virtual
martial law and contradicting Japan's "peace Constitution."
The exposed contents of the Mitsuya Sakusen made the Japanese
feel that the Self-Defense Forces had finally grown so big as to have
their own say, if in an imaginary case of emergency, in the field of law
making. And the public began wondering once again about what they
had long been pondering: Are Japan's Self-Defense Forces, a virtual
military power, "legitimate" under the Constitution which clearly
ruJ es out the possession by the state of armed forces?
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From the outset, the "legitimate" nature of the SDF has been
dubious. The National Police Reserve, the forerunner of the present
Ground Self-Defense Force, was created in July 1950 on the in
structions of Gen. Douglas MacArthur, the Supreme Commander for
the Allied Powers in charge of the occupation of Japan, without
debates in the National Diet.
lt had the name related to "police" and its officially announced
Jiission was to maintain security withinJapan, but the National Police
Rese�ve (of 75,000 men) was an unmistakable military power with a
strength equivalent to four army divisions. lt was armed with car
bines, rifles, light and heavy machine guns and even with bazookas.
Behind the creation of the Police Reserve was the Cold War which,
in Asia, developed into a hot war on the Korean Peninsula. And
MacArthur's-or, more precisely, the United States'-true aim was,
Japan's Constitution notwithstanding, to make it a competitive
military power against communism.
In fact, speaking at the Constitution Research Council of the
Liberal-Democratic Party, Keikichi Masuhara, the first Director
General of the Defense Agency, confided in March 1963 that when the
Police Reserve was inaugurated, "all concerned" expected that the
Constitution "would be revised in five years."
In 1952, with the effectuation of the San Francisco Peace Treaty,
the National Police Reserve was renamed as the National Security
Force ' which was then converted in 1954 into the Japanese SelfDefense Forces.
With the inauguration of theJSDF, the government embarked on a
string of long-term "defense build-up programs." In the first program
(1958-1960), the government spent X464,100 million to build up the
"basic defense capability."
Between 1962 and 1964, a total of U,392,600 million was expended
for the second defense build-up program, and 12,543,800 million for the
third program (1967-1971).
Thus, in the 1960s, Japan built up its "defense capability" at a
higher rate than that of several of the world's great powers, including
Great Britain, France, West Germany-and even the United States.
As a result, in terms of the military budget, Japan was ranked the
14th largest military power of the world in 1968, the 13th in 1969 and the
12th in the following year. At present, the combined number of the

Because of these "delicate" sentiments that the Japanese have
toward their armed forces, the Defense Agency often runs into dif
ficulties in expanding the JSDF facilities and constructing new bases.
In 1972, the JSDF bases and installations occupied some 90,000 hec
tares of land at 2, 000 places across the country. But, despite the series
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Ground, Maritime and Air Self-Defense Forces personnel is 232,969.
In the official version, theJSDF exists solely to defend Japan from
foreign invasion. But people often wonder if this is 100 per cent true.
They become suspicious when they learn the fact that maneuvers
practiced by the GSDF are mostly for battle on extensive regions on
land. "Why don't they maneuver along the sea coasts?" they often
wonder. "If their role is to beat back an enemy invading Japan, the
initial and most important war will be waged along the nation's
coastline."
There are many other elements that give rise to public suspicion.
Why, for instance, do the JSDF men have to maneuver in so many
landing operations?" Why, as another example, do the JSDF need
more than 1,000 tanks-when it is recalled that 30 years ago, the U.S.
Occupation Forces concluded that tanks could not be effectively used
in a terrain such as Japan's?
These suspicions of the general public boil down to one vital
question: Are theJSDF a legitimate existence? At the same time, it is
a fact that quite a fewJapanese take a view in favor of the existence of
theJSDF.
In a public opinion survey conducted by the Mainichi in 1968, some
82 per cent of those polled said that Japan needed the Self-Defense
Forces, while those who expressed negative views accounted only for
15 per cent.
But it seems to be a little too hasty to conclude that the JSDF en
joys full support from the majority of the Japanese as a "military
power." For the same survey indicated that of the people who favored
the existence of theJSDF; 27 per cent said theJSDF was necessary for
"rescue work at the time of natural disasters" and 31 per cent for the
"maintenance of security" within Japan. Only 17 per cent of them said
that Japan needed the Self-Defense Forces against possible invasion
by foreign enemies.
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In announcing his decision, Abe said that their registrations would
be withheld until the doubt was cleared as to whether it would be legal
to accept as citizens the Self-Defense Force personnel living within a
U.S. military installation to which the Japanese law did not apply.
In January the following year, the city office of Tachikawa in fact
turned down the applications for residential registrations submitted by
17 GSDF newcomers to the city-and instead handed them a cer
tificate saying that their applications were duly rejected.
The decisions of the "progressive mayors" were a headache for
the Defense Agency. For without having themselves accepted as
citizens, the JSDF personnel concerned were virtually deprived of all
civil rights.
The mayors brought their harassing policy to an end several
months later when the question was raised as to whether their tactics
might violate the basic human rights of the affected JSDF men. But
the mayors, it seemed, scored a considerable success-in that their
strategy did harass, if for a short period, the Defense Agency and
brought under full public review the crunch between the JSDF and the
people taking a negative attitude toward them.

of defense buildup programs announced since then, there has been
little expansion to this date.
Even some of the JSDF bases and facilities already in existence
are at times endangered by mounting public criticisms. A live-shell
firing practice that the Ground Self-Defense Force conducted in 1972 at
its Nipponbaru Firing Range in Okayama Prefecture met a strong
protest from local residents. The protest was so strong that Yasuhiro
Nakasone, the then Director General of the Defense Agency, had to
glumly announce at a Diet session that the overall use of the range for
GSDF firing practices would have to be considered with ''utmost care''
in future.
Likewise, the use by the JSDF of the Fuji Maneuvering Area at the
foot of Mt. Fuji, the only place in the country where long-range firing
practice and large-scale (division size) drills are possible, is often
blocked by local residents staging sit-ins in protest. This is in spite of
the fact that the Defense Agency spends some n billion every year as
rental for the land in the area, which contributes to the economy of the
local people.
Antibase voices are louder in the cities with "progressive"
mayors. In their anti-JSDF movements, the "progressive" mayors of
Okinawa's Naha, Ishigaki and Hirara met in May 1972 and decided to
adopt a "pinprick policy" against the JSDF personnel on the land. The
cities declined to undertake the job of recruiting new defense forces
personnel, deni�d the admission of the JSDF men to public housing,
and refused garbage and sewage disposals within the bases.
In November, Naha emerged with yet another "pinprick" tactics:
it decided not to accept residential registrations from the JSDF
personnel living inside the base. "The Self-Defense Force base has a
nature of extraterritoriality free from the municipal administration,"
the city office said in announcing the decision. "lt is debatable whether
people living in such an installation can be called citizens of Naha."
Naha's decision set off a chain reaction. After seeing a "surprising
and forcible" transfer of a GSDF air squadron to within a U.S. Air
Force Base in his city, Mayor Kozo Abe of Tachikawa, suburban
Tokyo, let it be known that Tachikawa would follow Naha's example
and "withhold" acceptance of the residential registrations of the
GSDF newcomers who, according to the Japan-U.S. Status of Forces
Agreement, would reside within the U.S. base.

The "legitimacy" of the JSDF has always been a delicate issue at
the judicial level as well. The delicate nature of the issue was clearly
indicated in a court ruling handed down in 1967 in what became known
as the "Eniwa Case."
The case involved two brothers dealing in dairy trade in Eniwa
Town in Hokkaido who complained that their milch cows had become
incapable of turning out enough milk, the reason being their ner
vousness due to the sound of firing at a GSDF firing-range near their
ranch.
Atter their protests failed in securing effetive results, they severed
the communications cable in the range in December·in 1962-and were
�ued by the GSDF. The case itself was minor. But when the arguments
m the court developed into a stage where the war-renouncing clause of
Japan's Constitution became a major issue, the "legitimacy" of the
JSDF seemed to have become the focal point to be clarified.
On March 29, 1967, the Sapporo District Court, after holding more
than 30 public hearings, handed down its decision: it aquitted the
defendants, but remained silent on its interpretation of Article 9 of the
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Constitution.
made clear,
When the judicial interpretation about the issue was
7, 1973, in the
its impact was understandably stormy. On September
shima of
Fuku
o
Shige
"Naganuma Nike Base Case," Presiding Judge
nce of the JSDF
the Sapporo District Court flatly ruled that the existe
of a group of
claim
the
violated Japan's Constitution and thus upheld
suit against the
farmers in Naganuma Town, Hokkaido, who had filed
of the JSDF.
planned construction in their town of a missile base
pros and cons,
The verdict set off a spate of heated controversies,
Party branded
across the nation. The Liberal-Democratic
a dogmatic in
Fukushima's verdict as based on the "illusion of
lost no time in
terpretation of the Constitution," while the Socialists
stepping up their anti-JSDF campaigns.
and the case is
The state brought the matter to an appellate court
Japan's Self
er
wheth
still pending at present, leaving the question of
e Constitution"
Defense Forces are in fact legitimate under the "peac
wide open to debate for many years to come.
exist in Japan
But the fact is that, legitimate or not, the JSDF does
including those
supported by the tax money paid by all the Japanese,
violates the
who vociferously argue that the existence of the JSDF
nation's Constitution.

Assassination That Millions Saw
Yasushi Nagao, 30, unmarried, was an iceberg type of a man. Cool
in any emergency. "I'll tell you the secret of staying calm even when
there is a most unexpected turn of events,'' he used to say. ''Play poker
as often as you can. And you'll learn to stay cool even if you lose your
entire month's salary. ''
On that afternoon on October 12, 1960, Nagao was calm as usual in
the midst of deafening din. With a heavy Speed Graphie camera in his
hand he was standing befor'e the stage of Hibiya Public Hall, Tokyo,
watc�ing Suehiro -Nishio, Democrtic Socialist leader, conclude his
speech. The next speaker was Inejiro Asanuma, chairman of the
Japan Socialist Party. The moment Asanuma's name was announced,
shoutig and booing filled the spacious hall.
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The shouts and noise were from a rightist minority seated in knots
here and there among the audience of more than 1,000. "Agent of
Peking," "Moscow's dog," "Down with the red JSP," "Shut up" and
"Baka-yaro ! "
The Socialist leader, rievertheless, started delivering his political
speech. In his usual growling voice Asanuma revealed the Socialists'
platform for the general election scheduled for the following month. As
he remarked, ''Our party is strongly for the normalization of
diplomatic ties with Peking in the earliest possible future,'' the jeering
mounted to such an ear-splitting leve that the master of ceremonies
had to plead for quiet. Defying the hecklers, Asanuma went on, ''The
Liberal-Democratic Government is subjugating Japan, to America's
global ambition (to contain Mainland China). Japan, if it follows the
present path, will eventually end up being an orphan of Asia ! ''
On top of the shouts, a rightist youth climbed up to the stage and
threw propaganda handbills into the air. He was seized by guards.
Soon a squabble broke out between a rightist and a Socialist supporter
who occupied the front row-just behind where Nagao was standing.
Police came in and forced the two to leave the hall.
Most of the other news cameramen followed the police to take
pictures of the two. Nagao calmly stayed on.
"My newspaper (The Mainichi Shimbun) wouldn't use a photo of
the two hot-blooded youths grappling with each other," he told himself.
Besides, he had used up 11 films of his film packet-never mind the
rightists' intervention. The last film he decided to save for the third
speaker, Hayato Ikeda, Prime Minister and president of the Liberal
Democratic Party.
lt was at that moment that photographer Nagao saw a youth,
wearing a khaki-colored windbreaker over his student uniform run
toward the stage. The boy started climbing the stairs on the righthand
side. Does he want to throw some more leaflets? Nagao was watching
the boy, and so did millions of Japanese on the nationwide television
hookup. Or, does the boy intend to verbally denounce the Socialist?
Instead, the youth ran to the rostrum and tackled Asanuma and em
braced him.
The Socialist leader, almost through with his half-an-hour-long
Speech, was caught off guard. Looking somewhat absent-minded,
Asanuma shook off the young man, who tried to embrace him once
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again. The two men were now about three feet apart.
In a split second, Nagao saw the slender white blade of a knife,
about a foot long, glitter in the glistening television lights. He bad bis
camera ready almost automatically, read bis light measurement,
made certain that bis objects were approximately 10 feet away,
pressed the shutter, and captured everything on the last film.
The Socialist chairman gasped agonizingly and collapsed onto the
stage which was soon covered by a sea of blood.
Prime Minister Ikeda, who bad been seated only a yard or two
away, was now standing, looking blankly at a blood-stained artificial
chrysanthemum. The yellow flower bad just fallen from Asanuma's
lapel.
A hush fell on the huge public hall for a minute or two. Then
everyone was shouting. ''Asanuma has been stabbed ! '' ''The chair
man is dead ! "
Nagao did not stay to cover the post-mortem excitement He raced
straight back to the office. In two hours the evening edition of The
Mainichi Shimbun was out with the chilling scene of the decisive
moment splashed on its front page.
The photographer was to live to receive the Pulitzer Prize of that
year, but the Socialist chairman, stabbed twice in bis left ehest, was
pronounced dead on arrival at the hospital.

Hailing from Sapporo, Hokkaido, Yamaguchi bad first joined the
Dai Nippon Aikoku To (Greater Japan Patriotic Party) led by Bin
Akao, diehard patriot, about two and a half years earlier. Breaking
away from the rightist organization nearly a year later, he organized
the All Asiatic Free Anti-Communist Youth League along with several
comrades. Yamaguchi bad been charged nine times with obstructing
policemen and other activities. lt was on record that he bad often
challenged leftists who were trying to obtain signatures from
passersby.
Interrogated by the police, Yamaguchi confessed that he bad been
planning the assassination for three months. Had the Socialist Party
won the election, he told the police, he was convinced that Japan would
be seriously endangered. His thinking obviously short-circuited at that
point. In order to prevent the Socialists from acquiring political power,
the party chairman bad to be killed. The lethal weapon with which he
inflicted the fatal wound on Asanuma was a family heirloom of the
Yamaguchis.
The assassin's father, Sbimpei Yamaguchi, 51, happened to be a
colonel with the Ground Self-Defense Force and an editor of the of
ficers' intra-staff magazine. Asked what he thought about bis son's
murderous act, he replied curtly: q A son would naturally come to hate
those who speak despisingly of bis father's calling. Although I bad no
foreknowledge whatsoever of my son's criminal act, my guess is that
he, having bis heart repeatedly wounded by some people's insistence
on 'crushing the Self-Defense Forces,' was gradually attracted by
rightist thought. ''
The father's statement caused public consternation as the nation
knelt in deep sorrow over the death of Asanuma, the Socialist symbol
of the common-man image. Though not a single piece of evidence was
produced as to the father's influence in the assassination, Colonel
Yamaguchi's "spontaneous" petition for resignation was duly ac
cepted by the GSDF auhorities who apparently heeded the mounting
public furor.

The nation rose in srong anger and bitter grief. The Socialist Party
issued an indignant statement: ''Chairman Asanuma was stabbed to
death by a cat's-paw of the monopolistic capitalist and conservative
reactionary forces while he was advocating maintenance of the
National Constitution ... This is an open challenge by terrorists not
only against our Socialist Party but also all people who are trying to
maintain peace and democracy.''
The Socialists' anger, though phrased as usual in deplorably stiff
vocabulary, was well founded, it is needless to say.
The gory scene reminded many a Japanese of the dreadful days in
the '30s when one assassination followed another. This time, too, the
assassin of Asanuma was a young patriot who believed that he, and
only he, loved the nation. Otoya Yamaguchi, police found, was a 17year-old auditor at the Daito Bunka Gakuin (Greater Asian Cultural
Academy).

The 17-year-old assassin died three weeks later by hanging himself
.
m a solitary cell at the Juvenile Classification Office at Nerima
Tokyo. He had written bis last vow on the wall with kneaded toot�
powder-"Shichisho Hokoku (Serve the Nation throughout Seven
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Lives)" and "Long Live the Emperor." His ceremonious last Waka
(31-syllable traditional poem) was:
Unswayed is the spirit of youth
In eagerness to serve the Great Emperor;
The youths of bygone and present.

lt was a pledge by Otoya Yainaguchi to identify himself with those
patriotic coup instigators of the 1930s and the Kamikaze suicide
squads-the young purist Japanese.
The "Asanuma Incident" was not entirely unrelated to the violent
anti-Security Treaty demonstrations that had rocked Japan four
months earlier. To be sure, the government of Prime Minister
Nobusuke Kishi undemocratically railroaded the revised Japan-U.S.
Security Pact through the Diet, but it was rather the Socialist Party
that scored a victory. By successfully mobilizing millions of protestors
day after day, the renovationist camp flexed its muscles and, to cap it
all, succeeded in blocking the state visit to Japan of the U.S. President
as well as forcing Kishi to resign. In the course of staging daily mass
campaigns, the Socialists were convinced of passionate support by
labor unionists, students, anti-nuclear arms pacifists, professors,
pastors, actors and actresses, the Bunka-jin (men of culture or opinion
makers) and, above all, the nation's Big Press.
The expression "Jitsuryoku Koshi" (literally, the exertion of
physical power) came to be considered generally as a legitimate
manifestation of the people's will even if that meant snake-dancing
demonstrators storming into the Diet compound. The Liberal
Democratic Party was condemned for "applying the pressure of the
majority" (as they in fact did) on the minority Socialists and other
renovationists. The sea of shouting marchers flooding Tokyo streets
was interpreted by mass-circulation newspapers as a healthy sign of
the public voice against a tyrannical government at least until
President Eisenhower's visit to Japan was canceled. Stoning the police
headquarters or storming the Prime Minister's Official Residence was
seldom censured as '' applying the pressure of the masses.''
The silent majority (or, upon reading newspapers of those days,
one might be led to believe that they were simply the "politically yet
to-be-enlightened minority") were watching the leftist tactics of mob
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terror with increasing apprehension. Among those.who saw danger in
the future of Japan, the most sensitive were the rightists. Disagreeing
is, of course, one thing, and assassinating the Socialist leader is
another. But the rightists no doubt had inhaled the air of frenzy stirred
by the leftists earlier the same year. They were seeking for a chance to
counter the dangerously leftist tendency (so they thought) dominating
Japan. The stage, in a way, had already been set for the blindly
patriotic Yamaguchi to enter.
Since 1925 when he was elected secretary general of the then Japan
Farmers and Laborers Party, Asanuma had been a staunch advocate
of socialist ideology. He had been elected to the House of Represen
tatives nine times since the end of the war.
But what made Asanuma an extremely popular Socialist leader
was his boundless energy and plain way of life. Nicknamed "human
locomotive," he took pleasure in addressing one mass rally after
another in quick succession. Whenever he was on a nationwide cam
paign tour, Numa-San (short form for Asanuma) used to deliver
several vigorous speeches in one city and proceed to the next by a night
train.
"Socialists, friends of the poor class, have to save the expense for
hotels," he would often explain. Asanuma lived in a modest apartment
house in Tokyo and used to take a walk around the neighborhood in
Yukata, informal summer Kimono. He was stout and humorous-the
"people's Asanuma-San." The common-man image had been very
well publicized.
He readily lent his unique growling voice for the Japanese dubbing
of a bulldog's dialogue in a Walt Disney animated film with animal
characters.
The outspoken Socialist, however, caused a political uproar when
he visited Peking in March 1959. "Chairman Mao Tse-tung's saying,
'East wind prevails over West wind,' has proved to be very right,"
Asanuma asserted to his Peking audience. "Today, we are seeing the
worldwide force of peace and democracy encouragingly gaining power
while the force of imperialism is declining rapidly. The United States
is reinforcing its military investment in Taiwan, a part of China, at the
same time that it continues the occupation of Okinawa. The U.S. is the
common enemy of the peoples of China and Japan. The Japan Socialist
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Party will combat capitalism within and American imperialism
without."
The "Asanuma statement" galvanized the nation's political scene.
Most Japanese, in fact, were incredulous. "The United States might
well be the enemy of the Communist Chinese, but it certainly is not
Japan's," one of the Tokyo dailies editorialized. "Wasn't Chairman
Asanuma so overpowered by Chinese leaders that he momentarily
forgot the difference and confused the two international relations
(U.S.-China and U.S.-Japan) ?"
The Liberal-Democrats tried to reap the harvest from Asanuma's
"blunder." The Socialists were shamelessly kowtowing to Peking
leaders, the LDP contended. Asanuma's rebuttal was vehement. The
Liberal-Democratic Government was subordinating Japan to the
United States by maintaining American military bases on Japanese
soil. Isn't holding as many as 350 military bases in Japan a sign of
imperialism?-Asanuma was sticking to his guns.
On his return from Peking, Asanuma in a way fortified his Peking
declaration by stating, "Personally, I found complete freedom and
liberation in Communist China.''
The political antagonism escalated as the Ampo (security treaty)
fever began to shoot up. lt was soon nothing but mud-slinging and
name-calling-far removed from a sound political debate. Rightist
fanatics were often seen obstructing Asanuma's public speeches. All
the while the nation's political temperature mounted to the boiling
point in the early summer of 1960 over Prime Minister Kishi's con
troversial handling of the Ampo.
And finally, as the New York Times observed, "The streak of
violence that continues to lurk behind the facade of Japanese
democracy has been revealed again in the assassination of Inejiro
Asanuma, chairman of Japan's Socialist Party and one of the leaders
in the riots that forced a cancellation of President Eisenhower's visit to
Japan four months ago."
Another New York newspaper, the now defunct Herald Tribune,
was more analytical on the climate of mob violence in Japan and
assassination of Asanuma:
"Would this have happened if mobs (largely directed by Mr.
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Asanuma himself) had not earlier this year sought to take government
policy into their own riotous hands-and if they had not at least in part
succeeded? As with any hypothetical question, no unqualified answer
is possible. But certainly the spirit of riot invites violence, terror and
murder ... "
Overshadowed by the climate of violence, Japan in 1960 had to face
still two more challenges to democratic politics. On June 17, at the
apogee of the Zengakuren rioting over the Ampo, Jotaro Kawakami,
adviser to the Japan Socialist Party, was stabbed in the back inside the
Diet Building by a 20-year-old factory hand. The assassination attempt
by the rightist youth enraged the demonstrators who demanded the
immediate resignation of the Kishi Cabinet.
But, a month later, Prime Minister Nobusuke Kishi himself was
stabbed six times in his left thigh as he was attending a party at the
Prime Minister's Official Residence to celebrate the election of Hayato
Ikeda, his successor, as new president of the Liberal-Democratic
Party. The assailant was a 65-year-old jobless rightist fanatic.
Terrorism with even more profound consquence, however, was yet
to occur within four months of the assassination of the Socialist
chairman. The "Shimanaka Incident" of February 1961 shocked the
public and particularly the intellectual world of the nation.
Kazutaka Komori, 17-year-old ultrarightist-patriot, stormed the
home of Hoji Shimanaka, president of the Chuo Koron Publishing
Company, at Shinjuku, Tokyo, and fled after stabbing a maid to death
and injuring Mrs. Shimanaka (the publisher was not at home).
The perpetrator, arrested early next morning, turned out to be a
former member of the Greater Japan Patriotic Party. He had been
heard praising Otoya Yamaguchi, also an ex-member of the rightist
organization and assassin of Asanuma. An Emperor system fanatic,
Komori confessed that a novella printed in the intellectual Chuo Koron
monthly magazine was such serious lese majeste that he resented it
deeply.
Bin Akao, president of the Patriotic Party and Komori's mentor,
countered newspaper reporters by accusing Japan's established
journalism of conniving with Communist ideologists. "We (rightists)
have no other means than through violence to cope with such a
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situation because we have little financial backing,'' Akao declared.
The novella in question, "Furyu Mutan" (Elegant Tales of
Reverie), was penned by Shichiro Fukazawa, a vagabond guitarist
novelist. His story bad been a journalistic sensation ever since its
publication in the December 1960 issue of the magazine, a periodical
known as a reputable bastion of the nation's progressive thought.
The literary work was a sort of recollection of a dream in which
"I" is standing in a line of people waiting for a bus at Shibuya, Tokyo,
when a woman journalist shouts to him from a passing car, "We're
heading for the Imperial Palace to cover the execution of Mitchie
(Princess Michiko). Ought to make a very good gravure page ! "
"I" follows the car to the Palace where he sees the Crown Prince
and Princess forced to lie down among the throng of common people.
Presently a man with a hatchet in his band arrives to chop the heads of
the two Imperial personages. Off go the two heads.
According to Fukazawa: "Michiko's head rolled, making a
metallic noise-Sutten Korori Kara-kara-kara." Afterwards, he sees
the headless body of Princess Michiko abandoned on the ground
"wrapped in golden brocade robe." A brass and bugle band is playing
a Tango somewhere nearby.
He proceeds further to watch the execution of the Emperor and the
Empress, argues with, later strangulates Empress Shoken, the
deceased Consort to Emperor Meiji, and finally everything proves to
be a 10-minute dream.
The 13-page-long "Elegant Tales" was by no standard an example
of belles-lettres. Ne.ither poignant nor humorous, it was in bad taste to
say the least. But what resented the rightists most of all was the
boldness with which the literary caricature broke the so-called
"chrysanthemum taboo." Never before had Japanese men of letters
chosen the chrysanthemum (the Imperial Family) as the subject of
creative work in such an audacious manner as Fukazawa did. Nor had
they dared to write a pictorial description of the beheading of the in
cumbent Crown Prince and Princess.
Soon protests began pouring in to the Chuo Koron. Komori, the
teenage assassin, was one of many rightists who visited the publishing
firm to noisily denounce its editorial policy. Under heavy pressure and
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threat, the magazine's editor had to carry a full-page apology in the
January issue of the Chuo Koron. The editor admitted lack of wisdom
and foresight in publishing the novella "no matter what its lierary
merits may be" and apologized for causing widespread furor.
The apology apparently did not satisfy hard-core patriots. Komori,
determined to resort to his act of "legitimate self-defense against the
unpardonable sacrilege" toward the Imperial Family, set out with an
intent to wreak vengeance on President Shimanaka but killed, instead,
the housemaid and injured his wife.
The rightist's violence no doubt was a serious infringement on the
right of free speech. But, one may naturally wonder (1) whether the
Chuo Koron editor had not thought twice before deciding to put the
bizarre literary work into print; (2) why the Imperial Household
Agency hesitated to sue the magazine for infringing upon the human
rights of the Crown Prince and Princess; and (3) why the editor so
promptly abandoned his original conviction, if any, and quickly
apologized without defending it in court. Those who should have acted
with more responsibility remained inactive, it seems, until finally a
fanatic took justice into his own hands.
Periodicals, generally speaking, are too hastily edited in Japan.
Editors think more of the sale of their magazines (the trait of
"economic animals"?) rather than their quality. Besides, inspired by
a blind Bunka-cult, they rarely turn down the manuscripts submitted
by established Bunkajin-Sensei (master men of letters) whatever their
quality may be. A very irresponsible editorial policy indeed.
Unavoidable eventually is the overall deterioration of journalistic
standards.
Rightist terrorism cannot be condoned, needless to say. Btit the
Chuo Koron editor should have pondered carefully if he hünself would
ever appreciate his name quoted in an inflammatory novel that
describes not only the chopping off of his head but its metallic rolling
sound. The nation's Big Press, progressive thinkers, Socialists and the
Japan Association of Literary Writers and Critics vied in their
denunciation of "the threat to the freedom of speech and expression."
Few, however, questioned who had dug the grave for the basic
freedoms.
Hardly had the tremors of the Shimanaka Incident subsided when
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Shiso-no-Kagaku (Science of Thoughts), another intellectual monthly
magazine issued by Chuo Koron Publishing Co., featured the sensitive
Emperor system in its December 1961 issue. Fearing that such essays
as "The Emperor System and I" and "Destination of Monarchy in the
20th Century" in the issue would arouse fresh furor from the rightist
camp, the Chuo Koron publisher agreed with the Science of Thoughts
Writers' Group not to make the magazine public. However, the
Writers' Group, irate upon learning that the publisher had secretly
handed a part of the magazine's galley to a certain rightist for "in
spection,'' broke away from the famed publishing firm.
This time again, the righteous indignation of free thinkers was
understandable. Few took care not to rub unnecessary salt into
Shimanaka's wound. For, had the magazine been published, it would
have very probably been the publisher of the periodical, not the
writers, who would be assaulted by a second assassin.
Through both the Asanuma and Shimanaka Incidents, the rightist
movement proved to be very much alive even after the collapse of the
Japanese Empire in 1945. With the mainstream of the nation's mass
circulation journalism often dominated by naively righteous
renovationism, rightists have become an indispensable weapon of the
conservatives. lt is no secret even today that some key rightist figures
are receiving sizable monetary donations from the Liberal
Democratic leaders while others are financed by Big Business in ex
change for the faithful service they render at the time of stockholders'
meetings. In the course of twisting arms here and there, many of them
have come to be associated or integrated with organized gangsters.
Frequently called "Hinomaru broker" (money grabber holding
the Rising Sun Flag, hence fake patriots), they have developed their
clandestine knack for squeezing concessions, money or/and otherwise,
from any branch of establishment whenever someone makes a blunder
as to the Imperial Family and its Shinto attributes-Yasukuni Shrine,
for one. Their greed is in a way whetted by the hands-off policy of the
Big Press. Keenly conscious of the fact that they are scorned by the
nation's intellectual class, they have acquired subtle underhaoct
technique so that they can stand securely pitted against the brainy
leftists.
There are, in the meanwhile, comparatively few rightists who are
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devoted to the traditional notion of "godly nation, Japan." Genuine in
their motives and purist in their tactics, they resemble very much the
dedicated patriots of the 1930s. This minority is not only xenophobic
and anti-Communist but sometimes even anti-conservative whom they
regard as irretrievably corrupt. The "action, not words" spirit of the
5.15 Incident rioters is still held dear by them, making them an ex
tremely dangerous element in Japan's future political development.
Shichiro Fukazawa, whose "Elegant Tales" triggered the bloody
Shimanaka Incident, has been a lone figure in the nation's literary
circle ever since he broke the taboo of the chrysanthemum. He was a
cook, farmer, and owner of a J apanese confectionery shop in turn as he
kept turning out more novels. Today his stories are still loved by many
but the novelist has never successfully shaken off his image as a loner.

Soka Gakkai And Komeito
As early as October 26, the Asahi Shimbun reported about a
"Religious Mission by an Army-Like Organization" called Soka
Gakkai (literally, Value Creation Academy). lt was one of the first
occasions on which the Japanese public was invited to direct its at
tention to this highly controversial religious group.
Although the religious body claimed an orthodox tradition of 700
years deriving directly from Nichiren (1222-1282), a militant Buddhist
priest himself, the Soka Gakkai was first registered as a religious
Hojin (juridical foundation) in May 1951, according to the same Tokyo
daily.
Its followers, estimated then at over 150,000 households by the
newspaper, were organized into units that resembled the military.
They were also engaged in a most aggressive, at times high-handed,
propagation of their faith.
Interviewed by an Asahi reporter, a Buddhist priest in Kita-ku,
Tokyo, narrated his experience. "About 20 youths came to challenge
my Shingon Sect of Buddhism," he explained. "They insisted that all
the sects outside their own were those of infidels.They harassed me
with many questions, such as which was greater, Nichiren or
Shakyamuni. Upon my refusal to debate such nonsense, they shouted
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'Katta (we've won) ! ' and departed.''
Also interviewed, Entei Tomomatsu, secretary-general of the All
Japan Buddhist Association, stated that the Soka Gakkai was
"trampling down the freedom of faith" and that he understood the sect
as being tinged with a ''nationalistic fascism tendency.''

"From the standpoint of the political and social roles of religion,
Soka-gakkai is the most important (of all the new religious cults), not
only because it is the fastest growing but because it is as well the most
vigorous, dogmatic, belligerent, and self-confident group in Japan.
Although Soka-gakkai denies that it is an independent religious body,
insisting that it is merely a lay association within a Nichiren sect
(Nichiren-sho-shu), the fact is that its rapid growth, its penetration
into labour unions, its recent successes in political activities (through
its related Komei-to Party), and its aggressive methods of gaining
converts have drawn -Japanese national attention to it as one of the
most important sociopolitical religious groups in present-day Japan.
Statistics for 1968 show that the total membership of Nichiren-sho-shu
is 15,729,636. This represents a remarkable growth, for in 1 955 there
were only 348,160 believers."

One of the most outstanding characteristics of the Soka Gakkai,
postwar Japan's phenomenal group of Buddhist followers, isthe vigor
with which its activities are so zealously pursued-defying all signs of
contempt and hostility from outside. That is how it used to be 20 years
ago, judging from the above-mentioned newspaper article, and so it
remains today.
Surprising indeed are its miraculously increasing number of the
faithful, its fast-growing political power, its irresistible pageantry
displayed at many a cultural and sports event, its magnificent head
temple at the foot of Mt. Fuji that surpasses the size of St. Peter's
Cathedral, and its resourceful leader, Daisaku Ikeda, who talks with
Premier Chou En-lai as well as with Secretary Henry Kissinger like
intimate friends. lt seems the sect has picked up momentum even
from the outsiders' derision and abuse.
The nation's non-believers were dumbfounded when the Soka
Gakkai announced that it bad mustered f3 5,536,004,309 in 1965 as a fund
to build the Taisekiji Head Temple, but there were some signs in
dicating even then that they would be impressed by many more
achievements to come from the Soka Gakkai and its political offshoot,
Komeito.
Except for the sole incident toward the end of 1969 when the
militant sect was publicly censured for meddling with the freedom of
the press and expression, the Soka Gakkai cum Komeito has hardly
known anything but victory after victory. Their vast financial might,
their political influence and, above all, their very milit�ncy t��ay
make the religious political conglomerate one of the most sensitive
subjects of conversation among the nation's otherwise nonchalant
intelligentsia.
.
One would perhaps be treading ön the safest ground by quotmg_a
matter-of-fact description from an encyclopaedia. The Macropaedia
(Volume X) of a recent edition of Encyclopaedia Britannica defines
the Soka Gakkai as follows:

Human Socialism, in fact, is a term dubious enough to embrace
any lines of ideology that may attract the public votes. But the Soka
Gakkai's source of power, at least in the 1950s and early 60s, relied
mainly on i ts miraculous healing power.
Any such testimonies as "What a wonderful change came when I
was converted to Soka Gakkai" were quoted and made a tool as its
followers pusbed through with their intense Shakubuku-effort to
convert heretics. A man, for instance, began to recover from a chronic
disease the moment he was converted, while another suddenly found
the way to repay bis debt quickly.
Upon succeeding unpopular Nobusuke Kishi, Prime Minister
Hayato Ikeda pledged, soon after he was elected to head the new
government in the summer of 1960, to double the Japanese people's
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And as for the Komeito:
"In 1971, the Kornei Party (Komeito) meaning fair or fair play
party, was the second largest Opposition party, drawing its main
support from the Soka-gakkai, a religious group belonging to the
Nichiren Buddhist sect. Although the party was formed in 1964 under
the influence of the Soka-gakkai, it has renounced any formal ties with
it. The Kornei Party's major policy aim is the establishment of a
welfare system and the promotion of 'human Socialism.' "
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income in 10 years. Under the direction of the economic-minded
Premier, every facet of the national economy was promptly geared to
a high national growth rate-averaging 7.2 per cent a year for 10
consecutive years. The whole nation in a way started to think big, with
everyone ready for his own economic take-off.
The healing power of the Soka Gakkai was especially attractive to
those who were threatened, or felt they were threatened, by the
national mood of growth, Unorganized members of the Japanese
society-self-employed shopowners, manual laborers, taxi drivers,
bar hostesses and a large number of housewives, to name only some of
them-were anxioµs to get on the "bus to prosperity." And they were
the well from which the emerging Soka Gakkai in those years drew the
most water.
As described by Noah S. Brannen, author of "Soka Gakkai:
Japan's Military Buddhists," this was the "religion of the here and
now." Instead of dwelling too much upon the blessedness on the other
side of the River Styx, Soka Gakkai missionaries dwelt on instant
freedom from sickness and poverty.
Some of the early Soka Gakkai tactics were symbolic in this sense.
Tokyo Metropolitan Assembly members of the flegling Kornei-Kai
(Komeito was not yet in existence) devoted their effort in the last 50s
toward making sure that the citizens' human waste was properly
disposed of. In those days, when most of Tokyo's downtown homes
lacked flush toilets, night soil was daily carried down the Sumida
River by a fleet of disposal boats. Malpractices by the boat operators
were so common, however, that residents near the river were tor
mented daily by stench and maggots that crawled up the river bank.
lt was the Kornei-Kai that picked up the complaints of the local
people, the inhabitants of the densely-populated but poverty-stricken
area of Tokyo. The assemblymen interviewed the harassed people and
quickly launched a thorough investigation into the raw sewage
disposal.
T}ley collected evidence bit by bit, sometimes climbing down to the
bottom of the unloaded boats filled with stifling smell-until,, finally,
·
they discovered a big hole cut out m the flat bottom of the d'isposal
boats. Far from being properly disposed of, most of the human waste
was simply allowed to flow into the river that runs through the heart of
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Tokyo.
Never before had any assemblymen, not even Communists
' cared
to search the bottom of the filthy honey-bucket boat with
their own
eyes. The shocking "Human Exrement Flows Down
the Tokyo's
Thames" made banner headlines for sure in all the
metropolitan
dailies.
The strategy was immediately picked up by the Soka
Gakkai
assemblymen in Osaka. And soon the Kornei-Kai headquarter
s was
receiving thousands of telephone calls, each reporting
tiny social in
justices committed by corrupt government contr
actors and
overlooked by the opposition political parties.
The meteor-like emergency of the Soka Gakkai was a somew
hat
amusing social phenomenon for some years. lt gradually pulled
itself
out of the humorous stage, however, to tackle more serious proble
ms
both in the political and social fields of the nation.
On September 9, 1967, the Asahi Shimbun reported that
Soka
Gakkai now has believers in 6.5 million households and was increa
sing
its force by the rate of 160,000 households a month.
On May 3, 1968, the annual meeting of the Soka Gakkai confir
med
that it enjoyed the support of 6,618,000 households.
The number seemed in no way exaggerated. For the nation
bad
already been warily watching the innumerable folk music
festivals ,
athletic meetings, political campaigns and pilgrimages to
the head
temple which were attended by tens of thousands of the
Soka Gakkai
faithful. Big city commuters were constantly amazed at
seeing many
seemingly a-religious girls poring over the Seikyo Shimb
un (Sacred
Teaching Newspaperl in crowded subways. Frequenters
of the
backstreets of Ginza discovered that some of the friend
liest bars and
cabarets were totally manned (or, rather, woma
ned) by Soka
Gakkaists.
The small discoveries in subways or on the Ginza were
told and
retold, and the whole nation became more and
more aware of the new
tide that might possibly alter the course of Japan
. Among the issues in
the Soka Gakkai's published agenda the
most portentous in this stage
was the Kokuritsu Kaidan (National Altar
).
As early as July 11, 1956, Takashi Koizumi, then
director-general
of the Soka Gakkai and Tokyo assem
blyman, interviewed by a Nihon
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Keizai reporter, stated: "lt is our goal to purify the world through the
faith of the Nichiren Sho Shu denomination. In order to achieve that
goal, we have to liquidate all the outdated religions as well as new cults
such as Rissho Koseikai (archrival of Soka Gakkai, also in the
Nichiren Buddhist tradition). As upholders of the one and only true
faith we are resolved to enlarge our political influence until we suc
ceed 'in making the Soka Gakkai a national religion. Within 20 years to
come, we shall be able to capture half of the nation's legislature,
'nationalize' Soka Gakkai's faith and establish the National Altar on
top of Mt. Fuji. This (National Altar) is our sole and ultimate goal as
believers of the Soka Gakkai.''
For many years the Soka Gakkai seemed as though it was steadily
closing in on the ultimate goal. No political party in postwar Japan was
a more spectacular vote-getter than the religiously inspired Komeito.
lt was indeed impressive as the Soka Gakkai plunged into the nation's
political sphere for the first time in April 1955, with 51 of its candidates
successfully returned to local assemblies across the country.
In July 1956, three out of its six candidates were returned to the
House of Councillors-a brilliant initial success in the national political
forum. As if not satisfied, however, with the near million votes that had
been collected, leading Soka Gakkai officials announced a rigorous
intra-party self-criticism of its "failure" to return all six instead of
three of its representatives.
Three years later the self-examination paid off and all the six new
candidates were elected to the House of Councillors in June 1959,
boosting its overall influence in the House from three to nine seats. The
Kornei Seiji Renmei (League of Fair Statesmen), the embryo of
today's Komeito (Clean Government Party), was formed in November
1961. The expression "Kornei," clean and enlightened, was obviously
borrowed from the time-honored slogan of the Central Election
Management Commission that had promoted a "Kornei Election"
since the beginning of postwar democracy. The un-copyrighted term
was conveniently appropriated, it seems, by the new political party
that wanted to cast a clean and enlightened image-free both from
corruption and ideological slant.
The Kornei Seiji Renmei saw nothing but victories until it evolved
into the full-fledged Komeito political party in November 1964. The
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upward trend was carried on by the Komeito still further and, by
January 1967, the advocates of the so-called "Buddhist democracy"
had gained a firm foothold in the nation's political arena with 25 of its
32 candidates returned to the House of Representatives.
The impressive victories in both Houses apparently emboldened
the leaders of Soka Gakkai and Komeito. President Daisaku Ikeda of
the former, in replying to a Mainichi interviewer a few days after the
January 1967 election, stated, among other things, that the Komeito as
a political party would naturally struggle for the nation's political
leadership and that, through its tentative role as the third party, it
would strive to fulfill its program (to assume the political helm of
Japan) by 1987.
Yoshikatsu Takeiri, Chairman of the Komeito, further amplified
Ikeda's statement at the extraordinary convention of the party in July
of the same year. By 1977, Takeiri vowed, the party would have 140
seats in the House 0f Representatives and the Komeito would be the
nation's second mo,t powerful party.
In the meanwhile, Soka Gakkai set for itself the goal of converting
10 million households to the faith by 1979. If nothing goes against the
grand design, we will be seeing the Gohonzon altar in at least one
household out of every 2.5 in four years' time. To convince the doubting
of the ballots cast for the Kornei and the
Thomases, the following table
.
number of House of Councillors seats that went to the party will speak
for itself.

✓

Date of Election

Votes
(National Constituency)
July 8, 1956
991,539
June 2, 1959
2,486,801
July 1, 1962
4,124,269*
July 4, 1965
5,097,682**
July 7, 1968
6,656,771
June 27, 1971
5,626,292
July 7, 1974
6,360,419
* Kornei Seiji Renmei
** Komeito (also in subsequent elections)
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Komeito's seats
(Upper House)
3
9
15
20
24
23
24
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In parallel with the Komeito's uncontestable showing, the fea� that
the nation's politics might soon be dominated by people who beheved
in the militant propagation of their faith and its mysterious healing
power alarmed many a Japanese. And much of the fear c�me from the
_
Soka Gakkai's doctrine of the National Altar. The amblt10n to elevate
any teaching to the status of a national religion natu�ally impressed
many
as a downright infringement of the freedom of fa1th.
·
.
Most of the accusations directed against the Soka Gakkai, such as
"new fascism" or "iconoclastic fanaticism," also derived its energy
from this idea of the National Altar. lt was really a very unpopular
idea and much of the wary feeling toward the religious group still
persists even after President Daisaku Ikeda formally declared an end
to the pristine dream.
.
"True, we once talked about the National Altar," Ikeda adm1tted
in his address to the Soka Gakkai's annual convention on May 3, 1970.
"The very word 'National,' however, has tended to leave a weird
impression on the people, as if we were aiming at est��lishing the
sacred place through political influence and at the sacnflce of other
religions.
"Our altar, on the contrary, need not be a national one. We shall
never use the expression 'National Altar' again. Nor do we have any
intention in the future of raising a national altar through resolution in
the Diet. Such a move would be clearly against the spirit of the Con
stitution of Japan.
"Political campaigning by the Soka Gakkai believers should not be
misunderstood henceforward as a means to establish the altar. Our
effort will be wholly devoted to the promotion of the welfare of the
public. Politics has nothing to do with our religious activities." 1\s
clearly as that.
What prompted President Ikeda's denial was perhaps the
possibility that the issue might eventually prove fatal b�th to the S�ka
Gakkai and Komeito. Through this issue that drew national attention
toward the end of 1969, the politico-religious organization impressed
· ·
from the
·
the Japanese public as being highly sensitive to cnT1c1sm
outside.
. ,,
Coming as a bombshell was a book called "Soka Gakkai Kiru
(Anatomy of the Soka Gakkai), an expose penned by Hirotatsu

°
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Fujiwara, a popular political professor and journalist. No sooner had
the publication of the "Anatomy" been announced in the autumn of
1969 than various kinds of pressure began to be exerted by Soka
Gakkai-Komeito quarters.
Few newspaper publishers agreed to carry an advertisement of
Fujiwara's book and fewer bookstores volunteered to sell it-all
because of intimidation by Soka Gakkai believers, according to
Fujiwara. Telephone protestors began harassing the professor, many
in the middle of the night and early in the morning.
One night in September, two visitors called at Fujiwara's home,
one a Komeito Metropolitan Assemblyman and the other a high
ranking official of the Soka Gakkai. The three talked for one hour and
45 minutes, during which the two visitors did their best to discourage
the host from publishing the book. The visitors pleaded and coaxed the
professor to alter "some of the distorted descriptions about our
religion" in the book, one even suggesting that Fujiwara write another
book encouraging President Ikecta of the Soka Gakkai to enter politics.
"In that case," he hinted, "your book (on President Ikeda) would
certainly sell more than a million copies." Fujiwara staunchly turned
down the suggestions, reminding them of the Article in the Constitution
that guarantees the freedom of the press. Neither of the visitors un
fortunately knew that their conversation was being tape-recorded.
Quite unexpectedly, the role of freedom fighter was assumed by
the Japan Communist Party. A Communist Dietman exposed the
clandestine pressure on the professor during a TV debate and the
Communist Party organ "Akahata" (Red Flag) immediately Iaun
ched an intense campaign against the Komeito, "a suppressor of the
free press."
Chairman Takeiri of the Komeito took a firm stand and countered
that the party had never once done anything to impede the publication
of the controversial book, escalating the issue into a bitter political
Showdown.
Making the matter even more complicated, Fujiwara came out
and admitted that he had been invited to a plush Akasaka teahouse by
Kakuei Tanaka, then Secretary-General of the Liberal-Democratic
Party Oater Prime Minister). Tanaka used a very subtle underhand
technique, the professor disclosed, in an attempt to dissuade Fujiwara
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from putting the book on sale.
''l'm talking to you at the request of Komeito's Takeiri," Tanaka
said to him casually, according to Fujiwara. "Hirotatsu-san (Tanaka
was calling the professor by bis first name in a show of friendliness),
don't be too obstinate. Have some mercy on Komeito, won't you?"
The LDP Secretary-General even suggested letting the Komeito
buy a hundred thousand copies of Fujiwara's book for the purpose of
keeping them away from the public eye.
The professor noticect that there were six Zabuton (sitting
cushions) in the room. Had he conceded to Tanaka's request, Fujiwara
explained, those Zabuton would probably have been occupied by
Komeito leaders who were obviously waiting in the adjacent room
waiting for a happy Sake party of "reconciliation and forgetting
everything."
The professor's disclosure and subsequent publication of the
secretly recorded tape in the Weekly Asahi touched off a political
uproar. Journalistic barrages were exchanged between the
"Akahata" and the organs of both the Soka Gakkai and Komeito.
Authors of other books that challenged the hitherto un
challengeable sanctity of the Soka Gakkai were eventually invited to
the Diet and asked to testify.
Kunio Naito, a Mainichi reporter and author of "Komeito Un
masked," testified that the galleys of bis book were reviewed secretly
by Soka Gakkai officials without his knowledge.
.
Gradually all the irregularities committed by the Soka Gakka1Komeito came into the open until Junya Yano, Secretary-General of
Komeito, conceded that there bad been "some contacts" between the
members of Soka Gakkai-Komeito and bookstore proprietors and that
those contacts were of a nature "easily prone to be misunderstood."
The alleged infringement on the freedom of the press left an in
_
delible mark on the politico-religious group. And it forced Pres� dent
Jkeda to explicitly proclaim "Seikyo Bunri" (Separation of rehgwn
from politics) in May 1970.
The political setback, however, seems to have had little effect on
the ever-increasing dynamism of the Soka Gakkai. Portraits 0�
President Daisaku Ikeda keep flooding various Soka Ga�k�'.
publications. His books, "Human Revolution," "Family Revolutwn
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et al are selling by the millions.
Besides, there is now every indication that
Soka Gakkai ( generally
known abroad as Nichiren Shoshu-Orth
odox Sect of Nichiren Bud
dhism) is attracting converts, hundreds
of thousands of them ' in
America, Europe and other corners of the
world. Voices such as "the
whole Gakkai is wonderful, isn't it ! " are
reflected in many Ietters
addressed to the editor of the English lang
uage "Seikyo Times."
They are pouring in from Gothenburg,
Sweden ("After evening
Gongyo, everybody's spirits were flying
and that gave rise to several
songs and a cheer"); Siena, Italy ("I am tryin
g to propagate Nichiren
Shoshu in Italy, even though it is quite diffi
cult because of the Catholic
tradition here"); Malaysia ("After two
months of chanting, I
automatically stopped gambling and I don'
t feel the urge to gamble
any more"); and many other cities.
With the magnetic president leading the
vast throng of followers
and with its initial zeal for propagation pres
erved intact, the Soka
Gakkai seems today to be happily treading
the path to ever greater
glory. In one of the most dramatic turns of
events, Ikeda consented to
personally meet Kenji Miyamoto, powerfu
l Chairman of the Japan
Communist Party in the summer of 1975
to bury their long-standing
enmity. And, during their very "friendl
y discourse" recorded and
published as a series of lengthy articles by
the Mainichi Shimbun, the
two big figures chatted and laughed for four
hours like bosom friends.
The Soka Gakkai had, furthermore, conclude
d a 10-year "coexistence"
agreement with the JCP in November 1974
, without the knowledge of
the Komeito leaders. Yet to be seen, how
ever, is whether the recon
ciliation of the two giant organizations,
both of them fortified by their
respective ideologies, would benefit the futu
re of the Soka Gakkai.
As far as the fundamental characteristi
c of the giant religious
body is concerned, it may perhaps have
helped many a Japanese to
find a kind of social collectivity and orga
nizational entity to which they
can comfortably belong-in the days
when the Emperor cult and
strictly totalitarian social system have
collapsed since the end of the
war in 1945. The whole operation, afte
r all, is "very Japanese."
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Brundage-San Said lt In J apanese

from now" at the time she visited Tokyo in the previous year. A year
later, however, she was saying, "I tel1 you-we were surprised when
we saw the highway construction in Tokyo almost finished with traffic
swiftly moving, with those interesting tunnels so well lighted and
dividing into various directions." She was right when she entertained
doubts and so was she again when surprised by Tokyo's magical
metamorphosis. Many native Japanese, too, doubted and were sur
prised-in exactly the same way.

For two days it had been somber, at times even drizzling. But on
this felicitous day the brisk autumn sky formed a vast blue canopy
over Tokyo. The air was clear and the benign sun was warming the
backs of 75,000 spectators representing many nations as they rose from
their seats to hear His Majesty the Emperor declare the opening of the
18th Olympic Games of the modern era.
The year, 1964, was the auspicious year that marked the 70th an
niversary of the restoration of the modern Olympic Games by Baron
Pierre de Coubertin, the "Father of the Modern Olympic Games."
Seven thousand amateur athletes were participating in the once
in-four-years competition hosted for the first time in the Orient. The
day, October 10, had been long awaited not only by the residents of the
world's largest metropolis but by the 100 million nationals of the then
world's fastest prospering nation.
Never before had the opening ceremony of the Olympic Games
been rehearsed and re-rehearsed to such minute detail as it was in
Tokyo so that everything-hoisting of the flags, opening speeches,
athletes' march-in and the entry of the torch bearer-was flawlessly
carried out exactly to the second. As on many other important oc
casions, the Japanese wanted to do everything perfectly according to
the program.
For more than a year before the opening ceremony, a big
signboard had been put up in the Ginza, announcing daily "how many
days were left" until the Big Day. Many streets in Tokyo meanwhile
were dug up to give way to smoothly paved modern highways, many
houses and office buildings were demolished to lift the face of the host
city. Yes, the Gaijin (literally "outsiders," usually denoting
Westernersl were coming from all over the world. Japan, as in the
case of many individual Japanese, was dctermined to do its best to
make the brief stay of the guests memorable.
Olga Connolly, for one, was impressed by the miraculous surgery
Tokyo had successfully gone through. The Czechoslovakian gold
medalist in Melbourne for the women's discus throw, who now
represented the United States after her Iron-Curtain-defying marriage
to Harold Connolly, an American hammer thrower, had some doubts
when a Japanese friend assured her "Everything will be perfect a year

Now in 1964 it was again the time when many Japanese were eager
to throw out their ehest. After going through the wartime and the
postwar ups and downs, the nation had emerged as one of the leading
powers of the world-as far as economy was concerned. No longer was
Japanese merchandise merely cheap copies of those from the ad
vanced countries in the West. Spearheaded by transistor radios and
optical apparatus, the "made-in-Japan's" had already begun
representing some of the world's most sophisticated technological
know-how. The economy had recovered beautifully; why not show off
th e physical capability of the Japanese race?
Japan's sports strategists had by no means been sitting back idly.
Using some subtle backstage maneuvers, they succeeded, for in
st ance, in persuading the International Olympic Committee to admit
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The Japanese Government had been resolved to do all it could to
impress the world that "nothing is impossible for the Japanese"
especially when the whole nation strives to attain a goal, whether it be
the Olympic Games or an economic miracle, by uniting all its national
might in regimented oneness.
Once before the Japanese capital had been scheduled to host the
Olympic Games. That was in 1940 when Japanese expansionism was at
its height. The occasion was expected to bolster the self-confidence of
many a Japanese in the days when Japan had half the Far East under
its military surveillance. The sports event, as in the case of the
Fuehrer in 1936, would have been one of the strategically political
opportunities for the Japanese leaders to show off their leadership, had
not the Games been canceled because of the outbreak of war in
Europe. Japan, in a way, was compelled to put off the chance for self
glorification for 24 years.
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Judo as one of the contested events. In another newly-enlisted event,
volleyball, Japan's hard-hitting distaf( players were strongly favored
to clinch a gold medal before their home audience. lt would probably
be the second time in 28 years for Japanese women to capture an
Olympic title, the last having been Hideko Maehata, gold medalist in
the women's 200 meter breaststroke swimming event at Berlin.
Prearrangements were made, so to speak, to ensure Japan's winning
as many medals as possible. The opening ceremony, therefore, was all
the more welcome to those present in the National Stadium as weil as
to the millions who sat before their TV set to watch the grand festival.
They came marching in-row after row of athletes in their fancy
blazers of white, off-white, sky blue, navy blue, pink or crimson coats,
pants, and skirts. From their breast pockets the Cuban Olympians
produced small silk Rising Sun flags which they waved as they mar
ched before the royal box and the spectators' ovation reverberated
through the huge main stand. The applause grew even louder when
African youths clad in traditional costumes began coming in. "What is
Chad?" "Where is that country?" "Where in the world could
Cameroun be?"-many were asking with nobody at band knowing the
answer. Never once in the country's history bad the Far Eastern
nation hosted such diversified guests of so many nationalities as the
Japanese saw marching in on that great autumn day.
Up into the azure sky flew five Air Self-Defense Force jets,
skywriting the Olympic interlocking rings high above. Up, too, went
10,000 five-colored balloons and away flew numerous homing pigeons,
with a few unwilling birds trotting down the track to the cheers of the
spectators. Then entered the drum and fife corps of Tokyo primary
school children escorting the Mayor of Rome, the site of the previous
Olympic Games.
The Japanese delegation, last of tqe 94 national teams, marched
in, with the waves of applause crescendoing to a new height, their
rigidly composed behavior presenting a decided contrast to the more
relaxed gaits of the foreign athletes. The Japanese youths were, ac
cording to one Tokyo sports editor, a "bright new beacon for the young
people of Japan who have passed through a troubled period of postwar
suffering.'' A sense of national oneness, indeed.
The most unexpected event on that sunny Saturday afternoon was
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during the introduction of His Majesty the Emperor to the vast throng
by International Olympic Committee president Avery Brundage of the
United States. In a bit strange but understandable Japanese, Brun
dage, the stubborn guardian of amateurism in sports, uttered bis first
Japanese sentences in public as the spectators and TV viewers held
their breath to listen. Upon being asked later how many times he bad
practiced the introduction in Japanese, he smiled and held up three
fingers. Thirty times, perhaps?
The festive mood was at its climax when Yoshinori Sakai came
running into the stadium with the burning torch in bis left band. The 19year-old Waseda University freshman was the anchor runner of the
Olympic torch relay that bad traveled 26,000 kilometers all the way
from Olympia, Greece, to the site of the Games by air and over land
and sea. A thunder of cheers echoed from a far corner of the stadium
and the applause moved horizontally as the beautifully proportioned
athlete ran at a quick, ground-eating pace, circling about three
quarters of the reddish clay track and up 230 steps to the Olympic
flame cauldron.
There had been doubts expressed by some Americans about
naming Sakai as the ceremonious last runner of the torch relay.
Professor Edward Seidensticker, a well-known Japanologist, was
among those who voiced their suspicion as to whether the choice was
political. The Waseda athlete, in fact, was born only 37 miles away
from Hiroshima on the very day of the world's first atom bombing on
August 6, 1945. There is no doubt that the officials of Japan's Olympic
Committee took his date of birth into consideration. lt is dubious,
however, that they intended any subtle political significance. The
devastated city of Hiroshima in the nostalgic memory of many a
Japanese was nothing but the ground from which postwar Japan bad to
build its own economy. In any case, what was behind the nomination of
Sakai was given scant attention by the Japanese press.
"Attending the opening ceremony, I feit greatly relieved," com
mented Bunroku Shishi, humorist novelist, as he penned bis im
pression of the grand day for Tokyo Shimbun. "Because I was over
whelmed by the thought that Japan had finally regained its national
competency to the stage where it could manage to host such an
ostentatious show. lt was, nevertheless, somewhat like a poor family
throwing a wedding party at the Imperial Hotel."
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and encouragement. I am thc onc whom you have relegated to train
them. Or, do you want to take over?" When Chou apologized and
suggested compromisingly that Daimatsu perhaps might abstain from
beating the girls before his eyes, the coach's answer was quite as curt
as the first one. "Whenever I spank them, Mr. Prime Minister, you'd
better close your eyes." Daimatsu was subsequently elected a
member of the House of Councillors and served for six years until 1975.
There were also memorable moments of glory for foreign par
ticipants in the Tokyo Olympic Games. Blonde 22-year-old Czech
secretary Vera Caslavska fascinated the Japanese audience not only
by her shapely figure but also by the dazzling agility and preciseness
with which she won the women's gymnastics test. Pole vaulter Fred
Hansen of the United States fought one of the greatest and most
dramatic duels in Olympic history when he endured a grueling com
petition of more than nine hours until Wolfgang Reinhardt, his com
petitor from Germany, finally touched the barrier and dropped it at
the record Olympic height of 5.10 meters. And the phenomenal Abebe
Bikila of Ethiopia ran through half a million flag-waving spectators in
his chalk-white sneakers (he was barefooted in Rome) to clinch the
gold medal in the marathon for the second straight time in two
Olympic games.
But for the Japanese nation, the feats by the foreigners paled
before the dramatic volleyball victory. For the whole operation after
all was psycho1ogical. The Japanese had for many years been goading
themselves along the path toward becoming a great world power.
Where "catching up with and overtaking" advanced countries was the
national goal, well-nigh to an obsession, one success overshadowed all
the failures in other events and coach Daimatsu was the idol of the
year.

Japan's national pride soared to the zenith when the "Wonder
Girls of the Orient" captured the gold medal in the final match of the
women's volleyball contest. The Japanese sextet received the ball,
set it, then sent it smashing into the opposite side of the court in a
beautiful maneuver, trouncing the strong Russian girls in three
straight sets. The moment when one of the Russian spikers' finger
touched the top of the net ( a losing point) and the end of the game was
announced, the victorious girls hugged each other and wept with tears
of joy. Weeping also were the television announcer, its commentator
and the whole nation that sat glued to their TV sets to watch the three
hour game on the nationwide hookup.
"1 could almost visually see fulfilled their sense of responsibility
that had hovered above the heads of the weeping girls," Sawako
Ariyoshi, leading woman author, penned in the Asahi Shimbun in an
uncharacteristic (for her) outburst of emotion. "For they have striven
for so many years just for this moment. The immer,ise obligation they
must have feit that they owed to the whole nation and their equally
strong will that they would by all means win through the mat
ches ... Thank you, Mr. Daimatsu ! " Hirofumi Daimatsu was the hard
driving coach of the Japanese sextet, known for his severe, almost
cruel, principle of training.
Daimatsu, once a platoon commander of the Imperial Army
during the grueling battle at Imphal in easternmost India, had been
famous for 11 years in being extremely relentless, almost to a sadistic
degree, toward his feminine disciples during daily practice. The girl
volleyballers had to toil through the Spartan training-regardless of
their physical condition, physiology and monthly hygiene. A setter of
the team had only one evening's leave when her father died and a
spiker was simply commanded to continue her practice after her
fractured rib was bandaged on the spot.
Hard training coupled with spiritualism a la Daimatsu won wide
public support when it proved successful during the Olympic Games.
His book "Ore ni Tsuite Koi! (Come With Me All the Way)" sold close
to a million copfes. He was later invited by Premier Chou
En-lai to coach China's women volleyballers, an invitation he accepted
with all his zeal. When the Chinese Prime Minister protested, however,
that the stern Japanese coach should not spank the buttocks of Chinese
athletes, Daimatsu retorted, ''l'm spanking them with all my affection

Japan's insatiable "lchiban (number one)" megalomania saw
another outlet when Shinkansen bullet trains went into service on
October 1, 1964, ten days before the opening of the Olympic Games.
The long-awaited "dream express" covered the 515-kilometer stretch
between the nation's two largest cities-Tokyo and Osaka-in three
hours and ten minutes. Streaking along at the speed of more than 50
meters in one second (210 kilometers per hour), the ivory white and
blue Shinkansen was an entirely Japanese product, rails, rolling
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stocks, and all. Everything was genuinely "Nippon" and the trains
were the fastest in the world. Now, that was something every Japanese
could and should be proud of.
The Japanese National Railways had for sure dimbed all the way
from a handicapped starting line. The railroad made its debut in Japan
as late as October 1872 when Emperor Meiji rode in the inaugural train
between Shimbashi, Tokyo, and Yokohama, amid cheers of thousands
of his subjects who lined the 29-kilometer distance. The people were
astonished to find the new moving object not drawn by horses but
emitting some strangely hissing steam. Few in Japan knew at that
time that, in far-off America, transcontinental trains had already gone
into operation in May 1869, connecting the Atlantic and Pacific coasts.
Japanese railways in the earlier years were totally under the
guidance of foreign engineers, mostly from England. Although the
Japanese railwaymen had gradually begun taking over from their
Sensei (teachers), they had to work through painful years of mapping,
construction and maintenance of the railroad network that finally
came to cover many a remote corner of the mountainous four islands.
By 1960 the Japanese National Railways were able to operate special
express trains that covered the Tokaido (Tokyo-Osaka) route in six
hours and a half. That, however, was as fast as they could make with
the conventiona1 Tokaido Line. The nation, meanwhile, was deman
ding more speed.
With a rapidly growing population and the Japanese industries
concentrated in the "Tokaido Megalopolis" that stretches along
Japan's Pacific coast from Tokyo to the Keihanshin (Kyoto-Osaka
Kobe) area, a faster means of transportation was imperative.
However, the number of trains operated on the old Tokaido Line
totaled 120 passenger trains and 60 to 80 freight trains one way daily.
The saturation point had to be broken by coristructing a totally new
train system that was the Shinkansen.
The plan for the new line was made official as early as in July 1958.
The narrow gauge was abandoned, it was announced, for a wider one
that allowed more speed. Longer welded rails were adopted for
smoother travel. New streamlined coaches were designed and
manufactured. Tunnels were dug, bridges built. All train movements
were controlled by a centralized control system using computers and
other electronic gadgets. The new line was mapped so that it had no
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level crossings along its entire length. Fences were built along the
tracks. A special law was passed to punish any trespasser stepping
onto the railbed. The new superexpress was named "Hikari" and
the slower express "Kodama." They stood for "Light" and "Echo."
Everything was perfectly planned and materialized exactly ac
cording to plan and the dream of the JNR finally came true in 1964. But
few had expected that the Shinkansen would be a "calamity" for the
nation's salaried dass. Before the Shinkansen was introduced, a
Shutcho (business trip) meant a sizable bonar\za to many company
employes. A "sarari (salary)-man," for instance, who was told to
make a business trip from Tokyo to Osaka, had been able to take a
second dass Tokaido train while his traveling expenses could be
reported as first dass. In exchange for a little inconvenience he could
handsomely pocket the balance out of his expenses. In addition to that,
he could perhaps stay in a less expensive hotel than his allowance
prescribed and packet that balance too. But, alas, after the coming of
the Shinkansen, business trips became business and no more. Many
two-day trips were reduced to a one-day round-trip-canceling the
margin on hotel fares. And, with the rapid and comfortable
Shinkansen, few companies allowed their employes to travel in first
class.
Adding to the convenience of millions of people and to the woe of
the poor sarari-man class, the Shinkansen service was extended to
Okayama in March 1972 and later to Hakata in Kyushu in March 1975.
During the ten years since the initial Tokyo-Osaka line was opened, the
number of passengers utilizing the Shinkansen exceeded 800 million.
The aggregate distance covered by its trains is approximately 307
million kilometers, equivalent to over 400 round trips between the
earth and the moon. Although Japan has never orbited a single
Japanese astronaut in space, the new train system perhaps helped the
Japanese justify its self-esteem, the pride that might not have been
attained by no less than space exploration. Also impressive is the fact
that the Shinkansen has never had a single passenger casualty up to
now. Swishing past the foot of Mt. Fuji and hissing along the scenic
Inland Sea coast, the blue and white "Lights" and "Echoes" will
certainly continue as a living example of Japan's "Ichiban" ( Number
Onel for some more years to come.
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Among international dignitaries eager to travel by Shinkansen
was Queen Elizabeth II who traveled from Nagoya to Tokyo in May
1975 As the British monarch arrived at Nagoya Station, she insisted on
ignoring the exactly-mapped-to-the-second schedule and going up to
the platform three minutes earlier so that she could watch the
Shinkansen train roll in to the station. Japanese officials bowed, of
course, to the Royal wish but they were very flurried, according to one
Japanese daily. As in the case of the opening ceremony of the Olympic
Games, the Japanese tend to adhere faithfully to the rehearsed and re
rehearsed plan. Any spontaneity is very often upsetting for them.
The two weeks that Tokyo was busy hoisting flags and playing
national anthems for the Olympic victors proved to be one of the most
crucial periods in contemporary international politics. One was the
court revolution inside the Kremlin that resulted in the downfall of
Nikita Khrushchev. Another was China's explosive entry into the
world's nuclear club.
The first explanation for the switch in power in the Russian capital
was that its premier and chief of the party had asked to be relieved of
his duties "in view of his advanced age ( he was 70) and deterioration of
his health." The retirement, however, soon turned out to be a
unilateral ouster as more detailed information began arriving from
Moscow. Such news as the ouster of editor Alexei Adzhubei of the Iz
vestia, Khrushchev's son-in-law, spoke for itself. lt was, in fact, the
end of the 11-year rule by the sanguine Communist who not only
enraged the free world by his shoe-banging appearance before the
U.N. General Assembly but dared to break the world Communist
monolith by sacrficing Russia's greatest ally, the People's Republic of
China.
Khrushchev's arch enemies in Peking, on the contrary, had reason
· to celebrate when they detonated China's first atomic bomb on October
16, 1964, the day the Russian leader was stripped of his power. In their
belated message of congratulations on the success of Russia's laun
ching of the world's first passenger space ship, the Chinese leaders
were boastful enough to state, not without a certain sarcastic
note , "This ( the atomic bomb test) is a major achievement of the
Chinese people in their struggle to increase their national defense
capability and oppose the U.S. imperialist policy of nuclear blackmail
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and nuclear threats." China's increase
d defense potentialities,
ho�ever, helped more to antagonize the
two Communist giants than
umte them against "paper tiger America
."
Plunged into deep dismay was Japan's
camp of progressive
thought. Many staunch pro�Chinese thinkers
had predicted that the
Communist nation would never contaminate
_
the atmosphere with the
deadly fallout. As at the time of the initial
split of the two Communist'
superpowers, they were compelled to face squa
rely the cold realities of
international power politics. Some diehard
Sinophiles modified their
argument and began explaining that China's
nuclear weapons were of
a purely defensive nature.
I� painful throes, too, was Japan's cons
ervative camp. Fot the
curtam had barely fallen on the Olympic
Games when a panel of
doctors announced that Hayato Ikeda, then
Prim
e Minister of Japan,
.
was mfected with an incurable cancer of the
throat. Ikeda, steadfast
promoter of the nation's economic take-off,
announced his intention to
resign from his post. He died ten months later
in August 1965.
Various factions within the Liberal-Demo
cratic Party instantly
plu�ged into a bitter battle to grasp the heim
of the nation. But even
durmg the days of ugly political stru
ggle some Japanese were
nostalgic and remembered that day-that
unforgettable day in Oc
tober when the cream of the world's yout
hs marched into the sun
drenched National Stadium in Tokyo.

The Trio Who Ruled Postwar Japan
"Prime Minister Sato wept bitterly. All he
could do was cry like a
.
child who had lost his father, clinging to
ex-Prime Minister Yoshida's
body - - - �ecen ly Yoshida-san had aske
d Sato-san, 'How Iong have you
�
been Pnme Mmister now?' 'Three year
s, sir. I've learned to do my job
at my own pace.' Yoshida-san cautione
d, 'The job of a Prime Minister
15 very demanding. lt
was rather easy for me because of the spec
ial
circumstances under the Occupati
on. It's not good to stay on the job
too long_' lt was Yoshida-san's final
advice to Prime Minister Sato his
beloved disciple."
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In these words, an item in the Mainichi Shimbun dated October 22,
1967, described Sato's tearful midnight meeting with his political
mentor who lay dead in his villa in Oiso, Kanagawa Prefecture.
Sato had sped to the Yoshida residence with his wife Hiroko from
Haneda where they had just returned from a tour of Southeast Asia.
Yoshida died while Sato was visiting the Malacanang Palace in
Manila. Sato immediately instructed Acting Prime Minister Takeo
Miki to arrange a State Funeral for Yoshida and, with a heavy heart,
left for Saigon on the final leg of his trip. He met with Prime Minister
Nguyen Cao Ky briefly, cut short his scheduled overnight stay in
Saigon to a bare three hours and took off fromTan Son Nhut Airport for
a hurried flight back toTokyo.
On October 31, Sato paid a moving eulogy to Yoshida in the first
postwar State Funeral at the Nippon Budokan Hall.
With the turn of fortune's wheel, it was Sato who was mourned in a
National Funeral at the same Nippon Budokan Hall on June 16, 1975,
with Prime Minister Miki serving as chairman of the funeral committee.
Sato's death marked the end of an era which was opened by
Yoshida and which was carried to its zenith by his two loyal proteges
Hayato Ikeda, who died on August 13, 1965, and Sato. Political pros
refer to the Yoshida-Ikeda-Sato line as the "mainstream" of the
nation's ruling conservative party. In general terms, the mainstream
has been identified with a policy of the closest collaboration with the
United States on the basis of the San Francisco Peace Treaty and the
Japan-U.S. SecurityTreaty.
Japan has had 27 prime ministers in the half century of turbulence
of the Showa Era-15 up to the end of World War II and 12 to date in the
three postwar decades. In the rough and tumble world of politics,
holding the reins of government for seven years and eight months on
end, as Sato did, is quite a performance by Japanese standards, or for
that matter, by the standards of most parliamentary democracies.
Yoshida had been Prime Minister for seven years and one month and
Ikeda whose life was cut short by cancer, four years and four months.
The t�ree "mainstream" prime ministers administered Japan for 19
out of the 30 postwar years.
When Sato died on June 3, all newspapers paid tribute to him as the
man who had led the "longest going administration." And Sato had on

To the extent that Ikeda and Sato measured up to Yoshida's trust
anct they did so admirably-they were simply following the line set by
their mentor. Their job was to promote Japan's progress and stability
by maintaining and expanding Japanese-American relations.
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his cap another feather-the Nobel Peace Prize. The laurel awarded
him in December 1974 for his pursuit of a non-nuclear policy ranks him
with some of the most celebrated names in the 20th Century-Jean
Henri Dunant, Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, Albert Sch
weitzer, Dag Hammarskjold and Martin Luther King, Jr.
Sato had staked, with success, his political fate on winning the
reversion of Okinawa from a quarter-century of U.S. rule. He was no
great orator and his replies to Diet interpellators were often so
roundabout that their tempers ran high. But Sato made one clearcut
and long-remembered remark when he said in Naha on August 19,
1965: "Not until Okinawa returns to our fatherland will our postwar
trauma be over.''
During the same trip, Sato dropped his official mask of self
confidence edged with arrogance and wept unabashedly when he stood
before the monument for 223 Okinawan student-nurses who committed
mass suicide when the Battle of Okinawa was lost.
His friends would often go out of their way to stress that Sato was a
man easily moved to tears-the mark of a gentle and responsive
heart-that belied his handsome and masculine face that he enjoyed
having compared to that of the late Kabuki actor Ichikawa Danjuro.
Sato's own evaluation of his achievements was topped by the
reversion of Okinawa, "a peaceful return of a lost territory without
precedent in history." Others cited were the signing of the Japan
Republic of Korea Basic Treaty on June 22, 1965; automatic extension
on June 22, 1970, of the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty signed 10 years
before by his brother Nobusuke Kishi; enactment of special legislation
in August 1969 to restore calm on university campuses rocked by the
student revolt; and attainment of high economic growth.
Even with all these achievements plus-the Nobel Peace Prize Sato
did not quite acquire the aura and popularity of his mentor Yo�hida
whose mantle as a latterday "Genro" ( senior statesman) he ap
parently tried to wear.
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Sato's near obsession with Okinawa's reversion was to fulfill
Yoshida's plea at the San Francisco Peace Treaty Conference in 1951.
Said Yoshida: "1 cannot but hope that the administration of the
Ryukyus and the Bonins (Ogasawara) will be put back into Japanese
hands in the not distant future with the establishment of world
security, especially the security of Asia.''
lt was to the credit of Yoshida's stature and acumen that he had
groomed Ikeda and Sato, completely unknown political qualities, as
his most trusted proteges and successors. Ikeda, who had specialized
in taxation during his bureaucratic career, was given the vital post of
Finance Minister as a freshman in the Diet in 1949. Sato, who quit as
Vice Transport Minister in 1948, was named Chief Cabinet Secretary in
1949 when he was not even a member of the Diet.
True, it was a time when seasoned politicians were in extremely
short supply. Most of them had been purged by the Occupation
authorities. Yoshida himself became Prime Minister and president of
the then Japan Liberal Party because of the abrupt purge of President
Ichiro Hatoyama on the eve of his expected nomination as Prime
Minister in the Diet in January 1946. But both Ikeda and Sato proved
worthy of Yoshida's trust and served him with great loyalty. With
Yoshida's blessing, they quickly built up their powerful bases in the
political, business and bureaucratic worlds before the depurged
prewar veterans had time to recoup.
Yoshida's favoritism toward Ikeda and Sato was such that when
they faced arrest in the notorious shipbuildir1g scandal in early 1954,
Yoshida had Justice Minister Ken Inukai use his prerogative to
prevent their arrest. lt was misdirected favoritism which eventually
dug the grave for the Yoshida Cabinet and which tarnished the
reputation of Party Secretary General Sato who was subsequently
indicted on charges of violation of the political donation control law.
Yoshida, Ikeda and Sato shared many traits in common as weil as
differences in style and taste. But they were bound by ties, as between
a venerated teacher and trusted pupils.
Yoshida, whose dry sense of humor made him popular, was at
times a picture of arrogance, true to his nickname ''One Man.'' A cigar
in his mouth whether he was in Western or Japanese attire, he was
capable of sudden outbursts. At one time when he was cross, he poured
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a glass of water at news cameramen. He made a costly slip of the
tongue on Feburuary 28, 1953, when he uttered a clearly audible
"Bakayaro ! " ( SOB) to a Socialist interpellator in the Diet.
Two days later the House of Representatives voted for his im
peachment and followed up by passing a non-confidence motion
against the Yoshida Cabinet. lnstead of resigning, Yoshida picked up
the gauntlet and dissolved the House for a new general election.
Slips of the tongue were by no means Yoshida's monopoly. Ikeda,
given to brusque and straightforward utterances, was voted out as
Minister of International Trade and lndustry for his remark that the
bankruptcy or even suicide of five or ten operators of small and
medium enterprises couldn't be helped under the Occupation-directed
tax policy he was pursuing.
Sato, who had been Ikeda's classmate in the Fifth Higher School in
Kumamoto, was not marked by the intellectual brilliance
that distinguished his two elder brothers-lchiro Sato who had the
highest mark in the history of the Naval Academy and Nobusuke Kishi
who graduated cum laude from the law department of the University
of Tokyo. But he was more expansive than Kishi, less brusque and
rugged than Ikeda, and had a flair for backstage maneuvering and for
quickly grasping the shifting loyalties and alignments of fellow
politicians.
Ikeda and Sato, both born to Sake brewers, were studies in con
trast, according to Shigeru Hori, a veteran Liberal-Democrat who had
been close to both of them and to Yoshida. "When drinking, Mr. Ikeda
was far more fun, making a Jot of noise. In contrast, there's no way of
knowing whether Mr. Sato was enjoying himself."
In his recently published book, Hori recalls that whenever he went
to see Yoshida at his Oiso residence, Yoshida would say to him, "lt's
your responsibility to see_}hat Ikeda and Sato do not fight." Hori would
assure him there was no'worry ''as long as you live.''
When Hori paid a New Year's call on the old man in 1964, Yoshida
told him he thought it was about time Ikeda stepped down. "Ikeda is
still young and I think he should take a rest. I am thinking of Sato as bis
successor and Sato should give his job back to Ikeda before things get
clumsy."
Despite Hori's assurance, Sato broke temporarily with Ikeda in
Juiy 1964 when he challenged Ikeda's bid for a third term as president
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of the Liberal-Democratic Party. Sato lost, however, 242 to 160.
But luck was on Sato's side, as it had been on his brother Kishi's
side when the latter lost 258 to 251 to Tanzan Ishibashi in the 1956 party
presidential election, only to have the job coming into his hands two
· months later due to lshibashi's illness.
Exactly two months after he defeated Sato in the party
presidential election, the coarse-voiced Ikeda was hospitalized for
what proved to be cancer of the throat. The invalid Prime Minister
obtained special permission from his doctors and made his last public
appearance with his wife in the Royal Box in the opening ceremony of
the Tokyo Olymic Games on October 10, 1964. On November 9, Ikeda
resigned as president of the party and prime minister, nominating
Sato as his successor.
Thus began the Sato age which was to last until June 17, 1972. When
he stepped down, Sato left the succession race wide open, triggering a
bitter four-way competition among Kakuei Tanaka, Takeo Fukud;:i,
Masayoshi Ohira and Takeo Miki.
On the strength of the agreement on Okinawa's reversion with
President Lyndon Johnson in November 1969, Sato brought his Liberal
Democratic Party back into power with an impressive 303 seats in the
House of Representatives in the December election. A Mainichi
Shimbun poll gave Sato a high popularity rate of 40 per cent. Then his
credibility began going downhill.
The biggest jolt to Sato came on July 15, 1971, when President
Nixon made the bombshell announcement that he was going to visit
Peking. Sato, who had all along been pursuing a pro-American policy,
supporting its involvement in the Vietnam War, found himself in an
embarassing situation. The "Nixon Shock" was followed a month later
by the far-reaching U.S. dollar-defending policy which hurled the
postwar monetary institution into chaos.
The world was clearly in a flux. But Sato's China policy remained
unchanged. When the United Nations convened in September 1971 for a
crucial China debate, Sato committed Japan to co-sponsor a resolution
making Taiwan's expulsion a substantive matter requiring a two
thirds majority. On October 26, the U.N. voted overwhelmingly in
favor of Peking's admission. Sato lived up to Yoshida's pledge of
support for the Taiwan regime largely out of moral obligation to
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Chiang Kai-shek, but the U.N. action spelled the collapse of Japan's
China policy.
Sato's political style was popularly known as "Machi no Seiji" or
"politics of waiting." Neither Sato nor his supporters ever defined it.
Its essence probably was biding his time patiently for the right time
before making up his mind and translating his decision into action.
Herman Kahn once told a Mainichi reporter that he set a high
value on Sato's strategy. When the nation's college campuses were
being rocked, Sato did not act hastily. Instead, he waited quietly and
patiently for the parents of the radicals, then their professors, and
finally the opposition parties to denounce the extremists until they
found themselves isolated. Kahn's theory was it was a higher brand of
politics to avert a potential crisis quietly than to deal with it with
fanfare.
Was the American futurologist correct? Maybe or maybe not. If
Sato's approach was that of a political pro, it was not fully understood
or appreciated by men in the street. His strategy probably worked as
long as he had time for waiting. But when things moved swiftly as in
the last stage of his administration, people looked more for his
initiative and leadership than for his patience and waiting.
After the national euphoria generated by EXPO'70 gave way to
growing public concern over burgeoning inflation and environmental
disruption-the other side of the vaunted high growth policy-public
support for Sato began sliding at an accelerated tempo.
The "Nixon Shock," the "dollar shock" and Peking's entry into the
U.N. added to the popular disillusionment with the way Sato ran the
country. A Mainichi Shimbun poll conducted in April 1972 put the
popular support rate for the Sato Cabinet at 19 per cent, the lowest ever
for any postwar Cabinet.
On June 17, 1972, Sato announced his decision to step down. After
his tearful farewell address to fellow Liberal-Democrats, Sato went to
the press conference hall of his official residence.
"Where's TV? Where's NHK?" Sato demanded, dumbfounding
newspaper reporters. ''Television carries me directly to the people
without distortion. I get distorted in print. I hate biased newspapers.
Where's TV? You reporters, please make room for television."
When newspaper reporters protested, Sato flew into a rage.
Banging on the table, he roared, "If you don't understand me, never
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weeklies.
onto a vaSt
"We teachers are, so to speak, imparting our learning
g, once
number of coeds," he deplored. "And the result of our teachin

imparted to them, would never start recycling in our society because
most recipients of the education would begin forgetting it once they are
married and become mothers.''
He also posed a question as to whether higher learning would help
increase the amount of happiness for housewives and mothers.
Education in prewar Japan was largely monopolized by the male
half of the nation. Except for a few women's colleges, there were no
openings for Japanese womenfolk to obtain higher education. lt was
exclusively the men who were educated and given opportunities to
utilize the fruits of the education. For it was the men, and only men,
who had the prerogative of handling national affairs. Women were
prescribed to adhere stricUy to the traditional "Three Obeisances":
obey parents when little, obey the husband when married, and final_ly
obey their sons when they became old.
Heavily influenced by such inflexible Confucian thought, the
subjugation of women helped the rigid family system of Japan to
persist - one of the most important stabilizing factors of the prewar
Japanese society.
Since 1945 things have become totally different. "To the disgust
and distress of many Japanese men," it has been pointed out,
"equality of the sexes was forced on Japanese society by ignorant U.S.
military gallanty." Compulsory education was extended from six to
nine years for both boys and girls. Virtually all the universities and
colleges went coeducational. And soon the campuses were flooded with
coeds, particularly the department of literature.
In 1962, a year after Teruoka's article, a Mainichi Shimbun survey
showed that 89 out of 100 literature students at Gakushuin Univeristy
(former Peers' School) were female. The figure was 86 at Aoyama
Gakuin, 78 at Seijo, 64- at St. Paul's (Rikkyo) and 11 even at the
prestigious Tokyo University. Academic domination by males, in
short, was fast tumbling down the hill.
Not quite as fast as in the case of educational institutions was the
speed of change in the overall social system of postwar Japan. The job
opportunities for women remained more or less limited-far below the
level required necessary to absorb all the distaff college graduates.
Many coeds; therefore, attended school without much hope of securing
career jobs. College life to them was almost equal to killing time
before getting married-"a super-comfortable career with a monthly
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mind. Get out of here ! ''
The reporters filed out of the room. With the spacious room cluttered with empty chairs, Sato put on a smile for the TV cameras and
began, "My dear people ... " lt was the clumsy finis of Sato as Prime
Minister.

Feminine Power Unshackled
"Why is it necessary for me to teach so many girl students?"
Professor Yasutaka Teruoka asked somewhat wistfully. "The girls
come to this college (Waseda University) in flocks, leisurely search for
something to giggle over during my class and eventually pass through
the school life to become housewives. College education today is
simply designated to be kind of an 'accessorie' for those fashionable
brides at whose wedding party their attendance at some famous
college is related boastfully to the attending guests."
A tinge of male chauvinism, no doubt. But the aged professor of
Japanese literature was speaking in all sincerity. He is one of the finest
scholars of Ihara-Saikaku, a down-to-earth realism novelist ("The
Tale of an Amorous Man") of the late 17th Century Osaka. In the year
when Teruoka bared the foregoing opinion, the girl students in
Japanese colleges, especially in liberal arts schools, were fast over
numbering their male counterparts. lt was 1961, a year after the
boisterous Ampo (Security Treaty) struggles rocked the nation's
campuses.
The dissatisfied scholar, in fact, was worrying about the future of
Japan. "The nation's colleges are rapidly becoming like so many
to
brides' schools. lt is certainly a waste of taxes for the government
college
set aside huge sums for higher education if the majority of
nothing
for
work
and
d
students are only preparing to get marrie
more," Teruoka observed.
of
His essay, titled "Coeds Will Ruin the Nation," was the cause
Tokyo
the
of
nationwide consternation when it appeared in one
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paycheck (handed over by the husband), three free meals and a
refreshing nap in the afternoon,'' according to one sardonic male
commentator.
Quite unexpectedly, the chauvinistic professor found a number of
supporters among housewives. Yuriko Ota of Kyoto, one-time English
literature major and mother of a four-year-old son, confided in a
letter to the Mainichi Shimbun: "Since my marriage, most of my daily
hours have been taken up by miscellaneous family concerns. I am
sometimes led to wonder why I should have gone through four years of
higher learning.''
Mrs. Eiko Takagi of Tokyo was even more critical of her academic
background. "1 have been tormented by my own vain pride that I am a
college graudate," she lamented. "Higher education, instead of
bringing me happiness, has made me rather unhappy. I have a cer
tificate to teach in primary school and junior high school, but could it
be anything more than a piece of paper now that I am a wife and
mother ? "
Yasuko Higa, 28, of Amagasakf, Hyogo Prefecture, looked back at
her college days and concluded, "At the junior college that I attended,
90 per cent of my classmates were enrolled there simply because they
wanted to get a diploma, believed to be the surest way to locate a good
husband. I often feit guilty toward those working girls who could only
afford receiving high school education, for most of our attention in
college was devoted to finding attractive boyfriends.''
The so-called theory that "Coeds Will Ruin the Nation" by Teruoka
naturally became the target of a fierce verbal barrage from among the
career women of the country. "The bigotry of male chauvinists" came
under intense fire from, for instance, Mrs. Hiroko Hatano of Sendai,
Miyagi Prefecture. "Men are jealously guarding their citadel of
traditional male supremacy," countered Mrs. Hatano, 30 , an office
employe. "Aren't the professors transmitting their noble learning to
those men who are employed by business firms or government, those
who start forgetting their education the moment they embark on their
unexciting career ? ''
Many other similar voices condemned the Japanese men for
clamping a social chastity belt on the nation's women. Where society
itself is made for the men to control, there is hardly space for women to
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show their capabilities, they protested.
The postwar Japanese society, nonetheless, was undergoing a
drastic change, slowly but steadily. The rapidly expanding economy
began demanding a larger work force and the number of working
women started to increase. Concentration of the populati�n in urban
areas and the housing shortage steadily helped the traditional family
system to disintegrate. By the second half of the 1960s, the majority of
Japanese families had broken into the small "nuclear family"
husband, wife and a single child. Meanwhile, many old folks are left in
the sparsely populated countryside to tend their farmland. Despite
Professor Teruoka's anxiety, the changing social system is un
mistakably modifying itself so that it can absorb the increased number
of educated women.
By far the most womanized occupational field is that of school
teaching. Women became the majority in the teachers' rooms of
primary schools across the country in 1969 and the percentage has
been widening ever since. In the nation's 24,592 primary schools,
209,000 teachers were women against 184,000 men, according to an
Education Ministry survey in the autumn of 1973. The aggregate
number of women engaged in teaching children of the compulsory
education age (primary and junior high schools) was 274,5 00 in the
same survey. There were 263 woman principals of the nation's public
and private schools.
Some people expressed audible alarm that Japanese education
might become excessively feminine if the tendency were to continue. lt
is ironically the mothers who hold the strongest preference for men
teachers. Such conversation as "How lucky my son is. He is not in the
class of a woman teacher this year'; or "My son's case is the worst. His
teacher is newly married. She will soon become pregnant, I'm sure" is
often overheard exchanged in many Danchi (housing complexes)
throughout the country. Mothers know well that married woman
teachers will take so many days off, once they become pregnant, and
single ones tend to relinquish their career when they find a good
husband.
Most disastrous was the case of Class Three of the second grade at
Katsuhara Public School in Himeji City, west of Kobe. Mrs. "O," who
had been assigned to the class at the beginning of the new school year
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(April) 1972, began taking a "pregnancy leave" two months later. Her
job was temporarily relieved by a home economics teacher for 10 days
until Miss "B," a hasty replacement appointed by the Municipal
Educational Commission, arrived. Several weeks later Miss "E" of
the first grade announced that she was quitting to get ·married.
Although another substitute teacher, Miss "C," was assigned in her
place, it proved that "C" Sensei (teacher) was too inexperienced to
take care of the first grade children. The priricipal, therefore, had to
barter Miss "C" with Miss "B." Mrs. "O" came back to her class in
late September, only to tender her resignation three days later
because, she explained, she was unable to locate a good nurse for her
newborn baby. The vacancy had to be filled by Miss "D," a fresh
graduate from a teachers' college. All in all, the children of Class
Three of the second grade had six different teachers in half a year.
There are, needless to say, countless schools where women
teachers have proved to be quite as efficient as their male coun
terparts. Although women teachers are occasionally "notorious" for
their emotionalism as well as for their inability to teach boys how to
play baseball, parents seem to have become resigned to the fact that
elementary education cannot be anything but womanly. The
traditional yearning for "stern education" nevertheless had to go
through a period of painful adjustment before the nation's fathers
accepted a sort of compromise to the realities of postwar education.
Not without a faint ironical allusion to the days of the
Bluestockings, the common sigh of the Japanese menfolk after 1945
has been: "The two things that have become very �trong after the war
are socks and women." With more than 53 per cent of the Japanese
children entrusted to female hands, men can in fact do little more than
grumble. And, through education that they both receive and give,
women are positively gaining more say in the modern Japanese
community.
The fast-rising woman power has also affected the social and
political climate of Japan. In striking contrast to the prewar days
when "things solid, heavy and hard to approach" were appreciated,
the new era that dawned in 1945 was marked by things and attitudes
that are "flexible, easygoing, handy and readily absorbed and lear
ned." Bank facades are no longer adorned with imposing steps aoct
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thick pillars. Awe-inspiring clock towers are disappearing from new
university buildings. And, by the second half of the 50s, many weekly
magazines started circulating with the purpose of feeding their
readers with easily understandable paraphrased news stories. The
biggest role, in this sense, was played by television broadcasts which,
according to one commentator on audio-visual journalism, "pulled
down everything to the level of terebi (television) and its mass
viewers.''
The people's voting attitude has also changed drastically. Pom
pous politicians are rapidly fading out of fashion. Instead of aloof and
authoritative characters, the mass voters have become more and
more attracted to friendly common-man figures. Tokyo's guber
natorial candidate Ryokichi Minobe especially marked the coming of
the new type of vote getters. Since he proved extremely successful in
April 1967 with 2,166,600 votes, every seeker for political office began
smiling. Governor Minobe, with no political background whatsoever
but well-known for his gentle and disarming Minobe-sumairu (smile),
humiliated his competitor, Akira Hatano, by collecting more than
3,600,000 popular votes in his second contest in April 1972. Ex
Metropolitan Police Chief Hatano, though strongly backed by the
leading Liberal-Democratic Party, was put to shame with less than 2
million votes-the widest election margin ever recorded in Tokyo.
Minobe edged Shintaro Ishihara, popular novelist turned politician, in
his third victory in April 1975, thanks to the support from many
women's organizations.
Politics has become somewhat similar to a hair-do or a new
women's fashion. What counts is rather the image that a candidate
casts on voters than the political platforms he declares. It's not that
the national "womanization" tendency is good or bad, but a multitude
of men as well as women in Japan have been transformed into a sort of
gentle lamb, led hither and thither at the bidding of subtle
manipulators.
The Japan Communist Party is perhaps the political party most
sensitive to the changing public mood. At its Sixth National Con
sultative Meeting in July 1955, the party leaders declared a dramatic
switch from their traditional "armed revolution" tactics to a more
peaceful line. There were many other reasons that compelled the party
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to make a historic switch of lines, but it paid off handsomely anyway.
No sooner had the party abandoned its "ultra-leftist adventurism,"
which was best represented by violent mass rallies and hurling of
Kaenbin (Molotov cocktails) in the early 50s, than the popular support
for the party began mounting steadily. The party's official translation
of "dictatorship of the proletariat," an inevitable step that Com
munists aim to attain in the course of their revolution, was cleverly
changed from prohibitive "Dokusai" (despotism) to "Shikken"
(regency) with a more compromising connotation. Today no one can
find a group of laborers showing their sinewy arms in Communist
propaganda posters. Their election campaign pO$ters nowadays in
variably feature a pretty girl looking up at the blue sky with im
maculate Mt. Fuji in the background.
The once insatiably expansion-oriented Japanese Big Business has
also been compelled to promise more family happiness for their em
ployes. And the employes, known for their industry and obedient
perseverance for decades, soon began turning to "small happiness"
within their families. The principles of "My-home-ism" have
gradually permeated the minds of ions of Japan's office workers.
"GHQ," as Douglas MacArthur's general headquarters was once
known, became a call to "go home quickly" the moment work hours
are over. With the advent of the booming 60s, an office worker-husband
of a nuclear family shuttling daily between his glass and steel office
and a small two-room concrete apartment house built by the Japan
Housing Corporation became the stereotype of the nation's working
class. With fatherly care, his omnipotent office managers would give
him a cash wedding gift, his child's entry-to-primary-school gift,
health insurance, housing loan and even a modest auto loan so that he
could afford to buy a small Toyota or Nissan car.
By the mid-50s "Instant Ramen (instant-cooked noodles l" had
come to stay as one of the standard items of the Japanese diet and the
easily cooked and served food, coupled with the introduction of electric
refrigerators and washing machines, took a considerable burden off
the shoulders of Japanese wives-though to the woe of many mothers
in-law. Immediately Japan plunged headlong into a wild "reja
(leisurel boom."
Once "leisure" was in, everything was "reja." Bulky sweaters
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became "reja sweater," folding chairs "reja
chairs" and women's
summer dresses were hastily renamed "reja dores
u." The boom was
enormously contagious and swallowed millions of
Japanese almost to
the degree of a craze. To many youths, "reja" was
synonymous with a
"toraberu ( travel) boom." As the expanding Japa
nese industry was in
constant need of manpower and the initial paycheck
for new employes
was indispensably fattening year after year, the resou
rcefulness of the
young Japanese multiplied. Soon curious-P1
inded youths began
visiting not only Kyoto, Kanazawa and Nagasaki,
popular sightseeing
spots within the Islands, but Guam, Honolulu,
Bangkok and many
other cities everywhere in the world.
Older people, too, took to the road as the natio
n's technological
development began supplying them with more and
more manpower
saving devices in every facet of the people's Jives.
An owner of a coal mine in Ibaraki Prefecture hit
upon a brilliant
idea upon being forced to close down his deficit-rid
den mining site.
Making use of the mineral water gushing from the
bottom of coalpits,
he built a large warm-water swimming pool insid
e a huge glass and
steel shed and named it "Hawaiian Center." Form
er employes of the
coal mine learned how to play the Hawaiian guita
r and their daughters
were given intensive lessons in hula dancing. The
"instant Hawaii ' "
only three hours by train from Tokyo, was a phen
omenal success. It
proved to be one of the most prosperous "reja" cente
rs of the country.
The "reja guide," Japan Travel Bureau's travel
information desks all
over Japan, was promptly advising people to go
and join the ring of
Polynesian dancers under the transplanted cocon
ut trees.
In the fast-emerging mass consumption socie
ty of Japan,
provi ncialism began disappearing largely due
to the message con
veyed by the nationwide television network.
Children even in the
remotest countryside are today singing comm
ercial songs composed
and broadcast from Tokyo, while their moth
ers have Jong forgotten
provincial nursery rhymes. The television mess
age has also helped
standardize the people's taste in food, clothes
and every other aspect of
daily life. A year-long serialized historical
drama broadcast an
nually on the popular NHK television, for insta
nce, invariably ignited a
travel boom to a certain locality in Japa
n. The drama's background,
Nagana in one year and Nara in anoth
er, never failed to attract
countiess tourists who flooded the
historic sites just to make sure that
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degree whenever there is an emotional upsurge of a boom. Most
typical in this sense would be the China Boom that coincided with the
Cultural Revolution in 1966 and is today still sweeping the country nine
years later.
With Big Business keeping an ambitious eye on a potential market
of 800 million people and with the renovationist camp being enthused
by ideological fervor, many Japanese have refused to see anything but
puritanical righteousness in the People's Republic of China for several
years. Japanese correspondents in Peking vied in their eulogy of the
Chinese society ruled by a handful of stoic leaders. Backyard furnaces,
barefoot doctors, anti-Japanese-imperialist revolutionary operas and
the whole proletarian socialist struggle were just wonderful. All the
reporters who belonged to the Big Press were instructed by their
editors to be extremely cautious whenever they penned stories about
China.
One Peking correspondent of the most trusted Tokyo daily had
never doubted that Marshal Lin Piao, once the closest friend of
Chairman Mao Tse-tung, would turn his vicious back toward his
beloved comrade. When some weekly media in Japan began ex
posing "certain weird rumors inside China" about the fate of Lin Piao,
he not only asserted the undestructive closeness of the Mao-Lin
comradeship but journalistically lashed the "irresponsible reporting"
that alleged Lin was a rebel. A reporter from another daily, who had
penned stories about "Mao Tse-tung and Liu Shao-chi" in the days
when Liu was the Communist nation's head of state and later "The Age
of Lin Piao" when Lin was the heir-apparent to the Chairman, quickly
criticized himself and still remains as an expert on current Chinese
affairs. For many years it has been a strict taboo for all the Japanese
journalists to write anything that might even slightly harm the feelings
of the people in the Asian continent.
As late as in September 1974, a Japanese reporter, in describing
his first direct air-trip to Peking, concluded his impression with:
"Watching the thoroughly unostentatious and kind way in which the
Chinese stewardesses served us, I could not help having a certain
sense of safety and confidence ( in the Chinese airline)."
America, on the contrary, has never been the subject of a boom
save perhaps in 1960 and 1061, the years of the Kennedy Boom. When
youthful John F. Kennedy was elected the President of the United
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States, quite a few Japanese were more elated than the average
American voters. A Ginza bar offered free drinks to customers who
were 43 years old. Many Japanese politicians, who happened to be in
their forties, started claiming, "I am the Kennedy of Japan." For the
rest of the time, however, the United States has been in a constant anti
boom. lt may be partly due to a certain Oedipus complex. Postwar
Japan has been overzealous to marry a mother-in-law called
"prosperity." The father, therefore, is destined to remain as an object
of hatred.
With its traditional family system reduced to so many "nuclear
families," its stern education replaced by a soft and flexible approach,
its people made prey to the oligopolizing mass media, Japan seems to
be destined to become quite a different Japan-different from what
it used to be. Most of its people, in the meanwhile, appear to be striving
to build a happy home life, perhaps as happy a one as featured in the
television commercials of life insurance companies.
Professor Teruoka has somewhat modified his opinion since he
penned "Coeds Will Ruin the Nation" 14 years ago. "I admit the
realities of today," he grumly observed in a recent issue of the Weekly
Asahi. "lt is no longer a realistic attitude to draw a line between boy
students and coeds. Nowadays, some boys indeed look like girls, while
some coeds look like boys. I still hold that girls come to college with a
less definite purpose about how to make use of the fruits of their
education.But many boys nowadays are quite as aimless as the girls."

Yen In International Limelight

1945: July 27
1948: Jan. 1
1950: June 25
1952: June 25
1960: July 1
1964: Sept. 7
1967: Nov. 22-24
1971: June 4
Aug. 16
Aug. 28
Dec. 19

1973:

Feb. 12
Feb. 14
Mid-May
June 16

Nov.
1974: Jan. 4

Bretton Woods Agreements take effect.
General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) takes effect.
Korean War breaks out.
Japan joins International Monetary
Fund (IMF), WorldBank..
Free Yen account is created.
IMF General Meeting is held in Tokyo.
Gold rush takes place.
8-point program for the defense of yen is
decided.
Nixon shock: convertibility of dollar into
gold is suspended.
Yen floated.
Yen rate is revalued upward to X-308 to
the dollar, following the conclusion of
the Smithsonian agreement.
Dollar parity is reduced 10 per cent.
Yen floated.
Gold price surpasses $100 per ounce.
The Organization of Petroluem Ex
porting Countries (OPEC) raises the
posted price of crude oil by 70 per
cent.
Yen rate drops to X-285 fo $1.
Bank of Japan's invervention point in
the exchange rate is raised to f300.

the negotiations on
"The government is now prepared to join
g in concert with other
multilateral revaluation of currencies, actin
announced in Tokyo on
countries , " Finance Minister Mikio Mizuta
August 28, 1971.
the dramatic
The announcement was made 13 days after
U.S. President Richard
declaration on August 16 (Japan time) by
the U.S. dollar, including
Nixon of the eight-point measure to defend
gold and 10 per cent
suspension of the dollar's convertibility with
import surcharge.

Mizuta's announcement had an extra significant impact on the
Japanese economy as it meant the departure of the Japanese yen from
the fixed exchange rate of f360 to the dollar which had lasted for more
than 20 years.
And it was all the more so because the postwar history of the
Japanese economy had been marked by the all-out struggle of the
entire nation to abide by the fixed exchange rate of the yen, as
Toshihiko Yoshino, former director of theBank of Japan, puts it.
Immediately after Nixon's announcement, major foreign ex-
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change markets in Europe and bullion markets in London and Zurich
were closed, but the financial authorities of the Japanese government
kept the Tokyo exchange market open, to the astonishment of the
world, in the hope of further defending the yen's fixed rate.
Finance Ministry officials declared that the suspension of the
dollar-gold convertibility was a natural development and not a sur
prise, and pledged observation of an eight-point yen-defense measure,
including promotion of import liberalization and liberalization of
foreign investments in Japan. The nation's financial authorities
desired that these measures were enough to prevent revaluation of the
yen, which would have been detrimental to Japanese exports.
But things did not turn out as simply as the authorities imagined.
Dollars began flooding the Tokyo exchange market in the form of
advance payments for exports. On August 27, which became the last
day of the defensive operation, more than $1,200 million was invested
in yen speculation, increasing Japan's foreign exchange reserves to
$12,500 million, the world's second biggest following West Germany.
The exchange rate of X360 to the dollar had governed the behavior
of Japanese businessmen and financial authorities for more than 20
years as indisputable rule. Consequently, the impact of the flotation
and the revaluation that followed was immense since the fixed rate
had been taken for granted for so long a span of time. Nevertheless,
exactly how that figure, the rate of X360 to the dollar, was decided still
remains unclear.
The single and fixed exchange rate was introduced in April 1949 by
the General Headquarters of the Allied Powers in the form of a
memorandum to the Japanese Government.
The rate was not at all based on the voluntary judgment of the
Japanese side. The decision was made at the initiative of the United
States as was the case with the Japanese Constitution.
Before the implementation of the X360-to-the dollar rate, multiple
rates existed, regulating Japan's foreign trade. For instance, in
August 1948, the yen's exchange rates averaged Xl12 to the dollar for
imports and X331 for exports.
In extreme cases, a Japanese trader paid a mere X9 to $1 for the
import of waste skins, while the yen was quoted at Xl,078 to the dollar
for the export of X-ray films.

The secrecy which shrouded the decision on the X360-to-the dollar
rate was revealed to a large extent when Toshihiko Yoshino, the then
director of the Bank of Japan, obtained in January 1971 a copy of the
report compiled by the mission headed by Dr. Ralph Young, who came
to Japan on May 20, 1948, with the aim of ascertaining the possibility of
establishing a single exchange rate for the yen. The first part of the
report was compiled in Tokyo on June 12.
Yoshino confides that he withheld immediate disclosure of this
report as he feared that, if made public, the report would un
necessarily stimulate the view in favor of an upward revaluation of the
Japanese currency as discussions over a change in the exchange rate
of the Japanese currency were becoming rife at that time.
The "Nixon shock" of August 15, 1971, made Yoshino believe that it
would be advisable for him to keep the contents of the report out of
sight for a longer period, because the Young mission recommended in
its report the creation of a single exchange rate at around X300.
The Young report was thus stored for more than 12 months by
Yoshino after he obtained them from Dr. Young, and was made public
following the release of the report from the file of the confidential
documents of the American Government in March 1972.
The Young mission blamed the lack of a single exchange rate for
the rise of inflation in Japan. lt is true that government-subsidized
irregular trade activities were causing an excessive amount of
liquidity, enhancing the inflationary trend even if imports surpassed
exports. Below-cost exports and imports were being carried out, with
dependence on government subsidies.
According to Yoshino, it is not known how GHQ reached the con
clusion to set the yen's exchange rate at X360 to the dollar, X30 higher
than the highest advisable limit of X330 to the dollar as recommended
by Dr. Young, but he believes that the standard set was reasonable
when the progress of inflation which took place after the date of the
recommendation is taken into account.
Yoshino believes that if it had not been for the Korean War, which
earned Japan an extra-huge inflow of dollars, the fixed rate of t360 to
lhe dollar would have been changed.
The float on August 28, 1971, created a clear distinction between
"losers" and "gainers" in foreign exchange. The shipbuilding industry
emerged as the biggest loser since the industry held foreign currency
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credits, worth X250,000 million, to be paid on a long-term instalment
basis.
Although the nation's shipbuilders had begun to conclude yen
based contracts even before the float in anticipation of the yen
revaluation. lt was not until September 1974 that these shipbuilders
liquidated all their exchange losses.
Small and medium sized manufacturers of export items such as
tableware, textiles and toys also encountered great difficulties due to
the U.S. import surcharge and the yen float. Domestically they had to
face competition from the up and coming manufacturers of the
developing countries who started to benefit from the preferential
tariffs forming a part of the eight-point yen-defense measures in
troduced on August 1.

foreign exchange market.
But before Okinawa's reversion to Japan on May 15, 1972, the yen
had been revalued by 16.88 per cent as the Smithsonian system of
multilateral currency revaluations was agreed upon in Washington
toward the end of 1971, and the Okinawans experienced even greater
damage.

Victims of the float were not confined to the industrial sectors. The
most decisive hardships were suffered by the residents of Okinawa,
numbering close to one million.
They had firmly believed in the reiterated pledge of the then
Prime Minister Eisaku Sato that a revaluation of the yen would not be
carried out before the reversion of Okinawa to Japanese admin
istration.
They had expected that their holdings in dollars, accumulated
under American rule, would be exchanged into yen at the rate of X360 to
the dollar after the reversion.
Their expectations met a complete betrayal. The residents of
Okinawa had to sit idly by and watch the cave-in of their savings,
which amounted to $885.2 million in the form of bank deposits. They
also suffered from the increase in the prices of fresh foods imported
from the mainland due to the float.
Amid the mounting cries of the residents of Okinawa seeking
assistance to offset the losses, the Japanese Government decided to
extend a mere n,100 million for the rescue-n,ooo million for partly
offsetting the increase in import prices and noo million as a subsidy to
Okinawan students studying in the Japanese mainland so that they
might exchange their dollars at the old rate of X360 to the dollar.
At the outset, the loss of the Okinawans remained relatively small
as the increase rate of the value of the yen was confined to a little over
6 per cent, thanks to the intervention by the Bank of Japan in the

Meanwhile, the major foreign exchange banks and big trading
firms had lost no time in obtaining hit-and-run gains from the flotation.
According to a document produced in the Diet, the 14 major
foreign exchange banks and 10 big trading firms were believed to have
acquired profits amounting to 180 , 000 million through speculation in
yen between August 16, the day of the "Nixon shokku," and August 27,
the day before the yen went floating for the first time after the war.
The document said that during that period, these banks sold $3,490
million in net worth in the foreign exchange market, while the trading
firms accepted advance dollar payments for exports worth $884
million.
Despite a denial by the Finance Ministry, speculation in yen is
believed to have taken place, as seen from the volume of the sales of
dollars at the Tokyo foreign exchange market which soared to seven to
eight times per day in the wake of the Nixon shock. Before the shock
took place, the volume of the sales of dollars had been around $50
million.
The funds, which enabled the foreign exchange banks to make net
sales of $3,490 million, were partly recruited from foreign banks. Such
borrowings were estimated to have totaled $1, 095 million. Their own
funds involved in the pre-float transactions were said to have
amounted to $11,000 million.
The result: the Bank of Japan's heavy purchase of dollars, the
value of which was destined to decline following the yen float.
Even if the sales of dollars had been carried out to offset the ex
change loss but not to engage in yen speculation, as the Finance
Ministry insisted, it is certain that only the major banks and big
tradi ng firms could avoid losses by making use of the easing of
restrictions on the conversion of the yen to foreign currencies im
plemented just before the float.
The net sales of dollars by banks, other than the 14 major foreign
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exchange banks, amounted to only $405 million. The receipt of advance
payments for exports totaled $165 million for the trading firms outside
the 10 big trading firms.
With these violent developments, the yen was pulled out of its 22year-long seclusion and pitted against the world's key currencies in the
very midst of the international currency upheaval.
The yen, however, was not given free rein. The Bank of Japan
intervened in foreign exchange transactions so that the yen's value

Despite the yen's flotation, foreign exchange reserves continued to
pile up. In August 1971, the month of the flotation, Japan's reserves
rose by $4,000 million over the previous month to total $12, 514 million.
By the end of the year, the amount reached $15,235 million and
Japan was compelled to accept the upward revaluation of 16.88 per
cent, or X 308 to the dollar, in December. The figure included the 10 per
cent devaluation of the U.S. currency.
Even after this large-scale revaluation, the reserves continued to
rise, reaching a dazzling $19,067 million in February, and the yen had

to undergo a second flotation in that month.
The continuous increase in the foreign exchange reserves in
defiance of the flotation and the consequent upward revaluation of the
yen showed, in a sense, the enhanced competitiveness of Japanese
industries, including those of small and medium size.
"We made too much fuss," recalls a spokesman for the Japan
Export Metal Flatware Industry Association, located in Tsubame,
Niigata, the international hub of meta! flatware, in his observation 12
months after the revaluation.
"At that time, the entire town was thrown into confusion. The
revaluation seemed to pose the problem of the life or death of the
town's 70,000 residents," he said, adding that though the exports to the
United States dropped some 9 per cent, the total volume of e xports
were showing a slight increase.
He further remarked that the exchange rate of the yen in the ex
port contracts stood at 270 to the dollar, and even if the exchange rate
were raised by 10 per cent from the X308-to-the dollar level, "we could
have withstood it," he said.
The substantial expansion of foreign exchange reserves could not
have been achieved without a big surplus in trade with the United
States, inviting a Japan-U.S. trade war and culminating in part in the
second flotation of the yen's value on February 14, 1973.
After the Smithsonian agreement, the United States had been
demanding that Japan confine its trade surplus with the United States
within $2,000 million during 1 972. Japan responded. In the Hawaii
conference in that year, Japan offere d emergency measures to reduce
the surplus: the purchase of enrich ed uranium, worth $320 million;
aircraft for commercial use, $320 million; and agricultural products
for additional storage, $50 million.
Besides, the government set forth in October Phase Three of the
yen-defense program, including the trade control ordinance. But
Japan's exports showed no palpable sign of decrease, and the trade
balance with the United States yie lded a surplus of $4,000 million,
bigger than the 1971 surplus.
On February 13, 1973, the United States resor ted to a 10 per cent
devaluation of the dollar and the yen went floating. Immediately after
the flotation, the Bank of Japan acted to support the dollar to keep the
value of the yen at X271 to the dollar.
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would not climb too high.
The yen was floating at around X320 to the dollar immediately
before the exchange rate was raised by 16.88 per cent (X308 to the
dollar) at the conference of finance ministers of the "Big 10" advanced
countries in Washington, toward the end of 1971.
The insistence of the Japanese financial authorities on curbing the
increase in the international value of the yen was based on the fear that
the upward revaluation of the yen might inflict irreparable damage on
Japan's exports and consequently impair the entire economy of Japan.
Gradually, their all-out efforts bore fruit, with the yen becoming
r
undervalued and inviting the continuous flow of dollars which late
y.
formed the basis of the growth of the Japanese econom
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But the yen proved stronger, rising to the level of X260 to the dollar
from that month and hit a peak of X254 in September 1973. The level of
X260 was maintained until it suffered a sudden depression to X285 due to
the oil crisis, at the beginning of November 1973.
At the same time, the affluence of foreign exchange reserves was
not entirely welcome on the domestic front. lt created an excessive
liquidity which sparked off the inflationary trend.
Wholesale prices showed a sudden rise of 3.6 per cent in 1970.
Though the increase rate declined slightly in 1972, it soared by around
10 per cent in 1973.
Even after the Smithsonian agreement, the Bank of Japan con
tinued to purchase dollars in an effort to support the dollar rate. As a
result, the excess of payments in the government foreign exchange
account rose to X4,400,000 million in 1971 and Xl,700,000 million in 1972,
with the combined total surpassing X6,000,000 million.
From around the middle of 1972, Japanese industries had been
conducting trade at the rate of X270-X280 to the dollar, and by selling the
earned dollars to the Bank of Japan at a rate of X301 to the dollar, they
earned an extra X20 per dollar.
The liquidity on hand-cash and deposits-of trading firms was
estimated to have amounted to X2,600,000 million, as of March 1973.
With these funds, trading firms made massive investments in all
available fields, starting with land, and extending to securities,
lumber, wool, raw silk, soybeans, rice, and others. The hoarding of
these items by trading firms surfaced as a serious social problem.
The "strong yen" in the international scene made a sharp contrast
with the "weak yen" on the domestic front.
Flush with dollars, Japanese sightseers swarmed around the
world, and their "money is might" behavior was frowned upon. The
massive Japanese purchase of paintings and artistic items on the
world market was blamed for the soaring of the prices of these items.
The complaints also included the buying of racehorses from Britain.
Even German castles were put on sale at a Tokyo department store.
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VI

Frustrations
Of An Economic Giant

Yukio Mishima's Last Ritual
If news were to be evaluated for its shock and psychological im
pact on its recipients, the "Mishima Incident" perhaps is second to
none as the most surprising news item of postwar Japan. For Yukio
Mishima, 45, a prolific novelist whose name had often been mentioned
as a candidate for the Nobel Prize for Literature, was the last person
any Japanese could imagine as putting an end to his own life in
despair.
He was married and had two children. He was rich and lived
comfortably in his exotic rococo house with a figure of Apollo in the
midst of its spacious garden. He had many fans and followers. The first
three published books of his recent tetralogy, "The Sea of Fertility,"
were selling very well. He was healthy and adept in Karate and ancient
sword play. He acted in films and performed many times on the stage.
He was featured .m the New York Times Magazine and numerous other
overseas publications. He was an established writer and there was
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every indication that he would stay as such for many more years to
come. Many were the friends who heard him break out into his
characteristically hearty laughter, "Ha, ha, ha, ha ... "
The same man, however, acted as if he were a desperate assassin
of the 1930s on that particular day-November 25, 1970. Following a
well-prepared timetable, a small band of rightists led by Mishima
blitzed the Eastern Army Headquarters of the Ground Self-Defense
Force at Ichigaya, Tokyo, and gagged and bound its commander,
General Kanetoshi Mashita. Next Mishima delivered a spirited speech
to some 1,000 troops summoned at his request. Then he slashed his
t,
abdomen with a dagger a moment before one of his Iieutenants lopped
off his head with a full-length Samurai sword-in strict accordance
with the traditional Harakiri rules. The man who beheaded Mishima
also committed Seppuku and was himself beheaded by a colleague.
Even before the novelist had concluded his balcony speech, press
and network helicopters were hovering over the site, relaying what
was going on down below through a nationwide emergency hookup.
"But, why?" The nation was totally puzzled. "What made such an
eminent personality as Mishima commit an act Iike this?" When asked
how he assessed the incident, Prime Minister Eisaku Sato had to give
an ambiguous reply, "I cannot explain it. I mean, he must have been
temporarily insane." But was this true?
1

At 10 a.m. sharp in the sunny winter morning, Mishima called
again. "Would you mind coming to the Ichigaya Kaikan (public hall)
at eleven? The hall is right next to the GSDF compound at Ichigaya.
There you'll be met by either Kurata or Tanaka of the Shield Society
who will direct you to where I'll be."
The Mainichi reporter arrived at the public hall 15 minutes before
the appointed hour. He saw there about 30 members of the Shield
Society, a small private army that had been organized and financed by
the famed author, but was told that "neither Kurata nor Tanaka was
in."
Fifteen minutes Iater a young man in yellow-brown uniform with
two rows of brass buttons approached the reporter. "My name is
Tanaka, sir," the private army member saluted the bewildered
reporter. "Pardon me for having told you a lie. My instruction was to
hand you this Ietter from Mishima Taicho (troop commander) at
exactly 11 o'clock. Therefore, I had to hide my identity. Please un
derstand.''
This was typically Mishima. Precise to the minutest detail.
The reporter opened the letter. lt was Mishima's handwriting-a
clean script with every character faithful to the �uthentic calligraphy.

Mishima's invasion of the GSDF headquarters was far from the
act of a madman. On the contrary, it was a premeditated and carefully
planned military swoop. The whole maneuver had been thoroughly
mapped out and rehearsed by Mishima and four of his young Tate-no
Kai (Shield Society) followers. And the novelist even went so far as to
warn a journalist friend one day before the "day of shock."
A Mainichi reporter received a call from Mishima at 2 p.m. on the
previous day. "Would you please do me a favor? l'd appreciate it if you
would come to a certain place in Tokyo at 11 o'clock tomorrow mor
ning." The novelist was extremely polite but he had been so on many
previous occasions. "Forgive me for not telling you right now what I
want to show you tomorrow. I assure you, though, that it is nothing
frivolous. Let me disclose to you where the 'certain place' is at 10
tomorrow morning. Ah, one more thing! Could you bring along your
camera and an armband of the Mainichi Shimbun?''

"Dear Sir: lt is not for a show-off purpose that I have asked you to
come all the way to Ichigaya today," the novelist wrote. "A certain
incident is going to take place within the SDF compound and the
chances are that the army officials would try to cover up what will
happen there. I request you, for the sake of our friendship, to give your
kind help in reporting the truth.
"From the rooftop of the Ichigaya hall you will very soon notice
some commotion in the army camp. The moment you see it, come
straight into the compound after putting your armband on, and the
'incident' will unfold before your eyes. '.I'he whole affair, however, is
nothing but a humble act committed by myself and my followers.
Please don't expect a sensational story from my action.
"Enclosed is the manifesto, which is also the gist of the speech I
am going to deliver to the soldiers at Ichigaya. In the manifesto you
will find all that I have in mind, also the content of my appeal to the
SDF troops. My motives and intentions are in it, too. Try to keep the
paper and the enclosed photos away from the police, for they may
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attempt to confiscate them. lt is.my sincere and earnest hope that you
will kindly publish the manifesto in its entirety-not merely excerpts!
"My 'action' may be foiled in the midst of its course. In such a
case, I beseech you to forget the whole matter and return this letter,
manifesto and photos to me. One more thing. Never, never place a
telephone call to my wife.
"Very many people will misunderstand what I am about to do.
Whatever the people say of me, I wish you would stay unswerved in
your firm trust in me, for my action springs from pure patriotism and
nothing else. Pardon me once more for imposing on our friendship. I
am looking forward to your kind help so that my fellow Japanese will
understand my genuine motivation.-Yukio Mishima. P.S.-1 am
having the same letter as this handed to Mr. Munekatsu Date of NHK
Television.''

against the Constitution which has mutilated the time-honored
tradition of our beloved country, Japan. Is there anyone who agrees
with our opinion? If there is, let us die together.''

The manifesto was composed in the most fiery language. lt spoke
of the feeling of close affinity that the novelist and his Shield Society
held toward the Self-Defense Forces, "an army which should be ac
corded the highest honors and reputation." Then it burst into a fit of
intense patriotism: "Throughout its modern history, Japan has never
enjoyed such economic prosperity on an unprecedented scale as in this
post war period . . . this has led to neglect of the very foundation of the
state and the people have lost their spirit, being concerned more and
more with trifling matters. Japan has been pushed into a hypocritical
condition and, subsequently forced into spiritual lethargy."
The document then called the soldiers' attention to the "Peace
Constitution" and expounded that "the existence of the SDF is
unquestionably unconstitutional" and "it is our supreme responsibility
to make the SDF a true national military force through the revision of
the Constitution." lt lamented the impasse within the "illegitimate"
army, then asked, "Where has the traditional Samurai spirit gone?
The present Self-Defense Forces are full of self-deception. Has the
spirit of the SDF grown rotten?"
The novelist-patriot was asking the soldiers to rise in a coup d'etat
to demand the revision of the Constitution.
Finally, the manifesto declared: ''Now we will show you the highcr
value of the true human spirit. That is neither liberty nor
democracy ... lt is, instead, the 'true and real Japan.' We die to proteSl

"But what does he mean by 'let us die together'?" As the Mainichi
reporter pondered, he heard the siren of police patrol cars speeding up
the path to the GSDF Eastern Headquarters. The reporter and Mr.
Date of the NHK ran up the slope to the top of the hill where the
headquarters building was located.
There were already approximately 100 soldiers standing before
the balcony adjacent to the office of the commander of the Eastern
Army. "Our commander has been taken hostage," one of them ex
plained. ''The order is 'Everyone out to the parade ground.' But we
don't know why,'' said another.
Soon the people on the parade ground saw Mishima standing on the
parapet at the end of the spacious balcony. He was looking down at the
gathering crowd which had swollen to more than 1,000 in a matter of
minutes. Clad in the Shield Society uniform, the novelist was wearing a
headband on which was written the traditional slogan, "Seven Lives to
Serve the Nation," the words cherished by the wartime Kamikaze
suicide squads. Mishima began to speak.
His speech was largely in line with the manifesto, the Mainichi
reporter observed. The only difference was the shouting and heckling
from among the soldiers gathered some 10 meters below. As Mishima
began, "We have dreamed of discovering a picture of the true Japan in
the life of Jieitai (Self-Defense Forces), a young man from the crowd
retorted, "Shut up, you fool!" Other soldiers joined in the chorus
"Stop acting as a hero!" "We don't follow you. Come down here!"
and many more similar barbs were uttered.
Mishima, in the meanwhile, remained unyielding. "Be silent.
Listen! I say, listen to me!" he shouted back. ''l'm speaking from my
heart. This is a Bushi (warrior) speaking to warriors. Don't you un
derstand?"
His speech, however, failed to stir up a sympathetic reaction from
the crowd.
Press helicopters kept closing in, drowning out Mishima's voice
with the ear-splitting noise of their rotors. "You, you soliders of the
Jieitai, are you content with your status as an illegitimate child of the
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Constitution? Rise! Rise now! Or we'll lose forever the chance to
reinstate the Samurai tradition in Japan!" he went on shouting.
Nonetheless, more and more insults and obscenities were hurled at
him .
Mishima's posture as he stood at the end of the balcony, with his
hands on the hips, reminded one of the last scene of "Runaway Hor
ses," the second book of a tetralogy "The Sea of Fertility." The hero of
the novel, rightist-assassin Isao Iinum a, is described as standing at the
edge of a cliff commanding the predawn sea. Iinuma has just
assassinated an economic magnate who had, though unconsciously,
committed an act of blasphemy to the revered Shinto god of Ise. The
young patriot is about to put an end to his own life according to the
ancient rituals of Harakiri. For a few minutes bef.ore his death the
pure-minded youth looks down at the ocean where the dark water
keeps rolling ahd rolling.
Mishima perhaps was facing a similar scene, the Mainichi
reporter thought as he looked toward the concrete and steel jungle of
central Tokyo in the distance and the heckling soldiers close before
him. The Japanese version of skyscrapers, the symbol of the nation's
economic prosperity, which Mishim a had so vehemently denounced,
m ight be giving him an im pression now of the broad expanse of the
predawn ocean. The shouts and insults of the troopers might be like the
meaningless murmur of the waves.
Moreover, the reporter realized, Mishima's language bore a
striking resemblance to the written declaration of the young army
officers of the 2.26 Incident in 1936, those perpetrators of the abortive
coup who sacrificed their Jives for the sake of the "restoration of the
pure Japan."
Likewise, the way Mishima invited the troopers to "rise now"
reminded him of the assassins, also Imperial Army officers, of the 5.15
Incident in 1932. When Prime Minister Inukai tried to reason with
them ' a leader of the band of intruders cried back, "Talking is useless.
Shoot!" The principle of "no words, but action" had always been the
shibboleth of the Japanese rightists. They had constantly placed "pure
action" before "gabbing about intricate logic," obviously the
preference of the Samurai spirit to democracy.
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�is�'.�a stared at the jeering crowd for the last time. "All right,"
he sa1d, I ve come to the full realization that you will never never in
your life, rise to demand the revision of the Peace Constit�tion. l'll
pray for the long life of His Majesty the Emperor now before I con
clude
this speech of mine." He shouted, "Tenno Heika Banzai" (Long
_
Live the Emperor) three tim es and disappeared into a room behind the
balcony.
A�though few on the parade ground knew at that tim e, the novelist
and h1s four followers had arrived earlier at the GSDF camp on the
pretext that they wanted to have an interview with General Mashita
Region of the GSDF. Halfway during th�
C �mmander of the Eastern
_
fne�dly conversat10n, however, Mishima signaled to the Shield
Soc1ety membe�s and they sprang to their feet to bind and gag their
host. They barncaded the general's office, fought back the aides-de
camp who attempted to rescue their commander and demanded that
all the troops be summoned to the parade ground immediately. During
Mishim �'s speech, two youths stood by the barricade made of desks
and chairs, one with a dagger pointed at the gagged general, while the
fourth, Masakatsu (Hissho) Morita, stood close behind his mentor
commander Mishima.
After con �lu �ing his speech, Mishima returned to the general's
.
office and, stnppmg off his coat, slashed his abdomen in accordance
_
w1th the traditional Samurai custom . Morita died in the same m anner
The remaining three youths unbound General Mashita and returne�
_
h1m to the hands of the waiting officers.
Left in the office were two heads lopped off from their torsos. Soon
the heads were set upright, side by side, as if they were a couple of
Japanese tombstones.
The three Shield Society youths surrendered to the police and were
arrested on the spot for aiding suicide and on other charges. They later
pleaded guilty in a surprisingly frank manner and, as the chie·f judge
asked them about their motives, turned the courtroom into a
propaganda forum for their patriotic rightist thought.
Why did Mishima kill him self? Why
in such a dramatic manner?
To those questions, hundreds of peop
le began giving hundreds of
answers the moment the extr
aordinary incide.nt became known to the
PUbhc · Some ms1s
· · · ted that Mishima tried
to pep up the GSDF soliders
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but failed, while others argued that he had foreseen the ineffectiveness
of his own speech and that the novelist simply wanted to leave a lasting
impression on the nation's rightist camp-lasting and strong so that
they would �ne day rise to counter the leftist revolutionaries. Still
others insisted that his death was purely "an aesthetic death" that had
nothing to do with politics.
Many of Mishima's friends both in and out of Japan were at a
momentary loss how to explain the suicide by the brilliant author. In
Newsweek magazine, one of a number of overseas periodicals that
featured cover stories on the inexplicable death, Arthur Miller con
fessed that he was unable to think of any justifiable motive. "lt was a
sad, incomprehensible act," the American playwirght said. "Except,
perhaps, he may just have come to the end of himself-no more
Mishima 1-eft. And he knew it and had the grace of doing what a hero
should."
Edwin 0. Reisehauer revealed a somewhat anthropological in
sight in the same magazine: "(The) Japanese have this fetish for
suicide and tragedy; they find both fascinating the way Americans are
fascinated by gun duels in Westerns, and because of that I suspect they
will make a great deal of his death."
The view of Donald Keene, an expert on Japanese literature and
one of the closest friends of the deceased, was in a more sympahtetic
tone: "Mishima was an aesthetic philosopher. His suicide was
governed by aesthetic, not political, reasons ... The protagonist in his
film, 'Patriotism,' sees the act of suicide as one of great joy and
happiness. I think Mishima's death had the same meaning and spirit."
The death of Yukio Mishima, in fact, meant the departure of one of
the few Renaissance men in contemporary literature. For one can
hardly find a substitute who will fill the gap vacated by the author of
such fascinating novels as "Confessions of a Mask," "The Temple of
the Golden Pavilion," "After the Banquet," "The Sailor Who Fell from
Grace with the Sea," such plays as "Five Modern Noh Plays" and
"Madame de Sade," and such penetrating essays as "Sun and Steel"
and "On the Defense of Culture." The persistent probe into the
mystery of Mishima's death has developed into a sort of
Mishimaology, producing countless books not only in Japan but
overseas.
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The inner seif of the deceased author was
dissected and analyzed.
E posed and scanned were his enthusia
stic
narc
issism, passion for
�
sp1lled blood, and his leaning toward hom
osexuality. His narcissistic
displays were represented, among man
y other cases, by posing as
aint Sebastian for a famous Japanese phot
ographer-with arrows
�
mserte in his naked body and hands tigh
tly
cuffe
d. His curious rap�
ture w1th blood was most obvious in his
novella' "Patriotism' " 1·n
wh.ich he narrates the way a young arm
y officer slashes his stomach
nd the entrails, gushing out from inside
the body, "wriggled around
�
hke so many animals in a sea of bloo
d." His inclination toward
homos xuality is exhibited in many of his
nove
ls including "Forbidden
Colors � and the author's close friendshi
p with Nakamura-Utaemon
and Akihiro Maruyama (renamed Miw
a today), two outstanding
female impersonators.
There are many more facets, however,
that should be covered
befo e one can know this complex personal
ity
of Mishima weil. His
�
pass10nate Iove of beautiful muscles,
well-proportioned masculine
bodies and martial arts led him to the fata
l involvement with the Self
Defense Forces. Then too, there was this
liking for kitsch that he held
toward things grotesque and tasteless.
He used to take immense
ple sure, for instance, in shouldering a port
able Shinto shrine-hardly
�
an mtellectual exercise befitting the gifte
d author. No wonder indeed
'
that many foreigners have come to conc
lude that he was "Japa�
Inexplicable" incarnate, an example of
a Nipponese Demon. Many
Japanese, meanwhile, are awkwardly split
in their appraisal of the
''myriad-minded'' Mishima.
Had he been disappointed because he did
not receive the Nobel
Prize for Literature? When the cove
ted prize went to Yasunari
Kawabata two years earlier, Mishima was
one of the first well-wishers
who visited the elderly novelist. Mishima
addressed him, "Sensei ( my
�aster), congratulations!" There was not the slightest note
of
Jealousy in his warm gesture, and yet,
the personal disappointement
that he feit could not be entirely conceale
d.
Before Mishima turned 40, he had already
been talked about for a
Nobel Prize. There was no denying that
he passionately Ionged and
struggled for it. Indeed, he was quite
as qualified as Kawabata. He was
not onlY ongm
· · aI and productive but also repr
esentative of genuine
Japanese tradition, both its elegant
profile and the reverse side-a
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dark passion for the sword. However, the honor for Kawabata nipped
his chance and the period of frustration coincided with his plunge into
political activities, including the founding of the Shield Society, a
group of some 80 rightist students.
1'4ishima's death ignited curious repercussions among two ex
tremist groups in Japanese politics. Osamu Takita, an ultraleftist
ideologist, bowed his head and groaned, ''Alas, our camp lacks fellows
with Mishima's guts." As for the ultrarightist groups, the phrase
"Let's Follow Mishima" promptly became a common shibboleth.
Mishima's annual death day memorial, named "Yukoku-Ki (An
niversary of Patriotism)," has become a kind of get-together for many
a thinker with a rightist slant.
There are some signs that Mishima loved to pose as a patriot
rather than really believing in rightist thought. In "The Sea of Fer
tility," for example, Dr. Keene points out that the writer caricatured a
rightist figure as one without any noble ideals about Japan and the
Japanese. Although one can contemplate Mishima's death in any way
he wishes, the whole affair may have a more personal overtone than
commonly believed. Nevertheless, when seen from a sociological or
historical angle, the controversial death represented an accusing
finger pointed at the nation's economic prosperity coupled with
spiritual deterioration.
Two years after their friend's death, two of Mishima's friends
(Donald Keene and the Mainichi reporter to whom the novelist en
trusted his last letter) made a short "memorial trip" to a Buddhist
nunnery in Nara. The Enshoji Monastery, they knew, is the scene of
the closing chapter of the deceased author's last work, "Decay of the
Angel,'' the final book of the tetralogy ''The Sea of Fertility.''
A male attendant of the ancient nunnery told them that the famed
novelist paid his first visit to the Buddhist institution on a snowy
February 26 in 1965. Instantly the visitors realized that the day was the
memorial day of the 2.26 Incident. And the first of Mishima's series of
four novels was titled "Spring Snow" which, in its turn, reminded them
of the powdery snow that carpeted Tokyo on that tragic day in 1936
when a group of patriotic army officers attempted a coup in their
earnest hope to restore the "genuine Japan."
The two visitors sat on the veranda of the nunnery, looking at the
382

beautiful garden and thinking of Mishima and "Decay of the Angel."
In the closing chapter of the novel, an aged protagonist meets an ab
bess who confesses that she has lost all memory of her erstwhile lover
and his anguish. "Has he really existed?" she innocently asks. The
aged man at that moment comes to realize that "Life is nothing but a
puff of breath breathed on a lacquer tray.''
One of the two travelers to the Nara temple, if the readers will
kindly pardon the indulgence in personal reflection, was the writer of
this article.

Berkeley, Quartier Latin And Tokyo
They moved in at dawn, knifing through barricades that shielded
the main entrance of the mock-Gothic Yasuda Auditorium on the
Tokyo University campus. The barricades-palisades of iron pipes,
steel panels, drum cans, desks and cbairs-were so sturdily fabricated
that police had to use power saws, blow-torches and sledge-hammers
to batter and burn them down.
Then, under a deluge of stones, rocks and ignited Mototov
cocktails, the frontline squad of the riot police sprinted toward a band
of 23 diehard radical students who bad holed themselves atop the
auditorium's clock tower-the symbol of the nation's most prestigious
university from which seven of Japan's 12 postwar Prime Ministers
had graduated.
Police helicopters clattered overhead, spraying tear gas on the
helmeted and towel-masked student strikers who had been entrenched
atop the auditorium building in a violent confrontation with university
officials and law-enforcement authorities. The militant students were
demanding that the university administration practices, which they
claimed were "antiquated," be overhauled and "ivory-towered"
professors promptly purged from the university.
The police siege continued for more than 10 hours before all of the
631 striking student leaders were jailed. The mass arrest brought a
violent end to the bitter, year-long Todai (Tokyo University) struggle.
lt was shortly after 5.30 p.m. on January 19, 1969.
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Thousands of miles away, on the same day, about 15, 000 young
Americans, mostly university students, marched up Pennsylvania
Avenue in Washington, D.C., to protest Richard M. Nixon's assump
tion of the Presidency, denouncing him as a "promoter" of the Viet_nam War.
In Paris, also the same day, downtowners were stunned to watch
the breathtaking aerial acrobatic act of a fire station ranger who
spacewalked at the end of a rope hung from a helicopter to remove a
}arge Viet Cong flag raised atop the center pinnacle of the Notre Dame
Cathedral by a student activist.
The incidents in Tokyo, Washington and Paris were the product of
the trend of the times-a violent upheaval by young revolutionaries
who triggered a worldwide chain reaction of student turmoil aimed at
toppling established political and social systems.
The worldwide storm of student radicalism in the late-60s swept
across university campuses, bringing about the upheaval of militant
activists who belonged to the multi-factioned New Left.
Since the student revolt was then an international phenomenon,
the techniques of the Japanese radical students' street demonstrations
were much the same as those of student demonstrators in other
countries.
Left-wing activists in Tokyo copied the tactics of the "barricade
struggle" of the Quartier Latin students in Paris or at Berkeley in
California. They frequently attempted to "liberate" student towns by
erecting makeshift barricades during clashes with police-mainly in
Tokyo's Kanda district where universities are concentrated.
Japanese translations of books authored by world-renowned
revolutionary gurus like Che Guevara, Herbert Marcuse, Rosa
Luxemburg and Mao Tse-tung were widely read by Japanese campus
activists.
While scrawls of red aerosol paint on university campus walls in
the United States and European countries screamed Ho, Ho, Ho Chi
Minh" or "Che Guevara Lives Forever," revolutionary graffiti on
Japanese university buildings demanded "Yankee Go Horne," "Stop
the Vietnam War" or "Down With ( Prime Minister) Sato ! "
Activists of New Left factions in Japan picked the major political
and academic issues of the day as prime targets of their anti384

establishment struggles.
Student struggles extended over a wide range. They demanded
better cafeteria food or attempted to block tuition raises. Militant
student vanguards clashed head-on with riot police on the streets in an
attempt to topple the government or to drive U.S. Forces out of Japan
by denouncing the renewal of the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty in 1970.
Like anti-establishment activists in some other countries, student
radicals in Japan were also multi-factioned. Zengakuren (which
literally means All-Japan Federation of Student Self-Government
Associations) had been formed in September 1948 with a membership
of about 300, 000 at 145 universities and colleges across the nation. But,
it was only around 1950 that members of the radical student federation
acted under unified leadership.
The Zengakuren split into a myriad of small factions, especially
after the anti-Japan-U.S. Securi ty Treaty struggle in 1960. In the mid1960s, police estimated that there were five major organizations and 21
medium-small groups of militant student activists.
The three most militant factions were then known as Sampa
Zengakuren (three-faction alliance). They were Chukaku-ha (Middle
Core Faction), Shagakudo (Japan Socialist Student League) and
Shaseido (Japan Social i st Youth League). Kakumaru-ha
(Revolutionary Marxist Faction) was also known for its militant street
demonstration struggles.
The Sampa and other New Left factions were opposed t o the
campaign policy of the Japan Communist Party (JCP), denouncing
JCP activists as "weak-kneed" and "doomed to failure."
The main target of the activist campaigns in the mid- and late-6Os
was the Japanese Government's "i nvolvement" in the Vi et nam War.
The political dissenters charged that the government "allowed" the
U.S. Forces to use bases in Japan <mainly Okinawa) in connection
with the Vietnam War.
The activists demanded that the government stop letting the U.S.
Forces use bases in Okinawa and Iwakuni in western Japan for B-52
bombers or Phantom jet fighters, or build "field hospitals" at Army
bases in the Kanto Plain area and use Japanese bases to accommodate
servicemen from Vietnam on rest and recreation programs.
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The anger of radical students exploded when the government
announced that the 75,000-ton U.S. nuclear-powered aircraft carrier
Enterprise would visit the U.S. naval base in Sasebo City, Nagasaki
Prefecture, on January 18, 1968. Riding on the Japanese people's
"nuclear allergy" and the fact that a nuclear-powered warship would
call at a port city in the prefecture once hit by an atomic bomb,
radicals declared that they would fight to the last ditch to obstruct the
Enterprise's visit to Sasebo.
Almost everyday, student activists held anti-Enterprise rallies in
Tokyo, Osaka, Yokohama, Kobe and other cities. Clashes between
student activists and riot policemen were repeated in these cities
almost daily.
On January 15, the National Police Agency set up a special
headquarters in Sasebo City and massed about 6,500 policemen in
northern Kyushu to control student demonstrations.
Shocked by the prompt concentration of a large number of student
activists and unionists (about-20,000 ) in and around Sasebo City, the
Japan Socialist Party issued a special appeal to demonstrators for
"reason and moderation" in their movement against the visit of the
Enterprise.
Militant students of the Sampa factions, however, ignored the JSP
appeal and engaged repeatedly in bloody clashes with riot policemen
on the streets near the Sasebo base. After a one-day delay, the En
terprise entered the base and left for Vietnamese waters five days
later.
Promptly after the departure of the Enterprise, Prime Minister
Eisaku Sato announced that future American proposals for the visit of
the nuclear aircraft carrier would be accepted. He admitted, however,
that the government had failed to seek public cooperation and un
derstanding of the issue.
The anti-military struggle of militant activists intensified in the
Tokyo area also. In March 1968, about 10,000 students, unionists and
ordinary citizens held a rally in front of Camp Oji in Tokyo to demand
prompt removal of a U.S. Army field hospital there for servicemen
wounded in the Vietnam War. More than 630 persons were arrested in
clashes with police. One person was killed in one of the violent clashes
onApril 1.
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The largest anti-establishment demonstration in the late-60s oc
curred in Tokyo's Shinjuku on October 21, 1968, the annually-observed
InternationalAnti-War Day.
lt began when an estimated 6,000. members of various New Left
factions of Zengakuren staged demonstrations around Shinjuku ter
minal station in the evening in an attempt to block the passage of
Japanese National Railways oil tank cars chartered by the U.S.
military for hauling jet fuel from Yokohama to YokotaAir Base in the
western suburb of Tokyo.
Some excited demonstrators seized the station trucks, blocking
railway traffic for hours, while some students set cars on fire and
occupied the entire Shinjuku Station compound in a wild melee.About
3,000 riot policemen were called in to restore order. They teargassed
the demonstrators and trained water cannons on students. Spectators
snowballed and their number swelled up to around 60,000 by 6 p.m.
The Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department applied the anti-riot
clause against rioting students for the first time in 16 years. The MPD
called up all available policemen in the Shinjuku area-even those off
duty-and sent some 12,000 to the scene of the riot. More than 500 ac
tivists were arrested.
In the meantime, the same day, a total of 210 militant students who
demanded immediate dissolution of the Self-Defense Forces were
arrested after they clashed with police in front of the Defense Agency
in Roppongi, Tokyo.
The antiwar sentiment among youths also produced a unique
phenomenon. Every Saturday evening in early 1969, guitar-toting
campaigners of the Beheiren, a New Left organization named Japan
Committee for Peace in Vietnam, held what they called "people's folk
song rallies" in the underground concourse of the west exit of Shinjuku
Station. Antiwar songs were sung by some 7,000 to 10,000 people who
jammed the underground plaza. The folk song rally fad spread to
Osaka, but it soon faded when police banned it, charging that the
presence of a crowd would block pedestrian traffic.
Prior to the outburst of student radicalism in the late 1960s the
Okinawa struggle had already been kicked off by political dissen�ers.
Radicals demanded "immediate, unconditional and complete" return
of Okinawa which was under U.S. control. The immediate target of the
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Okinawa struggle was to topple the Sato government.
Sato, who staked his political fate on the reversion of Okinawa,
promised the nation that the status of U.S. Forces which would remain
in Okinawa after reversion would be similar to those in other areas of
Japan ( i.e. non-nuclear armed).
Demonstrations spearheaded by militant activists across the
nation were aimed at the terms of the reversion treaty which would
allow American troops to remain in Okinawa after the strategically
important fortress island was returned to Japanese rule.
The activists designated April 28 as Okinawa Day and staged
rallies and ctemonstration marches on and around that day to demand
reversion of an Okinawa "without bases." Okinawa had been under
u.s. administration since April 28, 1952 when the Japan-U.S. Security
Treaty entered into force.
A large Okinawa struggle campaign was staged on October 8, 1967.
About 2,500 radical students rallied around Tokyo International Air
port in an attempt to block Prime Minister Sato's departure on a visit
to Southeast Asia.
Groups of radicals clashed with riot policemen on three bridges
around the airport. In one bloody clash, Hiroaki Yamazaki, a Kyoto
University student who belonged to the Chukaku faction, died. On that
day, police arrested more than 300 students. Some 700 students and
policemen were injured.
Then on November 12 of the same year, the Okinawa struggle
climaxed in a violent street demonstration by some 7,000 students and
unionists who rallied to protest Sato's visit to the United States.
Charging that Sato's visit to Washington would virtually
strengthen Japan's military ties with the United States, the activists
carried out a series of bloody clashes with police in shopping centers
around Kamata Station near Haneda Airport.
In their campaign, radicals theorized that residents in Okinawa
would not be able to lead a "peaceful life" if American military bases
remained there. The activists demanded that Okinawa be "liberated,"
not merely returned to Japanese rule.
The Okinawa struggle dragged on and even while the signing of the
reversion treaty took place simultaneousely in Tokyo and Washington
_
on June 17, 1971, about 90, 000 demonstrators held protest rallies
throughout Japan.
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In Tokyo's Meiji Park, an ultraradical splinter group tossed a
home-made bomb against riot policemen. Thirty-seven frontline
policemen were injured, most of them sel'iously. lt was the first time
that radicals used a bomb during a clash with police.
While fighting their own version of the Okinawa reversion
struggle, student radicals also zeroed in on other targets to promote
their anti-establishment campaign.
The 1969 case at Todai was one noteworthy example. The Tokyo
University struggle was initiated in a protest against punishment of
medical students who tried the university hospital director kangaroo
court style over the treatment of the mandatory intern system. lt
promptly spread from the university's School of Medicine and
developed into a campus-wide struggle to protest the conventional
administration setup at the university.
What the Todai students attacked in particular were the "an
tiquated" school administration system, "outdated" lectures and
"remote" professors who rarely mixed with students for serious
political discussions.
To damand a large share of authority, militant students continued
to strike for more than six months before they finally gave in to police
in the dramatic final skirmish on January 19, 1969.
The damage caused by the Todai struggle was extensive. The
Education Ministry and Todai authorities decided promptly after the
fall of Yasuda Hall to cancel entrance examinations for the incoming
class. The university was virtually crippled for years and the
traditional reputation of Todai as the nation's most prestigious in
stitution of higher education suffered.
The students demanded that the university give them the right of
direct participation in the university's administration system, but
their demand was not fully accepted. lt seemed that students fought
not to acheive academic reforms, but to attempt to topple the
traditional order of the Japanese society in general.
The wind of student radicalism that swept across the urban areas
of the nation drifted next to the small Kanto Plain city of Narita, Chiba
Prefecture, some 55 kilometers northeast of Tokyo.
What was staged there was the Narita Airport struggle-the
stubborn resistance of a student-farmer alliance against the con389
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struction of a giant jetport formally designated as New Tokyo In
ternational Airport.
In July 1966, the Cabinet decided to build a futuristic airport in
Narita City-a small, wind-swept suburban city which produces little
other than peanuts. The government formed the New Tokyo In
ternational Airport Corporation and commissioned it to purchase land,
build the airport and operate it.
The government then stressed that it is necessary to build a new
jetport because the Tokyo International Airport at Haneda is over
crowded. Student radicals, however, charged that the new jumbo
airport would be used for military purposes at the discretion of the
government.
Narita farmers were strenuously opposed to selling off their per
sonally-owned land handed down to them through generations.
Militant students promptly declared that they would support the
farmers in their fight against airport authorities. In amazingly well
coordinated action, leaders of various radical groups set up regional
action strongholds in and around Narita City, determined to fight to
the last ditch. The farmers and their families also stood up with
students to spurn the attempts by airport corporation officials to
purchase farmers' land by the luring bait of wads of yen.
To help airport authorities expropriate farmland, thousands of riot
policemen in full-scale street combat uniforms were called in twice in
February and September in 1971.
The bloodiest incident in the Narita struggle occurred on Sep
tember 16, 1971, when three policemen mobilized from Kanagawa
Prefecture were ambushed and slain by student guerrillas near the
airport construction site. lt marked the first case in Japan's postwar
history in which as many as three police officers on duty were killed in
any single criminal or security incident.
The three ill-fated officers, according to eyewitness accounts.
were assaulted on a dirt road by helmeted radicals who battered the
policemen with bamboo sticks and nail-studded wooden sticks. One
died with a ruptured heart and two of fractured skulls. The three were
among some 5, 000 riot policemen mobilized on that day to control sorne
3 000 demonstrators.
' Even in 1975, a contingent of student activists continues to hold
their "Protestors' Towers" standing near the end of the airport's 4, 000390

meter main runway. The existence of the towers is one of the factors
preventing the opening of Narita Airport.
What apparently shocked and frightened the Japanese masses
more deeply than the Narita bloodbath in 1971 was a series of ex
plosions of home-made bombs triggered by ultraradical activists.
Two !arge blasts occurred successively in Tokyo in the latter half
of December-one killing the wife of a high-ranking Tokyo police of
ficer and the other shattering a downtown police box in Tokyo's
Shinjuku, injuring a patrolman and 11 pedestrians on Christmas Eve.
A bomb which killed Mrs. Tamiko Tsuchida, 47, wife of Police
Superintendent Kuniyasu Tsuchida, then chief of the Metropolitan
Police Department's Police Administration Division ( MPD's No. 3
post), on December 18 was contained in a parcel disguised as a year
end gift. The terrorists' bomb also injured Tsuchida's fourth son
Kyoshiro, 13.
Superintendent Tsuchida, who later became the top commander of
the MPD, issued a statement directed at terrorists: "Never do such a
thing again if you have any conscience!" Tsuchida's plea was ignored
by terrorists and bomb blasts on a larger scale occurred in and around
Tokyo thereafter, killing a score of persons and injuring hundreds
more. Shortly after Tsuchida assumed the MPD's top post in 1975, a
special squad of detectives arrested a batch of suspected bombers.
Another major bomb blast in 1971 occurred in front of a police box
in Tokyo's Shinjuku district on December 24. This time the bomb was
planted in an abandoned Christmas tree pot. The blast crippled a
patrolman and injured 11 pedestrians, including three women. There
were about 40 home-made bomb explosions across the nation in 1971,
killing one person and injuring about 50 others in all.
The radical activists continued to stage violent street fights
against police. The public reacted with anger to the "senseless" action
of radicals in burning down the Mastumoto-ro restaurant in Tokyo's
Hibiya Park in autumn of the same year.
The students were not quite happy, either. The number of inter
factional fights ( called "Uchi Geba" in Japanese)-meaning "internal
gewalt ( violence in German)" among radicals sharply increased. In
many cases, activists were killed in Uchi Geba fights which were
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waged among activists to clinch the leadership of the anti
establishment struggle.
The student revolt bad certainly reverberated throughout the
nation. Parents were shoc ked to find their own sons and daughters
appearing among anti-police demonstrators, as they watc hed sc enes
of clashes frequently telecast live. Some ordinary citizens, on the other
hand, publicly declared that they supported student . activists
psychologically.
But, there was a limit to which the impact of revolt could penetrate
the hearts of the Japanese masses. The majority of the nation was fully
aware of the danger of "playing with revolution." For one thing, the
masses knew that successful revolutions in world history have
generally been closely linked to severe economic and political
dislocations.
The Japanese economy was then in robust shape and the people'
living under the stable political and social setup regarded the
revolution .advocated by radic als as nothing but a game of rhetoric.

First, Cats Went Mad
Everything in Minamata City (pop:50,000) in Kyushu's Kumamoto
Prefecture was typical of a small yet peaceful Japanese loc al city
where people are affable and friendly, satisfied with their modest life.
Some 40 per cent of the city's working people were employes of the
Minamata Plant of the Chisso Corp., one of the nation's leading
polyvinyl c hloride manufacturers, whic h the local residents called
simply "the Plant" or "the Company" with a certain amount of pride
and affection.
The fishermen, who accounted for a very small portion of the
population, bad nothing to complain about their catc h from the Sea of
Yatsushiro, known more romantic ally as the Sea of Shiranui ( "sea of
mysterious flame") for its abundant noc tilucae that illuminate the sea
water at night.
Given all this plus the view of the city's rolling green hills and
scenic inlets, a casual visitor would have included in a des c ription of
Minamata suc h suitable words as peacefulness, c almness and goodwill
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among its people. But, without anyone's knowledge, Minamata was
racing �lindly toward disaster-and when the calamity struck, the
_
entire c1ty was plunged into a maelstrom in which despair, hostility
and human egotism became the c hief characteristics.
An ominous sign appeared in the early 1950s when scores of the
city's pet cats began acting crazily. On the embankment and on the
�harf along the Bay of Minamata, the cats staggered, danc ed
v10lently, and then dove into the sea and died.
"First, they staggered like a drunk and then started circ ling
around, dancing like a madman," recall those who have seen the
"death dance" of the cats. "In the end, they plunged into the sea and
never came up again."
The people of Minamata were baffled at the sight. None of them
were aware then that what bad struck the c ats would soon strike some
of them as well.
One winter day of 1953, a young girl named Toyoko Mizoguchi fell
i11 and showed symptoms that could not be found in any of the medical
books. During the next several years, scores of other Minamata
citizens, young and old, but mostly fishermen and their families
became bedridden with what was believed to be the same sic knes�
from which the girl suffered.
The symptoms they developed were identic al: First, they feit
numbness in the )Jands and legs. Gradually they became unable either
to grip anything or walk. Then they found it extremely difficult to talk
�ee and hear. In due course, they lost the sense of taste and bec om�
1 capab �e of swallowing food. When they died, the end came in a
�
v10lent fit of convulsions. Some survived, but were disabled for the rest
of their life.
When the bizarre si ckness spread in the city, the people were
appalled. There was the chilling memory of the mad cats and their
dance. Was it not the same fit of c onvulsions that bad driven the c ats to
what appeared to be a "dance of death?"
There was a foundation for such a theory. When the convulsions
_
begm, a patient's legs move "automatically," as an old woman who
contracted the si ckness in 1955 onc e put it, as if they bad a will of their
own. She said:
"I try to stop, but I can't. My legs move forward against my will. I
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somehow manage to turn around but, with my legs not following as
they should, I soon fall flat on my back. As soon as my back h�ts th
�
ground, my body, in another stroke of convulsions, 'autom�tically
jumps up. Then I find myself running and leaping, tota�ly agamst my
will. If this should happen to a cat, it would appear as 1f the cat were
dancing-and that's for sure.''
The physical and mental torment of the ailing and their next of kin
was unendurable torture. As the sick persons writhed in the agony
of tormenting convulsions, their bedside relatives simply wept without
knowing what to do.
.
"lt is an anguish that one could expect only in Hell," once said a 57year-old woman in recalling how the eerie illness struck her son,
daughter ( who eventually died at the age of 29) and herself. She added:
_
"In the hospital, I wondered which one of us would be the first to
die. 1 was already as good as dead. I could hardly hear, talk or eat.
"But I was able faintly to see my son and daughter writhing un
conscious on their beds near mine. Whenever a fit of convulsions
struck them, they stretched out their arms and legs, as if to hug
something in the air, and 'danced' violently on their back.
"Gradually, I became inclined to think that we were already dead
and already in Hell. I couldn't believe that this kind of thing could
happen in this world of ours. Already in Hell, I kept thinking, that's
where we were now. ''
The social impact of the sickness-which the people of Minamata
began to call the "cat dance disease" or "Minamata disease"-was
awesome. Not surprisingly, many believed that the illness was an
epidemic, and healthy Minamatans made it a point not to mingle with
the ailing people.
To make things worse, local physicians somehow concluded t_hat
the "cat dance disease" was an epidemic and advised the city officia ls
to disinfect the areas where the sickness broke out. As a result, a form
of social ostracism cropped up. Hostility grew between the ailing a11 ct
the non-ailing-and Minamata was shrouded by a thick pall of gloom.
,,
"We were really discomfited by this epidemic announcemenl,
recalled Mrs. Yoshimitsu Tanaka, whose daughter, Jitsuko, 21, had
contracted the bizarre sickness.
"After the announcement, shop attendants would not accepl
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money directly from my hand.
They told me to lay the money
on the
counter. And as I watched, the
y collected the money with a lon
g
stick
saying aloud that the coins had
to be boiled for sterilization. The
y kno;
I was listening. Then they would
tel1 me not come to their shop
again. ,,
In 1956, scholars of Kumamoto
University formed a Minamata
Disease Medical Research Tea
m and embarked on an extens
ive on
the-spot research on the sicknes
s. Studying the illness in terms
of in
ternal medicine, pediatrics,
pathology, neurology, bacter
iolo
gy,
forensic medicine and sanitation
, the team lifted one thick layer
after
another of the mystery surroundi
ng the sickness. Slowly but ste
adi
ly,
the true nature of the "cat dance
disease" was exposed.
lt was discovered that the sick
ness was concentrated in the
districts where people lived ma
inly on fish. There was no sign
of
contagion and it appeared that the
ailment had little to do with age
and
sex. The team also learned of a
conspicuous trend in the family
con
centration of patients, particularl
y among fishermen's families.
And,
it seemed, the fishing season had
a lot to do with the outbreak of
the
sickness.

Toward the end of the year, the
theory of infection by bacteria
or
viruses was almost totally dism
issed. The researchers began
to
believe that the sickness was a res
ult of poisoning caused by some
heavy metallic material which
had been taken into human bod
ies
through fish and shellfish.
After a series of painstaking effo
rts to pinpoint what metallic
material had caused the bizarre
sickness, the research team arr
ived
at the conclusion in June 1959 tha
t organic mercury was to blame
.
The
team then announced that the
fish caught in the Bay of Min
am
ata
was found to be carrying a !arg
e amount of mercury originally
con
tained in the waste water dischar
ged into the sea by what was the
pri
de
of the city: the Minamata Pla
nt of the Chisso Corporation.
The conclusion sent shockwave
s among the Minamatans. The
fish
retail ers cooperative of the city
promptly announced that it wou
ld
no
longer purchase fish caught
in the sea along the Bay of Minam
ata
.
The
citizens stopped eating fish
, switching to beef and chicken.
What made the research team
's conclusion even more shocking
anct sensational was the
fact that it pointed an accusing
finger at "the
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Plant" as the "culprit" who had caused the calamity in the city. To the
majority of the Minamatans, this was a painful conclusion-for it �as
"the Plant" that made Minamata grow large and prosperous as a c�ty.
Since it was constructed in 1908, the Minamata Plant of the Ch1sso
Corp. (capital: X7,813 million; head office: Tokyo) had alwa�s b�en
the city's largest and most active business enterprise contnbutmg
enormously to the city's finance. Just how important "the Plant" was
to Minamata can be gauged by the following fact: Of the city's tax
revenue totaling X210 million in 1961, some X115 million was from
Chisso's Minamata Plant.
Admittedly, the Minamatans had feit that they were greatly in
debted to "the Plant" for the development of their city. Now, they had
to face the cold and painful fact that, because of the poisonous
chemical compound dumped into the sea by "the Plant," some 400 of
their fellow citizens had fallen victim to an eerie disease and nearly 70
of them had died in extreme agony.
The victims of the sickness and the fishermen justly sought
compensat.10n from "the Plant " But many Minamatans gave them
dirty looks, criticizing them for attempting to drive "the Plant" out of
the city.
.
.
In December 1959, Chisso reluctantly agreed to pay an mdemmty
of noo million for polluting the sea and thus depriving the fishermen of
the means to earn a living. But, by any standard, the sum was too
small to be shared by some 4,000 fishermen who deserved indemnity.
Chisso also agreed to pay an annual compensation of noo,ooo for a�
_
adult patient of the "Minamata disease," X30,000 for a juvenile sul
ferer, and X300,000, plus X20,000 as funeral expenses, for death caused
by the sickness.
.
In offering this, Chisso requested that the patients and flshermen
renounce all rights to claim further compensation in the future-even
if a later survey were to hold Chisso, from a legal standpoint of view, lo
be totally responsible for the outbreak of the cursed sickness.
The sum of compensation that Chisso offered was small and the
request that it made was humiliating to the victims of the polluted sea.
But the claimants were too poor not to accept what was offered · "We
would have turned down the offer, if only the central or local govern
ments had given us financial aid for livelihood," said one claimanl.
.
"Most of us were heavily in debt. W1th no prospect of governmental
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aid, we simply could not resist the offe
r of cash.''
In a sense, Minamata was Japan
in microcosm: the life of a
private individual was to be igno
red before the national goal of
"economic growth"-and busines
s enterprises had no compunctio
n
about destroying and polluting the nat
ion's environment.
But, 1:>eneath the surface, the nation'
s pursuit of high growth was
steadily taking its toll in many par
ts of the nation, just as it had
already done in Minamata. And
when the shady side of the growth
became all too visible, the Japane
se were appalled, rather belatedly,
at the thought that they were trad
ing their own lives for material
prosperity.

Not long after the bizarre sickness
in Minamata gained nationwide
public attention, residents along
a river named Agano in Niigata
Prefecture fell ill in 1964 and develop
ed symptoms identical to those of
the "Minamata disease."
A survey soon disclosed that this was
in fact another outbreak of
the "Minamata disease." Only this
time, the people were poisoned by
organic mercury discharged into the
river from a plant of the Showa
Denko K.K., one of the nation's maj
or chemical firms.
And while the "Minamata disease
" patients were writhing in the
agony of tormenting convulsions
in Minamata in the south and in
Niigata in the north, thousands of
the residents of Yokkaichi City in
centra1 Japan were suffering-scor
es of them fatally-from serious
cases of what came to be known as ''Yo
kkaichi asthma."
What caused the deadJy asthma
was apparent: the gigantic
petrochemicaJ complex which the city
had been so glad to invite to its
community in an ardent hope for mu
nicipaJ prosperity.
The compJex did make the city eco
nomically brisk, but it was at
the cost of chronically foul-smellin
g afr and sulfur dioxide that drifted
,
24 hours a day, from numerous smo
ke-stacks and trapped many of its
citizens in the throttling grip of "Yokka
ichi asthma."
The environment, it seemed, was
being destroyed and polluted all
over the country, causing a
series of grotesque sicknesses to bre
ak out.
In Toyama Prefecture, too,
cadmium discharged from a min
e
of the
Mitsubishi Mining & Sme1ting
Co. contaminated the water of Jin
zu
River in Fuchu Town and
eroded human bones, particular1y
of women.
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T his was called the "ouch-ouch disease," because the afflicted
women groaned under the pain of cracking bones and kept uttering,
"Itai (ouch) ! Itai ! " The extraordinary sickness had a horrifying
characteristic: just a mild touch on an afflicted woman, and her bones
break with a snap at the spot where she is touched.
T he pligh t of the "Kogaibyo Kanja," or the patients of sicknesses
caused by polluted environment, had long remained miserable and
unheeded, because of corporate greed, bureaucratic apathy-and the
marked ignorance and indifference on the part of the general public
toward their environment being destroyed and polluted.
But ' with the number of ailing persons increasing at an alarming
rate, groups of ecologists and social crusaders began a series of
campaigns to give both moral and financial aid to the patients engaged
in drawn-out court battles for compensation f rom the polluters. And,
before the mounting cries for th e p rotection of environment, the
leaders of the nation's business world became painfully aware that the
days were gone when they could pursue corporate interest at any
cost-even at the cost of human lives.
In fact, in the trials of the nation's "four largest" pollution-disease
cases-Minamata, Niigata, Yokkaichi and Toyama-the claimants
invariably scored a victory.
Of the pollutant enterprises th at were sued, it was perhaps the
Chisso Corp. that was dealt the heaviest blow: In March 1973, the
Kumamoto District Court ruled that C hisso was totally responsible for
the outbreak of the "Minamata disease" and ordered it to pay a
staggering X937 million to 138 plaintiffs.
But can monetary compensation solve all the problems of the
patients ? In Minamata even today, t he patients carefully try not to bc
seen by others who give them di rty looks for having done "harm" to
"the Plant" that has contributed so largely toward the development of
their city.
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Saga Of Jungle Stragglers
By the beginning of th e 1970s, most Japanese had transformed
elves into peace-oriented, family-centered and comfort-seeking
� ��
md1v1duals, riding on the crest of the nation's sustained economic
growth. With the war a quarter of a century behind them, nearly 40 per
cent of the people belonged to th e generation which had no memories of
the war.
Fr om time to time, elderly folks deplored the lack of discipline,
sense of loyalty, self-sacrifice and perseverance of the postwar
generation, but their feeble protests either went unheeded or met with
a faint sneer f rom youngsters.
But the war continued to be a fact of life for at least four former
Japanese soldiers. Two of th em, Hiroo Onoda and Kinshichi Kozuka
had been heard of now and then in th e jungle of Lubang Island th�
'
Philippines, but th eir whereabouts remained a mystery. T he two
others, Shoichi Yokoi, hiding out in Guam which was becoming a
po ular destination for Japanese honeymooning couples, and
�
Ta1wanese Teruo Nakamu ra (Lee Kuang-huei) holding out on In
donesia's Morotai Island, had long since been considered killed in
action.
he

Three of them came back to life and civilization by the end of 1974
to set many a Japanese and foreigner pondering as to what sustained
them during their long ordeal.
Was it their Ioyalty to th e Emperor ? Was it their sense of mission
an � h onor ? Was it the shame of being captu red alive by an enemy, the
he1ght of humiliation for the Emperor's soldiers ? Or was it just fear or
instinct for survival?
The returnees evoked widespread admiration for thei r astonishing
endu rance and sympathy for their loss of the prime of life in th e
jungles wher e they had been kept running, hiding and living at the
barest subsistence level without knowing that the war, for which they
suff�red, had long since been lost. But a sizable segment of the people,
particularly of the postwar generation reared with new standards of
value , questioned the very wisdom of th e virtues that the st ragglers
and for that matter, many of the prewar generation-had held so dea r.
Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos, who had become his
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country's most decorated soldier in the guerrilla war against the
Japanese forces, pardoned Onoda's harassing activities in Lubang and
praised him as "a brave and gallant soldier" and "the highest symbol
of the Japanese soldier." A reader of the Mainichi Daily News,
however, questioned Onoda's leadership and judgment as an officer.
ge in the defense of the
"March 4, 1944-Lands on Guam to enga
island."
, Guam Island."
"January 24, 1972-Discovered at Talofofo
between the two dates are
The 27 years and 10 months that elapsed
ical data that Shoichi Yokoi
left blank in the 19 lines of biograph
(The Road to Tomorrow), an
provided for his book, "Asu e no Michi"
le of Guam Island.
account of his lon_g and lonely life in the jung
bruary 2, 1972-Return to
The next entry in Yokoi's biodata is: "Fe
placed in the National First
Tokyo from Guam Island. Immediately

Tokyo Hospital."
er Army sergeant, aided
· Early that afternoon, the 56-year-old form
ly down a special Japan Air
by a Red Cross nurse, walked cautious
e from Guam after a flight
Lines jet which had brought him back hom
d of some 5,000 turned out to
of three and a half hours. A cheering crow
. Yokoi repeatedly wiped
give the haggard soldier a hero's welcome
rtably in a wheelchair and
away tears with a towel as he sat uncomfo
ials.
was helped past a line of relatives and offic
e of shame," Yokoi told
sens
a
"I have come home alive, with
ce. He was nervous, and
reporters at an airport hotel press conferen
only to be expected of a man
fitful-a mental frame of mind that was
tant fear of being discovered
who had led the life of a fugitive in cons
and , as he expressed, of being killed.
?
did Japan lose the war .
What did the war mean to him? "Why
war. There weren't enough
Japan lacked the capacity to fight the
ting spirit.''
weapons and planes. There was enough figh
iers, Yokoi said proudly:
And true to·the creed of Emperor's sold
esty I have brought home
"The rifle which I received from His Maj
did not serve the Emperor
with me. But I am ashamed that I
.
adequately."
the ashes of his two
e
wer
oi
Yok
with
ing
ecom
hom
t
silen
Making a
ru Nakabatake.
comrades in hiding-Mikio Shichi and Sato
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Americans landed on Guam (renamed Omiya Island after its
capture three days after Pearl Harbor) on July 21, 1944, after heavy
sea and aerial bombardment against tbe Japanese defenses. On tbe
nigbt of August 10, Lt. Gen. Eiryo Obata, commander of tbe 20,000strong garrison, cabled bis farewell message to tbe Imperial ·General
Headquarters, pledging himself and all surviving men to make a final
counterattack and die in honor (Gyokusai).
The actual fact is that several bundred soldiers did not join in tbe
"Gyokusai" assault due to lack of communications with headquarters.
Yokoi found himself with six men as he separated from his platoon
commander who had disbanded his unit to ensure greater
maneuverability to stay alive. But most survivors were hungry,
wounded or undernourished refugees rather than fighting men. Many
died of thirst, hunger or wounds. Otbers eventually surrendered. Yokoi
and his group continued to roam in tbe jungle, clinging to the faint bope
that someday their comrades of the Imperial Army would come back
and rescue them.
As months followed months, the seven became separated, largely
over the division of food, but Shichi and Nakabatake remained with
Yokoi. In the daytime the stragglers hid in bushes. After dusk they
would roam for nuts, breadfruit, mangoes, papaya, shrimps, snails,
rats and frogs, and then grab a few hours of uneasy sleep in makeshift
cottages and later in caves.
Toward the end of 1948, when Yokoi returned from a lone food
gathering mission, he found a message from his comrades saying they
were going their own way but that tbey would come to see bim from
time to time. Yokoi met witb bis estranged fellow stragglers oc
casionally, helping each other build cottages and dig caves in a strange
sort of comradeship. In early 1964, Yokoi went over to their cave and
found both dead, apparently of starvation.
A tailor by profession, Yokoi displayed bis skill in making clothes
from the fibers of a tree. "lt took me about a montb to prepare the
fibers, three to four months weaving them into lengths of clotb, and
another month sewing it into a suit.''
After the death of his comrades, Yokoi lived eigbt long years in
and around the sanctuary of his cave dug on tbe side of a slope, a cave
four meters deep and six meters long with tbe entrance covered with
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bamboo.
One evening in July 1972-actually January 24, 1972, for Yokoi's
calendar based on the lunar movement resulted in a difference of six
months in the 28 years-he slipped out of his cave to set a trap for
shrimp in a stream nearby. Carrying five bamboo traps on his back
and two in his hands, Yokoi waded downstream until he reached the
bend of the river. He Ieft the stream to take a shortcut and pushed his
way through a dense growth of reeds. When he negotiated the growth,
he found himself face to face with two armed islanders. There were
several more nearby.
"I jumped on one of the armed islanders to try to grab his gun, but
I was quickly overwhelmed." That was the end of Yo�oi's solitary life
away from civilization. His discovery electrified the Japanese, but
both his mother and his stepfather had long since died in Nagoya.
On the afternoon of March 12, 1974 a crowd even bigger than that
which had greeted Yokoi awaited at Tokyo International Airport to get
a glimpse of another war straggler, former Army 2nd Lt. Hiroo Onoda.
Wearing a dark suit, the 51-year-old former intelligence officer step
ped briskly down the special JAL plane which had flown him from
Manila.
Onoda's ramrod straight back, his searching eyes, his accurate
choice of words and his stoicism were in marked contrast with Yokoi.
Onoda just said hello to his aged parents, who for their part did not
betray tears in public. His only v�sible emotional reaction cam: when a
reporter asked him if he had not thought of coming out of the Jungle at
the time when Corpora} Kinshichi Kozuka died a year and a half
before.
"That is not true," Onoda said in a miff. "You can't imagine the
chagrin at having your comrade you had lived with 27 or 28 �� ars
killed. Isn't it part of man's nature, a natural feeling, that the spmt of
seeking revenge becomes stronger? ''

Philippines.
On the eve of his departure from Manila, Onoda and four other
intelligence officers who had attended a crash training program at the
Army Intelligence School reported to Lt. Gen. Shizuo Yokoyama,
commander of the Eighth Division. "No Gyokusai is allowed, never,"
the commander told the officers. "Stick it out three years, five years.
We'll never fail to pick you up. As long as you are alive, do your ut
most. I repeat, I shall never permit Gyokusai."
Yokoyama was Onoda's immediate superior officer. But Onoda's
assignment to the Eighth Division had been ordered by Major Yoshimi
Taniguchi, chief of the Army Intelligence sub-group in Manila.
On March 9, 1974-17 days after his dramatic encounter with Norio
Suzuki, a 24-year-old wandering camper from Chiba east of Tokyo
Taniguchi was back in Lubang. In a strange ceremony witnessed only
by Suzuki, Onoda saluted Taniguchi and stood at attention with his rifle
at his side as his wartime superior read a terse order relieving him of
all his duties. Throughout the night, Onoda gave Taniguchi an in
terminable report on his mission, inside a tent pitched in a clearing of
the jungle.

Onoda had been a fighting man throughout his life in Lubang
where he arrived on New Year's Eve of 1944 with a wad of military
notes amounting to t5,000, which was a big sum at the time. Two
months before four American divisions under the command of
General MacA;thur had landed on Leyte to begin the Battle of the

The island near the mouth of Manila Bay was overrun by
American forces in a four-day battle which began on February 28, 1945.
The Japanese garrison made up of about 200 Army and Navy men
suffered heavy losses. The survivors became scattered atid by April
1946 all but four had surrendered.
Remaining with Onoda with a pledge to fight it out to the bitter end
were Corpora} Shoichi Shimada, Private First Class Kinshichi Kozuka
and Pfc. Yuichi Akazu. The last meritioned, who had been physically
the weakest, "deserted" in September 1949.
Unlike their Guam counterparts, the Lubang stragglers were not
mere squatters. They staked out the jungles in the central part of the
island as their "sphere of influence" and harassed natives in typical
hit-and-run guerrilla warfare to secure food and supplies.
On May 7, 1954 Shimada was killed in a shootout with the Philip
pine Rangers. His death resulted in the dispatch of a search mission.
Onoda's eldest brother Toshio, a medical doctor, and Kozuka's
younger brother Fukuji made a 20-day search in vain.
With reports on the harassing stragglers coming in off and on, the
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Japanese government sent three search missions between March 1958
and October 1959. After the third mission ended in failure, the govern
ment announced that Onoda and Kozuka had been dead, as of May 8,
1954-the day after Shimada was killed. Both Onoda and Kozuka thus
officially ''died twice.''
But the two soldiers were as alive as ever, moving from one place
to another in a more or less fixed pattern. "Whenever we had the time
we cleaned our rifles, '' as Onoda recalls in his book, ''Waga Lubang To
no Sanjunen Senso" ("No Surrender: My Thirty-Year-War"). They
would sally out of their ''territory'' and burn piles of harvested rice to
scare natives away from their sphere of influence.
lt was in one of their raids on farmers at work that they seized a
two-band Toshiba transistor radio. They picked up newscasts from
Peking, Tokyo, Australia and London. Through the radio Onoda and
Kozuka learned of the Tokyo Olympic Games, the inauguration of the
Shinkansen bullet train, and EXPO'70 in Osaka. They also picked up
newspapers and magazines left for them by search groups. The
stragglers' reaction was that all the information was "the same old
enemy trick to sap our fighting spirit. ''
On October 19, 1972-October 13 according to Onoda's own
calendar which was only six days amiss in 29 years-Onoda and
Kozuka went on another mission to burn harvested rice. Kozuka went
over to a pile of rice straws to set them on fire when two bullets cut him
down. With Kozuka's rifle in hand, Onoda ran down the slope into a
bush, shouting to himself, "Damn it ! l'11 keep firing, firing, firing as
long as I am alive."
Three days later, Dr. Onoda was back in Lubang for the third time
and was later joined by another brother, Tadao, a former Army officer
who had emigrated to Brazil after the end of the war. The two brothers
pleaded with Onoda to come out "like an officer." Onoda was within
hearing distance and sat amused as he listened to his brothers.
Onoda's reasoning went like this: "With the United States taking a
beating in Vietnam, Japan is trying to win the Philippines over to our
side. The Philippines is also shifting its pro-American stance to a pro
Japanese one. The Japanese intelligence has sent in the so-called
search party in an effort to gain a foothold in Lubang where I have
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been holding out. If I go out in response to their appeal, I may spoil the
show and the 'search party' will have to return to Japan without
achieving its purpose. Deep in my heart I was cheering to the search
party. 'I'll stay out of sight so that you can survey the island
thorougbly.' ''
For Onoda, the "come out" appeal from bis brotbers was a "don't
come out" plea.
In April 1973, Onoda's 86-year-old fatber Tanejiro flew to Lubang
and made repeated appeals to bis son "to make up your mind if you are
going to stay or come out." No response. He left bebind in a cottage
wbicb bad by then come to be known as tbe Onoda Villa-a 17-syllable
Haiku poem: "Not even an ecbo came back in the stillness of tbe
summer mountains." Tbe straggler read tbe poem toward tbe end of
tbe month. Witb tbe senior Onoda's return bome, tbe Japanese
government called off all searcb efforts wbicb bad cost nearly �90
million.
By tben, Onoda admits, tbere bad been a delicate cbange in bis
bostility to tbe Pbilippines. He was aware tbat tbe Filipinos bad given
full bonors to bis fallen comrade at bis funeral. Why tbis friendly
gesture after killing bim? "For tbe first time since coming to tbe
island, I found myself at tbe greatest turning point." His decision was
to avoid unnecessary trouble witb tbe natives and to wait until tbe
"next communications" from Japan.
In bis encounter witb camper Suzuki, Onoda reiterated tbat be
would not come out unless be was given a specific order from bis
superior. Many praised bim for abiding by an order Iike every good
soldier sbould. But some questioned if Onoda did not ask for tbe ap
pearance of bis wartime superior to absolve himself of bis "guilt" in
barassing tbe Lubang islanders.
Sbortly before tbe discovery of Taiwanese Lee Kuang-buei on
Morotai Island on December 26, 1974, a Japanese psycbologist
speaking at an academic meeting tbeorized tbat both Yokoi and Onoda
were of tbe "typical introversive type" and that tbeir common trait
migbt stand in tbe way of tbeir "rebabilitation." Tbe Iatter ob
servation seems to bave been ill-founded, for botb appear to bave
adjusted well to tbeir suddenly cbanged and new environment.
A few montbs after bis return, Yokoi married an attractive
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the
woman. He surprised the nation by running as an independent in
in the
House of Councillors election in July 1974. He failed to win a seat
votes.
262,746
ting
legislature but put up a good campaign by collec
ian
Onoda, who enjoyed being kissed by and dancing with Brazil
April
senhoritas, went to the United States to promote his own book. In
in
Tadao
r
1975 he said "sayonara" to his aged parents to join his brothe
o
Brazil where he purchased a 500-hectare cattle ranch near Camp
Grande in Mato Grosso.
Lee Kuang-huei is reported happy with his wife after her second
home
husband voluntarily gave her up when the "dead man" came
alive.
the
Yokoi' Onoda and Lee cannot recapture the years wasted in
their
of
jungles. But they have every right to live happily for the rest
lives.
lives if only to make up for the long blank in the noontime of their
and
ance
Their names will remain as a symbol of great endur
willpower-and the futility of war.

Yellow Mercenaries In Tel Aviv

Then he heard the police shout, "Get out of there ! Clear the way!''
He turned back and saw the border police escorting a handcuffed
Oriental into the airport building and then to the police headquarters
inside the building. The young man (it must have been the Japanese!)
was wearing a shirt stained with blood. But, Rimon was perplexed.
lt was several hours after his initial shock before the Israeli
journalist was finally able to piece together what had actually hap
pened during that fatal night-May 30, 1972. Three Japanese "Red
Army" terrorists launched a surprise attack on a "strategic
stronghold of American imperialism," i.e., Lod Airport. They had
arrived from Rome by an Air France plane, went through quarantine
and immigration formalities, received their checked baggage, took out
automatic rifles and then began shooting indiscriminately at the
people who stood close around them. They were subdued in a matter of
five minutes with two of the three killed either by return fire or by
shots from their colleagues.
The lone survivor, the one escorted by the police, was holding a
passport bearing the name of Daisuke Namba, the would-be assassin
of the then Regent Hirohito in December 1923.
Renowned chemist Aaron Katzir, a brother of the present
President of Israel, and 25 others were slain and 72 injured but many of
the victims were, quite ironically, not the Jews whom the Oriental
terrorists had aimed to liquidate but innocent pilgrims from Puerto
Rico.

Zvi Rimon looked past the police cordon into the arrival lounge of
n. lt
Lod Airport and gasped. A sea of blood. This was no exaggeratio
doll
was a thick sea of human blood in which luggage, hats, a child's
where
and various other items were floating. He didn't have to be told
and
as
the shots had come from, for the bags, pairs of glasses, camer
red in
many other belongings of the murdered passengers were scatte
to
tried
ately
concentric circles denoting how the victims had desper
escape from the massacre.
a
Never before in his career as a reporter for Yediot Achronot,
to
ed
Hebrew language Tel Aviv newspaper, had he ever been assign
cover such a gory incident as he was seeing now.
scene
The dead and the wounded had been carried away from the
peop le,
of tragedy, but outside the airport building, some dozens of
nese
Japa
lucky survivors of the shoot�ut, were crying in tears, "The
did it ! Damn it, the Japanese..."
n got
Reporter Rimon could hardly believe his ears. What has Japa
to do with the Middle East?

Soon the survivor's passport was found to be a fake one and the
holder's identity made clear. He was one Kozo Okamoto, 24, a student
of Kagoshima University and son of a schoolteacher in Kumamoto
Prefecture who had devoted his 40-year career to primary education.
Questioned by the press, the aged ex-teacher sat squarely on the
Tatami floor of his modest home, bowed low and apologized, "1
beseech capital punishment for my son. I even wish I could kill myself
in atonement to the victims. I'm deeply ashamed of my son's atrocious
act which has shown that my life has been a complete failure. The
education I have given to my children and to countless students-it has
been totally in the wrong."
From Beirut came another shocking news. The Marxist Popular
Front for the Liberation of Palestine acknowledged its complete
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its special
responsibility for "the brave operation launched by one of
ncement
annou
the
,
groups in our occupied land." The Japanese group
And the
said, was called the "Squad of Martyr Patrick Urguello."
and the Red
whole operation had been jointly carried out by the PFLP
Army of Japan.
sman
Answering a telephone call from Mainichi, the PFLP's spoke
for
fight
to
Gassan Kanafani stated, "The purpose of the shooting was
st American
the liberation of the people of Palestine. We fight again
ies in the
tionar
imperialism and also against Israelis... All revolu
y using
world, have one goal. We fight against a common enem
revolutionary violence.''
a planted
Kanafani was killed 40 days after this statement when
with the first
bomb exploded in his car. The day of his death coincided
al handling
session of the Israeli Defense Forces' military tribun
Okamoto's case.
by the
The Japanese public, however, was not fully convinced
ing, is so
Kanafani statement. The Middle East, psychologically speak
) that
come
to
far away from Japan (the "Oil Shock" of 1973 was yet
ese leftists
few could comprehend the inevitability, if any, of Japan
cooperating with Arab extremist organizations.
ta Saito:
One explanation was attempted by psychoanalyst Shige
ex
are
easily
they
and
e
"The Japanese have a very hysterical natur
le of
cited... They (young Japanese) have become less and less capab
.''
controlling themselves under diminishing pressure from above
East?
But the necessary link was still missing. Why the Middle
and his
Failing to fill the gap, many concluded that Kozo Okamoto
comrades were perhaps insane.
s' in
What made the people all the more convinced of the youth
rt was
sanity was the extraordinary nature of their attack. Lod Airpo
the
inside
fire
ng
Openi
one of the most heavily guarded posts in Israel.
in
e a
airport itself was a venture that would not yield even one chanc
Okamoto
thousand of survival. Death was predestined, so to speak.
tarmac, he
was captured alive by sheer chance-running out to the
n airline and
fought with an unarmed Israeli employe of a Scandinavia
was overpowered.
r in their
These youths had made no attempt to take hostages. Neve
"enemy land."
tactical plans had they arranged a safe exit from the
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Besides, they must have been well aware that they could never inflict a
serious blow on the Israeli defense by murdering civilian passengers.
Death was their aim. For them, the "fruits" of the attack were in
cidental. Their code of conduct, in short, was amazingly similar to that
of the Kamikaze suicide squad.
The world was shocked, all the more so by the unconventional
aspect of the Lod assault. The passion for self-destruction had ob
viously led the three Japanese youths to Tel Aviv where they could
have achieved little more than dying in "enemy" crossfire. But they
did something-for the cause of the Arabs-which the Arabs had never
been able to do. Aside from killing civilians and aside from killing so
many Puerto Ricans who were wholly unconnected with the Middle
East conflict, the trio fought their "ideal battle" exactly as they had
planned. For them, spiritual self-fulfillment was attained. There is no
need to say that they committed an unpardonable act. They believed
in a distorted notion of heroism, no doubt. But they also believed in a
certain "nobility of failure," a phrase coined by Japanologist Ivan
Morris.
Prisoner Okamoto's attitude, too, was uniquely Japanese. After
his arrest, he kept insisting that he be shot immediately. Next, he flatly
refused to be defended. The judges had to toil till the accused reluc
tantly consented to accept a lawyer. Finally, on the last day of the
military tribunal, Okamoto stood in the dock and proudly expounded
his naive ideology.
"We, the three Red Army soldiers, dreamed of becoming the three
stars of the constellation Orion on our death in action," Okamoto ex
plained. "I am ignorant of what foreigners believe in the life after
death, but I have always been wishing to become a star. Some of those
whom I killed, I presume, would also be transformed to so many
celestial bodies. lt gave me some consolation to imagine that we could
twinkle together in the same dark of the night.''
The rest of his declaration was an ill-digested mass of anti
capitalist, revolutionary sentiments expressed in barbarous,
sometimes incomprehensible Japanese. When he referred to the Six
Day War of June 1967, he repeatedly used a phrase, "Rokugatsu
Senso" (Sixth Month, hence June, War), revealing a surprising lack of
knowledge about the Middle East. He had undoubtedly been resolved
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to sacrifice

ab out.

his life for the cause of something he didn't know too much

Moments before the chief j udge began reading the sentence, the
defense Iawyer stood up to challenge the court with a final effort,
"Your Honor, it has not been substantially verified to my knowledge
that the defendant is over 18 years of a ge. I sraeli law forbids a verdict
of c ap ital punishment to a j uvenile d efendant. I ask for Your H onor's
kind delibera tion.''
No soo ner had he sat down, however, than Okamoto rose to deliver
coup de grace to his Jewish attorney. "Sir," the Japanese said. "I was
born in Kumamoto, Japan, in 1947. I am 24 years old. No less."
Okamoto was asking for a death sentence. The lawyer sat b ac k and
sighed.
The punishment for Okamoto was eventually life imprisonment.
He has since been confined in a p rison in central I srael. A few
privileged Japanese who have been allowed to visit him thete have
invariably rep orted a signific ant change in Okamoto's thinking. He is
re portedly p erusing the Old and the New Testaments and there are
even so me sig ns that he has ideas ab out discarding his old fanaticism
to bec ome a sort of Zionist.
This ideological about-face is not quite unthinkable, for the trio
participated in the operation of the P alestinian movement apparently
out of what was for them purely spiritual motives. The manifestations
of their radical beliefs indeed could have b een r ightist as well as leftist.
Kozo Okamoto, for instance, is said to have loved the last Waka poem
composed by pat riotic Yoshida-Shoin :
Though my body decay in the plains of Musashi,

Forever unperished will be my soul;
The pure spirit of Japan ..

Yoshida-Shoin (1830-1859) was an idealist-patriot-educator who
but failed, to sneak out of Japan aboard an American
st e amship in his search for higher learning. He was imprisoned by t�e
Tokugawa isolationist government and executed five years later. His
fiery Jap anism ideology left an enormou s influence on bis followers
who liv ed in the turbulent decade of the 1860s and thereafter.
attempted,
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Among the contemporaries w
ho idolized the tragic figure
was
Y�ki� Mis�ima, novelist and
le ad er of the p atri
otic Shield Soc iety,
M1sh1ma d1ed on the memorial
day of Yoshida-Shoin's execut
ion.
Another figure who influen
c ed the Tel Aviv trio
was
?samu Takita, a unique p ersonality often described as "t
he
o
nly
ma
n
m Japan who can point out
the p ath t o the re
al revolution" or
" the
mentor who c an im
part to youthful Ieftists the cour
,,
age to die.
A teaching assistant of Ky
oto University, T
akita went un
derground in the beginning of
1972 in connection with the mu
rde r of a
GSDF soldier arid remains
at larg e, as of this
w
riting. His book
"Narazumono no Boryoku S
engen" (The Vio
len t Statement of
a�
utlaw) won immed
iat
e
a
ccl
aim among Ieftist?
oriented students wh
en
1t was published in early 197
1. The young theorist of arm
ed guer r illa
warfare (his gradua
tion thesis was on Rosa Luxem
burg) was the one
who lamented the I a
ck of leftists with "Mishim a 's
g
uts."
_ Two �f the Lod Airport terrorists were from
the un iversity in the
anc1 nt c1ty of Ky
oto and associate
�
_
d with a New Left sect, Ky
oto
Partisan Act10n G roup. The
group, first organ ized by T
akita, was a
vanguard _ of "desectified radi
calism," which meant that th
ey rej ec ted
all esta bhshed Ieftwing ideologies for
militant activities. Out of in

c_essant mergers and splits of
ma ny similar ultra
l
eftist fac tions there
fmally merg ed th
e Red Army (S eki
�
gun-ha ), the most dreaded g
roup
of the v10Ient revolutionaries.
_ The Red Army students b ad sent the first shoc
kwave across th e
nat10n when nine of its mem ber
s hij acked the Japan Air Line
s' B oeing
727 "Yodo" en route to Fukuo
ka in western Jap an
on M arch 31, 1970.
S�ort�y after the tri-j et took
off from Tokyo, th
e youth ful h ij acker
s,
wieldmg Samurai swords, tied
all th e p assengers
to their resp ectiv e
seats and demanded that
the plan e be flown
to Pyo ngyang Nort
h
��rea. The pirated plane landed at F uk uoka for re
fu
eling an d a�ter the
h11ackers released 23 wome
n, children and o
ld men among th
e
passengers, it continued on t
o the N orth Korean
c
ap itaI.
After crossing the 38th Parall
el on the Korean P en
insula ' however '
llie ML Jet
· rece1ve
· d emergency radio co
m
munic ations from
th e
gr_ou�d calling, "This is
Pyongyang. Pyongyang here."
The trans
miss10n Iater proved to h
ave bee n emit ted
under South Korean
government instructions.
The Japanese government was
collabor ating
411
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with its Korean counterpart, the Republic of Korea, so that the air
piracy case might be solved by the two friendly nations.
The scheme didn't work and the hijackers soon found out that they
had landed at Kimpo Airport in the outskirt of Seoul instead of
Pyongyang. Grueling negotiations for the release of 106 passengers,
including two Americans, and the crew ensued.
It took an exasperating 76 hours before the radical student pirates
finally consented to let the hostages go in exchange for Parliamentary
Vice Transport Minister Shinjiro Yamamura who volunteered to
become a "substitute hostage" to solve the deadlocks. The
negotiations were televised throughout from Fukuoka to Kimpo, and
then to Tokyo where the plane and its crew returned safe from
Pyongyang after spending 83 112 hours under the control of the
hijackers. Yamamura and the crew members who endured the ordeal
were instantly made heroes, while the nine youths who disembarked
from the "Yodo" at Pyongyang quickly became converts to the
thought of North Korean Premier Kirn II Sung.
Nobody, however, predicted at that time that a kid brother of one
of the nine air pirates, Takeshi Okamoto, a student of Kyoto Univer
sity, would go to Tel Aviv two years later to launch another extremist
attack against innocent people. The third of the Okamoto brothers had
been arrested earlier when he played an active role in the fierce rally
to bar Prime Minister Eisaku Sato from visiting the United States.
By early 1972 the ultraleftist organization had been shattered to
pieces under diligent police surveillance. The Red Army, therefore,
joined its forces with another radical faction, Keihin Ampo Kyoto
(Tokyo-Yokohama Anti-Security Treaty Joint Struggle Committee),
and unleashed another dramatic assault in February of that year.
The scene was the fashionable summer resort of Karuizawa
although the dra�a was played in the midst of winter. Five armed
radicals of the United Red Army took over the "Asama Sanso" villa
that belonged to Kawai Musical Instruments Mfg. Company, held the
beautiful 31-year-old wife of the janitor hostage and challenged the
police. More than 1,500 police surrounded the three-storied villa and
tried to persuade the terrorists to surrender. The five radicals, in
cluding two minors, spurned any form of compromise and held out for
an amazing ten days.
The final confrontation came on February 28, 1972, when the riot

Questioning of tbe arrested United Red Army (URA) members
led the police soon to tbe most macabre mass murder in tbe nation's
criminal bistory.
Tsuneo Mori, 27, leading a remnant of the URA coborts in a
desperate run from tbe police, fled to successive makeshift bideouts in
tbe mountainous area not far from Karuizawa. There, starving slowly
_
and m sub-zero temperature, Mori and bis followers became
suspicious of eacb otber, organized "military trials" and soon began
butcbering comrades. Mori and bis female co-leader, Hiroko Nagata,
27, were always the presiding judges. Some were accused of disloyalty
to tbe party wbile otbers were condemned for improperly showing
personal feelings toward female comrades. Tbey were invariably
found �uilty and sentenced to death. With hands and feet tied, many
were s1mply left outdoors in tbe sub-freezing temperature to die.
One girl, eigbt montbs pregnant, was bound to a tree wbere she
froze to deatb in tbe cbilling cedar forest. In one case, two younger
brotbers knifed their elder brother to deatb simply to sbow their
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police squad tightened the noose around the hillside villa. "This is our
ultimatum, Come out of your redoubt ! We give you 10 minutes to
surrender," the police commander demanded over a bullhorn. The
radicals refused to surrender. Then the police launched their assault.
Water �uns poured tons of chilling water into the villa and teargas
bombs filled the air with stinging fumes.
The extremists countered by firing pointblank at the police. Two
.
not troopers were killed and 28 others were injured. The dramatic
showdown lasted for ten hours in all until 6 p.m. that day when the
police arrested all the terrorists and rescued the woman hostage. The
whole operation was televised live throughout the day, with millions of
Japanese riveted before tbeir television sets.
Until tbe "Asama Sanso" Incident, tbe nation's Big Press had
ofte� sbown a curious form of sympatby toward '' genuinely
mohvated" revolutionaries. Even when three policemen were brutally
_
slam by student guerrillas during tbe Narita Airport struggle in
September 1971, some of the major newspapers reported tbat the
troopers "died" instead of being "murdered." The drama in
Karuizawa, bowever, changed the psycbological tide in favor of the
nation's law enforcement officers.
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loyalty to the revolutionary organization. In another case, a wife had to
hide her feeling as she watched her husband die in a hysterical lyn
ching. Still in another, every member was commanded to stab, with a
small weapon, an ice pick or a climber's knife, the victim who shrieked
and whimpered till the end.
In the course of the series of brutal executions that took place over
a period of some two months, 14 "soldiers" including five girls were
_
slain and 16 alive (six girls) were arrested. All the dead were stnpped
of their clothes and buried in the mountain forest.
As the murdered bodies were recovered from the forest one by one
and the goriest confession of the arrested was reported, the na�ion
panicked and experienced excruciating moments. The only bnght
news in the most bizarre case was the safe recovery of a three-month
old baby girl Raira (named after Arab activist Lei,la Khalid) whose
father was killed and mother put in jail. Upon hearing the news of the
rescue, more than 200 local residents surrounded the police station
some holding warmed bottles of milk.
The tradition of bloody intra-party struggle has been carried over
by the ultraleftist factions to this day. At the time of this writing, two
extremist parties in particular were pitched against each other. The
two Kakumaru-ha (Revolutionary Marxist Faction) and Chukaku-ha
(Mi�dle Core Faction), have never ceased attacking and killing each
other's members with the result that scores of youths have been slain.
The Red Army's initial operational plan, even before the hijacking
of the JAL plane, was a surprise assault on the Prime Minister's of
ficial residence in November 1969. The plot was fortunately discovered
and crushed by the police only a day before the attack. Among the 25
central figures who drew up the bold plan was one Fusako Shigenobu.
She has since illegally migrated to the Middle East and worked as a
rearguard at the time of the Lod Airport massacre.
Shigenobu is still at large today, probably somewhere in Lebano�.
She was instrumental as the J apanese radicals in Europe conferred '.n
Paris to discuss tactics to attack the French Embassy in The Hague m
September 1974.
.
Among the trio who actually took over the French �iplomatI
_ :
mission was Junzo Okudaira, younger brother of Takesh1 Okudair
who organized and led the Kamikaze squad at Tel Aviv. Okudaira
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again "surfaced" as he, together with four other terrorists, seized the
U.S. and Swedish embassies in Kuala Lumpur in August 1975,
demanded and won the release of five comrades held in Japanese
prisons. The whole operation, police suspect, was masterminded by
the same nurse-turned-revolutionary Fusako Shigenobu.
Japanese terrorists are today notorious for their bloodthirsty
behavior. lt is perhaps because they care so little about their own life
in the desperate execution of radical missions. There is alw�ys this
inexplicable passion for self-liquidation noticeable among the young
Japanese rebels.
In May 1975 when police arrested a group of anarchists, the in
terrogators were "impressed" by the strenuous way the young
political nihilists had saved every yen out of their meager salaries.
Eight men and women endured near starvation to buy as much
nitroglycerin as possible, so that they could effectively bomb the
towering headquarters of the Mitsubishi Heavy Industries in August
1974.
The New Left splinters of Japan may be a sickly offshoot of this
prosperous society. But, regardless of their perennial schisms and
intra-party enmities, they remain as one of the most dangerous
enemies not only of Japan but of the world.
Kozo Okamoto once proudly declared during his trial in Israel:
"Each one of you (common citizens) has to take one of two sides.
Those who are ready for revolution, we accept as our comrades. To
those who are not willing to join us, we declare that we will treat them
as our enemies."

Abduction In Broad Daylight
The incident took place in broad daylight on August 9, 1973 at a
plush hotel in downtown Tokyo. The time was about 1.30 p.m. The
persons involved were a group of five unidentified men and Kirn Dae
Jung, a political foe and vociferous critic of President Park Chung Hee
of the Republic of Korea. The case: kidnaping.
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pall of rnystery. Even to Kirn's close friends, his behavior on August
9
was sornewhat puzzling.
Since he carne to Japan on July 10 frorn the United States where he
engaged in a series of anti-Park carnpaigns, Kirn had always been
accornpanied by several bodyguards. And whenever he went out he
had rnade it a point to use his own car that he purchased on July 18. '
But on that particular day, Kirn went to rneet Yang II Dong at the
Hotel Grand Palace by taxi, accornpanied by no rnore than one
bodyguard. "On that day of all days," said Cho Hai Chun, Kirn's close
friend and chief secretary of the Korean Institute for Dernocracy and
Unification, "Kirn went out by taxi with only one bodyguard, whorn he
instructed to wait in the first floor lobby while he was talking with
Yang in a 22nd floor roorn."
More enigrnatic was how Kirn's abductors had learned of the
rneeting between Kirn and Yang at the latter's roorn. According to Cho,
the rneeting was a secret shared only by a few people, includi
ng
hirnself. But the fact was that the kidnapers had booked Roorn 2210
just next door to Yang's roorn, two days before the kidnaping too�
place.

lt was at around 2.40 p.rn. the sarne day that the Tokyu
Metropolitan Pol_ice Departrnent received an emergency call saying
that the 47-year-old South Korean politician in de facto exile had been
spirited away about an hour earlier frorn the Hotel Grand Palace by a
group of five rnen, apparently Koreans.
The call was frorn one of Kirn's aides, who said that the incident
took place when Kirn walked out frorn a 22nd floor roorn of the hotel
after talking and dining together with two politicians frorn his horne
country-Yang II Dong, president of the Dernocratic Unification
Party, whorn Kirn carne to the hotel to rneet, and Kirn Kyong In, a
Korean parliarnentarian.
"Five rnen ernerged frorn two roorns on the sarne floor," the aide
told the Japanese police, "and forcibly took Mr. Kirn into Roorn 2210."
Two of the five then stood on guard in front of Roorn 2210 and, saying
that a "talk" was under way inside, they barred others frorn ap
proaching.
Strangely enough, no one could tel1 when and how Kirn Dae Jung
was taken out frorn the roorn-and out frorn the hotel itself. According
to Kirn Kyong In, a relative of kidnaped Kirn, it was about 2 p.rn. when
he unlocked Roorn 2210 with a passkey supplied by the hotel. He found
the roorn already ernpty, except for two rucksacks, several pieces of
rope, a hand-gun rnagazine with six rounds of arnrnunition, and a phial
half filled with what was believed to be an anesthetic.
The next rnorning, the police conducted their second on-the-spot
search in four 22nd floor roorns, including Roorn 2212 where Kirn Dae
Jung had talked with Yang and Kirn, and collected fingerprints in
Roorn 2210.
The police learned that the first floor entrance and garages in the
second and third basernent floors provide the only outlet to the outside
frorn the 22nd floor, and that the basernent parking lots could be
reached via an elevator located in front of Roorn 2210.
None of the hotel ernployes, however, reported seeing Kirn and his
kidnapers leaving through the front door, leading the police to ten
tatively conclude tbat Kirn was carried to either of the two parking lots
by the elevator after having been anesthetized in Roorn 2210.
But this was all that the police could theorize. Who the kidnapers
were and where Kirn was taken frorn the parking lot rernained a total
enigrna. 1:<"'rorn the outset, in fact, the case was shrouded with a thick

When Kirn's abduction hit the headlines, it sent a shockwave
across Japan and set off a spate of speculation. The prevailing theory
arnong the Japanese was that Kirn was kidnaped by a group of
"professionals," perhaps rnernbers of the KCIA-(South) Korean
Central Intelligence Agency. The incident was a rerninder of the fact
that in West Gerrnany in 1967, KCIA agents acted on their own and
seized 17 South Korean students critical of the Park regirne and
shipped thern back horne without Gerrnan authorization. The students
were eventually sent back to West Gerrnany to continue their study
but it was only after Seoul faced the sternest protest frorn Bonn.
lt seerned that Kirn Dae Jung, too, had "every reason" to be
caught and shipped horne. Ever since he was elected to the National
Assernbly in 1961, Kirn had always been a bitter critic of Park and his
adrninistration. In 1971, Kirn ran in the presidential election on the
opposition New Dernocratic Party ticket and, calling for a detente with
the North, devoted his energy to blocking Park's third straight bid for
the presidency.
Though he lost the race by a rnargin of a bare 950,000 votes, his
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appeal created a "boom" for him and to his party. In the National
Assembly election that came a month later, the New Democratic
Party more than doubled its strength, winning 89 seats in the 204-seat
legislature.
When mart�al law was proclaimed in South Korea in October 1972,
Kirn slipped out of Seoul and came to Japan in what was a virtual self
exile. But he did not cease to be a pain in Park's neck. Mainly in the
United States and in Japan, Kirn conducted a series of anti-Park
campaigns. In the foreword of his autobiography written in Japanese
and published in Japan, Kirn said: "Now that all opposition criticism is
suppressed in the Republic of Korea following the proclamation of
martial law by President Park, I consider it my duty to act abroad as
spokesman for the ( Korean) people. ''
When Kim's abduction was reported, South Korean authorities
vehemently denied having anything to do with his mysterious disap
pearance. lt was hinted that the kidnaping of Kirn was planned and
staged by none other than Kirn himself to put the blame on Park
or eise it was a premeditated plot carried out by North Korean agents.
Through Japanese Ambassador Torao Ushiroku, South Korean
Vice Foreign Minister Yun Sunk Hun requested on August 10 that the
Japanese Government conduct a thorough investigation into the case
and make every effort to protect Kim's safety. Likewise in Tokyo,
ROK Ambassador Lee Ho asked the Japanese Government to do all in
its power to find Kirn and secure his safety.
Then came the startling news from Seoul on August 13: Kirn Dae
Jung returned to his home in the South Korean capital in a state of
extreme fatigue. When he staggered home about 10.20 p.m., his hair
was unkempt, his unshaven face swollen and bruised. Meeting the
press the same night at his home, Kirn told newsmen how he was
kidnaped and smuggled out of Japan. His account turned out to be a
story of the worst horrors that could have happened to a dissenting
politician in exile abroad.
Just as the Japanese police had correctly theorized, Kirn was
anesthetized in Room 2210 and carried to one of the hotel's un
derground parking lots by elevator. But thenceforth, Kim's abductors
totally outsmarted the Japanese police: they chose the sea route to
smuggle Kirn out to Korea, instead of taking the air route which was
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under heavy police vigilance.
From the parking lot, Kirn, beaten up and blindfolded, was taken
for a five- or six-hour drive to what he believed was Osaka. There he
was bound up, gagged and once again blindfolded-and next taken out
for another drive of about an hour to "a beach" where the abductors
put him aboard a small boat.
Kirn first thought the kidnapers would throw him into the sea to
drown him. A Catholic, Kirn made the sign of a cross and was heavily
struck in the face by one of the men who spotted him doing it.
The boat moved to a ship berthed in the offing, to which Kirn was
transferred. Chilis ran down his spine when he overheard his ab
ductors murmur, " ... then, he will be eaten up by sharks."
On the ship, Kirn prayed to Jesus Christ. Kirn prayed, asking that
He save him, just this once. After at least 10 hours' sail, the ship
_
arnved at a Korean port. Kirn learned it was the morning of August 11,
but he had no idea about the name of the port. The kidnapers confined
him to a two-story house-and identified themselves for the first time.
"We are," said one of them, "members of the 'Society of Patriotic
Youths to Save the Nation.' "
On the evening of August 13, the abductors said they would release
him. They drove Kirn to the neighborhood of his home and freed him.
As had been ordered earlier, Kirn stood still for three minutes and then
rang the doorbell of his home.
The Japanese heard the news of Kim's forced return home with a
certain amount of shock. Not believing in the existence of the "Society
of Patriotic Youths to Save the Nation," the major newspapers ran
lengthy conjectures on who the kidnapers really were. In the Diet, the
Opposition grilled administration officials, arguing that behind the
case lay intimate, often too intimate, Japan-ROK government
relations stained with corruption over Japan's financial aid to South
Korea. The government leaders, on their part, were worried about the
possibility that the incident could prove to be a telling blow to the
honeymooning between the government of Kakuei Tanaka and that of
Park Chung Hee.
The focal point at issue was whether or not South Korea's govern
ment organs-such as KCIA-were involved in the kidnaping of Kirn.
,
If the abduction had been carried out by agents of government organs,
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Thus, the investment Japan made in South Korea since 1956 in the
name of "economic cooperation" had amounted to more than $1,200
million. Korea had expected that about one-half of its loans from
foreign countries, which would add up to some $10,000 million over the
next 10 years, would be coming from Japan.
The Japan-ROK honeymoon was hopelessly beclouded, however,
when the (Japanese) National Police Agency made it public on Sep
tember 6 that one of the fingerprints collected in Room 2210 of the Hotel
Grand Palace matched that of Kirn Kong Woon, first secretary at the
ROK Embassy in Tokyo, who had already returned to Seoul.
Through the Japanese Foreign Ministry, the police agency
requested the appearance of the diplomat Kirn before Japanese in
vestigators for questioning, but the South Korean Government flatly
turned this down.
As he rejected a second such request from the Japanese police,
Korean Foreign Minister Kirn Yong Shik told Japanese Ambassador
Ushiroku that investigations undertaken by the Korean side had
disclosed that the first secretary had no connection whatsoever with
the kidnaping case. The Foreign Minister reiterated that the ROK
Government had no intention at all of surrendering diplomat Kirn to
the Japanese police.
The outright refusal dismayed the Japanese Government Ieaders
who had been groping for means to settle the case without causing
much damage to the Japan-ROK relationship.
In the face of the stiff attitude of South Korea, the Japanese
Government seemed to have grossly forgotten its earlier "harsh
diplomatic stance. ''
"Even if the Korean first secretary had in fact played a role in the
abduction," said Japanese Foreign Minister Masayoshi Ohira, "it
cannot be said that South Korea infringed on Japan's sovereignty
unless it is proved that the diplomat acted on the instruction of his
government. ''
Then Ohira dropped the hint that Japan's face would be saved and
thus it would not go too deep into the case, if the ROK would only admit
the secretary's involvement in the kidnaping case "even in roundabout
phrases."
Ignoring all this, Seoul stayed put-and for good reason. If Seoul
admitted the diplomat's involvement in the case, it was to admit that
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the ROK had violated Japan's sovereignty.
In this way, everything surrounding Kim's kidnaping case became
stalemated, with neither Tokyo nor Seoul taking the initiative to break
the ice. Things began to move only after Nobusuke Kishi, ex-Prime
Minister of Japan and the nation's foremqst South Korea lobbyist,
went to Seoul toward the end of September to attend the convention of
the Asian Parliamentary Union (APU). lt was widely believed that, on
this occasion, Kishi had a talk with President Park on Kim's case. The
content of their talk was not known, but at the end of October, Seoul
moved out of its way and informed Tokyo that Kirn Dong Woon was
dismissed in disgrace because, according to Seoul, "suspicion arose
with regard to his involvement in the abduction case. ''
All these political movements were a reflection of the highly
delicate relationship between Japan and its geographically closest
neighbor.
From medieval days to modern times, Japan and Korea had been
involved in a long series of political and spiritual entanglements. In the
16th Century, Korea was devastated by the Japanese invasion ordered
by warlord Toyotomi-Hideyoshi. And, from 1910 to 1945, Korea was
annexed by Japan and ruled as a colony, until it was finally liberated
only as a result of Japan's defeat in the Pacific War.
Japan ruled its colony as a police state, while forcibly exporting a
vast quantity of the Korean rice crop to supplement Japan's supply. As
Japan's plans for the "Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere"
unfolded, Koreans were subjected to a total effort to blot out their
Ianguage and culture in favor of a merger with those of Japan.
Lack of investment and employment in Korea drove a con
siderable number of Koreans before the war to Japan where. there
were job openings, mainly at factories. During World War II, although
Korea was in no way in the hostilities, more Koreans, men and women,
were forced to move to Japan to work for its expanded war industries.
When the war ended in 1945, Japan found that it had more than two
million Korean residents. Most of them returned home immediately
after the war, but some 600,000 Koreans are still living today in Japan.
There is an ideological schism, with some of them belonging to the pro
Seoul Korean Residents Union in Japan and others to the pro
Pyongyang General Association of Korean Residents in Japan.
Born out of this historical background was an intense Korean

In recent days, too, a series of incidents, besides the Kirn Dae Jung
case, complicated Japan's relations with the ROK. In April 1974, South
Korean authorities arrested two Japanese students in Seoul on an
espionage charge.
The two-Yoshiharu Hayakawa, 37, a graduate student at Seoul
University, and Masaki Tachikawa, 27, a student at Waseda Univer
sity in Tokyo-were indicted and sentenced in July to 20 years in prison
for, according to the Korean authorities, having instigated anti-Park
Korean students engaged in subversive activities.
Then, on August 15 the same year, a 22-year-old Korean named
Mun Se Kwang, born and raised in Japan, gave almost a mortal blow
to the Japanese-Korean relationship.
With a handgun he bad stolen at a police station in Osaka, Mun ·
went to Seoul and fired several shots at President Park while he was
addressing the nation in the downtown National Theater on the 29th
anniversary of Korea's liberation from Japanese colonial rule. The
bullets failed to hit the President but fatally injured the Korean First
Lady.
The incidents, particularly the latter, ired South Koreans. Seoul
charged that behind both cases was the General Association of Korean
Residents in Japan-and demanded that the Japanese Government
crack down on the pro-Pyongyang organization with its headquart�rs
in Tokyo. Some of the Korean people, on their part, mobbed the
Japanese Embassy in Seoul.
The angry Korean voices over the assassination attempt by a
"Japanese with Korean nationality" subsided after Japanese Prime
Minister Kakuei Tanaka attended the funeral service of Mrs. Park in a
"gesture of sincere apology." In what was an apparent "political
settlement" of the case, Hayakawa and Tachikawa were released in
February 1975 for the sake of the "everlasting friendship between
Japan and the ROK.''
After all, no matter how often political and psychological trol,lbles
crop up between them, in the present political chart of the world,
Japan and the ROK are anti-Communist twins, with the United States
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legacy of animosity justly growing out of centuries of generally hostile
contacts with Japan. More than anything eise, this has made the
postwar relations between Japan and ROK so delicate and difficult.
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as their father. As a matter of fact, after World War II came to an end
in 1945, America's anti-Communist defense perimeter in north Asia has
been deployed along a geographical triangle formed by Japan, the
ROK and Taiwan.
The Korean War (1950-1953) might not have ended as it actually
did, if Japan had not been existing as America's anti-Communist
military foothold. An Asian version of Dunkirk was narrowly averted
only after all the U.S. Forces stationed in Japan were thrown into the
battlegrounds in Korea.
If it is to be taken for granted that Japan and the ROK are major
Asian economic partners linked by an anti-Communist fraternity, all
the postwar entanglements appear, at least from the global point of
political views, to be no more than a storm in a teacup.
The kidnaping of Kirn Dae Jung is hardly an exception. On July 31,
1975, Japanese Foreign Minister Kiichi Miyazawa announced that
the kidnaping case was virtually "closed" with the announced
dismissal of Kirn Dong Woon from an official South Korean govern
mental post.
Without referring to the focal question of whether South Korea had
"infringed" upon Japan's sovereignty, Miyazawa said that the case
should be settled so that "no frictions would be left between the two
governments in order to promote people-to-people friendship. ''
His announcement indicated just one more "political settlement"
of an entanglement, this time paving the way for the opening of the
suspended Eighth Regular Japan-ROK Ministerial Conference, in
which talks will be held for the resumption of Japan's economic aid to
its "closest neighbor."

Oil Crisis To 'Fragile Superstate'
The decade of the 1970s dawned with promises of continuing high
economic growth for Japan and of more money and more comforts for
its 100 million people. As they celebrated the turn of the year, millions
looked forward to Asia's first world exposition scheduled to open on
March 14 at the Senri Hills north of Osaka, Japan's second largest city.
With the successful Tokyo Olympic Games of 1964 still fresh in
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their memory, the Japanese flattered themselves that once again they
would host a great international event many times more costly and
glamorous than the Olympics. EXPO'70 was destined to be the most
ambitious peacetime undertaking in their history.
The theme of the exposition, "Progress and Harmony for
Mankind," also captured their imagination. Drunk with their nation's
impressive economic achievements during the "golden decade of the
'60s," most Japanese chose to close their eyes from the writing on the
wall-a steady erosion of their environment as a result of their
vigorous industrial activities and consumption that had brought about
their "economic miracle."
On the chilly morning of March 14, 1970, Emperor Hirohito
declared EXPO'70 open from the Royal Box under the gigantic trans
lucent roof shielding Festival Plaza. Participating in the fair were 77
countries, a new record in the history of world fairs which began with
the Great London Exposition of 1851.
"Bampaku," as EXPO'70 was called, promptly triggered a
movement of the Japanese people on a scale unknown before. Rain or
shine, hundreds of thousands of people, young and old, converged on
the Senri Hills daily from every corner of the country. They stood wide
eyed before rows of foreign and domestic pavilions that had turned the
once barren stretch of thick underbush into a glittering "futuristic
city."
In fact, the 330-hectare fair grounds were thick with pavilions of all
sizes, shapes and colors-the fulfilment of future-oriented architects.
The U.S. Pavilion roofed with a huge pneumatic dome was virtually
underground. In contrast, the Soviet Pavilion dominated the skyline
with its hammer and sickle emblem perched on a tower which soared
to a height of 110 meters. The Swiss Pavilion was a radiant tree with its
branches incandescent with 32,000 electric bulbs. Most Asian, African
and Latin American pavilions featured their striking native style. No
fewer than 30 domestic pavilions vied for visitors' attention with
glittering structures, eye-catching displays and colorful hand-outs and
pamphlets.
From abroad, kings and queens, princes and princesses and heads
of state and government came in an unbroken stream to attend
National Day ceremonies and attractions in honor of the foreign
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countries participating. The "Bampaku" boom swept the length and
width of the country.
With the patience, curiosity and discipline that appalled many
foreign pavilion managers and hostesses, Japanese visitors waited
long hours in a pouring rain or scorching sun, walked briskly through
displays and pavilions and greedily collected armfuls of pamphlets
and handouts. Children literally mobbed charming foreign hostesses
by pumping their hands and insisting on their autographs. Adults
swarmed to international bazaars and souvenir shops.
"Our people would be more rational. They would ask themselves
before standing in the queue if a wait of two or three hours is worth
while," observed a European pavilion manager. Another foreigner
who had lived in Japan for many years saw in the "insatiable
curiosity" of Japanese visitors the other side of their "insular com
plex." But a good many foreigners saw in it the source of the energy
and vigor of the Japanese people.
The "Bampaku boom" took on a frenzied tone when the schools
closed for summer holidays. Throughout August, the daily visitor
turnout topped half a million. On September 5, eight days before the
closure of the 183-day fair, the turnout reached a staggering 835,832.
Thousands couldn't get home and simply spent the night by stretching
themselves on the fair grounds. The next day the EXPO Association
was forced to close the gates for evening visitors as attendance
threatened to hit the incredible-and dangerous-figure of one million.
The unexpectedly large attendance-64,218,770 paid visitors in
cluding some 1,600,000 foreigners-brought the EXPO Association a
profit amounting to a whopping no billion (about $33 million). Expo67
in Montreal, Canada, ended up U9,700 million in the red.
Within three months of the end of the extravaganza, all but two
pavilions had been torn down. All that remains of the "futuristic city"
are the Tower of the Sun, the Grand Roof over Festival Plaza, the
Japcmese Government Pavilion, Steel Pavilion and EXPO Museum
plus the EXPO Tower and recreation facilities at Expoland.
During the daytime, children in the neighborhood and ex
cursionists still come to the EXPO site to enjoy rides on jet coasters
and strolling in Japanese Garden. After sundown, utter darkness and
silence rule what was once a glittering "city of the future."
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The oil crisis which hit the world
three years after the end of
�XP0'70 came as a brutal reminder to the Japanese that thei
r daily
Iives, to say nothing of their futu
re, depend so precariously on
petroleum which they had taken so muc
h for granted.
Th� oil risis, which started with a crip
�
pling Arab oil embargo and
sharp r1ses m petroleum prices in late
1973, shattered the image �f an
_
econom1c power that the Japanese
had optimistically considered as
representing their nation. Many peo
ple were painfully reminded now
of the vulnerability of their small
and resources-scarce land to any
form of "blackmail" by foreign cou
ntries blessed with abundant
natural resources. The crisis was a sud
den assault upon the Japanese
who had been dazed by their country
's ability in having achieved the
second largest GNP in the free world
and earning an abundant amount
of foreign currency reserves until then.
These barometers indicative of
Japan's economic power nose-dived.
The Arab embargo came as a
bone-crushing shock to the Japanese.
Big businesses reacted to the rapid oil
price spiral by shifting the
.
mcreased cost burden onto the consum
er. Smaller businesses followed
suit. As a result, the prices of goods soar
ed at the steepest pace, and
Japan's chronic inflation turned worse.
!he government and industry were, moreover, alarmed by
a
poss1ble Arab boycott of oil shipments
to Japan. Under the situation
the rumor spread that many manufac
turing companies would b�
forced to cut back their production activitie
s, resulting in a shortage of
daily necessities. Corporate irresponsibi
lity became rampant: Many
companies, one after another, began
cornering basic materials and
goods without any thought of the effect
that this would have on society,
and made large profits by capitalizing on
the oil crisis.
Bufetted by the double punch of a
commodity shortage and
runaway inflation, the majority of
housewives were uneasy and
desperately made the rounds of superma
rkets to buy or hoard items
which they feared would be in short
supply or whose prices would
skyrocket.

People's apprehensions about the futu
re mounted. At the same
time, public criticism was directed aga
inst the unscrupulous firms for
their cornering practices and aga
inst the government for weak
leadership in coping with the oil crisis.
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Japan's economic mechanism went out of order. The entire
Japanese archipelago plunged into utter confusion. Japan proved to be
a "fragile blossom" as had been prophesied by Dr. Z. K. Brzezinski, a
professor at Columbia University.
An unending series of social disorders was reported. In Osaka, for
example, an aged woman suffered a broken bone in a stampede of
housewives struggling to obtain a limi ted supply of toilet paper. In
Toyokawa City, Aichi Prefecture, a random joke by a high school girl
about a credit bank triggered a massive run on the bank. In another
example, a Tokyo taxi driver, apparently irritated by the curtailed
supply of fuel, slugged it out w ith a passenger who refused to tip him.
The ordeal resulting from the oil shock lasted until around the
spring of 1974, when various measures belatedly taken by the govern
ment to tranquilize the state of confusion began to take effect. But the
after-effects of the crisis are feit even today in every aspect of
Japanese life.
Conservation of energy is being widely practiced at households
and industrial plants. Stagflation brought about by the oil crunch
overshadows the future course of the Japanese economy. Many believe
that they cannot go on a buying spree any longer and must adopt an
austere lifestyle.
The Japanese began to fear an oil shortage, as political develop
ments in the Middle East deteriorated toward the fourth Mideast war.
There was no doubt that, in such a case, the Arab nations would use
crude oil as a weapon to win the war.
When 10 Arab petroleum exporting countries decided on a 5 per
cent reduction of oil production immediately after the outbreak of the
fourth war on October 6, 1973, the Japanese Government bad no idea
how to cope with the predictable Arab oil strategy and was only
waiting for Dr. Henry Kissinger's new shuttle diplomacy to lead Israel
and the Arab states to a disengagement.
The Arab decision was followed by a further 5 per cent production
cut in each succeeding month. In line with this trend, Exxon, Mobil and
other international oil majors gave notice to Japan on October 25 of
that year that they would reduce their oil supplies to Japan by 10 per
cent in order to meet oil shortages in West�rn countries. These
developments added to the serious nature of the situation, because
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about 70 per cent of Japan's total oil imports were handled by the oil
majors. In 1972, the import of crude o il totaled 246 million kiloliters.
Despite the situation, many government officials were trying to
act as though things were really not so bad. They were of the view that
the oil squeeze against countries supporting Israel would come to a
halt once the war ended. Their optimism went so far as to believe that
the Arabs would designate Japan as a friendly nation.
When Kissinger visited Japan on November 14, 1973 after bis tour
of �iddle East countries and China, Kakuei Tanaka, then Prime
_
M1mster, and other top government officials tried hard to make him
understand Japan's änxiety i n regard to oi l shortages and sound him
out on the possibili ty of a negotiated settlement of the Israeli-Arab
conflict. After their meetings with the U.S. Secretary of State, the
government leaders appeared somewhat frustrated by Kissinger who
was noncommittal about how to counter the Arab oil strategy.
Commenting on the Japanese leaders, many cri tics and foreign
correspondents in Japan ridiculed thei r constant failure to face up to
troubles while expecting others to come up with a solution.
Bernard Krisher, Tokyo bureau chief of Newsweek magazine,
wrote: "What Japan needs most of all to avoid any real or imagined
perils i s a degree of sympathy and assurance from the U.S., a renewed
sense of American leadership and dependability-and this at a time
when Washington is, on the contrary, encouraging the Japanese to
stand more on their own feet." Thi s biting comment gave the govern
ment a good chance to think twice about the fact that Japan is sub
servient to the United States in its foreign policy and does not pay
proper attention to the mounting nati onalism in the Arab region as well
as in other developing parts of the world.
For the Japanese, another shock came on November 18, 1973 when
the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC)
announced its withdrawal of a planned oil supply cutback for many
European countries but did not apply the relaxation to the United
States, the Netherlands and Japan.
The tough Arab attitude toward Japan prompted the government
to work out a new and more positive Arab policy in disregard of any
American reaction.
The new policy emphasized the following points-( 1) to support the
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Arab call for an Israeli pullout from occupied Arab territories, and (2)
Japan' s assistance for economic development projects in
the Arab countries. Surprisingly, all the opposition parties, which are
always critical of the ruling Liberal-D emocratic Party (LDP), made
no objection to the policy.
Carrying the new Arab policy as a "gift," Takeo Miki, who was
Vice Prime Minister at that time, flew to the Middle East as a special
envoy in mid-Dece mber 1973. He pleaded with sheik s and heads of the
oil-rich Arab states for a stable supply of crude oil to Japan.
On the other hand, Yasuhiro Nakasone, who was serving as
Minister of International Trade and Industry, visited Iran and Iraq in
January 1974 to promote economic relations with the two countries.
The largest fruit of his trip was Iraq' s agreement to supply 160 million
tons of crude oil to Japan over a 10-y ear period in return for Japan' s $1
billion plant exports to the country.
The same month, M. Belaid Abdesselam, Algerian Power and
Industry Minister, and Saudi Arabian Oil Minister Ahmed Zaki
Yamani came to Japan, seeking better understanding between the
Arab states and Japan. The oil-hungry Japanese welcomed their visits
with a feeling of relief and learned from them that the Arab countries
were desiring Japanese technology for their economic development
programs.
Japan' s new Arab policy was set in motion and kicked off an Arab
boom. Many trading companies, w hich are especially sensitive to
money talks, began to rush to the Arab market.
After about a month of gloom and fear of oil shortages triggered by
the Mideast war, t he government launched a national campaign of
ene rgy consumption which called for, among others, a 10 pe r cent
cutback of oil and electricity supply. In line with the campaign, major
television networks agreed to e nd telecast hours at 12 midnight from
January 1974. The Ginza, the nation' s busiest thoroughfare, was
browned out at night. The numbe r of elevators in use was reduced in
many buildings. Offices were asked to cooperate in having room
temperatures maintained at 20 de grees C. despite the arrival of win
ter. The government repeated its pleas to motorists to save gasoline by
refraining from going out on Sunday and holiday drives. Govern
mental organizations began pract icing retrenchment by limiting the
use of paper and other materials.
to expand
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To make the energy conservation
campaign penetrate throughout
the country, t� e government cam
e up with a bill to stab
ilize oil supply
and demand m an emergency. Th
e le gislation, enacted in Decembe
r
1�73, is designed initially to place
restrictions on oil consumption and
fmally allocate petroleum to indus
tries and households.
As the conservation campaign
spread, ironically enou
gh, even
th��e who had b en optimistic abo
ut the future prospects d espite the
�
cns1s, turned seno':!s upon learning
that things were really so bad.
In fact, life was becoming tougher.
The repercussions of the crisis
seemed endless. Commer
cial transactions could not be call
ed free
trade any more.
T�e main conc rn of buyers is whe
ther they can obtain enough
_ �
s upphes. The pos1t10n
of sellers is overwhelmingly strong
and con
sumers have no choice but to acc
ept the prices arbitrarily set by
sellers without protest.
The whole ale price index in D ece
mber 1973 soared 7.1 per cent in
�
_
compar1son w1th the previous mon
th. This was a 2.3-fold ri
se from a
year earlier. Wholesale prices in Jap
an had been stable so far, but
among advanced countries, Japan
experienced the steep es
_
t rise in
s uch pnces the same mon
th. Consumer prices kept skyrocke
ting too.
In January 1974, for example, Tokyo'
s cons umer prices regist
ered an
annual in rease rate of 20.4 per ce
:
nt, the highest in 23 years. Items ,
�hose pr1ce boosts were the most conspicuous, were keros
ene and
hquefied propane gas.
With voices growing among the pub
lic calling for more effective
government efforts to tide over the
panicky situation, the governmen t
found a good pretext for strengthe
ning its controls on the national
economy-much to the detriment of
business circles . Prime Minister
Tanaka considered the stabilization
of prices as the most nec
essary
�tep t_o calm the people' s anger a t his economic policy wh
ic
h fanned
mflat�o . Along this line, the g
o vernment sought I egi
_ �
slation for
stab1hzm the people
_
'
s
live
lihood by expanding government r
�
estric
hons to wider areas of economic acti
vities.
Unde� the legislation enacted in late
r December 1973, the govern
ment dec1ded to set standard pric
es for many i tems, who
se price in
creases were remarkable . Those
selling the designated ite
ms beyond
the standard prices unreasonably
were subjected to surcharges.
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The government measure was not as effective as hoped for. For
example, the government set the price of kerosene for home heaters at
I380 a can (18 liters), but there were complaints that many oil dealers
were selling it at around I500 or more. When probed by government
agents, these dealers gave the excuse that the price increases resulted
from increased personnel and delivery costs. lt was very difficult for
the government to levy surcharges on them.
Within the government, therefore, there were some opinions
calling for an overall curb on demand to arrest rampant inflation.
Tanaka, architect of the grandiose project for remodeling the
Japanese archipelago, however, showed a negative attitude toward
adopting such control.
Despite his reluctance, Tanaka was forced to change his ex
pansionary economic policy after the sudden death of Finance
Minister Kiichi Aichi, his most trusted economic adviser. Tanaka
named his chief domestic rival, Takeo Fukuda, as Aichi's successor in
the belief that continuing rivalry with Fukuda would make it more
difficult for the LDP-ruled government to overcome the crisis. Fukuda
is a conservative Dietman whom Tanaka narrowly defeated for the
premiership in 1972.
Fukuda, who is versed in economic affairs because of his long
service in the Finance Ministry, appeared on television and requested
the public to "bear the hardships for six months." He confidently said,
"The government intends to check inflation and abate social disorders.
To do so, not only a tight money policy but also curbs on people's
consumption and government spending are necessary.''
As recommended by Fukuda, the policy of curbing total demand
was carried out. Furthermore, the government froze prices for 159
items of consumer goods and about 40 items of basic materials, such as
steel, aluminum, paper and petroleum products.
The price freeze gave industrial circles the heebie-jeebies, and at
the same time created anxiety among many people who thought that
an income policy designed to freeze wages, corporate profits and
dividends might be introduced. The dazzling "flower" of the nation's
high economic growth era, symbolized by the happy and boisterous
EXPO barely three years before, seemed to have withered abruptly as
the oil crisis hit Japan with devastating effect.
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The price freeze and the cut in oil supply were removed gradually
after the Arabs lifted the oil embargo and eased their oil production
cutbacks. But the demand control remained.
One year after the oil crisis, the yearly increase ratio of consumer
prices declined to below 15 per cent as the government pledged. On the
other hand, unemployment and bankruptcies increased. Whether the
overall demand control is effective in a fight against stagflation is open
to debate.
Who
should be censured as the main culprit for having caused the
_
pamc of goods shortages and rampant inflation? Vice Minister of In
ternational Trade and Industry Eimei Yamashita snapped "The
'
petroleum industry is the origin of evils. ''
Apart from the question as to who indirectly helped the industry
conduct the wrongdoings, what Yamashita said was right in
retrospect. Of course, blame falls not only on leaders of the oil industry
but also on many others-even thoughtless consumers who hoarded
toilet
_ paper, detergents, etc. just because others did. The industry,
wh1c� overly cut oil supplies despite the unexpected rise in oil imports
and Jacked up the prices of petroleum products, came under bitter
criticism. Hirotaka Mitsuda, chairman of the Petroleum Association
of Japan, was forced to resign.
According to statistics compiled by the Finance Ministry, Japan
.
1mported about 25 million kiloliters of crude oil in December 1973. This
amount represented an 11 per cent increase over the previous month
or more than the 21 million kiloliters estimated by the government fo;
the month. The increase was partly due to the fact that the Arabs did
not implement to the letter what they had decided on the cut in oil
supplies at the OAPEC meetings. Another' reason is that domestic
petroleum firms and trading houses bought more Indonesian and
Iranian oil than usual through direct deals or spot transactions.
True, one �ammoth tanker after another arrived in Tokyo Bay
from the Pers1an Gulf. But their unloading was held up until the
reserve tanks at oil refineries became empty. Very few had an inkling
of what the scene meant, until newspapers reported on such tankers.
Wha� aroused the resentment of many people and built up their
.
distrust m the petroleum industry was the finding that a section chief
of Gerneral Sekiyu Kaisha, Ltd. distributed instructions to sales
managers of the company, in which he called the energy crisis "a
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golden opportunity for making profits." The written instructions were
disclosed by a legislator in the Diet. The section chief gave details on
oil supply cuts and wrote that the company would notify the managers
verbally about oil prices increases-a method designed not to leave
evidence. The instructions said, "Stop oil supplies to gas stations or
other retailers which tipped off the mass media and MITI (Ministry of
International Trade and Industry) about our company's plan for in
creasing prices." Critics charged that many companies in almost all
industries resorted, more or less, to the same tactics as General
Sekiyu and increased inventories without meeting the dem:;md
adequately.
The shortages were obviously artificial. In fact, the output of
consumer goods was on the increase even at the peak of the oil crisis.
There were not a few consumers who witnessed manufacturers and
distributors limiting sales or storing goods in warehouses at in
conspicuous sites. Government probes into "suspicious" warehouses
turned up stockpiles of detergents and many other items in short
supply. This fact infuriated the consumers who had to hustle to obtain
these items by standing in long queues at supermarkets.

The oil crisis led to a "minus" growth of the economy in 1974 for
the first time in Japan's postwar history. Another high growth is not
expected in the foreseeable future.
Japan's annual imports of crude oil, iron ore; coal and other raw
materials now account for one-third of the total world trade in natural
resources. This means that Japan is the largest importer of natural
resources.
The prices of not only oil but also other primary products keep
soaring against the background of growing economic nationalism in
the countries rieb in such resources.
If some "pipelines" for importing the raw materials were to be cut
off due to the nationalistic movements, another crisis might sweep
through this country. In such case, a similar state of confusion would
be unavoidable unless business ethics and people's inflationary
psychology are put under control. How to obtain the stable supply of
natural resources without any friction with the producer countries is
an old and yet new problem for the Japanese.

A Watergate For Kakuei Tanaka

The swift spread of corporate moves to raise prices and restrain
business competition, as seen in the crisis, served to spotlight the
economic state of oligopoly in Japan. In other words, the Japanese
economy was found to be in the grip of a few big businesses.
The situation has given rise to voices calling for splitting up the
market-dominating firms. When the presidents of 23 powerful com
panies were summoned to a special Diet committee in late February
1974, they were accused of exploiting the oil crisis to earn excess
profits. Some of the presidents were quick to make ritual apologies and
humbly promised to refund the excess profits. But others were
vehement in denying charges of immoral practices.
The Diet debate, which came at an awkward time for Tanaka's
ruling party traditionally allied with big businesses, was aired on
television. The TV viewers were impressed by the sight of the
beleaguered presidents being denounced by some opposition
parliamentarians as "economic villains." The image of the business
tycoons, who had formerly been regarded as heroes for their con
tributions to Japan's rise to affluence, was shattered.

On the morning of July 5, 1972, Kakuei Tanaka, 54, the Minister of
International Trade and Industry, appeared tense as he stepped into
Tokyo's Hibiya Public Hall to attend the 27th extraordinary national
convention of the Liberal-Democratic Party scheduled for 10 a.m.
The day was to be the longest day for Tanaka, the son of a farmer
in a small Niigata village who bad entered political life at the age of 28.
The convention was to elect the new president of the nation's ruling
political party. Tanaka was one of the four candidates for the post. If
elected, he would automatically become Japan's Prime Minister to
succeed outgoing Eisaku Sato, who had headed the majority party and
thus bad occupied the nation's highest office for the past seven years
and eight months.
Tanaka, known and often frowned upon for bis Machiavellian
maneuvering, had done all he could to prepare for that day. Though he
vociferously denied it, it had been an open secret that he bad spent a
colossal amount of money for vote-buying. A rumor also bad it that he
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Tanaka's ascent to Japan's highest position of authority was
significant in many ways for the nation and for the public. His
emergence put an end to a successive line of bureaucrat-turned Prime
Ministers under whom Japan had been led and guided for more than 15
years. Ever since Nobusuke Kishi took over the reins of government in
March 1957, the premiership had been continuously assumed by one
time elite government officials, right up to the days of Eisaku Sato,
Kishi's younger brother.
Indeed, the personal background of Tanaka was strikingly dif
ferent from that of the preceding prime ministers. Almost all of his
predecessors were well-educated and came from more or less
distinguished families, but Tanaka was the son of a farmer and his
formal schooling had stopped with the sixth grade of primary school.
When Tanaka assumed the premiership, the nation's major
newspapers showed a generally favorable attitude toward him. He was
likened to Toyotomi-Hideyoshi, a 16th Century Japanese warlord of

obscure origin who achieved the unification of the nation and was
finally appointed as Kampaku ( Chief Councillor to the Emperor).
In fact, Toyotomi-Hideyoshi and Kakuei Tanaka seemed to have
many things in common. Both were born to very poor families and
were amazingly bright when young. They were ambitious and both left
home in their mid-teens in search of a sure way to success: military
career in the case of Toyotomi-Hideyoshi and, in Tanaka's case,
money.
Tanaka was indeed a bright pupil at the elementary school in a
small village named Futada in snowy Niigata Prefecture. But he could
not go to higher school because of his father's financial reverses after
failing in cattle trading. At the age of 15, Tanaka left home for Tokyo
where he worked as an errand boy in the daytime to support himself
and studied civil engineering at night.
Tanaka's adolescence was admittedly far removed from that of
his political colleagues-or, rather, rivals. When Takeo Fukuda'
Masayoshi Ohira and Yasuhiro Nakasone were studying Iaw, politics,
literature and philosophy at the nation's most prestigious universities,
Tanaka, attending an obscure night school, was thrusting the tip of a
pointed pencil into the ball of a finger to shake off the drowsiness
resulting from hard daytime toil.
When Fukuda and others embarked upon the career of a promising
bureaucrat after passing highly competitive examinations to qualify
as elite government officials, Tanaka was a nameless construction
contractor who bowed deeply before bureaucrats in order to obtain
government orders.
Through their Iife in respectable schools, the elite had made many
friends who associated among themselves without thinking of gain or
loss. Tanaka's Iife was entirely different. But, through the experience
of his hard days, Tanaka had learned one truth of Iife: everything
could be bought with money-even at times a man's heart.
A hardworking man, Tanaka was already the president of a
construction firm at the age of 19. He was barely 27 years old when he
became rich enough to make sizable monetary donations to politicians
in return for "benefits" for his business.
Likewise, in only 11 years after entering political life himself,
Tanaka became the Minister of Posts and Telecommunications in the
Cabinet of Nobusuke Kishi. Since then, Tanaka gained experience in
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had promised Cabinet posts to leading party members who voted for
him.
Even though scandals had often cropped up in LDP's presidential
elections, the contest this time seemed, simply because of Tanaka's
direct involvement in it, to have been even more scandal-prone from
the outset.
Yet, all this was simply taken as a matter of course in Tanaka's
logic. He had the philosophy typical of a self-made man: Get whatever
you want, whatsoever be the means. His close friends recall that
when he was first elected to the House of Representatives in 1947,
Tanaka openly declared that he would some day become Prime
Minister. When the time did come for him to have a try to achieve this
goal, it was hardly surprising if his philosophy was to resort to every
possible maneuver that would block his rivals from standing in his
way.
At 12.40 p.m., it became clear that Tanaka's three rival can
didates-Takeo Fukuda, Masayoshi Ohira and Takeo Miki-had lost
the race. Tanaka came out of the public hall as the sixth president of
the LDP-and drove off to the Prime Minister's Official Residence
which, after procedural nomination at both Houses of the Diet the next
day, he was to occupy as Japan's 40th Prime Minister.
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almost all the important government and LDP posts, including
Secretary General of the party, which he served for five terms under
Eisaku Sato.
Without doubt, the combination of his having been born to a poor
family and his natural brilliance that enabled his quick rise in the
political world was an integral factor in forming his personality.
Both as a man and as a politician, Tanaka had many contradictory
traits. He was raw, rash and impetuous, yet he could be prudent and
scrupulous. He was a stickler for the old-fashioned Japanese sentiment
of "Giri-ninjo" (obligation and humanity) and yet he honored logics
and dialectics. His political dealings were pragmatic but he was also a
romanticist bordering on childishness.
The aura of Tanaka's contradicting yet strong personality was
quite fresh to the eyes of the Japanese who had long been accustomed
to the marked "bureaucratic coolness" of past prime ministers.
Newspapers dubbed him a "computerized bulldozer" for his
vitality and energy, coupled with his talent for figures. The public
hailed him as a "commoner premier." Even Tanaka's critics admitted
that he possessed an air of ''irresistible human charm.''
Tanaka's popularity among the public was at its highest when, in
September 1972, he paid a six-day visit to China, met Chairman Mao
Tse-tung and Prime Minister Chou En-lai and signed a joint com
munique that put an end to more than three decades of a "technical"
state of war between the two Asian powers.
But if the public meant, by the word "commoner," someone like
themselves, a plain and average Japanese, Tanaka was already too
rich to be called just that. He was living in a stately mansion built on
about 10,000 square meters of land in Tokyo's Mejiro. Within the
premises were a thick grove and a large pond where scores of colorful
"fancy carp"-some of them costing more than X3 million each-swam
freely. Moreover, he possessed four vast tracts of land in Karuizawa in
Nagano Prefecture, one of the nation's most popular summer resorts.
One estimate held that Tanaka's property in Mejiro alone was worth a
mind-boggling Xl.5 billion.
.
How had he been able to purchase these tracts of land costmg
billions of yen? Was he in fact so rich in his own right? These questions
might have been overlooked if Tanaka had remained in the category of
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rank and file politicians. But now that he was the Prime Minister, it
seemed certain that his wealth would be subjected to public scrutiny
sooner or later. And, ironically enough, Kakuei Tanaka had to step
down from the seat of power in 1974 because of his money-the money
which had led him to the very same position of authority two years
earlier.
Two freelance journalists-Takashi Tachibana, 34, and Takaya
Kodama, 37(who died of cancer soon afterwards)-first challenged
Tanaka over his wealth in the November 1974 issue of the Bungei
Shunju monthly magazine (circulation: some 700,000).
Titled ''An Anatomy of Kakuei Tanaka: His Money and His Men,''
and "Melancholie Queen of Etsuzankai," their 120,000-word twin in
vestigative features exposed in minute detail the role of money in
Japan's politics and shed light on Kakuei Tanaka and his Liberal
Democratic Party, a gigantic moiley-devouring political machine. The
articles were sensational. They staggered Japan just as Richard M.
Nixon's Watergate rocked the United States.
Tachibana began his "An Anatomy of Kakuei Tanaka" by writing
that according to a "well-believed rumor,", Tanaka spent X3 billion to
X5 billion in 1972 to "buy" the support of eligible LDP members in the
party's presidential election in July.
Posing a question as to whether the "investment" of such a
colossal sum for the post of the party president would really pay off,
Tachibana next pointed out that the LDP receives "political
donations" from the nation's business world amounting every year to
X90 billion, a good part of which is placed at the free disposal of the
party president.
The amount of the donations might sound staggering to most
people but, according to Tachibana, it was a sum none too spectacular
for theLDP.
Tachibana's article pointed out that every rank and file LDP
Dietman needed somewhere between X30 million and X50 million a year
to carry on his "daily political activities"-activities, that is, to keep
himself known to the people of his constitµency. At present, the article
added, theLDP had more than 400 Dietmen on its roster, meaning that
the party consumes at least X20 billion every year just to "keep 'em
going."
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It goes without saying that in any given year, the funds for "daily
political activities" are far from what the party needs to maintain the
position of a majority party.
Take 1972, for example, when a total of 339 LDP candidates ran for
the House of Representatives in a general election held toward the
year-end. At that time, the unanimous opinion among campaign
strategists was that if a candidate could spend X200 million for bis
campaign, he would be elected.
For the LDP, an average X200 million for each of its 339 candidates
adds up to well over X60 billion. Besides, the year 1972 saw seven by
elections, seven gubernatorial and 10 mayoral elections-a series of
costly political activities which the party had to finance to keep their
men "alive."
When all these are taken into account, Tachibana wrote, it is apparent that the LDP simply could not have made out in 1972 with a fund
of "only" X90 billion. According to him, the LDP, to keep itself
operational, must have bad another flow of money which he called
"backstage money" as against the officially registered X90 billion that
he referred to as ''surface money.''
Tachibana then turned to Tanaka himself and cited a seemingly
endless string of examples in which Tanaka was sketched as a sort of
"genius" in collecting money both for the party and himself.
In one example, Tanaka, using the power of his office, solved a
financial problem of the Mitsubishi Heavy Industries-and accepted a
sizable "political donation" for the party. In another instance, Tanaka
gained a nine-digit profit for himself by having tracts of land sold and
resold among companies of dubious nature which in reality were
owned by none other than himself. And in still another example,
Tanaka, again using his political power, helped his "bosom chum"
Kenji Osano, an economic tycoon, solve a problem in return for taking
over a shaky company.
In this way, scandals were exposed on� after another and the
much-rumored plutocracy of Kakuei Tanaka was mercilessly brought
to light.
,
Meanwhile, Takaya Kodama, in his "Melancholie Queen" story
narrated the life story of one Aki Sato, a mysteriously powerful female
al
financier of the Etsuzankai, the headquarters of Tanaka's politic
faction.

Kodama's article stated that the twice-divorced ex-cabaret
hostess handled the entire flow-in and out-of billions of yen, most of
which was used to bribe, sometimes even to intimidate, numberless
politicians and generally to lubricate the conservative political
machine.
Kodama then described how Miss Sato, 46, became, after her
encounter with Tanaka, powerful at Etsuzankai, handling all the
money of the LDP's largest faction. According to Kodama, even big
name LDP Dietmen would stand at attention in the presence of
"Mama Sato."
One Dietman, Kodama's story stated, once suggested to her that
she run for the House of Councillors. "You are 100 per cent sure to be
elected," the Dietman is quoted as flattering Mama Sato, "because all
of us will go all out to assist you. ''
When the magazine carrying the twin features was published, its
social impact was tremendous. Not only opposition party members but
also young Turks of the LDP itself vehemently demanded that Tanaka
clarify once and for all what the magazine articles had reported.
Understandably, public support of the Tanaka Administration
plummeted and the popularity of Tanaka, the "commoner premier,"
faded fast.
At first, Tanaka attempted a counterattack. But, as the
newspapers began to join, somewhat belatedly, in anti-Tanaka
campaigns and with accusing voices in ·and out of the Diet growing
louder, Tanaka seemed to be totally helpless and incapable of turning
the tide.
Moreover, after Tanaka took over the premiership, the price of
land started to rise, deepening the runaway inflation. The public had
begun to suspect that the spiral might be a result of what Tanaka bad
proposed in his much-publicized book, "Building a New Japan-A Plan
for Remodeling the Japanese Archipelago.''
In the book, written and published shortly before he became Prime
Minister, Tanaka had outlined a drastic plan to remove excessive
industry and population from the Tokyo-Nagoya-Osaka Pacific coast
area and to develop industries in sparsely populated districts on the
Japan Sea side.
This, said Tanaka in his book, could be achieved by constructing
networks of "bullet train" lines and highways across the country. The
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plan itself was well-thought out and seemed flawless, but it had a side
effect: big business began to buy up land for speculation. As a result,
individual Japanese found it even more difficult to buy even small
pieces of land to build modest homes.
all too clear that
Toward the end of November 1974, it became
56
the years of his life.
Tanaka was losing-perhaps for the first time in
wrong horse.
By then, no one desired, it seemed, to back the
nese seemed to
Pointing an accusing finger at him, all the Japa
they had welcomed
have totally forgotten how, only two years before,
leaders of the
the emergence of a "commoner premier." The same
d sizable "political
nation's business circles who had contribute
newspapermen
donations" to him were now paying no heed. The same
Toyotomi-Hideyoshi
who had jubilantly likened him to a latter-day
all, no more than
were now talking aloud that Tanaka was, after
power-hungry greed incarnate.
November 26,
With his official announcement of resignation on
ended the "Kaku-san
Kakuei Tanaka stepped down from his post. Thus
(Tanaka's nickname) boom."
fragile nature of
The collapse of the boom was illustrative of the
ka were only
Tana
ster
any seat of power. What had ousted Prime Mini
rto nameless journalists
twin articles written about him by two hithe
le and primitive doubt:
whose survey was precipitated by one simp
Why is Mr. Tanaka so rich?
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Epilogue
Now that we have scanned the years of Showa-1926 to the
present-we may perhaps be able to leap a bit forward into the future
as in the case of a broad jumper who first steps back before dashing
along the dirt runway toward the takeoff plank and into the air.
The safest prediction undoubtedly is that Japan in the foreseeable
future would be essentially very much like Japan in the past years of
�howa. �n u�exciting prophesy, indeed. But, how can an athlete jump
m any direct10n other than the course he has hitherto run in order to
gather momentum? A spider, too, just doesn't change the pattern of
the web it has been spinning.
Th� 110-million residents of this Far Eastern archipelago are,
accordmg to consumer scientists, still living in the frenzy of the
"Three C's," as of this writing-car, cooler (air-conditioner) and color
te!evision set. For some time to come, the majority of the Japanese
will keep on buying bigger passenger cars, more powerful air coolers,
and television sets with a wider screen. Meanwhile, the painful sense
of f�ustration, noticeable in every highly developed society, will
contmue mounting, for it is always true that the more you possess the
more will you desire.
There still is that omnipresent heaciache of overpopulation that
has tormented the Japanese since the 1930s when Manchuria became
the first target of Japanese expansionists. The state of over
crowdedness today is best represented by commuter trains that enter
and leave Shinjuku Station, Tokyo, at around 8.40 every morning. The
nation's population is still increasing at the rate of 1,300,000 a year.
Although it is highly unlikely that Japan will ever turn to expansionism
again, many Japanese are frustrated by the thought of having a "less
ratio of air to breathe."
Quite ironically the housing shortage, coupled with over-
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population, is something that has encouraged the working force of
Japan to work even harder. In order to build his own modest home with
three tiny.bedrooms in a hard-won lot of 50 tsubo (approximately 200
square yards), millions of Japanese men have devoted themselves
fully to their jobs. The miraculous growth of the Gross National
Product was, in a sense, little more than an automatic byproduct of
that arduous labor. Where there is frustration, there has always been
the hope for a better life.
As far as politics are concerned, leftist parties seem to have a far
better chance than their conservative counterparts. The nation's in
tellectuals lean overwhelmingly toward the leftist camp. The trans
lated version of Friedrich Engels' "Socialism, utopian and Scien
tific" (1878) has been among the best-selling books for decades. Many
educated Japanese men and women today hold a firm belief in such
theoretical ideas as "economic developments lead to inevitable social
evolutions," "labor is sold like a commodity" and "the working class
is the final victor.''
What is more, the people's emotions are easily stirred by the
promises offered by the leftists. An anti-corruption, anti-privileged,
anti-Emperor-cult or anti-Anglo-Saxon platform seldom fails to attract
mass support. Strangely enough, these were once the lines advocated
by rightist Ikki Kita, fiery ideologist executed in connection with the
2.26 lncident in 1936.
While many would doubt the capability of the Japan Socialist
Party to become a future occupant of Nagatacho (the Prime Minister's
official residence), the ever-growing number of voters pin their hope
on the Japan Communist Party led by some of the most competent as
well as realistic political figures. Quite ironically again, the JCP is
today a staunch defender of "love Japan-ism,1' sometimes running the
risk of alienating itself from both the Chinese and Russian comrade
parties.
Regardless of the sort of political idea that will dominate t�e
political arena of Japan tomorrow, the people's code of conduct 1s
likely to remain largely unchanged. Millions, many millions, of
Japanese will placidly go on working very hard, saving for the fut�re
and preferring, in their serious pursuit of life, to remain in the mam
stream. The strong herd-instinct of the Japanese people seldom per
mits them fo dare escape the benign discipline of organizations.
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Working hard and sticking together are, in fact, integral elements of
the Japanese culture.
Foreign observers, it may be safe to assume;will never cease to be
fascinated by the behavior of the Japanese people, for it is featured by
a large number of interesting paradoxes. The Japanese, once known as
creators of beautiful architecture, gardens, literature and many other
objects of art, are also noted today for their earthly zeal to destroy and
discard time-honored traditions. The average Japanese these days is
hardly likely to attend a tea ceremony, not even once in a year. He will
not often see Kabuki, never perhaps the Noh theater, nor even wear a
Kimono. But, somewhere in the depth of his mind, he believes that he
understands the real essence of J apanese culture which, he is also
firmly convinced, is totally incomprehensible to Westerners.
The modern-day Japanese are busy building skyscrapers, ex
pressways and a bullet train network. They seem to be determined to
advance along the path to prosperity, making use of all technological
innovations. But, somewhere in the depth of their hearts, they believe
that this world is naught but "a dew-drop on a leaf of grass." There
may be many different opinions as to whether or not their belief, this
belief in "Japaneseness," is incongruous. But few would deny the
existence of contradictions in the Japanese way of thinking.
The Japanese are serious people. They rarely laugh at themselves.
Obsessed, therefore, with some ideas that are fantastic and en
tertaining little doubt about them in their overseriousness, the
Japanese have often surprised the non-Japanese. Many Japanese
individuals will no doubt continue surprising the rest of the world-as
some of their younger breed did inKuala Lumpur lately. The one thing
that can be said, however, is that their behavior will probably be
similar, more or less, to the precedents that have been set during the
past 50 years of Showa.
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